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Chapter 1
Individual differences in sentence processing

1.1 Introduction
There are many similarities between one member of the human species and another,
but there are many differences as well. It is a matter of choice whether one focuses
on the similarities or on the differences, and this dissertation will be about
differences.
With regard to language ability, there are similarities and differences. For one, we
do not all speak the same language. But even within speakers of the same language,
there are similarities and differences. For example, when language acquisition is
compared from one child to another, it is striking how many parallels there are in the
ways they learn their language, the mistakes that they do and do not make, and the
end product of the acquisition, but at the same time, saying that their language
development is identical does not do justice to the differences: not all children seem
to go through all stages, they do not go through the stages at the same pace nor with
exactly the same end result.
Most differences can be described in terms of spread around the mean. Humans are
never identical; in the population there is a mean and every member of the
population can be a bit closer to, or further away from the mean. In behavioral
research, this spread around the mean is often treated as ‘noise’, but this suggests
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that it is impossible to explain or understand why a certain individual is at a certain
place in the distribution. This is not necessarily the case. For many human
characteristics, there is detailed knowledge about the factors that determine where in
the distribution a certain individual is.
Let’s look at an example: body weight. There is a mean weight for a certain age (and
sex), but there are many factors that influence whether an individual is exactly at the
mean or not: a person’s height, diet, the amount of physical exercise per day, and, as
research has shown, there is also a genetic predisposition (to be heavy set or skinny).
We can exert influence on some of these factors (diet, sports) but not the fixed ones,
such as sex and the hereditary factors that are encoded in our DNA. The factors can
also interact: For some people the effect of eating more or less is much larger than
for others: for individuals with a genetic predisposition to be obese, eating less has a
much smaller effect on their weight than for individuals without this unfortunate
genetic code.
Next to differences between individuals, there are differences in performance within
individuals. Take the long jump in athletics: if one athlete tries ten times, he/she will
not reach the same distance ten times. Factors that are stable (such as weight, or
height) cannot explain this; it is due to factors that have to come together exactly at
the right moment.
The topic of this dissertation is inter-individual differences in language processing at
the sentence level. Every experimental psycholinguist will confirm that if you test
two participants, it is exceptional to find that they show the exact same response to a
stimulus. There is always some variation across individuals; usually this variability
is viewed as ‘random noise’. The same is true for a person’s response to a stimulus
at two different moments in time. Responses will probably be similar but not
identical. In psycholinguistic experiments, for obvious practical reasons, only
samples of the population are tested 1, under the assumption that a sample is
representative of the population, and that the sample mean is a good estimate of the
population mean. If there are in fact subpopulations, the story is more complicated.
The sample mean – and the extent to which it is representative for the population depends on the representation of the subpopulations in the sample. To return to the
example of weight: If the effect of a diet is examined, a random sample of people
that may or may not have the genetic predisposition to be overweight will not
provide the information needed. Instead, information about the effect of the diet
1

Similarly, instead of testing all sentences with the particular characteristic of
interest (if possible at all), a sample of language materials with this characteristic is
used in the expectation that this sample is representative so that the effect can be
generalized to all sentences with this abstract characteristic.
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needs to be collected for each subpopulation, or at the very least, precautions have to
be taken to ensure that both subpopulations are represented in the sample in the
same proportion as in the population.
With regard to sentence processing, it seems that experimental psycholinguists have
assumed that there is one population, and not different subpopulations: experiments
are conducted on more or less random samples from a student population. While
there has been criticism on taking an 18-22 year old college student sample to be
representative of the whole population, there has not been much attention for the
question if it matters which students happen to form part of the sample. If there is
one population, a certain stimulus will lead to a similar response in each member of
the population. The circumstances are never identical from one instance to another,
so there will always be a little variation, but in this case the mean response of a
random sample can be assumed to be representative for the population. This is not
the case if there are groups of individuals whose response to certain stimuli
systematically differs from that of other groups of participants. In such a case the
mean of a random sample depends on the composition of the sample in terms of
subpopulations, and it is unknown to what extent it is representative for any of the
subpopulations or the population as a whole.
The literature contains several examples of just this, (groups of) participants
showing different responses to the same manipulation compared to other (groups of)
participants. Kos, Van den Brink, and Hagoort (2012) showed that the
electrophysiological response to a semantic violation (e.g. ‘Whipped cream tastes
anxious.’) can differ across people: even though almost all participants showed an
N400 effect2, after that, approximately half of the subjects showed an extended
negative effect and the other half showed a positive effect; an LPC3. The response to
subject-verb agreement violations is not consistent across participants either, as
shown by a study that looked for a genetic basis of variation in language abilities
(Kos, Van den Brink, Snijders, et al., 2012). Participants in one group (the AA
homozygotes4) showed only the ‘standard’ P600 effect (see footnote 3), but
2

An N400 is an event-related brain potential (ERP) response; it is a negative going
deflection that peaks around 400 ms after the event-onset, that has been linked to
meaning processing.
3
LPC stands for Late Positive Complex: a posterior positive going ERP component
that starts around 400-500ms after the event-onset, and lasts for several hundreds of
milliseconds. It is still debated whether this is actually the same as the P600 effect (a
positive effect peaking around 600ms after stimulus-onset), which has been linked to
problematic syntactic processing, or reanalysis.
4
There are different genotype groups of the CNTNAP2 gene, which forms part of
the FOXP2-CNTNAP2-pathway that has been linked to language in several ways.
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participants in the other group (the T-carriers) also showed an anterior negativity
preceding the P600. More differences in response (patterns) were reported by
Tanner and Van Hell (2014): sentences with a morphosyntactic violation elicited
only a P600 response in most individuals, but a biphasic response in other
participants, and an “N400-like negativity” in yet other participants. Related
examples had been reported before in the work of Osterhout (Osterhout, 1997;
Osterhout, McLaughlin, Kim, Greenwald, & Inoue, 2004; Osterhout & Inoue, 2007),
who showed repeatedly that effects found on the group level were artifacts of
averaging over participants who showed different effects. In Osterhout (1997), ERPs
were investigated for sentences that are perceived as syntactically anomalous such as
‘The boat sailed down the river sank.’ On the group level, the data showed a
biphasic N400-P600 response, but this was caused by the majority of subjects
showing a P600 response, and a minority showing an enhanced N400 response (to
the same sentences). The same pattern was found in subsequent studies, which
looked at ERP responses of Japanese readers to verb-final sentences with two nouns
that are both marked for accusative case: The grand average showed a biphasic
effect, with anterior negativity between 300-500ms and then a posterior P600 effect,
but this was caused by some participants showing a large negativity (and only a very
small P600) and others showing no evidence of negativity, but a large P600 effect.
In all these examples, the mean response of the group is not very informative, as
there are subgroups that show different responses and the group average is not
representative for any subgroup. Importantly, in each of these studies the
participants were assumed to be a homogeneous group; all college students, so any
obvious explanations for different responses are absent, and a standard group
analysis would not even have revealed these different responses. In fact, without
anyone knowing, there may be many more studies in which averaged group results
do not do justice to a presence of subgroups of participants showing systematically
different responses. With relatively new analysis techniques such as multi-level
analysis, which have become commonplace today, analyses are less dependent on
averaging over individuals, and the number of studies reporting individual
differences can be expected to increase in the near future.
In the studies briefly reviewed above, the different ERP responses suggest that
different processes are taking place in these sub-samples of participants, but since
the functional interpretation of ERP responses is still problematic, it is not possible
The researchers chose these two genotype groups because earlier research revealed
that AA and T-carriers showed differences for several language-related
manipulations, such as the difference between processing word lists and processing
sentences, and differences in brain connectivity patterns as a function of the
syntactic complexity of sentences (see Snijders, 2010)
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to straightforwardly deduct what is happening in some participants but not in others,
from the presence or absence of a particular ERP response – e.g., a LAN effect. The
message to be taken from these studies is that there certainly are differences that
need an explanation, and that the idea of subpopulations is potentially interesting.
Attempts have been made to come to a better understanding of interindividual
differences, by relating these to factors such as familial handedness, working
memory, cognitive control, lexical processing speed, language proficiency, and
genetics. I will return to these later, but first I will make an inventory of factors (at
the cognitive level) that possibly lead to individual differences in sentence
processing. Analogous to the example about weight differences, different types of
factors may be responsible, quantitative or qualitative in nature, and constant or
more variable from one moment to another. All together they determine
performance at a certain moment, and a better understanding of these factors will
help in finding out whether what is usually called ‘noise’ can be decomposed into
meaningful and systematic differences.
A next step is to investigate all these potential factors: do they matter, and, if so,
how? In this dissertation I choose one: I investigate the presence or absence of
individual differences in sentence processing that relate to differences in the balance
of separate processing streams within a multi-stream language processor, more
specifically the balance between a syntactic processing stream and a semantic
processing stream. In a number of experiments (Chapters 3-5) I manipulate syntactic
and semantic processing, but as it is highly likely that variation does not come from
one source only, measures of working memory, inhibition and handedness are
included in all experiments, so it is possible to verify whether any observed
differences are just the result of differences in one of those other potential sources.
All differences in language processing performance are relevant to this attempt to
get a handle on ‘noise’, but it is useful to recognize that there are various types of
differences: 1. Speed: some people do the job faster or slower than others;
2.Interpretation: the end point of the interpretation process is different, leading to a
different interpretation or no interpretation at all; 3. Different strategies, or the route
taken to arrive at the end point. The literature contains examples of all three types of
differences.
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1.2 Potential sources of individual differences in sentence
processing
Many tasks are involved in the process of sentence comprehension: letters or sounds
need to be combined to form meaningful units such as words, the meaning of these
words needs to be retrieved, and cues need to be considered that indicate how these
words are related to each other, such as the order of these words or the inflections
they carry. In order to grasp the meaning of a sentence, its structure needs to be
recovered. The meaning of the words and the structure of the sentence have to be
combined to derive the meaning of the sentence. One element of this meaning is the
proposition – informally: who is doing what to whom – and this is what I will focus
on in this thesis. Eventually the meaning of the sentence is integrated into the wider
context of the utterance, the discourse, which in turn connects or relates to
everything the perceiver knows. A relevant question is what systems are used to
comprehend sentences. As Bever (1970) noted, there could be a distinction between
language knowledge and concrete behavioral systems for language use: the syntactic
structure is essential to the meaning of the sentence – a different syntactic structure
can correspond to a different meaning - but this does not logically entail that we use
syntax to assign meaning to a sentence. This point of view is not shared by all, but
the difference between knowledge and performance comes in different shapes, e.g.
in generative linguistics it is known as the distinction between competence and
performance. Both knowledge and performance are potential sources of individual
differences.
The cognitive systems for comprehension of language can be further divided into
what I will call the ‘core processor’ and the supporting subsystems. Again, both are
possible sources of differences across individuals. The crucial distinction between
the core processor and the supporting subsystems is that the core processor deals
specifically and exclusively with language, while the supporting subsystems are
domain-general cognitive systems. The core language processor cannot function on
its own; it depends on supporting subsystems, such as long term memory and short
term/working memory, and (other) executive functions that regulate cognitive
processes. This thesis will focus on individual differences that result from
differences in the core processor, but first we take a brief look at the kind of
differences that can be expected or have been reported based on differences in
competence or supporting subsystems.
1.2.1 Competence
Differences in language competence of individuals may be responsible for
differences in sentence processing. An extreme example of different competences is
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people speaking different languages, but there are several realistic examples of how
there may also be variation in competence within speakers of the same language:
dialects, sociolects, micro variation, imperfect or incomplete language acquisition,
and differences due to a language being in the process of change, in which the ‘old’
grammar and the ‘new’ grammar co-exist in the population.
Individual differences in linguistic competence are not well researched. It is a widely
held belief among linguists that first language users converge on the same grammar.
This idea does not leave room for individual differences in processing that result
from differences in the grammar, but an opposing claim has been made by
Dabrowska, who argues that first language users do not all converge on the same
grammar. Instead there are individual differences in grammatical knowledge (see
Dabrowska, 2012 for an overview), and her research focuses on the origin of such
differences. Though potentially interesting, differences in (or resulting from)
grammatical knowledge fall outside the scope of this research. I concentrate my
efforts on differences in processing, assuming for the remainder of this dissertation
that the abstract knowledge of the rules of the language is identical for each
individual.
1.2.2 Supporting subsystems
The language processor does not operate in a vacuum; it cannot function without
cognitive systems such as long term memory, and executive function (also called
executive control, or even cognitive control, although this term can also refer to a
specific subcomponent), a family of cognitive mechanisms that are used to control
and coordinate cognitive activities. Executive function regulates attention for the
task, how well one is able to concentrate and stay focused on those aspects of the
task that are relevant, etcetera. Differences in executive function capacities can
result in differences in sentence processing. Eventually, the focus of this work will
be on individual differences in the core processor, but differences that result from
differences in the supporting subsystems should not be misinterpreted as differences
resulting from the core processor, and that is why a closer look at differences
resulting from the supporting subsystems is necessary.
Whether executive function is a unitary construct or an umbrella term for distinct
functions that are only loosely related, is under debate (see McCabe, Roediger,
McDaniel, Balota, & Hambrick, 2010). Working memory is probably the most
famous member of this family of resources. It is important to note that the term
working memory has been used in many different ways, sometimes referring to a
subcomponent of executive skills, but also the other way around; in Baddeley’s
(2000) model of working memory, executive function skills (named ‘central
executive’) are a component of working memory. I adopt the view of Diamond
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(2013)5, illustrated in Figure 1.1, in which executive function consists of three core
components: working memory, inhibition and cognitive flexibility.
1.2.2.1 Working memory
Working memory is a component of memory; it is a temporary storage system for
processing and manipulation of information. Individuals differ from each other in
the capacity of this component. People with different working memory capacities
can be viewed as different subpopulations. While a person’s (maximal) capacity is a
(relatively) constant factor, this does not mean that performance is always optimal,
so working memory can also be a source of intra-individual differences. There are
various tests to assess someone’s working memory capacity, although testing
working memory is not unproblematic. Tests for any executive function component
are by definition impure: one can only measure them in presence of a task and taskrelated performance will contribute to the measurement. For example, if a memory
test makes use of a visuospatial task, it does not only measure an individual’s
memory capacity, but also his/her visuospatial processing skills. It is possible to test
some of the supporting subsystems without making use of verbal tasks, but the other
way around, to look at language without involvement of the supporting subsystems
is not possible. The test for working memory that is most commonly used in
sentence processing research is the reading span test, in which people have to read
sentences and memorize and repeat back the final words of sets of sentences of
increasing length (see Chapter 3 for a more elaborate explanation). Participants with
a high score on this test have high verbal working memory capacity, and are also
termed high-span individuals. This test has received criticism, e.g. from MacDonald
and Christiansen, who suggest that the distinction between the reading span task and
language-processing tasks is artificial and that they are all “simply different
measures of language processing skill” (MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002, p. 36).
Not only has the test for measuring working memory capacity been subjected to
debate, there is also no consensus about the concept of working memory (for
language processing) itself. The debate centered on the question whether syntactic
processing is supported by a specialized subsystem within verbal working memory
or not (see Caplan & Waters, 1999). The idea of working memory capacity as a
source for individual differences in sentence comprehension has been persistent, and
in the following paragraphs I will review the types of individual differences in
sentence comprehension (speed, interpretation and strategies respectively): can they
result from differences in working memory capacity, and how do they compare to
the differences that have been reported in the literature.
5

I favor Diamond’s classification, because she also links the tests that are often used
to probe executive function capacity (and that are also used in Chapter 2-6) to the
specific subcomponents of the classification.

Figure 1.1 Executive functions and related concepts (adapted from Diamond, 2013)
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The dominant account on the relation between working memory and language is the
limited resources account by Just and Carpenter (1992). Since much research in this
field has been formulated in terms of this account, it is a useful point of reference. In
Just and Carpenter’s approach, there is a limited amount of resources to support
cognitive operations (both storage and processing) during sentence processing.
Resources are used to perform operations and to keep elements ‘activated’ so that
operations (for example connecting a subject to its verb) can be performed on them.
Elements can be words, phrases, structures, propositions, mental representations of
objects in the external world, etcetera. If an element’s activation is above a certain
threshold, it is considered to be part of working memory, and available to be
operated on. As a sentence progresses from beginning to end, the number of items to
be kept active increases, the computational demands increase and so the amount of
available resources decreases. If the demand exceeds the amount of available
resources, activation of old elements is scaled back, which can lead to a loss of
information from working memory. If an element is no longer available to be
operated on at the moment it is needed, this can impair processing.
If the total capacity of the pool of resources is not the same for all people, someone
with low capacity can be expected to run out of resources earlier than someone with
high capacity. This would result in earlier processing breakdown in some individuals
than in others, potentially leading to different end points in the comprehension
process.
Speed differences are also expected on the basis of this limited resources view. A
more detailed look at the account of limited resources is needed to understand this.
To keep an element active in working memory, the amount of activation needs to
remain above a certain threshold. Adding activation, or activating elements, is done
in ‘cycles’ or ‘rounds’. When resources are running out, the system only hands out
relatively small amounts of activation per cycle. It can then take multiple cycles to
get the activation of an element above threshold, slowing down activation. Any
operation on elements can only take place on activated elements, so differences in
the speed of activating elements can cause differences in speed of processing.
With regard to differences in resources leading to differences in processing
strategies, low-capacity systems are expected to favor more ‘economical’ strategies,
where high-capacity systems are not necessarily required to do so. Differences
related to running out of resources are expected to come up when demands are high,
so when particularly demanding computations are required or many items need to be
kept active simultaneously, such as towards the end of a (long) sentence. If demands
are not high, people with low capacity and people with high capacity should both
have sufficient resources.
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It is possible to compare these expected differences to the literature on how working
memory relates to sentence processing, of which I provide a short overview.
It has been reported repeatedly that participants with low working memory capacity
make more errors in comprehension than participants with high(er) working memory
capacity. Comprehension differences between high-span and low-span groups are
larger when sentences or texts are more complex, such as in the case of pronoun
reference over long distance (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) or relative clauses, more
specifically object-relative clauses (King & Just, 1991; Vos, Gunter, Kolk,
& Mulder, 2001; Prat, Keller, & Just (2007).
These studies not only reported that comprehension is compromised in low working
memory capacity individuals, but they also reported differences in speed: low-span
groups need more time to read and comprehend sentences than high-span groups,
again more so for the more complex sentences.
Different strategies related to differences in working memory capacity – low
working memory capacity leads to ‘cheap solutions’ - have indeed also been
reported, concerning a range of different phenomena. One is that there seem to be
differences regarding which information is taken into account. Strikingly, examples
have been reported of low-span individuals taking into account less information than
high-span individuals, but also of the opposite, of low-span individuals responding
to information/cues that are not responded to by high-span individuals. King and
Just report that adding pragmatic cues in the form of verbs that bias towards a
particular noun as a subject (for example the verb rescue is more likely to have
‘fireman’ as a subject than ‘robber’) improved comprehension of relative clauses
more for participants with low than with high working memory capacity. Vos and
Friederici (2003) report that the influence of a syntactically biasing context
improved comprehension accuracy of the low-span group: when an object-relative
sentence followed a lead-in sentence that biased continuation towards an object-first
sentence, the low-span group made fewer errors in comprehension (compared to
when the object-relative sentence followed a neutral lead-in sentence), but the highspan group showed no difference (see 2.2.2. for a more elaborate account of this
study).
Other studies report contrasting findings: participants with high working memory
capacity respond to information that is not responded to by individuals with low
working memory capacity. Whether a noun is animate or not can provide a cue as to
whether it is more or less likely to fulfill the role of subject, and animacy
information facilitated processing of reduced and unreduced relative clauses in highspan participants, but not in low-span participants (Just & Carpenter 1992).
A differential response to (in)animacy for groups with high or low working memory
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capacity was also found in simple sentences: high-span participants showed a
different ERP-response to an animate sentence-initial noun compared to an
inanimate sentence-initial noun, but low-span participants did not (Nakano, Saron,
& Swaab, 2010). In addition, the extent to which participants make use of a word’s
context showed differences between high-span and low-span participants: Van
Petten, Weckerly, McIsaac, and Kutas (1997) found indications that low-span
participants do not make use of context from the sentence while processing: the
ERPs for words in normal sentences were not different from the ERPs for words in
sentences that were semantically anomalous throughout, while ERPs of participants
with high and medium working memory capacity did show differences. Another
study (Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1995) found that only high-span participants use
relative frequency of alternative interpretations for dealing with ambiguity.
In addition to differences in which information is used for evaluating alternative
interpretations, there are differences in the strategies used by people with high and
low working memory capacity for coping with (temporarily) ambiguous sentences.
Swets, Desmet, Hambrick, and Ferreira (2007) found differences in relative clause
attachment preferences: individuals with lower working memory capacity tended to
show a stronger preference for attachment to a more distant site than high-span
individuals6. Another difference between high-span and low-span participants was
found in whether they maintain multiple representations in case of (temporary)
ambiguity, but again, the evidence is not consistent. Just and Carpenter (1992) and
MacDonald, Just, and Carpenter (1992) looked at sentences that are temporarily
ambiguous between a main verb reading and a reduced relative clause reading (The
soldiers warned about the dangers before the midnight raid vs The soldiers warned
about the dangers conducted the midnight raid). They found evidence suggesting
that in case of ambiguity, high-span participants maintain multiple representations
up to the point of disambiguation, one for each of the two possible parses, while
low-span participants do not: they select one and abandon the other. The reverse
claim has been made by Friederici (Friederici, Steinhauer, Mecklinger, & Meyer,
1997; Friederici, 1998), who proposed that in cases of long lasting ambiguity, lowspan subjects do not select one preferred structure immediately, but instead maintain
multiple representations. When sentences with either object-relative or subjectrelative clauses were disambiguated on the final word, high-span participants
showed signs of reanalysis for the object-relative clauses (larger positivities in ERP)
but low-span participants did not show signs of reanalysis for either sentence type,
6

In a sentence like The maid of the princess who scratched herself, low capacity
participants interpreted this more often as the maid scratching herself, while high
capacity participants tended towards the interpretation that the princess scratched
herself.
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suggesting that both were already available (see also the next subsection) 7.
Additionally, in case of word meaning ambiguity, for low-span readers, but not
high-span readers, it matters whether they have to switch from a more common to a
less common interpretation or the reverse (Gunter, Wagner, & Friederici, 2003) (see
also the next subsection, where I discuss this study in more detail).
It is clear that many studies have found differences related to working memory
capacity differences, for speed, strategy and interpretation. But importantly, the
argumentation linking the differences to working memory can be different, and
sometimes downright contradictory. Unlike computers, for which it is possible to
objectively and directly measure how many resources are used (or available) in a
certain situation, it is not possible to measure how many resources are required in a
situation in human beings. This engenders circular argumentation: strategies
preferred by the low working memory group are interpreted as being more
economical, because they are shown by a group of people with low working
memory capacity. A striking example is the way in which people deal with structural
ambiguity: both the ability to suppress an interpretation/parse and the ability to
maintain multiple representations has been viewed as costly. This may be the
consequence of the conceptual fuzziness in this area, leaving too much space for
how WM capacity influences language processing, which in turns leaves much space
for how individual differences can follow from that. Additionally, logically, there is
an asymmetry in how working memory influences processing for a low vs a high
working memory individual: lack of resources may force someone with low working
memory capacity towards the ‘cheap solution’, but availability of resources for
someone with high working memory capacity do not force him/her towards the
‘expensive solution’: he/she actually has a choice. This does not only lead to the
prediction that low-span individuals behave differently from high-span individuals,
but also that low-span individuals show more uniform behavior than high-span
individuals, something that has not received any attention in the literature on how
working memory and sentence processing relate.
1.2.2.2 Inhibition
Next to working memory there are two other components of executive function,
namely cognitive flexibility and inhibitory control (see Figure 1.1). Inhibitory
control, comprising inhibition at the level of behavior, thoughts, and attention 8, in
7

The behavioral results did not provide support for an alternative interpretation that
the low-span participants failed to compute the correct structures: their error rates
were higher than for the high-span participants, but this was the case for all
conditions, and there was no interaction of conditions and span group.
8
Just like the term ‘Working Memory’, the terms in this domain are not used in a
consistent way: cognitive flexibility is also called set shifting or mental flexibility;
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particular has been put forth as relevant for language processing. Selective attention,
for example, helps to inhibit irrelevant sounds and filter out speech from noise, or
the speech of the person you are talking with from other voices (also known as the
cocktail party effect). A well-known (though disputed) relation between language
and cognitive inhibition is found in language processing in bilinguals: producing or
comprehending one language requires inhibiting the non-relevant language. Because
bilinguals constantly make use of inhibition, this skill becomes highly developed,
and indeed, bilinguals have been found to have better (domain-general) inhibitory
skills (for example Bialystok, Craik, Klein, & Viswanathan, 2004; Bialystok
& Viswanathan, 2009; for a critical review, see Paap, Johnson, & Sawi, 2015).
The possible effects of interindividual differences in inhibitory control with regard
to sentence processing depend on how one envisages the functioning and
architecture of the language processor, as it depends on the design of the processor
what types of processes take place, and, consequently, what exact type of executive
function skills are required to control them. Below I will consider which (types of)
processes relevant to sentence processing are possibly moderated by these different
forms of inhibition, followed by a summary of individual differences that have been
related to differences in these executive functions in the literature.
Inhibitory control of attention is the ability to deal with simultaneously incoming
pieces of information and attend to the most relevant ones without being burdened
by less relevant aspects. When there is a hierarchy in which type of information is
more important for the task at hand – for example comprehending a sentence - one
needs to attend to the most important information without being distracted by less
important information. If a person does not succeed in allocating attentional
resources to relevant/important information (at the cost of less relevant information),
sentence comprehension is likely to be cumbersome and time-consuming. In normal
everyday communication, inhibitory control may not have large consequences for
interpretation strategies or results, but in an experimental setting, it is quite common
that the experiment and task at hand make some information much more relevant
than others. A grammaticality judgment task, for example, puts the focus on
grammatical wellformedness, and a person with good inhibitory control abilities will
be better in selectively attending to the grammatical properties of the sentence.
Inhibition is also involved in processing (temporarily) ambiguous sentences. When
disambiguating information is encountered, an analysis that is no longer compatible
will have to be abandoned in favor of a new or alternative analysis that is
compatible. Good inhibition skills lead to full and fast inhibition of the incorrect
Inhibitory control is often referred to as simply inhibition, or cognitive control, a
term that is also used for just the inhibition of thoughts and memories.
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representation, so differences in inhibition (ability) could cause differences in
processing speed: Imperfect inhibition may thus also lead to an incorrect
interpretation that is maintained in spite of cues that it is incorrect, resulting in
different interpretations. It is also conceivable that people with good inhibition skills
inhibit a potential interpretation in favor of a ‘better’ one, while people without good
inhibition skills follow a different strategy, and actually maintain all possible
interpretations9.
In the literature there are a few examples of differences in executive functions that
are related to differences in sentence processing. Ye and Zhou (2009a, 2009b)
showed that participants who differ in cognitive control abilities (their term; in
Diamond’s framework it would be inhibitory control) show different processing
patterns when they are confronted with sentences where plausibility heuristics and
syntactic rules point to conflicting interpretations, such as found in thematic role
reversals: xiaotou ba minjing juliu zai paichusuo ‘The thief kept the policeman in
the police station’. An interpretation based on plausibility heuristics favors ‘the
policeman’ as agent, while an interpretation based on syntactic rules assigns the
agent-role to ‘the thief’. Participants who scored high on a cognitive control task
showed an anterior negativity for reversed but simple (active) sentences, but a P600
effect for reversed complex (passive) sentences minjing bei xiaotou juliu zai
paichusuo ‘the policeman was kept in the police station by the thief’. Participants
who did not perform well on a cognitive control task on the other hand, did not show
a difference between active and passive sentences; they showed the same response
(a sustained positivity) for both types. A straightforward interpretation of this
difference between high-control and low-control participants is absent, because it
would depend on a functional interpretation of the effects found, which is still
problematic. But assuming that the ERP effects do reflect sentence processing, this
study does show that cognitive control abilities modulate sentence processing.
Novick, Trueswell, and Thompson-Schill (2005) looked into cognitive control and
parsing, as it seemed that one brain area (the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG)) not
only plays a direct role in sentence-level syntactic processing, but is also crucial for
cognitive control. They propose (among other things) that this has to do with
9

In addition to inhibition, cognitive flexibility (the opposite of rigidity) plays a role
in resolving ambiguity, especially in the case of reanalysis. Cognitive flexibility is
the ability to think about something from a different angle. For reanalysis, it is not
enough to suppress the first parse; a second attempt will not succeed if it is simply a
repetition of the first one. In sentences where an initial interpretation is likely to be
wrong, people with good cognitive flexibility will be faster and more successful in a
second attempt, potentially leading to differences in speed, and perhaps
interpretation.
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implementing reanalysis in the face of misinterpretation. Suppressing an incorrect
parse requires inhibition skills, so individual differences in cognitive control abilities
lead to individual differences in dealing with reanalysis after an incorrect parse, and
Mendelsohn (2002) provides an experimental test of this idea: She shows that
individuals differ in how fast they are able to reject an interpretation that
corresponds to the inappropriate reading of a temporarily ambiguous sentence, and
that rejection times were predicted by performance on an inhibition task.
The study of Gunter et al. (2003) was already briefly mentioned in the overview of
working memory related individual differences. As Gunter et al.’s interpretation of
working memory includes executive function, I’ll discuss it in more detail in this
section. The study looked at N400 components in sentences with homonyms: words,
pronounced and spelled exactly the same, with two meanings. In the set of materials,
one meaning was more common than the other. The sentence began with the
homonym, which was followed by a disambiguation cue in the form of a noun that
indicates whether the dominant or the subordinate meaning is more likely. For
example the German ambiguous word Ton can mean either ‘tone’ (dominant
meaning) or ‘clay’ (subordinate meaning), and the disambiguation cue was either
Sänger ‘singer’, pointing to the meaning of tone, or Töpfer ‘potter’ pointing to the
meaning of clay. After this disambiguation cue, the sentence was finally
disambiguated by a verb gesungen ‘sung’ or gebrannt ‘baked’: Der Ton wurde vom
Sänger / Töpfer gesungen/gebrannt ‘The [tone or clay] was by the singer/potter
sung/baked. In half of the sentences, the final disambiguation was congruent with
the disambiguation cue, in the other half it was not. High-span readers made use of
the lexical disambiguation cue, and whenever the cue was not congruent with the
final disambiguation, they showed an N400 component that was similar for
disambiguation towards the dominant or the subordinate meaning. For the low-span
readers it mattered whether they had to switch from the dominant to the subordinate
meaning or the reverse: when a disambiguation cue pointed towards the less
common meaning, but the final disambiguation revealed that the dominant meaning
was correct, there was no N400 effect on the final disambiguation. This suggests
that the low-span readers actually did not suppress the dominant meaning, in spite of
the disambiguation cue.
The idea that low-span subjects are not capable of successfully inhibiting
dispreferred readings returns in work of Bornkessel, Fiebach, and Friederici (2004),
who looked at the effects of ambiguity (ambiguous or unambiguous) and complexity
(subject before object or object before subject). Participants with low working
memory capacity showed a more positive ERP response for processing ambiguous
sentences and complex (object-initial) sentences, while a high working memory
capacity group showed a more negative ERP response. The authors take both as an
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indication of processing load. Quantitatively, for the low-span group the effect of
ambiguity was more pronounced than the effect of complexity, but for the high-span
group this was not the case, suggesting that the cost for ambiguity is higher for lowspan readers than for high-span readers. This can be explained by assuming that the
low-span readers were unable to successfully suppress an alternative (dispreferred)
reading, and this interpretation finds further support in the effects of disambiguating:
high-span participants showed P600 effects when the disambiguation is in the
dispreferred direction – a sign of syntactic reanalysis – but low-span readers showed
an N400 effect and no P600 effect, indicating that they did not reanalyze, which is
compatible with them not having suppressed the dispreferred reading.
In sum, individual differences in sentence processing that can be related to
differences in cognitive control abilities can be expected and have in fact been
found, specifically in situations where an incorrect interpretation needs to be
suppressed.
1.2.3 Core processor
Differences in the way that the core processor operates would definitely be expected
to cause differences in sentence processing (and its behavioral reflexes), but it is
impossible to think about this without an idea of the architecture of this core
processor, and how it operates. Decades of research have provided us with many
different sentence processing models, but not with consensus about which one is the
best in view of the empirical facts. Sentence processing models have in common that
they were not developed to accommodate the differences between individuals; the
models do exactly the opposite: they try to capture the similarities. Nonetheless, the
architectural characteristics of a sentence processing model predict what kinds of
interindividual differences can be found. Moreover, a model that succeeds in
predicting where variation is found and where it is not found can be viewed as a
better model. If more is known about the aspects of sentence processing that are
identical for everybody and those that are not, this information can be used to inform
ideas about what the sentence processing model should look like.
This section covers the most influential sentence processing models, and pays
specific attention to where they predict, or allow for, individual variation and where
they do not, and looks at how this relates to differences reported in the literature. But
let us start with a few words on architectural characteristics of sentence processing
models in general.
Models of language comprehension need to specify how different types of
information are combined. On the sentence level, this concerns mainly semantic and
syntactic information, but pragmatic and discourse level information play a role too.
Different models have different ways of joining semantic and syntactic
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information10. Sentence processing models can be modular or interactive. Modular
models of language processing assume that the processor is composed of various
modules, each of which is concerned with processing information of a specific type,
without access to what is happening within other modules. Interactive models
process all available types of information simultaneously and since processing of
different types of information is not encapsulated within different modules, these
types of information are able to influence one another. For example, information
from the discourse can influence which syntactic structure is built.
Another architectural characteristic is whether processing is serial or parallel. A
serial processor builds a single representation of the input at a time. In case this
representation turns out to be incorrect, backtracking is necessary to create a
different option. Parallel models, in contrast, allow for different interpretations to be
created simultaneously, in parallel. When disambiguating information is
encountered, the options that are not compatible with this information are
abandoned.
The next section provides a short overview of the most influential sentence
processing models, and for each model or type of model it includes some thoughts
on where individual variation can be expected.
1.2.3.1 Syntax-first models
Modular models that separate syntactic processing from other (semantic, conceptual,
pragmatic) processing date back at least to the nineteen-eighties (Rayner, Carlson,
& Frazier, 1983; Frazier, 1987), the most influential one being the Garden Path
model (Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Frazier, 1987). In this syntax-first model, the
categories of perceived words are used to build a structural configuration in the first
processing stage, on the basis of syntactic processing strategies exclusively. If it
becomes clear later that the initial parse is not correct, reanalysis takes place.
Crucially, semantic or discourse information cannot prevent the parser from making
mistakes, as the principles of the parser – Minimal Attachment and Late Closure –
are mandatory, and the syntactic parser is impervious to such cues. The main
empirical argument for this syntax-first model was found in so-called garden path
sentences: Sentences that are temporarily structurally ambiguous, in which the initial
syntactic parse is not the right one and the language user needs to revise the initial
interpretation:
(1) The girl knew the answer was wrong.
(2) The girl knew the answer by heart.
10

And to make matters more complicated, their definitions of syntax and semantics
may also differ.
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Applying the principle of Minimal Attachment (building the simplest syntactic
structure possible), the noun phrase ‘the answer’ is attached to the structure as the
direct object of the verb ‘knew’, but upon encountering the verb ‘was’, it becomes
clear that this cannot be the correct structure, and reanalysis has to take place,
leading to a processing delay compared to sentence (2), where Minimal Attachment
guides the parser directly to the correct parse. The role for semantic information in
this model is to assign meaning or content to the structure created by the parser, and
the Garden path model is the textbook example of a serial model in which the output
of one module is the input for the next. Years later, when the body of research on
ERP-components was growing fast, Friederici (2002) argued that the syntax-first
approach was supported by the appearance of an early left anterior negativity
(ELAN) in response to phrase structure violations: the early latency of this effect
reflects that building phrase structure occurs in the first processing stage, that of
parsing.
With regard to individual differences, the syntax-first model does not leave any
room for variation within the core processor. The model is completely ‘automatized’
and predicts that any parser (the parser of any individual) will always make the same
decision when faced with the same stimulus. This means that there is no possibility
to arrive at a different interpretation or to use a different strategy, since all necessary
operations are mandatory. Differences in speed of processing are not predicted by
the model itself, but not excluded either, because the model does not specify
whether these operations are performed faster or slower by certain individuals or
under certain circumstances.
1.2.3.2 Constraint-based models
Other research (e.g. Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello 1993; MacDonald, Pearlmutter,
& Seidenberg, 1994) suggested that the importance of semantics in processing - and
especially the immediate influence of (lexical) meaning on sentence interpretation is not done justice by a strict syntax-first approach. Proponents of constraint-based
models showed that initial structure building is not impervious to lexical-semantic
information, plausibility or structure frequency, and that syntactic preferences can be
overridden by semantic or pragmatic constraints, suggesting that the processor is not
modular, but interactive, as had been proposed by Marslen-Wilson (1975). Oftencited evidence supporting constraint-based models is the influence of the first noun
on the garden path effect in sentences (3) and (4): if the sentence starts with a noun
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that is not fit to be the agent of the verb (3), the verb is not parsed as a main verb 11
and, opposed to (4), there is no processing delay for (3).
(3) The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.
(4) The defendant examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.
Not only do constraint-based models take into account all types of information
simultaneously, they also differ from the Garden path model in another aspect,
namely that alternatives are considered in parallel. In case the temporarily selected
interpretation turns out to be the wrong one, it is possible to immediately switch to
an alternative. Selection of alternatives is done according to which alternative
receives most activation. Activation is added when a sentence conforms to a
constraint. These constraints can have all kind of natures, and are frequentist and
probabilistic (as opposed to the absolute principles of the syntax-first model):
“Multiple interdependent, partially redundant, probabilistic sources of information
interact to allow the system to settle on an interpretation” (MacDonald, Pearlmutter,
& Seidenberg, 1994, p. 685). In cases where there is more than one option, most
activation is added to the alternative with the highest probability, and less activation
to the lower-frequent alternatives.
For example in sentence (3), a semantic constraint adds very little activation to the
subject-main verb structure because the first noun is a poor thematic fit for the role
of agent of this verb, but as reduced relative clauses are much less frequent in
English than the subject-main verb structure, structural constraints add more
activation for the subject-main verb option than the reduced relative option. In the
end, the sum of activation added by constraints of a very different nature determines
which interpretation is the most plausible one at any point.
All three types of individual differences are compatible with this model, as each of
them can result from the probabilistic nature of the constraints. Frequency
information is acquired through experience with language, different speakers have

11

Notice that in a syntax-first approach, information about the noun being
thematically fit or unfit to be the subject of the verb is not available at the first
(parsing) stage, and the garden path effect upon encountering “by the lawyer”
(which is incompatible with a main verb reading) should be the same for (3) and (4).
Advocates of the syntax-first account reported that indeed the processing delay was
the same for (3) and (4) (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986) but others (Trueswell,
Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994) reported that when the materials used were more
constrained (i.e. when the subject reading of the first noun phrase was more
implausible), processing difficulties for (3) disappeared (for a discussion on the
conflicting results in this field, see Clifton Jr. et al., 2002).
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different experiences and so frequency information may differ across individuals 12.
Experience over the course of acquisition and experience in later life can shape the
model: Differences in frequency information have an influence on which alternative
parse or interpretation is preferred when several are compatible with the input. The
types of individual differences in sentence processing that can result from this are
different strategies and different interpretations. Speed differences can also be
expected: when the difference in probabilistic frequency between competing
interpretations is small, this burdens processing and slows it down; when this
difference is large, the most probable candidate is evident and processing is
facilitated, thus faster.
1.2.3.3 Heuristic models
An idea explored by Townsend and Bever (2001) is the reverse of the syntax-first
model: the Late Assignment of Syntax Theory (LAST). This analysis by synthesis
multi-stream model of language comprehension combines computational derivation
and spreading activation. Townsend and Bever basically propose that every sentence
is processed twice: first an initial hypothesized meaning is assigned to a sentence on
the basis of heuristics - frequency based templates - and this meaning is then
checked by generating a full syntactic structure. The initial construction of meaning
is not free of any syntax altogether, but rather based on something they call pseudosyntactic structure, which can be assigned on the basis of superficial cues like
function morphemes and lexical categories.
The Garden Path phenomenon is in agreement with this model as well. To take the
most famous garden path sentence The horse raced past the barn fell as example:
‘Pseudo-syntax’ assigns an agent-action structure to the horse raced, and only when
‘true’ syntax is assigned (and syntax is assigned late), the correct interpretation
becomes available. This explains the temporary perception of ungrammaticality. In a
similar fashion, upon encountering a passive sentence, pseudo-syntax applies the
agent-action template to passive sentences, but this does not lead to a correct result.
This failure of pseudo-syntax to immediately choose the right structure can explain
the longer processing times found for passive sentences in some studies (Townsend
& Bever, 1988, a.o.).
12

For some sentence structures, differences in linguistic experience and hence
differences in probabilistic frequencies seem far-fetched - after all individuals share
much of their linguistic environment – but this is not the case for one type of
sentence structure that has played a key role in designing language processing
models: relative clauses. Relative clauses are distributed unevenly over discourse
types (Roland, Dick, & Elman, 2009), and the frequency of subject-relative and
object-relative sentences in someone’s input will vary depending on the exposure to
discourse types, such as newspapers.
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Another model of language comprehension that makes use of heuristics was
proposed by Ferreira (2002): the ‘good-enough’ approach of language processing.
Ferreira argues that the idea that comprehension always entails constructing detailed
and accurate representations needs to be abandoned. Experimental work (Ferreira,
2003) showed that in an experimental setting, participants misinterpreted passive
sentences frequently (up to 25%) For sentences like the dog was bitten by the man,
they indicated that the dog was the agent of the sentence. Instead of building a
detailed representation, heuristic processes are used to derive a ‘good-enough’
representation of the meaning of the sentence. These heuristic processes bear
resemblance to the pseudo-syntax in the LAST model, for example the assumption
that the first noun phrase of a sentence will be the agent, and the second will be the
patient. In the LAST model, syntax is assigned late, but still assigned eventually.
This is not necessarily the case in the good-enough approach. In Ferreira’s view of
processing, there is an important role for the goal or aim of language processing –
communication- in combination with limited processing resources. Detailed
computational processing to check the quick-and-dirty result of the heuristic
processes does not always take place or succeed; it can be sacrificed in order to
reach other goals (like keeping up with the input).
Let us consider which types of individual differences are compatible with heuristic
models. Like constraint-based models, heuristic processes (or pseudo-syntax or
templates) are the result of probabilistic analyses. It is tempting to think that
analogous to constraint-based models, differences in experience can lead to different
strategies, but there is an important difference: heuristic strategies, or templates,
have a much larger grain size. Only the most common, highly frequent phenomena
go into the heuristic or template. These common, highly frequent phenomena can be
expected to be robust, so differences with regard to experience with them are
unexpected. So even though heuristics are habit-based, they are not expected to be
individually different. In the LAST model, applying syntax should not lead to
individual differences in end results, so interpretations should not vary across
individuals. For the good-enough approach, there is a possibility that individuals
differ in when they decide to sacrifice detailed algorithmic processing to check the
result of the quick-and-dirty process. This may lead to a different end result, a
different interpretation. As the model does not specify who or what decides what is
good enough and under what circumstances, this is a bit speculative. The option to
check the good-enough solution or not will also have consequences for the speed of
the process, as checking and doing the detailed analysis takes time. The LAST
model does not provide clear arguments for or against differences in speed among
individuals.
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1.2.3.4 Transparent models
One class of models that should be included in this list of sentence processing
models is the class of transparent, or grammar-driven, models. Advocates of
transparent models do not support an absolute distinction between competence and
performance, or grammar and processing. Instead, they advocate that processing is
applying syntactic rules, principles and operations. They are only different in the
sense that during processing, these rules, principles and operations are applied
locally. A leading example of this type of models comes from Pritchett (1992). He
proposed that the principles of grammar determine parsing decisions. At any point
during processing, every principle of syntax, particularly the theta-criterion from the
Government & Binding framework, attempts to be maximally satisfied. In this view,
garden path phenomena do not result from the application of processing-specific
strategies (as has been claimed by other models); they result from the parser making
decisions locally, without the ability to look ahead, combined with parser-specific
constraints on whether reanalysis can be performed automatically by the parser, or
involves conscious computation.
There are other transparent parsing models (Phillips, 1996; Schneider, 1999;
Mulders, 2002; Sadeh-Leicht, 2007, and also the LAST model mentioned above is a
combination of heuristics and a transparent parser), either formulated in more
general terms to be less theory-specific, or based on other, more recent, theoretical
frameworks such as the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995). In an approach that
ties sentence processing directly to grammar, the choice of theoretical framework
determines which principles and which operations are available to the parser.
Especially the more recent transparent parsing models, based on the minimalist
program, make use of principles that are mostly specified on the syntax-semantics
interface. The lexicalist approach of the minimalist program, in which the lexicon is
the source for language variation, leads to transparent parsing models that include
lexical features, something that was not possible in the syntax-first models (in which
the parser does not have access to any semantic aspect of a word). Transparent
models of sentence comprehension have in common with syntax-first models that
syntax, or structure building, is of paramount importance – it cannot be
compromised.
How do transparent parsers fare with individual differences? The assumption that
the processor tries to maximally conform to all the rules and principles of grammar
at any point in the sentence does not allow for differences in which principles, rules
or operations are applied. If there are differences in the grammar, these would lead
to differences in processing, but I made the assumption that grammar does not differ
between individuals. Processing differences could also result from differences in the
lexicons of different individuals, potentially leading to different decisions made by
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the parser and different interpretations. A priori, I do not see much reason to expect
large or systematic differences in the lexicon, but this requires information about
how the lexicon is acquired, a topic that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Information about speed of processing does not follow from the models, so there is
no basis to predict whether differences in speed are likely or not, although speed
differences caused by some individuals having to reanalyze while others do not, are
not to be expected.
1.2.3.5 Multi-stream models
In multi-stream models, separate processing streams each create a representation of
their own. A processing stream can be thought of as a separate mechanism, which
creates a representation of the sentence based on the information that the mechanism
is sensitive to, which is a subset of all information in the sentence. This is different
from a single stream model, which builds only one representation, using all different
kinds of information (simultaneously or sequentially). Multi-stream models differ
from the older modular models because multi-stream models are not serial, but
parallel: the processing streams build their representations simultaneously and these
representations are combined to make a final interpretation of the sentence.
Furthermore, the distinctive feature of modular models, the strict independence of
modules, is not found in multi-stream models. Most multi-stream models argue that
although processing streams have their own domain and build their own
representation, they are not (fully) independent; some models even allow a large
extent of interaction between the streams, although they do not go into details (e.g.,
Kuperberg, 2007).
Several multi-stream processing models have been proposed in the past decade. The
models are built on the basis of ERP research (Hagoort, Baggio, & Willems, 2009;
Jackendoff, 2007; Kim & Osterhout, 2005; Kos, Vosse, Van den Brink, & Hagoort,
2010; Kuperberg, 2007; Van Herten, Chwilla, & Kolk, 2006). In Chapter 2 I will
discuss the different models separately and in more detail, but for now I ignore their
differences and present the principles they have in common.
Multi-stream models differentiate between - roughly - a syntactic processing stream
and a semantic/world knowledge processing stream. The empirical basis for these
models is found in unexpected distributions of N400 and P600 effects in sentences
with thematic role anomalies such as De speer heeft de atleten geworpen ‘the javelin
has the athletes thrown’ (Hoeks, Stowe, & Doedens, 2004; similar examples can be
found in other studies, see Chapter 2.2.1 for an elaborate discussion). Sentences with
thematic role anomalies were expected to show an N400 effect, because they are
semantically anomalous, but instead they showed P600 effects, which was surprising
given that the sentences are syntactically well-formed and P600 effects had been
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related to syntactic processing difficulties and N400 to semantic processing
difficulties. Multi-stream models solve the paradox, by claiming that the semantic
stream does not experience any processing problems because it can create a
plausible interpretation of the sentence, therefore no N400 occurs. Because the
resulting interpretation is not licensed by syntax, this interpretation is not ‘real’; it
has been called a semantic illusion. The syntactic stream also proposes an
interpretation, and when the interpretations of the semantic and the syntactic stream
turn out to be in conflict, participants try to solve the problem through syntactic
reanalysis, which explains why a P600 effect was found even in absence of
ungrammaticality.
Multi-stream models offer room for individual differences. The semantic stream
uses semantic and world knowledge information, and differences in personal
experience can lead to differences in world knowledge and semantic associations
and events: for someone without an interest in sports, the relation between javelins,
throwing and athletes may not be defined at all, whereas for an athlete this relation is
very strong (Versteeg, 2009), and so on. In models where semantic processing is to
some extent autonomous, as is the case in all multi-stream models, semantic
associations and world knowledge differences can lead to different proposals of the
semantic stream, and if these are strong enough to ‘overturn’ the output of the
syntactic stream, this can result in different interpretations.
Next to this, the output of different processing streams needs to be combined, and
there may be differences in how individuals weigh the output of the different
streams. Opting for either the output provided by the semantic stream, or for the
output provided by the syntactic stream, can result in differences in interpretation
but can also be viewed as a difference in strategy. This idea of individuals assigning
different weight to the output of the streams is possible within multi-stream models;
however it is not implemented in any of the existing multi-stream models. In
Chapter 2 I will put forth a detailed proposal for this.
With regard to speed differences across individuals, there are no straightforward
predictions, as the multi-stream models do not make any claims about what
determines the speed of the processes.

1.3 Individual differences and sentence processing models
In the previous sections we have looked at factors that potentially lead to individual
differences in sentence processing, separating competence and performance, and
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resulting from the supporting systems or the core processor. For differences
resulting from the core processor, the probability of encountering inter-individual
differences in speed, interpretation and strategies was considered for each (group of)
model(s) of sentence comprehension. Especially for speed, most models are
underspecified and do not allow for clear predictions about the presence or absence
of individual differences. Although existing models of language processing do not
explicitly model individual differences, they do not rule out all variation either, and
some models allow for more differences across individuals than others, as
summarized in Table 1.1. The next step is to compare these predictions with the
individual differences reported in the literature.
Interpretation
Strategies
Speed
?



?



+/?
(Not
systematically, but
incidentally
possible)


Multi-stream
?
Table 1.1 Overview of the compatibility of the different (types of) models with
differences between individuals
Syntax-first
Interactionist
LAST
Good-enough
Transparent

The section about the supporting subsystems (1.2.2) already contained examples of
studies that report different strategies in processing (in the sense of differences as to
which information is taken into account). Similar results have also been reported
without a relation with working memory: Van den Brink et al. (2010) showed that
some participants are more sensitive to social aspects of language: when social
information about the speaker and the content of the message did not match (for
example a male voice talking about his make-up) some individuals revealed larger
N400 effects than others. The size of the difference between the response to a
‘normal’ word and a mismatch word was related to gender and to one’s ability to
empathize. Holmes (1987) investigated whether individuals differ in the ways they
use syntactic strategies and found that garden-pathing occurred in processing
reduced complement sentences, but not for all participants. The presence of a garden
path effect was related to speed and to accuracy of comprehending. Holmes’
tentative explanation was that some comprehenders may not make much use of
syntactic cues, but rely more on word meanings to achieve a representation of the
sentence than others. A similar idea was put forward by Townsend, Carrithers, and
Bever (1987, 2001) who argue that individuals who differ in familial handedness
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(the number of left-handed close family members) rely on different linguistic
representations during comprehension. The researchers assert that right-handed
subjects with exclusively right-handed family members (FS-) show greater
sensitivity to the position of a word in the sentence, while right-handed subjects with
at least one left-handed family member (FS+) rely more on a semantic-conceptual
representation. Only the FS- group showed an effect of the position in the sentence
of the target word in a word probe task, and the researchers speculate that this is due
because they differ in which hemisphere they rely on most: “Processing linguistic
information with greater reliance on left hemisphere activities may produce
strategies that emphasize the syntactic relations between words, including their
serial order. Relying on right hemisphere activities may produce strategies that are
based more on words and meaning than on word order” (p. 312-313).
Assuming that different ERP-responses reflect different cognitive processes (and are
not different reflections of the same cognitive process), the studies mentioned in the
introduction of this chapter, which reported that participants differed in their ERPresponses to a particular manipulation, can be added to the category of different
strategies. For example most individuals showed only a P600 response in response
to morphosyntactic violations, some showed a biphasic response, and others showed
an “N400-like negativity” (Tanner & Van Hell, 2014, but for other examples see
Kos, Van den Brink, & Hagoort, 2012; Kos, Van den Brink, Snijders, et al., 2012;
Osterhout, 1997; Osterhout et al., 2004; Osterhout & Inoue, 2007).
The literature adds up to the conclusion that individuals show many differences in
language processing behavior, and that people can differ in various ways. There are
examples of differences in speed of the process (King & Just, 1991; Just
& Carpenter, 1992; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1995; Prat et al., 2007; Novick et al.,
2005; Townsend et al., 1987, 2001); differences in interpretation, or how well
people are able to understand certain sentences (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; King
& Just, 1991; Vos et al., 2001; Prat et al., 2007) and differences in strategies:
information they do or do not take into account (or to what extent) while processing
the sentence (King & Just, 1991; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Vos & Friederici, 2003;
Van Petten et al.,1997; Nakano et al., 2010; Gunter et al., 2003; Townsend et al.,
1987, 2001; Holmes, 1987; Van den Brink et al., 2010); or how they deal with
ambiguity (Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1995; Friederici et al., 1997; and Friederici,
1998; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006; Gunter et al., 2003; Bornkessel et al.,
2004).
Observing individual differences is certainly not restricted to one experimental
method, or one type of data, but is witnessed in a wide variety of dependent
variables such as response times (King & Just 1991; Just & Carpenter 1992;
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Pearlmutter & MacDonald 1995; Mendelsohn 2002; Townsend et al., 1987, 2001;
Holmes, 1987), comprehension accuracy (Daneman & Carpenter 1980; King & Just
1991; Friederici et al., 1997; Friederici, 1998; Vos et al., 2001; Vos & Friederici,
2003; King & Kutas, 1995), ERP profiles (Friederici et al., 1997; Friederici, 1998;
Vos et al., 2001; Van Petten et al., 1997; Nakano et al., 2010; Nieuwland & Van
Berkum 2006; Gunter et al., 2003; Bornkessel et al., 2004; Ye & Zhou 2009a,
2009b; Kos et al., 2012; Tanner & Van Hell, 2014; Kos, Van den Brink, Snijders et
al., 2012; King & Kutas, 1995; Osterhout, 1997; Osterhout et al., 2004; Van den
Brink et al., 2010) and, finally, brain activation as reflected by blood oxygenation
(fMRI) (Prat et al., 2007; Buchweitz et al., 2009). The observed differences pertain
to both written and spoken language processing.
It is noteworthy that this wide variety of differences, as shown with various methods
and measures, is not complemented by a wide variety in the types of sentences that
have been investigated. A considerable part of the reported differences has been
found for processing one specific type of construction, sentences containing a
relative clause. The question to what extent speed and accuracy differences for these
constructions can be generalized to other types of constructions is a valid one.
Additionally, studies that report individual differences usually push the processing
systems to its limits, by using particularly difficult sentences, and less is known
about potential differences between individuals in the processor’s ‘comfort zone’.
In conclusion, models that provide no room for sentence processing to vary between
individuals face many unexplained findings. The syntax-first model, the LAST
model, and transparent models do not predict any systematic differences in
interpretation or strategy, but yet many studies reported such differences. An escape
for these models would be to ascribe the observed differences all to the supporting
subsystems.
However, it has proven to be quite difficult to say anything substantial about how
supporting subsystems can possibly influence sentence processing independently of
a specific model of sentence comprehension. Additionally, some of the supporting
subsystems do not have clear functional definitions, and on top of this it is
problematic to disentangle performance of the core processor from the contributions
of the supporting subsystems. Whenever differences in speed, interpretation or
strategies are found, it is difficult to tell whether these result from differences in the
core processor or the supporting subsystems. When supporting subsystem
functioning is not measured and controlled for, the source of any difference remains
completely unclear. Even when functioning of the supporting subsystems is
measured and shows a relation to the observed differences in sentence processing,
this cannot lead to the conclusion that there are no differences in the core processor,
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as this possibility has often not even been considered, let alone excluded. There
seems to be a large gap between studies that report on individual differences, often
lacking an explicit sentence processing model, and studies testing models, lacking
explicit attention for individual differences.
A few causes mentioned in the literature for the existence of individual differences
in the literature, such as genetic differences and differences in familial handedness,
bring to mind many questions. The relation between these factors and the language
processor has not yet crystallized. To directly relate differences in genes or (familial)
handedness to individual differences in sentence processing may be premature, but
the relations deserve to be further explored.
Multi-stream models of language processing provide a promising framework to
provide an (additional) account for the existence of different types of individual
differences. Together with the constraint-based approach, this type of model is
compatible with differences in strategies and interpretation. For the constraint-based
approach these differences result largely from differences in linguistic experience,
which is difficult to test, but this is not the case for multi-stream models. The
division in subcomponents, or processing streams, made by multi-stream models,
create the possibility that one stream is better developed than the other, both within
individuals and across individuals. At the same time, this provides limits for
variation: variation is expected across processing streams, but less so within
processing streams. In other words, phenomena that are handled by the same
processing stream are expected to cluster together. These ideas are worked out in
more detail in Chapter 2, where I will introduce the Dominant Stream Hypothesis.
This hypothesis assumes that the core processor consists of two separate processing
streams, a syntactic processing stream and a semantic processing stream, and
hypothesizes that the strength and relative strength of the processing streams varies:
some individuals have a dominant syntactic stream; others have a dominant
semantic stream. In Chapters 3 and 4, two series of experiments will be presented,
designed to test the predictions made by the Dominant Stream Hypothesis. These
predictions pertain to the patterns in the data of individuals, with respect to
performance on tasks that draw on syntactic processing and tasks that draw on
semantic processing. The presence of the predicted patterns is evaluated, both with
respect to across-processing stream comparisons and within-processing stream
comparisons.
In Chapter 5 I introduce a second hypothesis, the Individual Variation in the Status
of Animacy-hypothesis, which does not pertain to the strength, but to the domain of
the processing streams. It hypothesizes that the domains of the processing streams
can differ, specifically in relation to processing animacy information. The
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hypothesis states that some individuals process animacy information with their
syntactic and semantic processing stream, while other individuals process animacy
information exclusively with their semantic processing stream. The chapter also
contains experimental work that is a first test of this hypothesis.
In Chapter 6, conclusions are drawn on the basis of all results of the previous
chapters, supplemented by a discussion of methodological considerations and
suggestions for further research.

Chapter 2
The Dominant Stream Hypothesis

In this chapter I will present the Dominant Stream Hypothesis: a multi-stream
account of sentence processing which explicitly predicts individual differences.
After introducing the Dominant Stream Hypothesis, I will take a look at the
explanatory power of this hypothesis, first in relation to a data set that is commonly
referred to in the literature as the ‘semantic P600 effect’, which has been a major
empirical argument for proposing multi-stream models. Subsequently, I will explore
if the Dominant Stream Hypothesis is able to provide an alternative explanation for
some of the reported individual differences in sentence processing (mentioned in
Chapter 1). Finally criticism on multi-stream models will be discussed. This
criticism was not directed towards the Dominant Stream Hypothesis directly, but as
it concerns the basic ingredients of all multi-stream models, the criticism also
applies to the Dominant Stream Hypothesis.

2.1 The Dominant Stream Hypothesis
In the previous chapter I divided the cognitive systems responsible for language
processing into the core processor, which specifically deals with processing
language, and the supporting subsystems, without which the core systems cannot
function, such as executive function and memory. The Dominant Stream Hypothesis
concerns the core processor. In Section 2.1.1 I present the hypothesis and provide
more details about the assumptions and arguments it was built on, which are crucial
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to a good understanding of the Dominant Stream Hypothesis and its predictions. In
introducing and discussing the hypothesis, the focus will be on propositions, on the
interpretation of verbs and their arguments (‘who is doing what to whom’).
2.1.1 The Dominant Stream Hypothesis: the basics
The Dominant Stream Hypothesis (DSH) is not a detailed proposal for all aspects
relevant to sentence processing; rather it focuses on the question how syntactic and
semantic/conceptual information each contribute to sentence processing. An
important assumption underlying the DSH is the property of the core processor that
it consists of two separate processing streams: a syntactic processing stream and a
semantic processing stream. With this architectural characteristic it belongs to the
class of multi-stream processing accounts, discussed in Section 1.2.3.5.
The Dominant Stream Hypothesis (DSH)
The relative strength of the syntactic and the semantic stream differs
across individuals and the strength of a person´s syntactic and semantic
stream is interrelated: a strong syntactic stream (dominant) goes
together with a weak semantic stream (subordinate) and vice versa.
Under the DSH, the two processing streams each compose a representation on the
level of thematic relations, simultaneously but independently. The two
representations on the level of thematic relations are then put together. This means
that on this hypothesis (as well as in other multi-stream models) sentences are to
some extent processed twice, in the sense that thematic roles are assigned via two
routes. In most cases, the output of the two streams will be compatible.
As in most models, sentence comprehension is assumed to depend on information
contained in lexical entries, stored in the mental lexicon. As soon as a word is
recognized, its entry in the lexicon is activated. This activation concerns a word’s
lexical meaning, its semantic characteristics, but also everything learned through
experience in the world about the concept that the word represents. Next to all this
information, an informationally rich lexico-syntactic category, or ‘treelet’ is
activated, which contains information relevant/necessary to the syntactic stream
(conform Kim & Sikos, 2011). This treelet contains word category (part of speech)
information, but also more specific grammatical features, depending on word
category. For example for a verb, the treelet also contains subcategorization
information: number and position of the arguments. The treelet can be viewed as a
piece of local syntactic structure, or small part of a syntactic tree (hence the name
‘treelet’). It also specifies which thematic role is associated with each syntactic
position. For example, for the verb to kick, the treelet defines an agent role for the
subject position, but for the verb to feel the treelet defines an experiencer role for the
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subject position, and the treelet for the verb to fall specifies a theme role for the
subject position.
The syntactic stream uses (morpho)syntactic rules and the information from the
treelet to combine elements and specify the structural relations between them (such
as subject, or object of a verb - build the tree, if you will), and it assigns thematic
roles on the basis of these structural relations. For example, the syntactic stream can
recognize whether a noun is a candidate for the role of subject of a verb because (in
Dutch) this is restricted by morphosyntactic rules: the number features of a verb and
its subject must agree, they must form part of the same clause and the position in the
sentence must be an appropriate subject-position. On the basis of this information, a
structural relation (between subject and verb) can be formed (or excluded). The
information treelet for the verb specifies which structural argument carries which
thematic role, and on the basis of the structural relationships, and without access to
the meaning of words, the syntactic stream assigns thematic roles.
This definition of the domain of the syntactic stream, devoid of any meaning
component altogether, follows the literature discussed in Section 2.2 in this respect.
It presents a highly constrained concept of syntax, in many instances equating
syntax to morpho-syntax. There certainly are syntactic frameworks in which the
domain of syntax is not as restricted and where meaning plays an important role in
syntactic features too13. I chose to maintain the restrictive view on the domain of the
syntactic stream that is common in psycholinguistic literature, because it allows for
clear predictions.
The semantic stream operates on the basis of meaning of words, i.e. concepts, and
their semantic characteristics, and world knowledge. Henceforth, I will use the term
‘semantic’ loosely, referring to everything in the domain of the semantic stream. The
semantic stream also assigns thematic roles, not on the basis of structural relations,
but on the basis of plausibility.
The representations created by the two streams can be more or less ‘attractive’ (a
term borrowed from the Semantic Attraction Account of Kim and Osterhout, 2005)
or, the term I prefer, they vary in strength 14. An attractive or strong representation is
a representation that was built on the basis of strong evidence. For the syntactic
13

An example of this is the Theta System (Reinhart, 2002), in which syntax is based
on formal features that also carry meaning (e.g. + or – mental), that together
compose thematic roles.
14
With the term “strength” of a processing stream, I always refers to the degree of
being strong, not to the meaning of “strong attribute”, or “thing that you can do
well”.
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system, strong evidence means unambiguous cues (like number agreement, case,
word order (languages differ in this respect)) or strong statistical cues. A strong
statistical cue is based on the distribution of the possibilities: it is not unambiguous - there is more than one option, but one option occurs much more frequently than the
other(s). For example, the verb breaking can appear in different thematic contexts: it
sometimes appears with two arguments (a subject-agent and an object-theme) and
sometimes it is ergative and appears with one argument (a subject- theme argument).
Hence, I will assume that there are two treelets for this verb, each with its own
frequency. If the frequency of occurrence is very different - if breaking would
almost exclusively occur as an ergative verb - this is a strong statistical cue as to
which treelet is the right one. But the verb breaking occurs frequently both as an
ergative verb and as a transitive verb and therefore the statistical cue is weak; hence
any representation built on the basis of this cue is weak 15. For the semantic stream, a
strong conceptual relationship between the words constitutes strong evidence; it will
allow the semantic stream to build a representation of a highly plausible event.
Distributional properties play a role in a similar manner as for the syntactic stream:
if there is a large difference in the distribution of the two options in case of semantic
ambiguity (homonyms), this is considered as a strong cue to which meaning is the
right one. If both options are equally likely, the cue to which one to use is weak, and
this affects the strength of the representation.
(1) a De agentensubject die de dief opsloten, maakten veel lawaai.
‘The police officers that the thief locked[pl] up, made a lot of noise’
b De agentenambiguous die de dieven opsloten, maakten veel lawaai.
‘The police officers that the thieves locked [pl] up, made a lot of noise’
c De agentenobject die de dief opsloot, maakten veel lawaai.
‘The police officers that the thief locked [sg] up, made a lot of noise’
(2) a De directeursubject die de vissers zag, kocht een kaartje.
‘The CEO who the fishermen saw [sg] bought a ticket.’
b De directeurambiguous die de visser zag, kocht een kaartje.
‘The CEO who the fisherman saw [sg] bought a ticket’
c De directeurobject die de vissers zagen, kocht een kaartje.
‘The CEO who the fishermen saw [pl] bought a ticket’

15

In a similar fashion, the treelet specifies that the object of knowing can be an NP
or a CP (Mary knew the answer vs Mary knew the answer is in the book), and the
distributional properties of the two possibilities influence the strength of the
evidence.
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Consider sentences (1) and (2): for the syntactic stream, the difference between (1)
and (2) is irrelevant, but the differences between the (a), (b) and (c) versions are
relevant, while for the semantic stream the situation is reversed: the
(morphosyntactic) differences between (a), (b) and (c) are irrelevant, but the
(pragmatic or conceptual) differences in plausibility of thematic role assignment
between (1) and (2) are not.
For the syntactic stream, in (1a) and (2a), there is an unambiguous cue that agenten
‘police officers’ and directeur ‘CEO’ have to be the subject of the verbs opsloten
‘locked up’ and zag ‘saw’ as these are the only noun phrases with number features
that correspond to the number features of the verbs. The treelets for the verbs
specify that the subject of the verb opsloten ‘locked in’ must be the agent, and the
subject of the verb zag ‘saw’ must be the experiencer of the event; the syntactic
stream assigns the thematic roles accordingly, and the resulting thematic
representation can be considered strong, because they are based on unambiguous
cues.
In (1c) and (2c), the same logic applies: respectively dief ‘thief’ and vissers
‘fishermen’ are the only candidates to be subjects because verbs carry plural number
features. On the basis of their status as subject, they can be assigned the role of agent
for opsloot ‘locked in’ and the role of experiencer for zagen ‘saw’. Again, the cues
are unambiguous and therefore the resulting output of the syntactic stream can be
considered strong.
In (1b) and (2b) however, the number features do not provide an unambiguous cue,
as there are two noun phrases that could be the subject of the verb on the basis of
number features: both agenten ‘police officers’ and dieven ‘thieves’ in (1b) and both
directeur ‘CEO’ and visser ‘fisherman’ in (2b). Word order is not an unambiguous
cue either, as it is compatible with both an object-relative and a subject-relative
structure in Dutch. The syntactic stream will opt for the most frequent structure,
which corresponds to the subject-relative reading, and it will assign the agent role to
agenten ‘police officers’ and directeur ‘CEO’, but the resulting representation
cannot be considered as strong as the representation for (1a) and (1c) or (2a) and
(2c), as it does not rest on strong, unambiguous cues.
The semantic stream activates semantic information, including the common event
schemes which are acquired through real world and linguistic experience. In (1),
there is a strong relation between agenten ‘police officers’, dief/dieven
‘thief/thieves’, and the verb opsluiten ‘locking up’: the items are all associated with
the common event of thieves being locked up by policemen. So the semantic stream
assigns the thematic role of agent to agenten ‘police officers’, the role of patient to
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dief/dieven ‘thief/thieves’ in (1a) and in (1b), but also in (1c). The output
representation of the semantic stream will be very strong because multiple items are
related to the same template, and a template is – by definition – a representation of a
common, and therefore highly plausible event.
In sentence (2) however, there is no such well-established relationship between
directeur ‘CEO’, visser(s) ‘fisherman/men’ zag/zagen ‘saw’ and een kaartje ‘a
ticket’ or kocht ‘bought’, and these words do not share any event template. Kaartje
‘ticket’ is no likely subject of kocht ‘bought’, because of its semantic features (it is
inanimate while buying and also seeing requires an animate subject) but the
interpretation of a CEO seeing a fisherman/fishermen or the reverse is equally
likely. Therefore the output of the semantic stream for sentence (2) will be weak,
much weaker than the output for sentence (1).
The properties of the linguistic stimulus are not the only factor that determines the
strength of the output representation; the DSH poses that in addition to this, the
strength or prominence of the system that delivers it, the processing stream,
contributes to the strength of the representation. The DSH hypothesizes that strength
of a particular processing stream is not the same for all individuals: in some the
syntactic stream is strong while in others the syntactic stream is weak, and the same
applies to the semantic stream. The idea that a processing stream can be stronger or
weaker is not new: it has been put forward before for patient populations, and there
is also a parallel with approaches to second language learning (I will return to this
towards the end of this sub section).
An important claim of the DSH is that strengths of the two streams are
interdependent: having a stronger syntactic stream entails having a weaker semantic
stream, and having a stronger semantic stream entails having a weaker syntactic
stream. The most important difference between individuals is not in the absolute
strength of the processing streams, but in the relative strength of the two streams. In
some people, the syntactic stream is dominant and the semantic stream is
subordinate, while in others it is the other way around16 (from now on I will call the

16

This begs the question, what is the cause of this difference? Why do some people
have a dominant syntactic stream while others have a dominant semantic stream? I
expect that the answer to this question resembles the answer to the question why
there are differences between people at all. Why can some people run fast while
others cannot, or why do some people like running and others do not? Probably the
answer is to be found in a combination of genetics and experience/environment, but
real expertise in these domains is required to give a more substantial answer. I will
return to this question briefly in Chapter 6.
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stronger stream the dominant stream, and the weaker stream the subordinate
stream17).
Possible differences regarding dominance of either stream add an individual factor
to sentence interpretation. If representations are in conflict, and cues are of equal
strength, the dominant stream of an individual will determine which interpretation is
given to a sentence. For example in sentence (1c): for people with a dominant
semantic stream, the output of the semantic stream will be stronger, so the
syntactically unlicensed interpretation (in which the thief is locked up by the
policemen) will be stronger, while for people with a dominant syntactic stream, the
output of the syntactic stream will be stronger, in which the policemen are locked up
by the thief. The DSH predicts that both interpretations are found in the population,
and that some people are more likely than others to misinterpret this kind of
sentences. In sentence (2c) however, the output of a semantic stream will be weak
because the words in the sentence lack a conceptual relationship. Even for a person
with a dominant semantic stream, the output of the syntactic stream is likely to be
stronger, so the DSH predicts less variation in interpretation for (2c) than for (1c). In
everyday communication though, more often than not there will not be a conflict and
there will not be any competition. In those cases, any differences in the strength of
the processing streams do not have large consequences; the stronger stream may
deliver a larger contribution to the representation, but this ‘unequal’ division of
labor will go unnoticed.
Thinking of the strength of the processing streams as interdependent makes sense for
several reasons: 1. the notion of limited resources entails that resources used for one
process are no longer available for another process; 2. having a weak stream will ask
for ‘compensation’ from the other stream; 3. as a person relies more on strong
output than on weak output, the stronger stream will get better trained than the
weaker stream, and this self-reinforcing process will enlarge the gap between strong
and weak.
Let’s look at stream strength to define ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ in more detail to see
which observable differences in behavior can be expected between a strong and a
weak stream. It is useful to think about this in terms of signal detection theory
(Green & Swets, 1966). According to signal detection theory there are various
factors that determine the detection of a signal: the strength of the signal, the amount
of noise, and the sensitivity (of the receptor) to the signal. The signal can be a

17

Subordinate in the sense of secondary, not in the sense of being under the
authority of the dominant stream.
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successful operation (for example linking a subject to a verb, assignment of a
thematic role) or a sign that an operation was unsuccessful (an error signal).
In short: neurons fire in the brain all the time, mostly without any specific trigger,
and this random firing is called noise. If neurons fire in response to a stimulus (a
trigger), the neural response is much larger and the firing of the different neurons
gets coordinated. If the stimulus is strong, the response is very intense, and it is easy
to detect that the neuronal firing is not noise, but that there is a signal. If the stimulus
is weak however, the neuronal response is weaker, and it looks more like noise. A
strong processing stream is more sensitive to triggers, so the same stimulus will lead
to a larger response than in a weak processing stream. Another way to look at it, is
saying that a strong stream has less random noise, so a trigger does not have to be as
intense to be distinguishable from noise. In both views, the difference between the
response to a trigger and a state with only noise is larger in a strong than in a weak
processing stream.
If the response to triggers barely surpasses noise, signals will go unnoticed more
often, allowing for misinterpretations, compromising accuracy of understanding.
When an error signal goes unnoticed, this means that the streams fails to pick up that
something is wrong. In case of sentences with violations (used in several
experiments in Chapter 3-5), this means that the violation is not detected.
In addition, there is a time component to detection of a signal, that relates to stream
strength. Neuronal firing increases in response to a trigger, and if a trigger is
experienced as stronger (in a strong processing stream), the response shows a
stronger increase that will surpass the threshold faster than in a weak processing
stream where the difference between noise and signal is smaller (Baird, 2014). This
means that the signal of a strong stream should be noticeable more quickly than a
signal from a weak stream.
From the above, two straightforward properties of a strong stream compared to a
weak stream can be deducted: a strong stream will be faster than a weak stream and
a strong stream will be more accurate than a weak stream. It is important to keep in
mind that the nature of the streams and the tasks they perform are different, and this
may in itself also lead to differences in accuracy or in how fast the streams operate.
Any individual differences in stream strength will come on top of these, either
enlarging or reducing the difference between the two streams within one individual
(more about this in Chapter 4).
Summarizing the basic ideas of and assumptions underlying the DSH: The core
processor for sentence processing consists of two processing streams: a semantic
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and a syntactic stream. Each processing stream creates a representation on the level
of thematic relations. The strength of this representation varies according to the
strength of syntactic cues and the strength of semantic/conceptual relations, and also
according to the strength of the processing stream that created it. Processing streams
vary in strength, both within and across individuals, and especially the differences in
relative strength of the two processing streams – which of the two streams is
dominant – result in individual differences in sentence processing.
The idea that processing streams can be strong or weak and that there is also
variation in how the strengths of the processing streams compare to each other
within an individual, has been put forward before for patient populations. Kuperberg
(2007) states that in schizophrenic patients “there is evidence both for increased
activity to semantic associations between individual words (Kuperberg et al., 2007b;
Minzenberg et al., 2002; Sitnikova et al., 2002; Spitzeret al., 1993) as well as for
impairments in combining syntactic structure with the meaning of individual words
to build up sentence context” and proposes to view these in terms of an “altered
balance between the semantic memory-based and combinatorial mechanisms of
language comprehension” (p.42). Avrutin (2006) proposes something similar for a
different patient population. He proposes that Broca’s aphasics have weak narrow
syntax (due to limitation of resources) and “reduced power of this system (a direct
consequence of diminished resources) may result, at least sometimes, in the situation
where alternative systems become more powerful” (p.22).
I propose that differences in the balance between the two processing streams are not
limited to patient populations, but can be found in the healthy population as well 18,
although, naturally, the differences within the healthy population are expected to be
smaller than the differences between a healthy and a clinical population.
The variation in how different processes are balanced also has a parallel in other
cognitive domains (for non-patient populations), for example in the way individuals
approach cognitive tasks such as learning. In this field, the different ways of
balancing processes are identified as learning styles and strategies: for example, it
has been claimed that some individuals learn better through auditory materials while
others learn better through visual materials. The same concepts are found in the
literature on second language learning; much effort has been made in this field to
understand why the level of attainment in second language acquisition differs
between individuals. From the nineteen-sixties onward, a distinction has been made
between people with a preference for analytic or holistic processing, later fine-tuned
18

One can even imagine that this balance varies within individuals, depending on
task, context, etc., but this is not an idea that will be explored in this dissertation.
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by distinctions between ability (aptitude), style (all styles have strengths and
weaknesses) and strategies (Dörnyei & Skehan, 2003). The various learning styles
and strategies – the ‘analytic learner type’ and the ‘memory-oriented learner type’
(Skehan, 1998) can be viewed as the result of different processes being more or less
dominant in different individuals.
2.1.2 Supporting subsystems
As discussed in Chapter 1, the core processor cannot function without help of the
supporting subsystems such as executive function (and within executive function,
working memory). This raises the question which role differences in working
memory capacity (or other executive functions) can play under the DSH.
Any multi-stream system requires the ability to deal with simultaneously incoming
pieces of information and to attend to the most relevant aspects of the stimulus. Each
stream needs to respond to only a subset of the information, and filter this out. In
addition, in case of conflict, sometimes it is necessary to suppress one of the
proposed output representations. These all require inhibitory control, so differences
in inhibitory control abilities may influence sentence processing.
The main question for the relation between working memory capacity and strength
of processing streams is whether having a larger working memory capacity is
potentially more beneficial for a syntactic stream than for a semantic stream. The
literature on working memory capacity and sentence processing (see previous
chapter) suggests that the link between syntactic processing and working memory is
tighter than the link between semantic processing and working memory; it seems
that the syntactic stream depends more on working memory than the semantic
stream. Even if this is the case, though, that does not imply that individuals with
high working memory capacity will always have a dominant syntactic stream and
individuals with low working memory capacity will always have a dominant
semantic stream. Again, a parallel with second language learning literature (Skehan,
1998; Dörnyei & Skehan 2003) can be drawn: some learning strategies benefit more
from having good memory skills, but that does not preclude other combinations of
learning strategies and memory.
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2.2 Exploring the explanatory power of the Dominant
Stream Hypothesis
The DSH predicts that there are individual differences in sentence processing that
result from differences in relative strengths of processing streams. A crucial
assumption is that the core processor exists of more than one processing stream, an
assumption that is not self-evident, nor undisputed. In this section I will discuss the
most important piece of evidence – the semantic P600 effect - which has been put
forward as a primary argument for a core processor with more than one processing
stream.
2.2.1 The Semantic P600 effect
In the classic interpretation, an N400 effect reflects semantic processing difficulty,
such as in case of semantic violations, and a P600 effect reflects syntactic processing
difficulty, or, in case of syntactic violations, repair and revision. This interpretation
was based on a vast body of research (for an overview, see Kutas & Federmeier,
2011 and Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000), but it was challenged when
observations were reported that did not fit this classification. I list the key pieces of
data in Table 2.1 below, adapted from Brouwer, Fitz and Hoeks (2012).
The observations in Table 2.1 are problematic for the classic view on the P600 and
the N400. The first relevant point is that the examples in the table are all
grammatical: they are well-formed in terms of word order and number marking.
Item(s)
Hoeks et al. (2004)
(1) a De speer werd door de atleten geworpen
‘The javelin was by the athletes thrown’
b De speer heeft de atleten geworpen
‘The javelin has the athletes thrown’
c De speer werd door de atleten opgesomd
‘The javelin was by the athletes summed up’
d De speer heeft de atleten opgesomd
‘The javelin has the athletes summed up’

Classic
view

Observed

N400

P600

N400

N400/P600

N400

N400/P600
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Kim and Osterhout (2005)
(2) a The hearty meal was devoured…
b The hearty meal was devouring…
c The dusty tabletops were devouring…

Van Herten et al. (2005)
(3) a De stroper die op de vos joeg…
‘The poacher that on the fox hunted…’
b De vos die op de stroper joeg…
‘The fox that on the poacher hunted…’
Kuperberg (2007)
(4) a For breakfast the boys would eat…
b For breakfast the boys would watch…
c For breakfast the eggs would eat…
d For breakfast the eggs would watch…
Kos et al. (2010)
(5) a1Fred eet in een restaurant
‘Fred eats in a restaurant’
b1Fred eet een restaurant
‘Fred eats a restaurant’

N400
N400

P600
N400
But
N400/P600
in Stroud
(2009)

N400

P600

N400
N400
N400

N400
P600
P600

N400

N400

a2Fred eet een broodje
‘Fred eats a sandwich’
b2Fred eet in een broodje
N400
N400
‘Fred eats in a sandwich’
Table 2.1 Overview of reported semantic P600 data (with literal translations and the
baseline sentences in (a)).
In (1b), (2b), (3b) and (4c), the thematic roles are reversed, meaning that the noun
that makes a perfect patient/object on the basis of semantics occurs in subject
position (the position of the agent), whereas the noun that is fit to carry an agent role
occurs in the position of the patient/object. This results in incompatibility of the
concepts with the thematic roles they are assigned (on the basis of their position):
semantically, the thematic role cannot be integrated with the concept, and hence the
classic view predicts N400 effects for these sentences; there is no reason to expect a
P600 effect. This is not what was found however: these thematic role reversals
elicited P600 effects in the studies mentioned.
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Example (5) contains a different kind of thematic role reversal. In (5a 1), the sentence
has a prepositional phrase with the optional thematic role of location: in een
restaurant ‘in a restaurant’ and in (5a2 ) the optional thematic role of theme is
present: een broodje ‘a sandwich’. In (5b) the noun phrases een broodje
‘a sandwich’ and een restaurant ‘a restaurant’ are reversed: now een broodje
‘a sandwich’ is embedded in a prepositional phrase, and een restaurant
‘a restaurant’ is not. The syntactic analysis indicates that een broodje ‘a sandwich’
carries the role of location, but the semantic stream suggests the role of theme for
this NP; conversely een restaurant ‘a restaurant’ is assigned the theme role through
syntax, while its lexical meaning suggests that it denotes a location. These
conflicting assignments of the thematic roles did not elicit a P600 as was observed
for the other thematic role reversals, but an N400 effect, as predicted by the classic
view.
The semantic P600 effect has inspired several multi-stream accounts of processing,
with which the DSH shares much of its architectural features: the Semantic
Attraction account (Kim & Osterhout, 2005), the Monitoring Theory (Van Herten et
al., 2005, 2006), the Continued Combinatory Analysis model (Kuperberg, 2007), the
Processing Competition account (Kos et al., 2010) and – to a lesser extent - the
extended argument dependency model (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky,
2008). The multi-stream models are attempts to redefine the functional definition of
the N400 and P600 effects, and to model processing in such a way that it explains all
the observed data. The models share the characteristic of dividing the processor into
more than one stream, but differ from each other in other respects, and also in their
interpretation of what the P600 (and N400) reflect. Importantly, none of the models
is able to account for all the data. Which dataset receives most attention or focus
depends on the experimental work of the authors. I’ll summarize the highlights of
the models very briefly here; for a more elaborate review of the models (and their
shortcomings), see Brouwer et al. (2012).
The Semantic Attraction account (Kim & Osterhout, 2005) preserves the classic
interpretation of N400 and P600, and explains the semantic P600 effect through
semantic attraction: in (1b) (De speer heeft de atleten geworpen ‘The javelin has the
athletes thrown’) the semantic stream creates a representation in which de speer ‘the
javelin’ is the theme and de atleten ‘the athletes’ the agent of the verb geworpen
‘thrown’. This does not match the syntactic properties of the sentence. The number
features of the auxiliary heeft ‘has’ unambiguously signal that de atleten ‘the
athletes’ is not the subject of the predicate and the syntactic stream proposes a
different analysis. The semantic analysis is highly attractive (the interpretation is
very plausible) and this causes the syntactic analysis to appear as ill-formed, which
is reflected in a P600 effect. The most plausible interpretation in which the javelin is
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thrown by the athletes requires a plural verb, and encountering a singular verb then
has the same effect as a violation19.
The Monitoring Theory (Van Herten et al., 2005, 2006) does not only divide the
processor into a syntax-driven (and algorithmic) stream and a plausibility heuristic
driven by world knowledge, but adds a ‘monitor’ to the process. Whenever the two
processing streams arrive at conflicting interpretations, this leads to a P600 effect.
The monitor signals the conflict and initiates reprocessing (to check whether initial
processing has involved a mistake). In the case of (2b) (The hearty meal was
devouring) for example, the two streams are in conflict: the syntactic stream
suggests the role of subject-agent for meal but the semantic stream suggests the role
of theme, and the initial processing of the number features is checked, because the
verb ending is unexpected and may be the result of erroneous processing of–ing
instead of –ed (replacing –ing with –ed, the passive inflection, would solve the
conflict).
In the Continued Combinatory Analysis Model (Kuperberg, 2007) there are three
processing streams, one similar to the plausibility heuristic, or semantic stream, the
other two are combinatory streams: one is similar to the syntactic stream, and the
third one is thematic-role based, and uses semantic-thematic cues (such as animacy)
to build a representation. In this model, the P600 reflects continued combinatory
analysis: a continuation (or resumption) of processing of the two combinatory
streams: the syntactic streams and the thematic-role-based stream. Continued
combinatory processing can result from a violation within one stream and/or from a
conflict between streams. In this approach, a violation of animacy constraints on any
argument of the verb will lead to a P600 effect, and this does not depend on the
availability of a highly plausible interpretation. The semantic stream operates in
parallel with the other two streams, but in case the two combinatory streams

19

The fact that de speer ‘the javelin’ is in front position in the sentence does not
necessarily signal that it should be the subject, because in Dutch subjects and objects
can both occur in the beginning of the sentence due to verb second and
topicalisation. Consequently, a strict subject-first approach to sentence processing
will often be unsuccessful. An object can be topicalized to receive contrastive focus,
but contrastive focus is strongly linked to discourse and pragmatics and in isolated
sentences it can be bit unnatural (although it has been common in psycholinguistic
experiments). The way processing is influenced by the presence of topicalized
constituents, is relevant for interpreting some examples in Table 2.1, but falls
outside the scope of this dissertation. Not all the examples contain topicalisation, so
it is unlikely that the observations are solely due to the presence of topicalized
constituents.
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conflict, further semantic processing is blocked (and N400 effects will not be
found).
The Processing Competition Model (Kos et al., 2010) is a two-stream model with again - a syntactic and a semantic stream. When there is a conflict between the
outcome of the two streams, there is competition: the output with the weakest
support receives the burden of resolving the conflict (as the weak support indicates
that it is probable that there is an error). If this is the output of the syntactic stream
this is reflected in a P600; if the evidence for the output delivered by the semantic
stream is weaker, this is reflected in an N400. It is the strength of the cues that
determine the effect. The Processing Competition Model can explain why the
presence of a highly plausible interpretation that is not licensed by syntax leads to
P600 effects: a plausible interpretation has strong support, because it is built on
strong cues. A strong semantic cue (eg., animacy) has a large impact on plausibility,
which can be measured by plausibility ratings. What makes for a strong syntactic
cue, or how to measure this, is not well defined in the model, but morphosyntactic
inflection in the form of morphemes is considered a weaker cue than phrase type.
None of these accounts with their respective functional interpretations of the
ERP-effects, are able to fully account for all the data: each of them fails to account
for some piece of the data. Notably, most problematic are biphasic data, observed
for (1c) (De speer werd door de atleten opgesomd ‘The javelin was by the athletes
summed up’) and (1d) (De speer heeft de atleten opgesomd ‘The javelin has the
athletes summed up’)); (2c) The dusty tabletops were devouring (although the
biphasic pattern was found only by Stroud (2009) and not by Kim and Osterhout
(2005)); and the results of (4d) (For breakfast the eggs would watch). None of the
models is able to account for biphasic data, as they predict for each situation either
an N400 or a P600.
Neither the biphasic response patterns nor the inconsistencies in the results are
directly problematic for the DSH. I will explain this shortly, but it is impossible to
discuss how the DSH deals with all the pieces of data without a functional definition
of the N400 and P600. I adopt the view of the Processing Competition Model, as it
is fully compatible with the dominant stream hypothesis: whether a P600 or an N400
is observed depends on the strength of the output of the semantic and the syntactic
stream: weak or relatively weak output of the syntactic stream yields P600 effects,
weak or relatively weak output of the semantic stream yields N400 effects.
Violations will produce intrinsically weak output for all individuals, regardless of
the strength of the processing stream, and this explains why syntactic violations lead
to P600 effects: they reflect weak output of the syntactic stream. In a similar fashion,
semantic violations consistently lead to N400 effects, reflecting weak output of the
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semantic stream. But under the DSH, there is an individual component too: the
strength of the processing streams differs between individuals, and the strength of
the stream contributes to the strength of its output. A dominant stream – by default produces stronger output than a subordinate stream. It is possible that some N400s
are a reflection of an individual’s weak semantic stream (compared to the output of a
dominant syntactic stream), while other N400 effects result from the semantic
characteristics of the sentence, and the same logic applies to the syntactic stream. 20
In terms of explanatory power, predictions based on the DSH should ideally be
compared with the observed effects in Table 2.1. However, the DSH predicts that
due to differences in stream dominance, there will be variation in responses for
sentences where the output of the two streams is in conflict: a sentence that will lead
to an N400 effect in one person can lead to a P600 effect in another person,
depending on which processing stream is dominant. A comparison of the strength of
the outputs of the two streams is necessary to make precise predictions, but it is
impossible to do so without knowing which stream is dominant in a person and there
is no way of assessing this in the participant samples of the studies of Table 2.1. In
addition, information is required on the strength of the cues of the specific linguistic
stimuli. This strength is difficult to quantify objectively; the effect of these cues can
only be measured through human behavior, and under the DSH such measures
would always include or be confounded with processing stream strength.
It is possible, however, to look at the sentences in Table 2.1 and discuss whether the
DSH offers an explanation for the effects observed. For convenience, I will repeat
the relevant example sentences from Table 2.1 with the observed effect.
(1b)
(2b)
(3b)
(4c)

20

De speer heeft de atleten geworpen …
‘The javelin has the athletes thrown…’
The hearty meal was devouring…
De vos die op de stroper joeg…
‘The fox that on the poacher hunted…’
For breakfast the eggs would eat …

P600
P600
P600
P600

Just like the other functional definitions, this functional definition of N400 and
P600 does not explain the full range of observed data, but it falls outside the scope
of this dissertation to solve the problem of the functional definition of N400 and
P600. Note that my definition does not associate the occurrence of N400 or P600
with the process that follows the ‘conflict’, it does not specify whether reanalysis is
taking place, or whether the information that the output is problematic is just
accepted without further consequences.
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The explanation provided by the DSH for the presence of the P600 effects observed
for (1b), (2b), (3b), and (4c) is essentially the same as the one provided by the
semantic attraction account: the words in the sentence have a strong semantic
relationship (athletes-throw-javelin, devouring-meal, poacher-hunt-fox, eggs-eat),
which leads to a highly plausible (therefore very strong) representation created by
the semantic stream. This representation is in conflict with the representation
proposed by the syntactic stream, a representation that is built on strong cues too.
The overwhelming strength of the cues of the semantic stream results in stronger
output from the semantic stream than the syntactic stream, which makes the output
of the syntactic stream relatively weak, hence a P600. But the DSH predicts that for
participants with a dominant syntactic stream, the representation of the syntactic
stream could be stronger, stronger even than the representation of the semantic
stream.
To explain the absence of an N400 effect for these examples, an extra assumption is
needed, namely that animacy information is available to the syntactic stream as well.
The idea of animacy being potentially accessible to the syntactic stream – which
may seem ad hoc now- will be further developed in the Individual Variation in the
Status of Animacy-hypothesis in Chapter 5.
It has been noted before that examples (1b), (2b), and (4c) all contain violations of
animacy restrictions (Kuperberg, 2007; Stroud, 2009; Stroud & Phillips, 2012;
Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2008; Chow & Phillips, 2013). Animacy
is (traditionally viewed as) a semantic feature, and animacy conflicts as semantic
violations. From the assumption that animacy can be processed by the syntactic
stream as well, it follows that the output representation of the syntactic stream for a
sentence with an animacy violation such as in (1b), (2b), and (4c) is weak, which
constitutes a plausible explanation for the occurrence of P600 effects and the
absence of any N400 effects in these sentences.
Example (3b) is slightly different, as there is no animacy violation that can provide
an explanation for the P600 effect instead of an N400 effect is found. On the DSH
this would mean that the output of the semantic stream was stronger than that of the
syntactic stream. Either the cues that the semantic representation was built on were
so strong that the representation produced by the semantic stream is stronger than
the one built by the syntactic stream21, regardless of stream dominance (otherwise
21

For the example given De vos die op de stropers joeg … ‘The fox that on the
poachers hunted’ this explanation seems questionable. The materials used in Van
Herten et al. 2015 also include items for which this is rather plausible though, such
as De invalide die voor de passagiers opstond .. ‘The disabled that for the
passengers stood up ..’: a plausibility-based representation would pretty much
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the results should have shown both N400 and P600 effects), or the sample of
participants in the study of Van Herten et al. (2005) contained a large proportion of
participants with a dominant semantic stream.
(1c)
(1d)
(2c)
(4b)

De speer werd door de atleten opgesomd…
‘The javelin was by the athletes summed up…’
De speer heeft de atleten opgesomd…
‘The javelin has the athletes summed up…’
The dusty tabletops were devouring…
For breakfast the boys would watch…

N400/P600
N400/P600
N400 & N400/P600
N400

In contrast to (1b), (2b), (3b) and (4c), examples (2c) and (4b) do not lead to strong
output from the semantic stream: the words in the sentence are not semantically
related and do not activate an event template. Instead, the semantic stream has
difficulties to combine these words to any sensible proposition, and the output of the
semantic stream can be considered quite weak for all participants (regardless of
whether the semantic stream is dominant or subordinate with a dominant or a
subordinate), which explains the observed N400 effect. As Table 2.1 shows, the
classical interpretation of an N400 reflecting semantic processing difficulties makes
the same prediction for these sentences.
For (2c), however, a replication study found not only an N400, but also a
P600 effect. ‘Double’ effects, i.e., biphasic responses, have also been reported for
(1c-d). These effects could be truly biphasic, in the sense that one linguistic stimulus
evokes an N400 effect and a subsequent P600 effect on the same word in the same
individual. However, they can also result from averaging over sentences that yield
an N400 effect and sentences that yield a P600 effect, or from averaging over a
group of participants that show N400 effects and participants that show
P600 effects. What type of biphasic effects was found for the examples in the table
cannot be answered on the basis of information provided in Hoeks et al. (2004) or
Stroud (2009), but the fact that the exact same set of materials elicited an
N400 effect in one study, but an N400/P600 effect in another study, indicates that
this is certainly a possibility to consider. Even if the biphasic pattern is found within
participants, it needs to be clear whether this is the result of averaging over
N400 effects found for some items, and P600 effects found for other items in the
same condition. If this is the case, these effects are not truly biphasic in nature;

exclude the option of the disabled person being the agent of standing up, hence the
representation of the semantic stream would be very strong.
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instead, they each evoke either an N400 effect or a P600 effect 22. Having said that,
in examples (1c-d) and (2c), an N400 response can be explained by weak semantic
output and a P600 response by animacy violations being picked up by the syntactic
stream23. A double effect would also have made sense for sentence (4d) (For
breakfast the eggs would watch), which generates both a weak semantic
representation (N400) and a weak syntactic representation because of an animacy
violation (P600), but for this sentence, only a P600 effect was observed.
For grammatically well-formed sentences with a critical verb and arguments that do
not have a semantic relation, three responses have been reported: an N400 effect
(Kim & Osterhout, 2005), a P600 effect (Kuperberg, 2007) and a biphasic
N400-P600 result (Stroud, 2009). The DSH offers a possible explanation for this
variability in results: the studies used different samples of participants. An
N400 effect would be the result of a sample with a larger proportion of participants
with a dominant semantic stream, a P600 effect would be the result of a sample with
a larger proportion of participants with a dominant syntactic stream, and a biphasic
result could be the result of a mixed sample. Making use of random samples from
the student population (common practice) by no means guarantees that these
samples will have the same proportion of participants with a dominant semantic
stream and participants with a dominant syntactic stream.
This possibility to explain contradicting observations for some sentence types is one
of the gains of the DSH. Admittedly, this comes at a price: The DSH may be
compatible with many pieces of data, but the hypothesis runs the risk of circularity:
the data tell us which stream is dominant, which then explains why the data are as
they are. Without a way to assess stream dominance, it lacks the capacity to produce
concrete and falsifiable predictions for responses to specific stimuli by a specific
person. Paying this price needs to be justified, by additional explanatory power (see
the next section), or by independent evidence that confirms that there are indeed
differences in balance of processing streams.

22

To disentangle these ‘double effects’ is difficult, since single-trial analyses of
EEG-signal make no sense. One would have to repeat items in order to average over
identical items, to be able to compare the effect of specific items within a
participant.
23
The possibility that perhaps the details of particular items are crucial should not be
ruled out either. For example, the P600 effect in sentence (1c) could be explained as
a violation of the requirement of the verb ‘to sum up’ to have a plural object. Such a
requirement will be coded in the treelet and the syntactic stream can
detect this violation.
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While the DSH is unable to produce falsifiable predictions for how a specific person
will respond to a specific stimulus, it does more than just predicting that there will
be variation across individuals. It produces specific and falsifiable predictions for
how different responses (within one person) are related to each other. The DSH
predicts that responses to manipulations of information in the domain of different
processing streams differ, but responses to manipulations of information in the
domain of the same processing stream are alike. In other words: responses will
cluster according to the processing stream: different types of syntactic violations
will produce similar responses (in the same individual), and different types of
semantic violations will also produce responses that are similar to each other, but we
will not find the same similarity when comparing syntactic violations with semantic
violations. This is a prediction that will be tested experimentally in Chapters 3-5, but
in the following section, I will explore this idea on the basis of published results.
2.2.2 The DSH and some reported individual differences
The DSH divides the population into two subpopulations: people with a dominant
syntactic stream (and a subordinate semantic stream), and others with a dominant
semantic stream (and a subordinate syntactic stream). These subpopulations should
show a different response to a particular manipulation, as this manipulation will
affect a processing stream that is dominant in one group but one that is subordinate
in the other, analogous to the effect of injuring a right hand: for right-handed
individuals such an accident will be much more inconvenient than for left-handed
individuals.
The DSH predicts that for manipulations relating to one processing stream only,
differences across participants are found in effect sizes (for example a large or a
minor slow down effect) as a result of differences in stream dominance. It also
predicts that the relative contribution of different information sources differs across
these subpopulations: whether particular information is handled by a dominant
stream or a subordinate stream, determines how much effect the cue can have
(examples below). There are two ways in which stream strength can influence the
effect of a cue: If a cue needs to be picked up by a subordinate, weaker, stream, it
may go unnoticed through lack of sensitivity of this stream (this only holds for
subtle cues), or the stream may pick up on the cue, but as the effect turns up in the
output of the subordinate stream, its contribution to the process is smaller, and it
may get ‘overruled’ by output from the dominant stream.
The previous section explored how the DSH fares with sentences with conflicting
cues, from an ERP perspective. But there is no reason to expect that differences with
respect to dominance of processing streams are limited to differences in ERP effects,
nor that they are limited to sentences with conflicting cues. Differences in speed,
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interpretation and strategies are all possible results from a manipulation being in the
dominant stream for some but in the subordinate stream for others. The short
overview of literature in Chapter 1 showed that differences in speed, interpretation
and strategies exist, although they have not been ascribed to differences in stream
dominance, but mostly to differences in working memory capacity. The remainder
of this section describes a thought experiment that investigates whether the DSH can
provide a plausible alternative explanation for some of the individual differences
reported in the literature. Below I will re-interpret a few studies from the perspective
of the DSH, not with the aim of proving that the reported differences result from
differences in stream dominance (this is impossible), or with the aim of proving that
the explanations provided by the authors of the studies are wrong, but rather to
explore the potential of the DSH to explain individual differences.
King and Just (1991) reported that differences in working memory capacity relate to
sentence comprehension: pragmatic information is more beneficial for low-span
readers than for high-span readers. The low-span readers comprehended objectrelative sentences better when the subject was a highly plausible agent for the verb
(for example, fireman is a plausible agent for the verb to rescue) than when there
was no plausibility cue as to which noun was a more likely agent for the verb, and
both nouns were equally likely agents for the verb (such as for example for the
nouns robber and fireman and the verb to detest). Let us forget about working
memory capacity for a moment, and translate King and Just’s observation to DSH
terms. World knowledge and plausibility (or in terms of the authors, pragmatic
information) is the domain of the semantic stream. Participants with a dominant
semantic stream are more sensitive to a plausibility-based cue than participants with
a dominant syntactic stream. For participants with a dominant syntactic stream, the
manipulation affects their subordinate, not their dominant processing stream, as the
syntactic structure of the sentences with and without the pragmatic cues was
identical (object relative clauses). This is not the case for participants with a
dominant semantic stream. For this stream there is a crucial difference between
processing sentences with or without pragmatic cues. In the neutral condition the
semantic stream cannot produce strong output (and hence these participants would
then depend more on the output of their subordinate syntactic stream), but in the
condition with a pragmatic cue, the semantic stream is able to produce strong output
and impact of the output of the weaker syntactic stream would be smaller.
Summarizing, the pattern found for participants with low working memory capacity
corresponds to the pattern that the DSH predicts for people with a relatively strong
semantic stream, and the pattern found for participants with high working memory
capacity coincides with the pattern predicted for people with a strong syntactic
stream. Possibly, the findings of King and Just were not caused by differences in
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working memory, but by differences in stream dominance, but this cannot be
verified, and it is not the point either. More importantly, the patterns expected on the
basis of the DSH are patterns that really occur, they can be observed in the
population. Testing this alternative explanation of King and Just’s findings would
require a comparison of the responses of the participants to the manipulation in the
study to responses to other manipulations targeting the semantic stream and the
syntactic stream. Manipulations targeting the semantic stream should give similar
results, but manipulations targeting the syntactic stream should show the reverse: a
large effect for participants who show little effect of pragmatic manipulations.
The same line of thinking can be applied to the study of Vos and Friederici (2003) to
see whether the results of this study can be explained (alternatively) from a DSH
perspective. They studied the effect of structure and context on the interpretation of
relative clauses24 for people with high working memory capacity and low working
memory capacity. Table 2.2 illustrates the paradigm; they compared subject-relative
structures with object-relative structures in contexts that biased towards a subjectfirst or object-first structure.
Neutral context

Subject-first bias

Object-first bias

Der Zuschauer
fragte sich, was
denn geschehen
war?

Der Zuschauer fragte
sich, wer die
Regisseurinnen
abgelenkt hat?

Der Zuschauer fragte
sich, wen die
Regisseurinnen
abgelenkt hat?

‘The spectator
asked himself what
has happened?’

‘The spectator asked
himself who the
producers distracted
has?’

‘The spectator asked
himself who(m) the
producers distracted
have?’

Subjectrelative

Er erfuhr, daß es die Schauspielerin war, die die Regisseurinnen
abgelenkt hat.
‘He found out, that it was the actress, who the producers distracted
has.’
Object- Er erfuhr, daß es die Schauspielerin war, die die Regisseurinnen
relative abgelenkt haben.
‘He found out, that it was the actress, who the producers distracted
have.’
Table 2.2 Examples of experimental materials used by Vos and Friederici (2003).
24

The study also contained complement clauses, but as this is not relevant here I
leave it out of the discussion.
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Comprehension accuracy and ERPs for the final words of the sentences were
compared: high-span readers, but not the low-span readers, showed an effect of
sentence structure: a P600 effect for object-relative clauses compared to subjectrelative clauses. Under the DSH this is explained as the result of the output of the
syntactic stream being weaker for object-relative clauses compared to subjectrelative clauses. Even though (these) object-relative clauses are not ungrammatical
or ambiguous, they are less frequent (especially center-embedded object-relative
clauses, such as in Table 2.2) and that will lead to weaker output of the syntactic
stream than for the more frequent subject-relative clauses. If we again put aside
working memory capacity for a minute, the results show that some participants
showed an effect of sentence structure, while others did not. This is compatible with
the DSH: for some participants the manipulation of sentence structure affected their
dominant (syntactic) processing stream, while for others the manipulation was in
their subordinate (syntactic) processing stream, and therefore its contribution to the
interpretation process is smaller.
The authors also found an effect of context, not in the high-span but in the low-span
participants. For the low-span group comprehension accuracy of object- and subjectrelative clauses did not differ when relative clauses followed a positively biasing
context25, but when they were preceded by a neutral context, object-relative clauses
showed more comprehension errors. The presence of a biasing context is interpreted
by Vos and Friederici to be a manipulation of syntactic context, as in the biased
conditions an object-first or a subject-first sentence is more likely to follow. The
DSH offers a different view on this: The bias imposed by the context is not syntactic
in nature, the bias concerns the thematic role of the element rather than its syntactic
function. The context sentence asks about either the agent (‘distractor’), or the
patient (‘distracted one’), announcing that in the following sentence, this thematic
role will have to be assigned. Upon encountering the noun actress in the relative
clause, the semantic stream can use this information and assign the announced
thematic role immediately. The syntactic stream can only assign thematic roles on
the basis of structural relations between argument and verb. Encountering a noun is
not sufficient to assign a thematic role, the syntactic stream will have to wait for the
verb to form a structural relation first. Therefore there is not much benefit for the
syntactic stream in knowing in advance which thematic roles will have to be
assigned. The thematic role bias is used by the semantic stream, and the absence or
presence of bias influences the dominant processing stream for participants with a
dominant semantic stream, but a subordinate stream for participants with a dominant

25

sentence and bias always matched, there were no conditions in which the context
biased a subject-first continuation, followed by an object-first sentence or vice versa
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syntactic stream, which is why the effect was found in some participants but not in
others.
The findings are entirely in line with the DSH, which divides people into two
subpopulations: people with a dominant syntactic stream and people with a
dominant semantic stream: the group of participants that showed an effect of
structure (domain of the syntactic stream) did not show an effect of bias (domain of
the semantic stream), and the other way around: the group that showed no effect of
syntactic structure, did show an effect of bias.
Notably, a comparison of the DSH-explanation and a working-memory explanation
for both the study of King & Just and the study of Vos and Friederici suggests that if
there is a relation between working memory and stream dominance, high working
memory capacity goes together with having a dominant syntactic stream and low
working memory capacity goes together with having a dominant semantic stream. In
Section 2.1.2 I already considered this relation to be the most likely relation between
working memory and stream dominance.
This small thought experiment essentially explored the possibility that observed
effects are not just the result of a manipulation, but rather the result of an interaction
of manipulation and dominant processing stream of a participant.
The DSH not only predicts that manipulations lead to different responses in different
individuals, but also that phenomena handled by the same stream will lead to similar
responses within individuals, while this similarity of responses within individuals
will be absent for phenomena handled by different streams. Examples of these
patterns of results have been reported in the literature. Kos, Van den Brink and
Hagoort (2012) compared responses to manipulations of semantic information with
each other, and with responses to manipulations of syntactic information in an ERP
study, in an attempt to examine the factors involved in elicitation of the Late
Positive Complex. This positivity sometimes follows an N400 effect, in the time
window of 600 - 1000 ms after stimulus onset. Kos et al. compared two types of
semantic violations: semantic violations (whipped cream tastes anxious), semanticthematic violations (Father eats in a sandwich/Father eats a restaurant), and one
type of syntactic violation: subject-verb agreement mismatch (The spoiled child
throws/throw* the toy on the floor). They showed that there is much individual
variation: for the semantic violations approximately half of the participants showed
a negative effect and half showed a positive effect in the 600 – 1000 ms time
window. But the predictions of the DSH relate to the comparisons across conditions:
the two semantic conditions should show similar results, while a comparison of the
semantic with the syntactic conditions should not show this. Kos et al. reported a
high positive correlation between the effects of the two semantic violations (r =
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0.65) but only a moderate correlation between the syntactic and semantic violation
conditions (r = 0.37)26. That the amplitude of the LPC of one semantic violation is a
reasonably accurate predictor of the amplitude of the LPC for another type of
semantic violation, but a less accurate predictor of the LPC amplitude for a syntactic
violation is in line with the predictions of the DSH: two semantic violations are
handled by the same processing stream and a semantic and a syntactic violation are
handled by different processing streams.
Tanner and Van Hell (2014) also show that phenomena that are dealt with by the
same (in this case, syntactic) stream according to the DSH, yield similar responses
within individuals. ERP responses to agreement-violations (the clerk at the clothing
boutique was/were* severely underpaid) (The crime rate was increasing/increase*
despite the growing police force) showed great variation across individuals with
respect to the type of response shown, an N400, a P600 or a biphasic response, but
the response between the two types of violations correlated (r = .425). The intraindividual correlations match the DSH’s prediction that manipulations handled by
the same processing stream yield similar responses.
In summary, the DSH provides an alternative explanation for experimental results
that showed that some individuals respond differently to manipulations than others.
In addition, there are studies that reported correlations between responses to
manipulations that are in line with the DSH: stronger correlations for withinprocessing stream comparisons than for comparisons across processing streams.
This indicates, perhaps, that the DSH looks promising, but specifically designed
experiments are needed to really test its predictions. Such experiments are the topic
of chapters 3 and 4.

2.3 Criticism of dual-stream models
The DSH has been modelled after other multi-stream models of sentence processing,
ignoring any objections to multi-stream models, which have been forwarded in the
literature. Even though these objections were formulated before the DSH was
conceived (and were therefore never specifically aimed at it), some of them logically
apply to the DSH since they concern a basic assumption of multi-stream models,

26

Due to a lack of understanding of the functional meaning of the LPC, it is not
possible to say that a negative correlation is expected for manipulations that are not
in the domain of the same processing stream.
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viz. that there are different streams that operate (at least to a certain extent)
independently.
Objections to multi-stream models have come from Brouwer et al. (2012) and
Phillips (Phillips, 2013; Stroud & Phillips, 2012; Chow & Phillips, 2013). They
point out firstly, that there is no multi-stream approach with the ability to explain all
the data (with regard to semantic P600 effects) and secondly, that multi-stream
models rely on incorrect interpretations of the N400 and P600 effects. Thirdly,
arguments have been raised against the existence of an independent semantic
interpretation process. The first two are objections against the observations and
interpretations that motivated multi-stream models. Even if these observations and
interpretations are incorrect, this does not necessarily entail that multi-stream
models, including the DSH, are invalid too. The third objection is of a different
kind; if it is true, then all models with a semantic interpretation process that
constructs meaning independently of syntactic information, need to be rejected. The
objections will be discussed in more detail in the two following sections.
2.3.1 Multiple streams as the answer to Semantic P600 effects
Brouwer et al. (2012) argue that even though multi-stream models resulted from
observations of Semantic P600 effects, none of them is able to account for the full
set of Semantic P600 observations: the presence of biphasic patterns in particular is
problematic for all models. This problem is not restricted to data regarding semantic
P600 effects, but concerns biphasic patterns in general. Regarding biphasic effect
patters, I already mentioned that it is not trivial to ask which of the reported biphasic
effects are real biphasic effects, i.e., effects that occur within one sentence and
within one participant. If the biphasic character of the reported effects is an artifact,
a result of averaging over item sets or over participants, it remains unclear what the
models should provide an explanation for. The DSH can accommodate different
responses to the same stimulus by different people, so biphasic patterns as such are
not necessarily a problem for the DSH (as it is for other multi-stream models).
Brouwer et al. (2012) also argue that multi-stream models misinterpret the meaning
of N400 and P600 effects, and that the semantic P600 data can be interpreted within
a single-stream model. With the correct functional interpretation of ERP effects,
there would be no need or reason to assume that the processor exists of more than
one processing stream. Brouwer and colleagues present an alternative view, the
Retrieval-Integration Account, a two-stage model in which elements are first
retrieved from the lexicon (stage 1), and then processed in stage 2. N400 effects do
not reflect semantic integration problems, but rather lexical retrieval; the amplitude
of the N400 is reduced when retrieval is facilitated, such as in the case of semantic
relatedness with previous words. Problems in stage 2 are reflected in P600 effects;
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the P600 component is construed as an index of constructing, revising or updating a
mental representation of what is being communicated. As Brouwer and colleagues
are not trying to come up with a model for sentence processing, but rather with a
functional definition of the N400 effect and the P600 effect (see also Brouwer,
Crocker, Venhuizen, and Crooks, 2017), this account does not contain a detailed
description of this second stage. It includes processing at various levels ranging
from semantic processing and discourse processing to syntactic processing.
Crucially, Brouwer and colleagues state that there is “a single representation of what
is communicated, and the ease of managing this representation with regard to the
current input is reflected in P600 amplitude” (p. 138).
Even though I agree with many of Brouwer’s observations in his discussion of the
semantic P600 studies, I do not think the retrieval-integration account is convincing
enough to abandon the whole idea of multi-stream processing models, for a number
of reasons. First, acknowledge by the authors, it fails to account for the data of
Kuperberg (2007) For breakfast the eggs would watch (P600) and the data of Kos et
al. (2010) Fred eet een restaurant ‘Fred eats a restaurant’(N400). Brouwer et al.
claim that in the full set of stimuli of Kuperberg (2007), semantic relatedness varies
between materials, which could explain the absence of an N400 effect, and an
inspection of the full set of stimuli of Kos et al. (2010) showed that some sentences
are not yet unambiguously anomalous at the critical word. If the stimuli of the other
studies included in the overview in Brouwer et al. do not have similar
‘inconsistencies’, these are indeed valid arguments.
Secondly, early ERP-effects of syntactic violations (LAN effects) seem to be a
problem for Brouwer’s model. Such effects suggest that combining words into
phrases or clauses is done earlier, and this is hardly compatible with the idea that all
processes that are not lexical retrieval are ‘postponed’ until the P600 time window.
Additionally, when N400 effects reflect nothing but retrieval, which may be
facilitated by context, it is hard to explain N400 effects that occur very early in
isolated sentences, in absence of any context, such as the ones found by Nakano et
al. (2010, see also Chapter 1). In this study an inanimate noun phrase in the
beginning of the sentence elicited an N400 effect compared to animate nouns in this
position (for some participants). It is difficult to see why retrieval of an inanimate
noun would be harder than retrieval of an animate noun, in absence of any context 27.
An explanation for these N400 effects in sentence-initial position also does not
follow easily from other functional interpretations (nor from the DSH), which shows
that there is still work to do in reaching a (more) complete understanding of what the
27

Nakano et al. report that there were no differences across conditions in lexical
frequency of the noun phrases (or number of syllables, acoustic duration and
imageability).
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N400 effect reflects. Finally, the retrieval-integration account saves up all
processing for the second processing stage, without further specifying this stage.
Consequently, the question of how different sources of information are used in
sentence processing remains unanswered. In other words, it may be the case that a
functional interpretation of N400 and P600 is possible without having to assume a
multi-stream processor, but that does not entail that this is also the case for all
processes that take place in this second stage.
2.3.2 Grammar-free semantic interpretation
A basic ingredient of the DSH is that the semantic stream does not need the output
of the syntactic stream to generate an interpretation on the thematic level and in this
Section I discuss some arguments regarding the possibility of such a syntax-free
interpretation system. One argument can be found in language comprehension by
Broca’s aphasics. For several sentence structures (e.g. passive structures) Broca’s
aphasics perform at chance level when confronted with sentences that do not contain
any semantic cues to the thematic roles (i.e., such sentences are called 'reversible'),
but when the sentences do contain semantic cues, Broca's aphasics perform much
better (Caramazza & Zurif, 1976; Bastiaanse & Van Zonneveld, 2005). Another
argument comes from our ability to understand ungrammatical sentences, for
example those uttered by second language users with low proficiency. Even if the
input does not allow for a complete and correct parse, we are able to assign meaning
to the sentence. Obviously, these two phenomena are instances of abnormal sentence
processing, and the assumption that they are also part of ‘normal’ processing of
normal sentences in a non-patient population may not hold. They do indicate
however, that a syntax-free interpretation system is realistic possibility. Phillips
(2013), proponent of a transparent parser, argues that processing is grammar-driven,
and that there is no reason to believe that grammar should be separated from
processing mechanisms, in the form of heuristic processes or semantics or
plausibility-based processing streams. Let’s look at some of Philips’ arguments
against a parallel independently operating semantic processing system in more
detail.
Philips argues that if there were a separate processing stream, exclusively operating
on the basis of semantics or plausibility, it would suggest “plausible-but-illicit
interpretations of all types of sentences. But the ability to access plausible-but-illicit
interpretations is more restricted, occurring mostly in sentences with more complex
syntactic form.” (Phillips, 2013: 7). Indeed, the work of Ferreira (2002, 2003) shows
that syntactic complexity (passive or active voice) influences the number of errors
made due to plausibility-based strategies: misinterpretations occur much more
frequently in more complex passive sentences than in simple active sentences. For
Phillips, the absence of interference for plausible-but-illicit interpretations for
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syntactically simple sentences is an argument against an independent semantic
processor. The DSH, however, offers a (principled) explanation for syntactic
complexity effects on the occurrence of plausible-but-illicit interpretations. Under
the DSH (and in the Processing Competition Model), the probability of a plausiblebut-illicit interpretation surfacing depends on the strength of the output of both
processing streams. When syntactically more complex sentences more often lead to
weaker output representations of the syntactic stream than syntactically simple
sentences (for example because they contain more ambiguous cues and weaker
statistical cues), these output representations of the syntactic stream are more
vulnerable to interference. A stronger output of the syntactic stream makes an
interpretation more resistant to semantic plausibility induced interference. There is
no such relation between sentence complexity and the strength of the output of the
semantic stream. This provides an explanation as to why plausibility-induced errors
surface more often in syntactically more complex sentences. Moreover, in a strictly
grammar-driven interpretation, it seems to be difficult to account for any
interference of plausible interpretations that are not licensed by syntax. In addition
to effects of structure, the DSH predicts that plausibility-based misinterpretations
occur more frequently in some participants (namely participants with a dominant
semantic stream) than in other participants (participants with a dominant syntactic
stream). Whether this was indeed the case in Ferreira's work cannot be deduced from
the results, as these are reported on the group level only.
Another argument put forward by Phillips (Stroud & Phillips, 2012; Chow
& Phillips, 2013) is that semantic P600 effects have mistakenly been considered as
evidence for the presence of a syntax-independent semantic composition
mechanism. Stroud and Phillips (2012) investigated whether the presence of a
syntactic cue can prevent a putative semantic stream from constructing the
interpretation that is most plausible based on the semantic relation of a noun and the
main verb. If a syntactic cue is able to block such semantic processing, the existence
of an independent semantic processor would have to be considered unlikely.
Stroud and Philips compared Spanish sentences in a 3x2 design. Each sentence
contained a syntactic cue that consists of one of two auxiliaries: fue or estaba. Fue
has a bias towards a passive reading, and estaba towards an active-progressive
reading (this is a probabilistic bias, both auxiliaries can appear in both active and
passive constructions). Within each auxiliary, there were three conditions: In the
control sentences, the form of the main verb was congruent with the auxiliaries bias,
in the two anomalous conditions the main verb had progressive morphology. The
two anomalous conditions differed from each other in semantic relatedness between
the noun and verb: in the semantic attraction condition, there is a plausible and
specific relation between the noun and main verb (similar to the relation between
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javelins and athletes), but this relation was violated because the subject did not
receive the most likely thematic role. In the no-attraction anomalous condition, there
was no specific plausible relation between the noun and the verb that was violated.
An example of all conditions can be found in Table 2.3.
Auxiliary fue

Auxiliary estaba

Passive bias

Active progressive bias

Context:
Después del fuego, el bombero formuló un aviso para prohibir
la entrada al piso quemado.
After the fire, the fireman prepared a warning to forbid
entrance into the burnt apartment.
Gramatical
control

Semantic
attraction

No-attraction

El aviso fue declarado por el
bombero […]

El bombero estaba
declarando el aviso […]

‘The warning was declared
[pass] by the fireman […]’

‘The fireman was declaring
[progr] the warning […]’

El aviso fue declarando con
un megáfono para que todo el
mundo lo oyera.

El aviso estaba declarando
con un megáfono para que
todo el mundo lo oyera.

‘The warning went (around)
declaring [progr] with a
megaphone […]’

‘The warning was declaring
[progr] with a megaphone
[…]’

El piso fue declarando con un
megáfono para que todo el
mundo lo oyera.

El piso estaba declarando
con un megáfono […]

‘The apartment went (around)
declaring [progr] with a
megaphone […]’

‘The apartment was
declaring [progr] with a
megaphone […]’

Table 2.3 Example of an experimental item from Stroud & Philips (2012).
The predictions depend on both one’s functional interpretation of N400 and
P600 effects, and the processing architecture. If one assumes that there is a semantic
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stream that operates independently of syntax, the syntactic cue (the verb’s bias)
cannot affect the semantic stream. The semantic stream will do exactly the same for
the two auxiliaries: it will create the most plausible interpretation. In the semantic
attraction conditions, this most plausible interpretation will conflict with the
syntactically licensed interpretation; in the non-attraction conditions, the semantic
stream is not able to create a plausible interpretation, therefore there is no conflict in
both auxiliary conditions.
Taking the P600 as a reflection of conflict between the output of two processing
streams (as suggested by several multi-stream accounts)28, it can be used as an
indicator of a conflict arising in the same conditions for the two auxiliaries: a
P600 effect is predicted for the semantic attraction condition for both auxiliaries,
and absence of a P600 effect is predicted for both no-attraction conditions. However,
a straightforward comparison of the ERPs of the main verb for the two auxiliaries
turned out to be impossible. All sentences in the semantic attraction and noattraction conditions had inanimate subjects, and in the conditions with the activebiasing auxiliary estaba, an effect on the auxiliary was found, probably caused by
the inanimacy of the subject noun. This effect affected all subsequent effects on the
main verb, making it impossible to test the prediction that a conflict-P600 occurs
after both auxiliaries in presence of semantic attraction, but not without semantic
attraction. Therefore the question whether a syntactic cue can block construction of
an interpretation that is most plausible based on the semantic relationship between a
noun and a main verb, cannot be answered.
It is possible to compare the semantic attraction condition and no-attraction
condition of the passive-biased auxiliary to the baseline, as there is no interference
of animacy. For both anomalous conditions a P600 effect was found on the main
verb, indicating that whether the interpretation of the noun as the agent of the verb
was plausible or not did not affect the presence or absence of a P600 effect. This
suggests that indeed semantic attraction is not a necessary ingredient of the semantic
P600 effect. From these data however, it cannot be concluded that there is no
semantic processing that is independent of grammar.
Results of Chow and Phillips (2013) confirm that semantic attraction is not a
necessary condition for the occurrence of a semantic P600 effect, using Mandarin
28

My functional interpretation of the P600 predicts P600 effects when
representations are weak. This is predicted for the incongruent syntactic conditions
(both anomalous conditions with auxiliary fue), and for the relatively weak output
conditions, the semantic attraction conditions (which create strong output
representation from the semantic stream).
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sentences. They found a P600 effect in sentences where there was no semantic
relation between the nouns and verbs (and no syntactic violation either). In this
study, they also looked in detail at the contribution of animacy violations, which
tend to have confounded most studies on the effects of thematic role reversals. This
study will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Summarizing, although there has been criticism on semantic P600 effects as a
compelling argument to divide the core processor into multiple processing streams,
I am not convinced that there in fact could not be a syntax-independent semantic
interpretation stream. Additionally, any proposed alternatives have not been able to
convince me either. In a single-stream model, a variety of qualitatively different
processes still need to be integrated, and either they need to be distinct in time (a
modular serial model) ór we are left with something that Rayner, Carlson, and
Frazier (1983) called a “single chameleonlike processor”, that can change to what
information it is sensitive over time. In terms of an elegant design, in my view this is
not more elegant, or economical, than the idea that different processing streams are
sensitive to their own type of information only, being blind for everything else. The
idea of more than one processing stream leads to an in itself elegant 1-to-1 relation
in terms of system and task. Although two routes for interpretation may seem
redundant, this also makes the system as a whole less vulnerable because it offers
possibilities for compensation.

2.4 Remainder of the dissertation
The literature discussed in this chapter has focused on sentences in which two
streams of a multi-stream processor would produce conflicting output. In normal
everyday communication however, the two processing streams will mostly be in
agreement, and which one is stronger, or which stream was used to arrive at an
interpretation is not of major importance. When the system is pushed to extremes
however –which is often the case in experiments –differences in stream dominance
are expected to have consequences. Having a relatively stronger stream of a certain
kind may also be beneficial for some specific situations or tasks, but not for others.
For example, when one is processing information about a highly unfamiliar topic,
having a strong semantic stream is not very helpful. After all, no information about
this topic has been stored yet; world knowledge and word meaning cannot help to
activate templates that have not yet been acquired: if you are unfamiliar with
complicated financial substance, access to the meaning of the words will not help
you much to build a plausible proposition when you are reading a financial journal.
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But when very familiar, or common information, is processed with a strong semantic
stream, making more use of semantic event templates will be helpful. The same
applies to experimental tasks: certain manipulations can appeal to one stream more
than to the other.
Under the DSH, people differ in which of their processing streams is dominant, and
this would mean that any psycholinguistic experiment combines a manipulation,
which may affect one stream only or both streams, with a presumably mixed sample
of participants, who differ in whether the manipulation at hand affects a dominant
stream or a subordinate stream. This situation would cause a risk of finding null
results for real effects, or different results for different samples, suggesting that there
could be great benefit for experimental research in taking relative stream strength
into account.
In Chapters 3 and 4, I present two sets of experiments to test the predictions that
follow from the DSH under the assumptions that there are no differences across
individuals in the basic architectural characteristics of the core processor, and the
domains of the different processing streams are the same for everybody. I
hypothesize that it is the relative contribution of the different streams to the process
of understanding that varies, making the system a little bit different from one person
to the other. In Chapter 5 I will let go of the second assumption, and look at the
possibility that the domains of the processing streams are not the same for
everybody, investigating the possibility that animacy information is processed by the
syntactic stream by some, but not all individuals.

Chapter 3
Testing the Dominant Stream Hypothesis
across experiments

3.1 Introduction
The Dominant Stream Hypothesis attempts to provide an explanation for the
existence of individual differences in sentence processing. It states that all
individuals have a language processing system with two processing streams:
a syntactic stream and a semantic stream. The relative strength of the different
processing streams is not the same for all individuals: there are people whose
semantic stream is stronger than their syntactic stream, and vice versa. The DSH
makes specific predictions for how performance on different tasks is related. The
experiments reported in this chapter were designed to ‘measure’ the strength of the
respective processing streams and comparing performance of an individual on the
different experiments will show whether the patterns in the data that are predicted by
the DSH are indeed found.
3.1.1 Measuring stream strength
As I have set out in Chapter 2, I assume that the two processing streams each
compose a thematic representation for each sentence, but they do so based on
different properties of the sentence. The semantic stream assigns thematic roles on
the basis of plausibility, based on word meaning, semantic characteristics and world
knowledge, while the syntactic stream assigns thematic roles on the basis of
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(morpho)syntactic rules and structural relations. The strength of the representations
is determined by the strength of the processing streams and the characteristics of the
sentence: for the semantic stream it depends on the strength of the conceptual
relationships between the words or concepts of the sentence; for the syntactic stream
it depends on whether or not there is structural ambiguity and/or strong statistical
cues.
In order to compare the strength of the two processing streams, a way of measuring
the strength of processing streams is indispensable. To measure the strength of an
individual’s semantic stream, I look at what happens when the semantic stream is
effectively sabotaged: I compare processing speed for normal – well-formed and
coherent - sentences with processing speed for sentences that do not have any
meaningful content, viz. ‘syntactic prose’.
The semantic stream uses semantic associations, plausibility and world knowledge
to propose an interpretation of the sentence. In syntactic prose sentences these
information sources do not lead to any plausible interpretation and the semantic
stream is unable to propose thematic representations (or only very weak ones). For
an interpretation of the syntactic prose sentences, people will have to depend on
their syntactic stream. This holds for people with a dominant syntactic stream and
people with a dominant semantic stream alike. However, I assume that sabotaging
the dominant stream is more disruptive than sabotaging the subordinate stream.
Consequently, the magnitude of the difference in processing speed between normal
sentences and syntactic prose sentences reveals whether the semantic stream is
dominant in an individual or not.
Let’s look at an example to show the difference between a normal sentence (1) and a
syntactic prose sentence (2) for a system with a strong semantic stream and a system
with a weak semantic stream:
(1) The dogs bite the mailman
(2) The dogs knit the car
In (1) - a normal sentence, without any syntactic, semantic, or world knowledge
violations - one can tell who is the agent and who is the patient of biting in two
different ways: the morpho-syntactic features of the nouns and the verb reveal that
the verb only agrees with the dogs since they are both plural29, and the verb’s treelet
29

This does not imply that only explicit characteristics such as number marking
could reveal what the subject of the verb should be, of course this can also be
encoded by the position in the sentence.
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specifies that the subject of biting is the agent, the biter. This interpretation can also
be reached by using knowledge of the world: the most common event involving
biting, dogs and a mailman, is the one in which the dogs bite and the mailman gets
bitten. The interpretation of the sentence can be attained through the syntactic
stream, but also through the semantic stream. Under normal circumstances people
use both streams, and even though the proposals of the two streams may not be of
equal strength, this does not have any consequences since they are in agreement.
For the syntactic stream, there is no difference between (1) and (2): in (2) the verb
knit (only) agrees in number with the noun phrase the dogs, and the treelet of
‘knitting’ specifies that the subject of knitting is the agent, and the object of knitting
is the theme, the thing being knitted. That dogs are no suitable agents to do any
knitting, and cars are not likely to be knitted, is information that is unavailable but
also irrelevant to the syntactic stream. This is different for the semantic stream.
When confronted with (2), the semantic stream can produce a representation with
the unsuitable agent the dogs for the event of knitting but this is a highly implausible
- if not impossible - result, and therefore this will be a very weak representation. The
alternative, with the car being the agent of knitting, is even more unlikely, so the
semantic stream is unable to come up with any thematic representation that is
acceptable in terms of plausibility. Figuring out who is doing what to whom in
sentence (2) now has to rely on the syntactic stream, as the semantic stream
produces only highly implausible and therefore very weak representations.
When confronted with syntactic prose, the semantic stream is rendered ineffective
for all individuals, regardless of which processing stream is dominant. However, for
people with a dominant semantic stream, the difference between processing a
syntactic prose sentence and a normal sentence is larger, as they are left with their
subordinate stream, while people with a dominant syntactic stream can make use of
their dominant stream. I define this difference between the two conditions is terms
of processing speed. Under normal communicative circumstances, a lack of coherent
content may simply lead to a communication breakdown: people will be confused
when they are confronted with a sentence without any meaningful content,
regardless of which processing stream is dominant. But under artificial experimental
circumstances in which people are told to read sentences for comprehension, it is
possible to measure processing speed for semantically anomalous sentences and
compare it to processing speed for normal sentences. A larger difference in
processing speed between normal and syntactic prose sentences is interpreted as an
indication for a dominant semantic stream and a smaller difference between normal
and syntactic prose processing is interpreted as an indication for a dominant
syntactic stream.
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The strength of the syntactic stream is measured using a different approach: by
making use of the information that a strong stream is faster and more accurate than a
weak stream (see Section 2.1). Two different experimental paradigms have been set
up to measure speed and accuracy of the syntactic stream: an auditory violation
detection task and a speed-accuracy tradeoff experiment (henceforth SAT, the
method will be explained in more detail in the methods section), both making use of
syntactic violations. A dominant syntactic stream should give an advantage in any
task that demands attention to grammatical information, and performance across the
two experiments should correlate. In a violation detection paradigm, people with a
strong syntactic stream should detect syntactic violations more quickly and more
accurately, compared to those with a weak syntactic stream.
3.1.2 Predictions
The most important comparisons will be within individuals and across experiments.
The hypothesis predicts that individuals with a strong syntactic stream – as shown
by higher speed and accuracy in detecting syntactic violations – have a weak
semantic stream, so they should be less sensitive to the manipulation of content in
the syntactic prose experiment, as evidenced by a smaller difference between
processing normal sentences and processing syntactic prose sentences. Reversely,
individuals with a strong semantic stream – evidenced by a large difference in speed
of processing between syntactic prose and normal sentences –have a weak syntactic
stream, evidenced by lower speed and accuracy in detecting syntactic violations.
Table 3.1 shows the predictions of the DSH for the three experiments for people
with a dominant semantic stream and for people with a dominant syntactic stream.

Syntactic prose reading

Participants with a
dominant semantic
stream
Normal condition much
faster than syntactic
prose condition

Participants with a
dominant syntactic
stream
Normal condition little
faster than syntactic
prose condition

Grammaticality judgment
Low speed
High speed
violation detection
Low accuracy
High accuracy
paradigm
Grammaticality judgment
Low speed
High speed
Speed Accuracy Tradeoff
Low accuracy
High accuracy
paradigm
Table 3.1 Predictions of the DSH for each experiment for participants with a
dominant semantic stream and for participants with a dominant syntactic stream.
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Additionally, results in the two different syntactic violation experiments are
expected to correlate, since both experiments are set up to measure the strength of
the same processing stream. Results for different types of syntactic violations within
the two grammaticality judgment experiments should reflect that they are processed
by the same stream, i.e. show a strong correlation.
Background tasks were included to measure working memory, executive function,
handedness and familial handedness for three reasons: (1) to be able to control for
differences in any of these supporting subsystems or the degree of lateralization
((familial) handedness is taken as a proxy for degree of language lateralization) to
look at the contribution of stream strength only; (2) to investigate any potential
relationship between these characteristics and stream strength; and (3) to
(dis)confirm their contribution to individual differences in sentence processing.
Below I will first provide general information regarding the participants and
procedure, followed by descriptions of the tests used to measure the background
variables, and the results for these background tests. This will be followed by a
description of the three experiments, including a short introduction, method and the
results. In the results sections, there will be considerable attention for interindividual
variation. Variation among participants in experimental data is not an abnormal
phenomenon, but most studies consider the data only on the group level. Since the
DSH aims to explain variation across participants, variation across participants is a
prerequisite for (testing) the DSH. For each experiment, I will investigate whether
this variation can be explained by performance differences of the supporting
subsystems (executive function, including working memory) or by differences in
handedness and/or familial sinistrality. Subsequently, Section 3.6 addresses the
question whether performance on the different experiments is related: it evaluates
the predictions made by the DSH, as presented in Table 3.1.

3.2 General Method
3.2.1 Participants
A total number of 61 participants took part, all recruited through the UiL OTS
subjects database. One participant did not return for the second session 30. All
participants, 10 male and 51 female, were in the age range of 19-26, were raised
30

The data of this person are included in Table 3.2 and in the results for the
experiments that she completed. They are not included in inter-experiment
comparisons.
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monolingually in Dutch and did not have a history of dyslexia or language
impairment. Two participants reported a history of ADD (one actually diagnosed)
and one reported a history of PDD-NOS. All participants signed an informed
consent form.
3.2.2 Procedure
In two sessions of 90 minutes, participants completed all tasks and experiments: the
first session consisted of the syntactic prose experiment, a Dutch version of the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Appendix A), a reading span task, a forward and
a backward digit span task and the violation detection experiment. In the second
session, participants did a basic auditory reaction time task, the Flanker task, the
Stroop task, and the SAT experiment. All experiments were run with the Zep
Experiment Control Application (version 1.6 and 1.10, Veenker, 2013). Prior to the
first session, participants received a questionnaire about familial handedness by
email (Appendix B).
3.2.3 Background measures
3.2.3.1 Speed baseline
A speed baseline was determined for each participant to correct for possible
differences in speed of reaction that are not related to language processing. An
auditory reaction time task was used in which participants were presented with
auditory stimuli (beeps) and were instructed to hit a response button as soon as they
heard a beep. Each trial started with a fixation mark presented on the screen; beep
onset was jittered between 500 ms and 3000 ms after the fixation mark.
3.2.3.2 Executive function
Three tasks measured working memory: a reading span task, a forward digit span
task and a backward digit span task. The reading span task was a Dutch version of
the Salthouse reading span task: Participants were given a booklet with series of
N sentences; each sentence is printed on a new page, and at the end of the series
there is a blank page. Subjects were instructed to read each sentence out loud, and
upon encountering a blank page they had to repeat back all the final words of the
sentences of the series, in the correct order. The test starts with three series of two
sentences, then three series of three sentences, and so on up to a seven sentences
series. The test is discontinued when the participant fails to reproduce the final
words in the correct order in four consecutive series. Two test scores were
calculated, (1) the highest level in which a participant had at least one series correct,
and (2) the total number of correctly recalled final words in correct series. The first
test score is used in most studies of working memory in sentence comprehension. It
reflects maximal capacity of a participant, but it is a coarse grained measure, as it
only allows for whole numbers, typically between 2 and 7. The second score is a
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more fine grained measure with a larger range. It takes into account a performance
component as participants with only correct series receive a higher score than
participants who make mistakes, even if the highest level they eventually reached is
the same. When looking at the contribution to the dependent variables of the
experiments, I will only report on the more traditional highest-level score, except for
instances where the total number of recalled words leads to different results, in those
cases I will report both.
In the digit span task, participants were asked to repeat strings of digits (presented
on the screen), that increased in length. The score reflects the longest string they
were able to repeat back without any mistakes. For the forward digit span they were
asked to repeat the digits in given order, and for the backward digit span they had to
reproduce the numbers in reversed order.
Two tasks measured inhibitory control (Diamond, 2013): the color Stroop task
(Stroop, 1935) and the Eriksen Flanker task (Eriksen and Schultz, 1979). In the
Flanker task, participants were presented with a series of 5 symbols on the screen,
and their task was to indicate the direction of the middle symbol (an arrow) by
pressing the corresponding button on the button box. There were 3 conditions: in the
congruent condition, there are flanking arrows that point in the same direction as the
target (), in the incongruent condition there are flanking arrows pointing
in the opposite direction (), and in the neutral condition the target arrow
was flanked by (direction-neutral) dashes (− −− −). People tend to be fastest in the
congruent condition and slowest in the incongruent condition, and the difference
between response times in the congruent and the incongruent condition is called the
interference effect, which is typically taken as a measure for a subject’s ability to
suppress irrelevant information. A high interference effect corresponds to poor
inhibition ability.
The color Stroop task had the same design as the one used in Ye and Zhou (2009a).
Participants were presented on the screen with color names that were printed in
yellow, red, green or blue. Subjects were instructed to press the orange button on the
button box when the color of the ink of the letters was yellow or red, and to press the
purple button if the ink color was green or blue. Again there were three conditions:
‘congruent’, if the color of the ink was the same as the color denoted by the word,
‘incongruent’ if the word was printed in a different color, and neutral if it was not a
word but a series of x’s. The interference score was calculated in the same way as
for the Flanker task.
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3.2.3.3 Sinistrality
Handedness was assessed by a Dutch version of Oldfield’s (1971) Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory, a questionnaire with twelve questions about the preferred
hand for carrying out common activities such as writing, drawing, throwing, using a
knife etc. For each activity, participants could indicate no preference, a preference,
or such a strong preference that they would never use the other hand unless they
were forced to. Scores range from -100 to 100, where -100 reflects being completely
left-handed and 100 being completely right-handed. Participants with a score under 40 are considered to be left-handed, between -40 and 40 are considered
ambidextrous, and above 40 right-handed.
Handedness of close relatives was assessed by a questionnaire that asked about
handedness of (living) first order relatives (siblings, parents) and second order
relatives (aunts and uncles and grandparents). The proportion of left-handers in a
participant's family was calculated, but as the likelihood of sharing the genetic
material that influences neural organization is larger for closer relatives, the
calculation used a weighted proportion: the proportion of left-handers in first-order
relatives received twice the weight of the proportion of left-handers in second order
relatives. A score of 0 means that there are no left-handers in the family, a score of 1
would reflect a completely left-handed family.
3.2.3.4 Results of the background tasks
The results of all participants’ background measures are summarized in Table 3.2.
The scores on the reading span task show a large range even though the sample of
participants cannot be considered very heterogeneous (all college students). The
scores on the three tasks that measure working memory are correlated moderately
and significantly: reading span (highest level) correlates with forward digit span
[Pearson’s r(59) = .40, p = .001], reading span (highest level) correlates with
backward digit span [Pearson’s r(59) = .33, p = .009], and forward and backward
digit span correlate [Pearson’s r(59) = .44, p < .001].
The Stroop and the Flanker task are both considered to be measures of inhibitory
control, but scores on the two tests did not correlate: [Pearson’s r(58) = -.08,
p = 0.52]. This has been reported before in the literature (Stins, Polderman,
Boomsma, & De Geus, 2005; Sommer, Fosella, Fan, & Posner, 2004). The Flanker
task does not have a language component, while the Stroop task does, so it is
conceivable that the Flanker task measures a more domain-general aspect of dealing
with interference and the Stroop task more language-specific interference behavior.
On this assumption, the Stroop task scores are expected to have a stronger relation
with language processing.
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M
SD
Range
Speed baseline
Auditory response time (in ms)
188.3
35.2
129 - 300
EF – Working Memory
Reading span –nr of words in correct
21.5
12.9
4 - 58
series
Reading span – highest level
4.2
1.2
2-7
Forward digit span
6.4
1.2
4-9
Backward digit span
6.1
1.5
3 - 11
EF – Inhibitory Control
Flanker task interference (in ms)
63
22
14 - 105
Stroop task (in ms)
54
52
-3531 - 199
Sinistrality
Edinburgh
61.2
44.4
-100 - 100
Familial handedness
0.13
0.14
0 - 0.57
Table 3.2 Mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD), and minimum and maximum
scores for the background measures.
The absence of strong correlations among the various working memory tasks and of
any correlation at all among the inhibitory control tasks indicates that the tasks are
sensitive to different aspects of the underlying constructs. To keep this potentially
valuable information, scores were not combined into composite scores; instead the
scores of the individual tests were used to evaluate a potential contribution to the
processes in the various experiments.

3.3 Experiment 1: Self-paced reading of syntactic prose
This experiment was designed with the aim to measure the strength of the semantic
stream. Participants read sentences word-by-word in two conditions: a syntactic
prose condition in which the sentences were grammatically correct but the content of
these sentences did not make any sense, and a ‘normal’ control condition in which
the sentences were well formed and had meaningful content. In the syntactic prose
condition, world knowledge, plausibility and semantic associations – the domain of
the semantic stream - are useless for constructing an interpretation of the sentence.
Participants who have a dominant semantic stream will be confronted with a
situation in which they are unable to use their dominant processing stream to
interpret the sentence, and they are forced to rely on their subordinate processing
31

Negative numbers indicate that a participant showed a ‘reversed’ interference
effect, being faster in the incongruent condition than in the congruent condition.
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stream, while participants with a dominant syntactic stream will lose a subordinate
processing stream, but still have their dominant processing stream available.
Semantic associations facilitate interpretation in normal sentences, therefore it is to
be expected that the inability to make use of semantic associations leads to longer
processing times for syntactic prose sentences for all participants. However,
assuming that non-availability of a dominant processing stream has a larger effect on
processing speed than non-availability of a subordinate processing stream, the DSH
predicts that for some this difference will be larger than for others. A larger
difference in speed between the two conditions is indicative for a dominant semantic
stream; a smaller difference in speed is indicative for a dominant syntactic stream.
3.3.1 Materials
The items consisted of sentences with a variety of structures: active and passive
sentences, active and passive sentences with a complement clause, sentences with a
subject-relative or object-relative clause, sentences that begin with a prepositional
phrase. The items were created in pairs; for each item in the control condition there
was an item in the syntactic prose condition matched for structure and (roughly) for
number of words. There was a set of fillers, normal sentences, with the same
structures as the experimental items. A full list of experimental materials can be
found in Appendix C.
Control condition

Syntactic prose condition

De / bijeenkomst / werd / vroeger /
georganiseerd / in / een / oude /
fabriekshal

De / appel / werd / onlangs /
uitgelegd / in / een / blauw / bedrog.

‘The meeting used to be organized in
an old factory’

‘The apple was recently explained in
a blue deceit’

Table 3.3 Example item pair from the experiment.
Animacy violations (the topic under investigation in Chapter 5) seem to have a
special status in many of the relevant multi-stream models, therefore I chose to
respect animacy restrictions in the syntactic prose items.
3.3.2 Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer in a sound-attenuated booth.
Sentences were presented word-by-word in a non-incremental moving window.
Each trial started with a screen in which all letters of the upcoming sentence were
replaced with dashes. Every time a participant pressed a button, the next word
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appeared and the current word disappeared, and reading times for each word were
collected. The response button was always at the index finger of the participant’s
dominant hand. Participants were instructed to read sentences silently, to read as
fluently as possible, and with attention. To make sure that they were really
processing the content of the sentence, approximately one third of the sentences (in
each condition) were followed by a comprehension question. After a short warm-up
phase, the experiment started with two blocks of 25 control items in random order (a
different random order for each participant). This was followed by a warning that
some strange sentences may come up. Subsequently, six blocks of 25 sentences
followed: 50 syntactic prose sentences interspersed with 100 fillers (normal
sentences), presented in random order. Most participants finished the experiment in
approximately 30 minutes.
3.3.3 Results
3.3.3.1. Reading times
The criteria used for this analysis of self-paced-reading data come from Hofmeister
(2010). I first checked whether all participants answered at least 60% of the
comprehension questions correctly, which was the case. Subsequently, unrealistic
reading times (above 2500 ms) were removed. This affected less than 1% of the data
(0.42%). After this, I checked for reading-time averages that deviated more than 2.5
standard deviations from the group’s mean, and removed the data of one subject for
this reason32. Response times in trials with an incorrect answer to the comprehension
question were excluded from the analysis.
Log-transformed reading times33 were analyzed in a linear mixed-effects model,
using SPSS (version 22). The results are summarized in Table 3.4. First, I assessed
whether a multilevel model was justified by the structure of the data, by comparing
an empty model (M0) with the model with random intercepts for subject and item
(M1). The model with random subject and item intercepts was significantly better,
as indicated by the results of the χ2-test. The intra class correlations show that only
very little variation occurred at the item level (i.e., in which sentence a word occurs),
but as this model is a significant improvement over the model with only a random
intercept for participant (model not reported, χ2 = 608.24, df = 1; p < .01), I left the
random intercept for item in the model.

32

This person had a reading time average of 939 ms per word, which results in an
exceptionally (unnaturally?) slow reading pace.
33
The residuals of the models for log transformed reading times showed a
distribution closer to a normal distribution than without this transformation.
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Subsequently, fixed factors were added to the model: the factor condition (normal
vs. syntactic prose), and other factors that are known to affect reading times:
position of trial within the experiment (people tend to speed up during the
experiment), word length (longer words yield longer reading times), word
frequency34 (more frequent words yield shorter reading times), position of word in
the sentence, sentence structure, and whether a word followed a line-break (M2).
Of special interest is the question of whether individuals differ in the extent to which
condition had an effect on their response times, so I included a random slope for
condition (M3) and compared this model to the model without it (M2): the model
with condition as random factor was a better fit to the data. This indicates that, as
expected, the effect of condition varies across participants.

34

Log-transformed lemma frequency based on the SUBTLEX-NL database
(Keuleers, Brysbaert, & New, 2010).

-25096.8

χ2 = 15520.2
df = 2
p < .01

-40617,0

2.565

6.230

-28.66

.000200

.00192

.00759

.0088

<.00001

.000695

21.072

χ2 = 2096.73
df = 2
p < .01

.055

-.0006

.0018

.000368

-79.02

χ2 = 8518.7
df = 17
p < .01

<.01

<.01

=.01

.0078

t

-7.351

-51231.9

14.558

-28.08

2.526

<.01

.00232

.00287

SE

-49135.17

.000197

.000197

.00376

<.0001

0.0007

20.696

.1836

.021

estimate

M3

<.01

<.01

=.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

p

Table 3.4 Estimated parameters of mixed-effects modelling on reading times. Structure was coded very coarsely, so the exact estimates (and their
significance) for each structure type are not very informative, therefore only the significance from ype III Tests of Fixed Effects is reported here.

χ2-test

Deviance
(-2 Log Likelihood)

Item intercept

Condition slope
0.0004
ICC<0.01

.054699

Synt prose condition
0.0084
ICC=0.07

-0.0006

Trial number

Subject intercept

0.0018

Frequency

0.0004

<.01

0.0078

-77.45

Length

0.0024

.1831

Final word

-7.214

p

<.01

0.0029

t

0.021

SE

New line

estimate

M2

<.01

M1

Structure

M0
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3.3.3.2 Variation
Let’s take a closer look at the reading times, and the variation among participants.
Table 3.5 displays mean reading times per word for each condition. It is noteworthy
that response times vary across a large range in all conditions; some participants are
considerably faster than others. These differences in reading times per word can be
due to the speed of language processing, but also due to differences in the speed of
reading (decoding).
M

SD

Range

Syntactic prose

434.04

254.93

257.76 – 817.21

Control condition

435.39

251.45

243.4 – 677.58

Fillers

385.06

207.64

224.95 – 619.23

Table 3.5 Mean reading times in ms per word (M), and standard deviations (SD) and
the range (over participants) per condition.
The main variable of interest is not processing speed, but the magnitude of the
difference in processing speed between the two conditions. This difference between
the conditions also shows large variation between participants: they range from
being on average 160 ms per word faster to 209 ms per word slower in the syntactic
prose condition than in the control condition. These differences are not likely to be
the result of differences in reading speed, as reading speed is not expected to differ
across conditions.
It is not possible to straightforwardly compare the speed between the two conditions
however, because the picture is distorted by an effect of trial position. The items in
the control condition were positioned in the first part of the experiment, and the
syntactic prose items in the latter part of the experiment. Trial position has a wellknown effect on speed of responding: participants speed up throughout the
experiment. This explains why average reading times in the syntactic prose
condition and the control condition were almost identical: the response times for the
syntactic prose sentences are slower because they lack coherent content, and they are
faster because of the trial position effect, and the two cancel each other out.
To look at how the syntactic prose condition affects processing speed on the level of
the individual in more detail, residual reading times were calculated. In residual
reading times, the effect of trial position and other factors is neutralized, and the
remaining difference in processing times can only be attributed to a different effect
of the manipulation. Calculation of residual reading times started from mixed model
M3 (Table 3.4). I removed the fixed factor condition, the random slope of condition,
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and the intercept for item. The resulting model includes all non-manipulated factors
relevant to reading speed (position of trial within the experiment (people tend to
speed up during the experiment), word length (longer words yield longer reading
times), word frequency (more frequent words yield shorter reading times), position
of word in the sentence (final word or not), sentence structure, and whether a word
followed a line-break), but, crucially, not condition. The effect of all nonmanipulated factors was kept constant for all participants, as the random participant
intercept neutralizes reading speed differences. The residuals represent the
difference between the reading time predicted by this model and the actual reading
time. The scatterplot in Figure 3.1 shows each participant’s mean residual in the
syntactic prose condition compared to his/her mean residual in the control condition.

Figure 3.1 Residual log-transformed reading times for each individual in the
syntactic prose condition (x-axis) and in the control condition (y-axis).
With regard to processing speed, I expected that participants would need more time
to read the syntactic prose sentences than the control sentences. This would have
resulted in – predominantly – positive residuals for the syntactic prose condition and
negative residuals for the control condition. This situation would have filled the
lower right quadrant of Figure 3.1, and the place within this quadrant would show
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the magnitude of the effect: the further to the lower right corner, the larger the
difference. However, as is clearly visible in Figure 3.1, a considerable number of
participants unexpectedly showed positive residual reading times in the control
condition and negative residual reading times in the syntactic prose condition (the
dots in the upper left quadrant). This means that the model (without condition as a
factor) predicted that these participants would be faster in the control condition and
slower in the syntactic prose condition than they actually were.
I tested the difference between residual reading times in the two conditions for each
participant in a linear mixed model with item as a random factor and condition as a
fixed factor, and found that some participants were significantly faster in the control
condition (n = 25), some participants were significantly slower (n = 15) and for
others (n = 20) the difference between the control condition and the syntactic prose
condition was not significant. I will return to the interpretation of these surprising
results later.
Let’s first look at the contribution of differences in working memory, inhibitory
control capacity, and sinistrality. The scores of the background test were added one
by one as predictors to model M3 (Table 3.4) and I used χ 2-tests to check whether
adding a background measure improved the model. It is especially interesting
whether the effect of the manipulation (size and direction of the effect) depends on
differences in any supporting subsystem, therefore I did not only check the models
with the background score as a predictor, but also with the interaction of this
background score and condition. The results can be found in Table 3.6.
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Main effect and
interaction with condition
χ2-value
p-value

p-value
WM: reading span
0.23
.630
2.66
0.447
– highest level
WM: digit span
0.13
.710
9.19
0.027
forward
WM: digit span
NA
NA
NA
NA
backward
EF: flanker
4.12
0.042
NA
NA
interference
EF: Stroop
0.44
0.833
NA
NA
interference
Handedness:
NA
NA
NA
NA
Edinburgh
Handedness:
NA
NA
NA
NA
familial sinistrality
Table 3.6 χ2 - values and results of χ2 – tests comparing models with background
measures and without background measures (M3). Grey cells are significant by α =
.05. NA for models that produced a convergence error: the software is not able to
produce reliable estimates for the model.
The significant predictors will be discussed in the next paragraph, but first we look
at the contribution of these same factors using a different approach, because the
mixed model analysis returned convergence errors for some of the background
measures. There were three types of responses to the manipulation of condition:
speeding up, slowing down, and showing no difference. Participants were divided
into three subgroups according to their response. Table 3.7 presents the
characteristics of the participants of these three subgroups, in an attempt to see
whether groups that responded differently to the manipulation differ in some other
aspects too, either within the experiment (reading speed or comprehension accuracy)
or in any of the background measures.
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Overall reading
speed
Comprehension –
syntactic prose
Comprehension control
Comprehension fillers
Auditory RT

Chapter 3
Syntactic
prose
slower
than
control
sentences

No
reliable
difference

Syntactic
prose
faster
than
control
sentences

461.68

428.45

396.98

78.0
(10.7)
90.0
(7.4)
92.9
(5.5)

79.1
(9.1)
90.0
(8.5)
92.1
(5.6)

82.9
(13.3)
90.0
(9.4)
86.2
(8.0)

191.1
(42.2)
4.4
(1.2)

188.7
(30.0)
4.3
(1.3)

182.4
(29.2)
3.9
(1.2)

Test
measure
F(2,57) =
0.046
F(2,57) =
0.986
F(2,57) =
0.000
F(2,57) =
5.825

pvalue

.955
.379
1.00
.005

F(2,56) =
.807
0.216
WM: reading span
F(2,57) =
.451
– highest level
0.807
WM: digit span
Welch’s
6.8
6.3
5.9
forward
F(2,34.0) = .080
(1.3)
(0.8)
(1.1)
2.723
WM: digit span
6.5
5.8
5.9
F(2,57) =
.138
backward
(1.5)
(1.1)
(2.0)
3.239
EF: flanker
59.3
66.0
67.0
F(2,56) =
.503
interference
(21.6)
(18.3)
(26.5)
0.695
EF: Stroop
52.5
54.7
57.1
F(2,56) =
.945
interference
(52.5)
(48.4)
(59.2)
0.057
Handedness:
63.0
68.7
48.4
F(2,57) =
.213
Edinburgh
(46.2)
(36.0)
(51.0)
1.587
Handedness:
0.13
0.08
0.19
F(2,57) =
.063
familial sinistrality
(0.1)
(0.1)
(.02)
2.904
Table 3.7 Results of ANOVAs on reading speed (in ms/word), comprehension
accuracy (in % correct responses) and background measures by group that shows
same response to manipulation (slow down, no difference, or speed up).
Table 3.7 shows that apart from having different response time patterns, the
participants in the three groups do not differ from each other in any obvious way.
Table 3.6 shows a relation between inhibition ability as measured by the Flanker
task (but not the Stroop task) and reading times: participants who show a larger
interference effect have slower reading times in both conditions. I do not have an
explanation for this relation, and since it does not affect the response to the
manipulation of condition, I let it rest.
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A more interesting result from Table 3.6 is the interaction between one of the
working memory measures (digit span forward), and condition (in the ANOVA
reported in Table 3.7 it is also visible although it does not quite reach statistical
significance (p = .080)). This measure of working memory is best described as a
measure of short term memory, as it only requires storing or memorizing
information, and not manipulating it. The relation is plotted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Mean residual log-transformed reading times per word by performance
on the digit span forward task, for the syntactic prose condition and the control
condition.
This interaction effect seems to be carried by the extreme scores on the memory
task: results of participants with high memory capacity (a score of 8 or 9 on the digit
span forward task, n = 11)) show larger differences between residual reading times
in the syntactic prose condition and residual reading times in the control condition.
However, the results of participants in the middle range of performance (a score of
5-7, n = 49) in the working memory task do not show such a relation.
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A tentative explanation for this is that the participants with high memory capacity
take more time in syntactic prose sentences (than in control sentences) to memorize
the strange sentences, so as to be able to answer questions about them. Digit span
forward task is most closely related to simple storage (instead of the combination of
storage and computation), which explains why the other working memory measures
did not show the same relation. But if this is indeed what they were trying to do, it
did not boost accuracy for comprehension questions in the syntactic prose condition.
Participants with high scores on the digit span forward task performed
approximately the same as participants in the middle range: 80% correct vs 78%
correct.
There is a small (non-significant) difference in reading speed between the groups
with different response patterns, as shown by Table 3.7. There are indications in the
literature that slow readers employ different reading and/or processing strategies
than fast readers (Hawelka, Schuster, Gagl, & Hutzler, 2015), but Figure 3.3 shows
that characterizing one group as slow readers and the others as fast readers does not
seem justified, as it is not the range of the reading times that differ between the
groups, but rather the pattern, or in other words, the effect of condition.

Figure 3.3 Mean response times in the syntactic prose condition and the control
condition, for the different response-pattern groups.
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Accuracy for the comprehension questions was lower in the syntactic prose
condition than in the control condition and fillers, but it was so for all the groups,
and accuracy was not systematically (or statistically significantly) better or worse
for any of the groups. The group that was faster in the syntactic prose condition than
the control condition showed lower accuracy in the comprehension question, but
only for the fillers, not in the control condition or the syntactic prose condition. This
does not make for a solid argument to say that being faster in the syntactic prose
condition than in the control condition is due to a strategy in which participants stop
full processing, or give up altogether on trying to interpret the sentences. However,
there is a caveat here, as the comprehension questions were not designed to be a
refined measure of comprehension; they served to prevent subjects from just
clicking words away without actually reading for understanding.
3.3.4 Conclusion
The DSH predicted that in a situation where semantic information and plausibility
are useless for processing, participants with a dominant semantic stream would be
more affected than participants with a dominant syntactic stream. Differences in
effect size would reflect differences in stream dominance: participants with a
dominant semantic stream should show large slowdown in reading times in the
syntactic prose condition compared to the control condition, while participants with
a dominant syntactic stream should show smaller slowdown effects. The results
show that there are indeed different responses to the manipulation, but the results do
not support a classification of effects into ‘small slowdown’ or ‘large slowdown’,
since not all participants were actually slower in the syntactic prose condition than
in the control condition: some participants slowed down, as expected, some
participants did not show a reliable difference in reading speed between the two
conditions, and other participants were actually faster when the sentences did not
have a coherent meaning.
Clearly, there are differences between individuals in how they respond to syntactic
prose sentences; I do not have a good explanation for this. These differences do not
seem to be related to differences in the supporting subsystems or differences in
handedness. Only short term memory capacity was found to relate to how
participants responded to the absence of coherent content - participants with higher
short term memory capacity show a larger difference in reading speed between the
conditions - but this relation is found only for the high end of the memory scale, and
does not seem to generalize to short term memory capacity in general.
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3.4 Experiment 2: Grammaticality judgments in an auditory
violation detection paradigm
The auditory violation detection paradigm is an online grammaticality judgment task
and it is one of the two experiments used in this chapter to measure the strength of
the syntactic stream. Participants listened to spoken sentences. Some of the
sentences contained a grammatical violation, and participants were instructed to
press a button as soon as they heard such an error. A stronger processing stream is
assumed to be more accurate and faster than a weak processing stream, so both
accuracy and response times will be assessed to evaluate the strength of a
participant’s syntactic stream. Two types of syntactic violations were used, so it is
also possible to check the prediction of the DSH that responses to violations within
the domain of the same processing stream should be similar with respect to speed
and accuracy. A strong syntactic stream is expected to lead to short response times
and high accuracy for both violation types and a weak syntactic stream should lead
to long response times and low accuracy for both violation types, so accuracy and
response times of the two types of violations are expected to correlate.
3.4.1 Materials
The stimuli consisted of 40 ungrammatical sentences and 60 grammatical
sentences35. The ungrammaticalities were located either in the verb phrase or in the
noun phrase, leading to two types of violations. Noun phrase violations consisted of
a mismatch between the gender of the determiner and the gender of the noun. Verb
phrase violations consisted of morpho-syntactic dependency violations between the
auxiliary and the main verb where the main verb is not in the form that is required
by the auxiliary: either a past participle where an infinitive was required or the other
way around. The distance between the two elements of the violations varied for two
reasons: it makes the materials less predictable for participants, and it can be
informative with respect to the role of working memory. Long-distance violations
are more demanding for working memory: the mismatch can only be detected if the
first element is still active in working memory when the second element is
encountered. Items with short distance between the elements had 3-4 intervening
syllables for noun phrase violations, and 6-7 intervening syllables for verb phrase
violations; items with long distance had 11-12 intervening syllables for both
violation types. Half of the sentences were in canonical subject – auxiliary - .. - main
verb order, and half contained a topicalized non-subject constituent, resulting in the
35

The materials for this experiment were taken from an experiment set up for a
master thesis’ project (unpublished) by Esther Planting and Catherine van
Beuningen. Some sentences have been adapted a little bit (because they had become
outdated), and all sentences were re-recorded.
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non-canonical topic – auxiliary – subject - main verb order. Approximately half of
the ungrammatical noun phrases appeared in the beginning of the sentence.
Examples can be found in Table 3.8, the full list of experimental items can be found
in Appendix D1.
Of the 60 grammatical sentences, 40 were fully parallel to the ungrammatical
sentences, matched in length, word order and structure. The remaining 20 were
similar to the experimental materials in terms of length and use of adjectives, but did
not match one of the ungrammatical sentences.
Violation in the noun phrase
Short distance

*De goed getrainde paard ♦nam de hindernissen zonder enige
moeite.
‘The well trained horse took the obstacles without any effort.

Long distance

*De gemeente zal het eeuwenoude maar helaas bijna dode
boom ♦volgende week omkappen.
‘The municipality will the age-old but unfortunately almost
dead tree next week chop down’

Violation in the verb phrase
Short distance

*Vader heeft zijn dochter Marieke ♦helpen met haar huiswerk.
‘Father has his daughter Marieke help with her homework’

Long distance

*Petra kan, ondanks de zeurende pijn in haar buik, haar bord
leeg♦gegeten zonder te huilen.
‘Petra can, despite the nagging pain in her stomach her plate
finished without crying’

Table 3.8 Examples of the different types of stimuli. A ♦ marks the place where the
sentence is no longer grammatical.
In the ungrammatical sentences, the point at which the sentence is no longer
grammatical is crucial. This point is not the same for the NP violations and the VP
violations. For the NP violations it is at the onset of the word following the critical
noun. In Dutch, a suffix on the noun (eg., plural or diminutive) can change which
determiner is required: the determiner for all plurals is de, for all diminutives it is
het, regardless of gender. So one can only know that the combination of determiner
and noun is ungrammatical when it is clear whether a suffix is present or not. For the
VP violations, the prefix (ge-) immediately indicates that the form of the main verb
is a past participle, which should match the requirements of the auxiliary. Directly at
the onset (in principle the first phoneme) of the main verb, the sentence starts to
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deviate from the grammatical version36. For some sentences however, the point of
absolute ungrammaticality is later, as there is a possibility that the main verb is
followed by an appropriate auxiliary: Petra kan ondanks de zeurende pijn in haar
buik haar bord leeggegeten ‘Petra can despite the nagging pain in her stomach her
plate finished’ is ungrammatical, but Petra kan ondanks de zeurende pijn in haar
buik haar bord leeggegeten hebben ‘Petra can despite the nagging pain in her
stomach her plate finished have’ is grammatical, though it makes sense only in very
specific circumstances. For other sentences it is also possible to interpret the main
verb temporarily as a second auxiliary: Vader heeft zijn dochter Marieke helpen
slagen … ‘Father has his daughter Marieke help graduate …’ is also grammatical.
However, because the abovementioned patterns were found nowhere in the
experiment, and because this (temporary) possibility for a continuation is not found
in all sentences, I chose to take the onset of the main verb as the point where the
sentence is no longer grammatical.
The stimuli were recorded at normal speaking rate by a male native speaker of
Dutch in a sound-attenuated booth using a Sennheiser ME-64 microphone.
3.4.2 Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer and a button box in a soundattenuated booth. Sentences were presented via headphones. Participants were
instructed to listen carefully and press the button at their dominant index finger as
soon as they heard a grammatical error in the sentence. As soon as the sentence
started, a green spot was visible on the screen. When a participant pressed the
button, this spot turned red to give participants a visual confirmation of their button
press. Out of the 100 sentences, 30 were followed by a yes/no comprehension
question, to stimulate listening for understanding. Comprehension questions
appeared on the computer screen, and were answered using the button box.
The session started with 11 practice items. During this practice phase, participants
received feedback about their judgments on the screen. After the training phase,
there was a possibility to ask questions before the experiment started. Materials were
presented in pseudo-random order, with an unpredictable number (ranging from 112) of grammatical sentences between two ungrammatical items. The experiment
was divided into 4 blocks with short pauses in between. Participants decided
themselves when they were ready to continue after a break.
36

In case of compound verbs, the prefix to form a past participle comes after the
preposition or the adverb: the past participle of leegeten (‘to eat up’) is leeggegeten.
In these cases I take the start of the prefix ge- (or the absence of it) as the point
where the sentence is no longer grammatical.
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Response times were measured from the point in the sentence where the sentence
was no longer grammatical (indicated by a ♦ in the examples in Table 3.8).
3.4.3 Results
Button presses, response times, and responses to the comprehension questions were
collected. Data is missing for 2 subjects (out of 61) because of computer
malfunction during the experiment. Mean accuracy for the comprehension questions
was 92% (range 69-100%), which suggests that the content of the sentences was
processed by the participants. Trials with an incorrect response to the
comprehension question were discarded before further analysis. Overall accuracy for
grammaticality judgments was very high, 98% (SD: 0.02; range: 91-100%).
Grammaticality judgment accuracy and response times for ungrammatical sentences
can be found in Table 3.9. Response times above 2500 ms were considered as
irrelevant outliers (0.04% of the data).
Grammaticality Judgments
Distance
Short
Long

Response Times
Distance
Short
Long

Verb
99.66 (1.8)
100 (0)
1043.1 (184.7) 878.6 (197.9)
violation
Noun
98.8 (3.8)
95.9 (9.7)
661.3 (212.5)
606.8 (260.0)
violation
Table 3.9 Accuracy of grammaticality judgments in items with violations in
percentage correct, and response times in ms, with standard deviations between
brackets (trials with an incorrect response to the comprehension question are not
included).
Accuracy in grammaticality judgments is practically at ceiling for all participants,
and consequently, looking for individual differences appears futile. This does not
apply to the response times; the large standard deviations show that there is
considerable inter-individual variability (see Figure 3.4, left panel).
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Figure 3.4 Left: Histogram of participant’s mean violation detection response times
in 50 ms bins. Right: Residuals of linear regression analysis with average auditory
response time as the only predictor in in 66.7 ms bins.
The inter-individual differences in response times are not necessarily only due to
differences in linguistic processing. One other possible factor is speed of reaction:
the time needed to respond to this detection and execute a button press. Possible
differences in speed of reaction can be controlled for looking at the residuals of a
linear regression analysis of the response times, using the average auditory response
time (see 3.2.2) as a single predictor. Figure 3.4, right panel, shows the residuals of
the response times: the share of the violation detection time that is not explained by
speed of reaction. The residuals show less, but still considerable variation: some
participants were considerably faster than expected on the basis of their auditory
response time average, and others were considerably slower.
In the analysis of response times, the same approach was used as for the data of the
syntactic prose reading experiment: a linear mixed-effects model was created with
response times as dependent variable (measured from the moment the violation
becomes apparent, and cut off at 2500 ms). First the random structure of the data
was assessed, and this showed that a random intercept for participant and item is
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justified (this is indicated by results of the χ2-test on the difference between the loglikelihoods of M0 and M1, see Table 3.10). In a second step, the relevant
characteristics of the items were added as fixed predictors - violation type and
distance - and every participant’s mean response time in the auditory response task
as a control predictor. As can be seen under M2 in Table 3.10, this predictor does
not meet the pre-set criterion for α of .05, although the p-value is close to it. I am
willing to accept a slightly higher α to include auditory response time as a control
predictor, because I prefer to err on the side of caution and excluding the predictor
may result in incorrectly labelling this individual variation as variation in linguistic
processing. Both violation type and distance contributed significantly to response
times - short distance violations lead to longer response times than long distance
violations, and violations in the verb phrase lead to longer response times than
violations in the noun phrase - but there was no significant interaction and therefore
the interaction was excluded from the model.
In M3 the presence of random effects for the fixed factors of violation type and
distance was investigated: adding a random slope (for participant) for distance did
not significantly improve the model, so it was excluded from the model. A random
slope for violation type did improve the model significantly, which shows that
gender/number mismatches between determiner and noun and auxiliary-main verb
mismatches in the verb phrase do not have the same effect on detection times for all
participants. Upon inspection, 56 out of the 59 participants showed higher response
times for verb phrase violations than noun phrase violations, but the difference was
much larger for some than for others.

33195.8

29419.4

56.6

48.6

.75

SE

31999.0
χ2 = 36.6
df = 3
p < .01

32036.6
χ2 = 1159.3
df = 2
p < .01

19856.3

Table 3.10 Estimated parameters of mixed-effects modelling on response times.

χ -test

2

Deviance
(-2 Log
Likelihood)

Model fit

49185.3
ICC = 0.28

χ2 = 25.7
df = 2
p < .01

31973.2

20158.4

-108.0

-324.1

1.2

estimate

item intercept
variance

.03

<.01

.07

p

11068.2

-2.3

-7.0

1.9

t

M3

Violation type

32316.1

46.34

-108.3

distance

Random factors
subject
intercept
variance

46.37

-324.1

Violation type

SE

.77

estimate

M2

1.4

34609.1
ICC = 0.20

M1

Auditory RT

Fixed factors

M0

-2.3

-6.7

1.6

t

.03

<.01

.11

p
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To investigate whether differences in working memory capacity, inhibitory control
and/or sinistrality contribute to the variation across participants in the time needed to
notice a syntactic violation, the background scores were added as predictors to
model M3 one by one. Their contribution was tested by χ2-tests, which showed
whether the models were significantly better with or without the background
measure in question. The results can be found in Table 3.11.
Main effect
χ-value

p-value

Main effect + interaction
with distance
χ-value

p-value

WM: reading span
0.89
0.344
0.042
0.838
– nr of words
WM: reading span
543.14
<.001
0.008
0.929
– highest level
WM: digit span
0.43
0.511
0.828
0.363
forward
WM: digit span
0.37
0.540
0.07
0.791
backward
EF: flanker
0.01
0.938
interference
EF: Stroop
3.22
0.073
interference
Handedness:
7.43
0.006
Edinburgh
Handedness:
1.49
0.222
familial sinistrality
Table 3.11 Results of adding background measures to mixed models. Grey cell =
significant by α = .05.
Additionally, there could be a relation between working memory and the distance
between the two elements of a violation: Longer response times for long-distance
items for participants with low working memory capacity would have indicated that
long-distance dependencies are more demanding for working memory, but in the
response times there is nothing that provides support for this, and – as said before –
the accuracy rates hardly show any variation at all.
Handedness and response times in the violation detection task show a significant
correlation (Pearson’s r(57) = -.335, p = .01): being more left-handed relates to
slower violation detection times. As all participants had the button under their
dominant index finger, this is not an experimental artifact. It is not caused by a
general being slower either, as degree of left handedness is not correlated with
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general speed of reaction as measured by the auditory reaction task (Pearson’s r(58)
= -.112, p = .40). It is not clear however, whether this effect is reliable as it is carried
by the left handed participants only. When left handed participants are excluded,
there is no significant correlation (Pearsons’s r(54) = -.094, p = .50). As there were
only 4 left handed participants in the sample (as shown by the results of the
Edinburgh questionnaire), it is impossible to say whether these results will
generalize to left handers in general. For completeness sake, I mention here that the
relation as indicated by the correlation (in the full participant sample) between
degree of lateralization and the detection of syntactic violations is in line with the
work of Townsend et al. (1987, 2001) who argued that greater reliance on left
hemisphere activities (as is expected in participants with a higher degree of
lateralization, which is usually the case for left handed people) is associated with
using strategies that emphasize syntactic relations.
The relation between reading span performance and violation detection response
times is positive: higher working memory capacity relates to slower response times.
However, statistically, this is not very convincing: only one method of scoring in the
reading span task shows this relation. The model is better with this predictor than
without it (see Table 3.11), but within the model the predictor is not significant (see
Appendix D2), and neither is the correlation between mean violation detection
response time and reading span score. If anything, the relation goes against the idea
that high working memory capacity relates to a strong syntactic stream (see Section
2.1.2).
3.4.4 Conclusion
The experiment produced a ceiling effect for accuracy of grammaticality judgments:
all participants were able to signal very accurately whether a spoken sentence
contained a violation. Due to this ceiling effect, it is impossible to compare accuracy
across participants and interpret it as an indicator of stream strength.
There are differences in how fast participants report a violation, differences that do
not disappear when general speed of reaction is controlled for. In Section 3.6, speed
of violation detection will be compared to performance in the other two experiments
to check the predictions of the DSH (see 3.1.2).
Response times for violations in the noun phrase were faster than for violations in
the verb phrase, but the size of the difference varied across participants. This
variation is not necessarily unusual, but that does not mean that it is well understood.
A direct comparison of the verb phrase violations and noun phrase violations is
impossible, as the moment at which the violation becomes apparent is not exactly
the same for the noun phrase and verb phrase violations (see Table 3.8).
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Additionally, for some of the sentences with a verb phrase violation one might argue
that upon encountering the ill-formed main verb, the sentence is not yet
ungrammatical as it can still be ‘salvaged’ (see Section 3.4.1). It is possible that
some participants were more hesitant than others to reject a sentence if there is even
a small chance that it will be correct. This is a personal trait of people that does not
necessarily have anything to do with linguistic processing, but rather with the
experimental setup.

3.5 Experiment 3: Grammaticality judgments in an SAT
paradigm
In this experiment, I employed the SAT paradigm developed by McElree (e.g.
McElree, Foraker, & Dyer, 2003; McElree & Griffith, 1995; McElree, Murphy, &
Ochoa, 2006). Participants are presented with sentences and then asked for a
grammaticality judgment at a variable moment after presentation. By varying the
time at which the response is required, it is possible to look at the time course of
processing and measure how accuracy of processing varies with processing time. In
the SAT paradigm, both speed and accuracy play an important role: when
participants are allowed very little processing time (for example only 100 ms),
accuracy rates are expected to be low, at chance level. After all, it is unlikely that so
little time is enough to finish processing, and when forced to give a grammaticality
judgment, participants will have to guess. In McElree and Griffith (1995) for
example, the paradigm was used to investigate the time course for processing
different types of information: constituent structure relations, subcategorization
restrictions and thematic role relations. They compared the time it takes to determine
that a structure is ill-formed for these different types of violations by measuring
accuracy at different points in time and found that when a sentence violates category
or subcategorization constraints, participants perform above chance level earlier than
when the sentence contained a thematic role violation, suggesting that thematic role
information is computed later in the interpretation process than subcategorization or
category information.
I use the paradigm to compare processing speed between individuals. The prediction
on the basis of the dominant stream hypothesis is the same as for the auditory
violation detection experiment: participants with a dominant syntactic stream are
expected to be faster and more accurate in grammaticality judgments; they should
show higher accuracy rates and they should need less time to start performing above
chance level, than participants with a dominant semantic stream.
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3.5.1 Materials
The set of materials consisted of 84 grammatical and 84 ungrammatical sentences
(see Appendix E). Ungrammaticalities consisted of agreement errors that always
revealed themselves in the final word of the sentence. Half of the ungrammaticalities
consisted of an incorrect verb form (1); the other half contained of a mismatch in
gender or number features of determiner and noun (2). The verb phrase violations
are not all the same; they were either mismatches between number features of
subject and verb (see example), or auxiliary-main verb mismatches (such as the ones
in the violation detection experiment).
Sentence with a violation in the verb phrase (VP):
(1) *De studenten vonden het tentamen moeilijk aangezien ze weinig van
de stof begrepen had.
‘The students found the test difficult because they little of the matter
understood had (sing.) ‘
Sentence with a violation in the noun phrase (NP):
(2) *Gisteren had de chauffeur die de passagier inhuurde, een lekke banden.
’Yesterday the chauffeur who the passenger hired had a flat tires’
A variety of sentence structures was used, including active, passive, subject-relative
clauses, object-relative clauses, and sentences with conjunctions. For each
ungrammatical sentence there was a grammatical sentence with the same structure
and with approximately the same number of words.
In addition to the experimental sentences, there were 77 filler sentences, of which 35
were grammatical, and 42 contained a mid-sentence violation. The mid-sentence
violation sentences were included to mask the fact that the crucial word of the
ungrammatical experimental materials was always the final word.
3.5.2 Procedure
Sentences were presented word by word in the center of a computer screen. Each
word was presented for 250 ms with no pauses between the words. Before a
sentence started there was a fixation cross for 750 ms. Participants were required to
give a grammaticality judgment by pressing one of the two buttons of a button box
(dominant index finger for grammatical sentences, the non-dominant index finger
for ungrammatical sentences). This judgment had to be given after an auditory
response cue, a 1000Hz tone that lasted for 50 ms. The response cue appeared after a
variable delay, which I will call ‘response lag’ (after McElree and colleagues), of
100, 220, 370, 557, 800, 1200 or 2000 ms.
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It is crucial to this paradigm that participants answer immediately after the response
cue, whether they have finished processing or not. Participants were trained to
respond within 100 - 300 ms after the response cue in three training blocks
(consisting of 10, 30 and 30 sentences) prior to the test phase. This was not an easy
task, as especially for the early response lags it means that participants had to decide
whether the sentence was grammatical or ungrammatical and press the
corresponding button very fast. Moreover, since the response lags were randomized,
a participant never knew in advance how fast he would need to be.
In the training phase, subjects received feedback on their response times: their
response time was displayed on the computer screen in green digits if it was between
100-300 ms; if it was outside of this time window the digits were red and in
addition, the message “too slow” appeared. Participants only proceeded to the next
training block when they gave at least 80% of their responses within the time limit.
In case this requirement was not met, the training block was repeated. After they had
completed all three training blocks and met the 80% in-time requirement for each
block, participants proceeded to the test phase. In the test phase there was no
automatic feedback on response times. However, when participants showed
considerable slowdown, the experimenter entered the cabin during a break to tell the
participants that they were slowing down and encourage him to keep responding in
time.
The experimental items were assigned to seven lists according to a Latin square
design, and each participant was randomly assigned to a list. Each item appeared
once on each list, and on each list with a different response lag. The test phase
consisted of seven blocks, each consisting of 12 grammatical items and 12
ungrammatical items, supplemented with 11 fillers and with each response lag
appearing 5 times. For each participant the presentation order of the blocks was
randomly assigned, and the order of the items within the blocks was
pseudorandomized for each participant in such a way that no more than 2 identical
response lags followed each other, and there were never more than 2 ungrammatical
experimental items with the same violation type (NP or VP) in a row.
3.5.3 Results
Despite the extensive training procedure that all participants went through,
answering in time proved to be challenging, as can be seen in Table 3.12. To
safeguard a reasonable number of data points for each response lag, I set the limit
for inclusion at 350 ms after the response cue (instead of 300 ms). Responses faster
than 100 ms after word onset were discarded, as it is likely that these were
instantiated before word onset, in anticipation of the response cue.
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Responses within
100 - 350 ms after cue

100

220

370

557

800

1200

75.2

79.3

91.8

94.7

93.5

92.7

Table 3.12 Percentage on-time responses for each response lag
To take into account possible response biases (a participant’s tendency to respond
‘grammatical’ or ‘ungrammatical’), accuracy was calculated in d prime (d’) units:
For each response lag for each participant, the z-transformed proportion of rejections
for grammatical sentences (false alarms) was subtracted from the z-transformed
proportion of rejections for ungrammatical sentences (hits). A d’-value close to zero
indicates random behavior, or chance level performance. For a reliable calculation of
proportion of hits and false alarms, d’s were only included when there were at least
4 on-time responses to grammatical and 4 on-time responses to ungrammatical
sentences, which led to 2% missing d’ units (8 missing data points). In Figure 3.5,
mean accuracy is plotted as a function of time.

Figure 3.5 Mean accuracy (in d’) as a function of time (in ms).
The validity of the paradigm is evidenced by the results: when participants have
(too) little time to complete processing, their accuracy in judging the grammaticality
of the sentence is low. When they have more time, accuracy rises until it reaches
ceiling level.
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Performance in the SAT paradigm can be modeled in an exponential approach to a
limit, with 3 parameters: the maximum asymptote (λ) the intercept (δ) and steepness
(β):
d’(t) = λ (1- e -β(t-δ)) for t > δ (else 0)
The intercept and the steepness – or rate - of the function measure processing speed:
the intercept specifies the minimum time that is needed to form a judgment of
acceptability. Before this moment, performance is at chance level, which
corresponds to a d’ of 0. The asymptote reflects optimal accuracy; accuracy of the
system in providing grammaticality judgments when there is enough time.
Steepness, or rate, is more difficult to interpret, it depends on whether the process is
discrete (an all-or-nothing situation in which you either have a judgment or not), or
continuous (in which a judgment ‘grows’). If processing is continuous, steepness
reflects the rate of continuous information accrual (a high rate leads to a steep
curve), if it is discrete, steepness reflects the distribution of finishing times (McElree
et al., 2003).
For each individual participant, accuracy in d’ at the different time points (the
response lags) (t) was fitted with an exponential function. For some participants, this
function yielded results that I consider uninterpretable in the experimental paradigm,
for example participants with very high accuracy after 100 ms, but very low
accuracy after 1200 ms; intercept values below zero; participants who did not reach
a reasonable ceiling level (d’ < 2.4), even when given ample time; and participants
for whom the curve did not fit the data well, as indicated by outlier values in sum of
squares-values. These participants were excluded for further analysis, which reduced
the data set to the data of 41 participants37.
The values of the three parameters describe the performance of each participant. Of
these, intercept and rate reflect processing speed, and the asymptote reflects a
person’s optimal performance. I consider the intercept and the maximum asymptote
37

An analysis of the excluded participants shows that in general they are slower:
they are significantly slower in the auditory response task and also in response times
in the auditory violation detection task. They also have a larger interference effect in
the Flanker task (but not in the Stroop task). They do not show a difference in any
working memory task, handedness or familial sinistrality, or response to the
syntactic prose manipulation. The SAT-task requires a minimum processing speed
that is relatively high. For this group of participants this minimum is perhaps too
high. For the violation detection and the syntactic prose experiment, no such speed
requirement is at play, so their results for these experiments need not be
compromised.
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to be most informative with respect to the goal of this experiment: to provide a
measure of how strong the syntactic stream is. A strong stream is fast and accurate
(see Chapter 2), so it should show high maximal performance – a high asymptote
value - and accuracy should depart from chance early - an early intercept. The mean
value of the intercept was 172 ms (SD 0.46), the mean steepness was 0.02 (SD 0.04),
and the mean maximal asymptote was 3.37 (SD 0.46).
Since the strength of the syntactic stream determines its speed and accuracy, it
should be reflected in both maximal performance and speed, and there should be a
negative correlation between asymptote values and intercept values. However, no
significant correlation was found between them: (Pearson’s r(39) = .003, p = .984).
This means that – at least under these experimental circumstances - being able to
provide an accurate judgment quickly does not predict better performance (higher
accuracy) later in time. I will return to this surprising result in the discussion.
Beforehand, I expected that all participants would reach maximal accuracy when
given enough time, reflected in high asymptote values for all participants. Instead,
asymptote values (in d’) range from 2.51-4.3238. The distribution of the asymptote
values is illustrated in Figure 3.6. To provide a measure that is easier to interpret
than d’ units, the distribution of participants’ mean percentage of accurate responses
for the two longest response lags (1200 - 2000 ms) is also provided. Both figures
show that even when participants have enough time to process the sentence, not all
of them are able to consistently provide a correct grammaticality judgment.
The distribution of the intercept values also shows variation, which means that the
time point at which accuracy begins to exceed chance values is not the same for all
individuals. Figure 3.7 shows that the distribution of the intercept parameter is
distinctly non-normal; it has two peaks, which suggests that there are two groups:
one with an early intercept (around 100 - 150 ms) and one with a late intercept
(around 350 ms).

38

Only data of participants with an interpretable data pattern were included (n=41).
In the evaluation of interpretability, the requirement was included that the maximum
asymptote should have a minimal value of 2.4, see section 3.5.3, so this range is
naturally limited.
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Figure 3.6 Histograms of performance when response lag is large (n = 41). Left
panel: asymptote values in d’ units; right panel: Distribution of mean % correct
grammaticality judgments in the merged 1200 ms and 2000 ms response lag
conditions.

Figure 3.7 Histogram of intercept values in 33.3 ms bins.
To see whether the variation in the data of the SAT experiment can possibly be
attributed to differences in working memory, inhibitory control or (familial)
sinistrality, I correlated background scores with intercept and asymptote values. If
higher working memory capacity is related to a stronger syntactic stream, the results
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should show a positive correlation of working memory measures with the
asymptote, and a negative correlation with intercept. However, none of the
background scores showed a significant correlation with either asymptotes or
intercepts (see Table 3.13).

RSP1

RSP2

DSPF

DSPB

Flanker

Stroop

Handed
ness

Fam.
Sinistr.

SAT
asymp
-tote

-.196
p = .219

-.287
p = .069

-.192
p =.228

.025
p = .877

.199
p = .212

-.240
p = .131

-.005
p = .976

.078
p = .630

SAT
intercept

-.133
p = .409

.069
p = .670

-.050
p =.757

.046
p = .775

-.221
p = .165

.091
p = .572

-.085
p = .596

.122
p = .446

Table 3.13 Pearson correlation coefficients of SAT-parameters with background
scores, with p-values (n = 41).
The bimodal distribution of the intercept values gives reason to suspect that there are
two subgroups: one with an early intercept (< 300 ms) and one with a late intercept
(> 300 ms). To see whether these subgroups are comparable in terms of supporting
subsystems, I used independent sample t-tests to test whether the values for the
background tests differed for the two groups. This was not the case (see Table 3.14).
Early intercept
(< 300 ms)
n = 33

Late intercept
(> 300 ms)
n = 10

t

p

RSP1

24.30

19.60

0.936

.355

RSP2

4.39

4.50

-0.224

.824

DSPF

6.64

6.50

0.312

.757

DSPB

6.36

6.30

0.105

.917

Flanker

64.15

51.20

1.754

.087

Stroop

46.17

62.80

-0.986

.330

Handedness

65.61

58.40

0.488

.628

Familial
sinistrality

0.11

0.16

-0.751

.469

Table 3.14 results of t-tests on background scores between the group with early
intercepts and the group with late intercepts.
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3.5.4 Conclusion
Individuals differ in how much time they need to perform above chance (reflected in
the intercept value) in grammaticality judgments, and also in how accurate they are
in providing grammaticality judgments when they are granted ample time to process
the sentence. For the intercept values, the results suggest that there are two groups: a
group with early intercepts and a group with late intercepts. Beforehand, we
considered both high speed (early intercept) and high accuracy (high maximum
asymptote value) to be characteristics of a strong syntactic stream, but the results did
not show a relation between these two variables.

3.6 Patterns in performance
The three experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that individuals differ in
the dominance of their processing streams, in an attempt to identify two kinds of
people: individuals with a dominant syntactic stream and a subordinate semantic
stream and individuals with a dominant semantic stream and a subordinate syntactic
stream. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, the DSH is unable to predict a specific
response to a specific stimulus for any specific individual. The risk of a circular
approach - in which the results of an experiment indicate which stream is stronger in
a participant, which in turn explains the results – can be eliminated by comparing
the results of different experiments. The DSH is able to make falsifiable predictions
for how different responses of an individual will be related, and in this section these
predictions will be tested.
Responses to manipulations of information processed in different streams should
differ, but responses to manipulations of information processed within the same
stream should be alike. More specifically, the DSH predicts that participants with a
dominant syntactic stream and a subordinate semantic stream are faster and more
accurate in the grammaticality judgment experiments, and show smaller impact of
the absence of semantic meaning in the syntactic prose experiment. Participants with
a dominant semantic stream and a subordinate syntactic stream should demonstrate
larger impact of the absence of semantic meaning (the syntactic prose condition) and
less speed and less accuracy in the grammaticality judgment experiments.
Variation across participants was found in all experiments, and for each experiment
I tested the contribution to this variation of working memory, inhibitory control and
(familial) handedness: The results of the SAT experiment do not show any
significant relation with working memory, executive function or handedness and
familial sinistrality. In the violation detection experiment there is a relation between
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violation detection times and handedness, and violation detection times and score on
the reading span task (only for the highest level score, not for the number of correct
words or any of the other working memory measures). In the syntactic prose
experiment, there is an effect of reading span, which seems to be carried only by the
high-span participants, and a relation between reading times and score on the
Flanker task. The variation in performance on the experiments does not seem to be
merely the result of differences in performance of the supporting subsystems of
working memory, or executive function, nor can differences in handedness or
familial handedness account for a considerable part of the variation.
3.6.1 Between-experiment predictions
From DSH it follows that from performance on one experiment, performance on the
other two experiments can be predicted: A large decrease in reading speed (i.e.,
longer reading times per word) in the syntactic prose condition compared to the
control condition is indicative of a dominant semantic stream. Consequently a
person that shows such a large decrease is expected to be less fast and/or accurate in
the grammaticality judgments in the violation detection and the SAT experiment,
since these tasks benefit from a strong syntactic stream. Likewise, participants who
show only a small decrease in reading speed in the syntactic prose condition are
participants who have a dominant syntactic stream, and these participants should be
fast and accurate in the grammaticality judgment experiments.
The predictions of the DSH were spelled out in Table 3.1 of the introduction, which
is repeated here for convenience.

Syntactic prose reading

Participants with a
dominant semantic
stream
Control condition
much faster than
syntactic prose
condition

Participants with a
dominant syntactic
stream
Control condition little
faster than syntactic
prose condition

Grammaticality judgment
Violation detection
paradigm

Low speed
Low accuracy

High speed
High accuracy

Grammaticality judgment
SAT paradigm

Low speed
Low accuracy

High speed
High accuracy

Table 3.1 Predictions of the DSH for each experiment for participants with a
dominant semantic stream and for participants with a dominant syntactic stream.
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The predictions from Table 3.1 translate to specific predictions for the dependent
variables of the three experiments. These predictions can be found in Table 3.15.
The predictions involving accuracy in the violation detection experiment were not
tested, as this dependent variable showed a ceiling effect. Table 3.15 also shows the
observed relations between the dependent variables: Of the five correlations
predicted by DSH, only one correlation was statistically significant: the relation
between violation detection response times and the difference between conditions in
the syntactic prose experiment. Strikingly, this relation was exactly opposite from
the predicted relation: being fast in the violation detection experiment is related to
showing a large difference between reading speed for normal sentences and reading
speed for sentences without a coherent meaning.

Accuracy

Observed:
Pearson’s r(39) =-.259
p = .102
Evaluation:
As predicted
(non-significant)
Predicted:
Negative correlation
Observed:
Pearson’s r(38) = -.070
p = .667
Evaluation:
As predicted
(non-significant)
Predicted:
Negative correlation
Observed:
NA
Evaluation:
NA

Observed:
Pearson’s r(39) =-.183
p = .253
Evaluation:
Reversed from prediction
(non-significant)
Predicted:
Positive correlation
Observed:
Pearson’s r(38) =.227
p = .158
Evaluation:
As predicted
(non-significant)
Predicted:
Positive correlation
Observed:
NA
Evaluation:
NA

Predicted:
Negative correlation

Predicted:
Positive correlation

Evaluation:
Reversed from
prediction (significant)

Observed:
Pearson’s r(57) =-.266
p = .042

Predicted:
Positive correlation

Response times

Evaluation:
NA

Observed:
NA

Predicted:
Negative correlation

Accuracy

Violation detection

Table 3.15 Predicted and observed correlations between dependent variables of the different experiments.

Violation
Detection

Response
times

Difference between
control condition and
syntactic prose condition

Syntactic Prose

Asymptote

Intercept

SAT
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In Section 3.3.3 it already became clear that the results of the syntactic prose
experiment cannot be characterized as a small or a large slow-down effect. Rather,
some participants showed the expected slowdown effect, others showed no
significant difference, and a third group showed faster reading times in the syntactic
prose condition. It is possible that the effect of the syntactic prose is still related to
stream strength, but not in the way that we had expected. In Table 3.16, the groups
with different effects of the syntactic prose condition are compared on the
grammaticality judgment experiments.
Syntactic
prose
slower
than
control
sentences

No reliable
difference
between
syntactic
prose and
control
sentences

Syntactic
prose faster
than control
sentences

F

pvalue

Mean RT
754.15
789.48
965.13
violation
(189.75)
(144.02)
(268.95)
5.431
.007
detection in
n = 23
n = 20
n = 15
ms
SAT
158.84
136.77
252.41
intercept in
(118.77)
(93.01)
(123.35)
3.075
.058
ms
n =19
n =13
n=9
SAT
3.25
3.39
3.53
asymptote in
(0.46)
(0.53)
(0.26)
1.218
.307
d’
n =19
n =13
n=9
Table 3.16 Means, standard deviations in parentheses, and statistical tests on the
difference between the dependent variables of the grammaticality judgment tasks for
groups according to response in syntactic prose reading experiment.
The participants with unexpected behavior in the syntactic prose reading experiment
– faster reading times for words in sentences without coherent content than for
words in normal sentences – show considerably longer response times in the
violation detection experiment. They also show later intercepts in the SAT, although
the latter difference is not significant by the α = .05 criterion. Both long response
times and late intercepts point to a slow syntactic stream, a characteristic of a weak
processing stream. Under to the DSH, this means that the semantic stream is
dominant, but it is not easy to explain why people with a dominant semantic stream
would process words in sentences without a coherent meaning faster than words in
sentences with a coherent meaning; this is exactly opposite from my prediction. I
return to this issue in the discussion.
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3.6.2 Within-stream relations
The DSH also yields predictions about different manipulations of information
handled by the same processing stream: within one individual these should produce
similar responses (in terms of speed and accuracy); the strength or weakness of the
processing stream concerned will be visible in both. Under this hypothesis it would
make little sense if – within one individual - one type of syntactic violation shows
characteristics of being processed by a strong processing stream while a different
type of syntactic violation shows characteristics of a weak processing stream.
The two grammaticality judgment experiments (SAT and violation detection) allow
for testing whether this prediction is borne out. Both experiments contain two types
of syntactic violations: the violation detection task contained gender/number
violations between determiner and noun and mismatches between auxiliary and form
of the main verb; the SAT experiment contained mismatches of gender/number
violations between determiner and noun next to incorrect verb forms. Under the
DHS, performance on the two violation types should be correlated.
Within the SAT experiment, this prediction is checked by correlating the percentage
of correct judgments for both violation types for each participant, and for each time
window separately39. The results can be found in Table 3.17. It shows positive and
significant correlations only for the 100 ms and 370 ms response lags. For the 220
ms, 557 ms and 800ms response lags, the correlation is positive, but not statistically
significant. It seems that accuracy for the violation types is related specifically in the
early response lags, which provide little processing time.

Correlation

100

220

370

557

800

1200

2000

.412
p = .007

.223
p = .172

.376
p = .016

.108
p = .502

.104
p = .519

-.009
p = .955

-.009
p = .955

n = 38

n = 39

n = 41

n = 41

n = 41

n = 41

n = 41

Table 3.17 Correlation coefficients and p-values for incorrect verb form violations
with number/gender mismatch (beteen determiner and noun) violations for each time
window (in ms).

39

I chose for percentage correct instead of d’ measures in this comparison, because
in the calculation of d’, performance in the ungrammatical sentences is divided by
false alarms in the grammatical sentences. That means that if a participant has many
false alarms in the grammatical sentences in a specific time window, the d’ measure
for both types of violations will always be small, not because the types of violations
are actually similar in processing, but because they share that they are divided by the
same number.
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A similar comparison was made for response times for the two different violation
types in the violation detection experiment: Residual response times (that controlled
for non-linguistic reaction time (as in 3.4.3)) for the NP violations showed a strong
positive correlation with the residual response times for the VP violations
(Pearson’s r(57) = .77, p < 0.01).
In conclusion, there is a strong correlation between how long it takes a person to
notice a violation in gender/number between a determiner and a noun, and how long
it takes to notice a violation of auxiliary/main verb in the auditory violation
detection experiment. This positive correlation agrees with the predictions of the
DSH: both violations are in the domain of the syntactic stream, and participants with
a strong syntactic stream show high speed in the detection of both violation types,
while participants with a subordinate syntactic stream show low speed for both
violation types. The results of these within-stream comparisons in the SAT paradigm
are only partially conform this prediction: the expected correlation was found only
in two early response lags, but notably not for later response lags.

3.7 Summary and Conclusion
The DSH attempts to provide an explanation for the inter-individual variation that is
commonly found in the results of experiments. The three experiments reported in
this chapter all show such variation in the results. This variation is not well
explained by individual differences in working memory, inhibitory control or
(familial) sinistrality: None of the background measures shows a strong relation with
performance in the three experiments in general, although there are some relations
between performance on individual experiments and some background measures. It
seems that the variation observed in the experiments is not simply the result of
individual variation in the background measures, and although finding variation is
not uncommon or unexpected, it is not well understood either.
The DSH proposes an explanation for (part of this) unexplained variation: some
individuals have a dominant semantic stream while others have a dominant syntactic
stream. This difference in dominance predicts specific patterns of results for the
three experiments: Participants with a dominant semantic stream can be recognized
by a large effect of the syntactic prose manipulation in the syntactic prose
experiment, and lower accuracy and lower speed in the grammaticality judgment
experiments, while participants with a dominant syntactic stream should show a
smaller effect of the syntactic prose manipulation and higher accuracy and higher
speed for the grammaticality judgment experiments. These patterns could not be
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established in the data. This does not mean that the results show no patterns at all:
performance in one experiment does predict something about performance in
another experiment and this goes beyond obvious similarities due to non-linguistic
personal characteristics (being slow in general, for example).
The predicted positive correlation of the magnitude of the difference between
conditions in the syntactic prose experiment with speed in the violation detection
experiment was absent. Instead, these variables showed a significant negative
correlation. There was no significant correlation between the difference in the
syntactic prose experiment, and intercept or asymptote values in the SAT. The
violation detection experiment and the SAT experiment are both grammaticality
judgment tasks, included to measure the strength of the syntactic stream, but the
results of the two experiments do not correlate.
Contrary to my expectations, the results of the syntactic prose experiment cannot be
characterized as ‘some participants show a large slowdown and other participants
show a small slowdown’. Instead, some participants show a statistically reliable
speed difference between the conditions, while others do not. Of those that show a
difference, some are faster in the control condition and some are faster in the
syntactic prose condition. The group that is faster in the syntactic prose condition,
shows slower response times in the violation detection experiment, and later
intercepts in the SAT experiment.
The DSH also predicts that responses to phenomena handled within the same stream
are similar: they either both show characteristics of a strong stream (high speed and
high accuracy) or both show characteristics of a weak stream (low speed and low
accuracy). This correlation was found between the two types of violations in the
violation detection task and in some, but not all, response lags of the SAT
experiment.
The absence of the patterns predicted by the DSH, and the presence of other
patterns, could be interpreted as counter-evidence to the DSH. However, for reasons
mentioned in the discussion, I think it is too early to draw the conclusion that the
DSH is incorrect.

3.8 Discussion
It is clear that the data do not show the predicted patterns, and the question is why. It
could be that there is no relation between the syntactic and semantic processes that
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underlie the experiments, at least not the relation as specified by the DSH. It is also
possible though, that other interfering factors make it impossible to draw any
conclusion, and I believe that the latter is the case.
Firstly, experiment-specific or paradigm-specific strategies may have interfered with
my assumptions of what type of behavior reflects a strong or a weak processing
stream. For example, being hesitant to report a violation in case there is a (minimal)
chance that the sentence can still be grammatical leads to slow response times, but
this low speed is not caused by a weak processing stream. Another one is ‘giving up
on trying’ in case the task becomes more difficult, such as in the syntactic prose
reading experiment: reading times may go down when participants no longer
attempt to come to an interpretation of the sentences, but this high speed is not
caused by a strong processing stream. When participants make use of this type of
strategies, this can easily mask differences that arise from differences in stream
strength.
There are a few indications that the absence of the predicted patterns cannot be
directly interpreted as evidence against the DSH, but rather indicate that measuring
the strength of the different streams did not work as intended. The first is the
absence of a correlation between the results of the two grammaticality judgment
tasks. Both tasks were included to measure strength of the syntactic stream, but the
participants that look like strong syntactic processors in one of the tasks do not
necessarily look like strong syntactic processors in the other. The speed of detecting
a syntactic violation in the auditory violation detection task is not correlated with the
ability to provide a correct judgment quickly in the SAT. Apparently, the choice of
experimental paradigm is quite influential.
There was only one experiment to test the strength of the semantic stream, so it is
not possible to make a similar comparison between two experiments that were both
designed to test the strength of the semantic stream. This is unfortunate, since this
experiment (the syntactic prose reading experiment), which was designed to test the
strength of the semantic stream, produced unexpected results. Beforehand, I stated
that showing a smaller slowdown in the condition without a coherent semantic
content indicates a dominant syntactic stream, and showing a larger slowdown
indicates a dominant semantic stream, but the results showed that some participants
slow down, others speed up, and others do not show a reliable difference. A solid
and convincing interpretation for these results is a prerequisite for drawing
conclusions about the strength of the semantic stream of the participants.
I do not have such a solid and convincing interpretation for these results at this time.
As discussed before, there is a possibility that the higher speed in the syntactic prose
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sentences is the result of ‘giving up’; participants do not try to read the sentence for
understanding. It seems reasonable to assume that such a strategy should lead to low
accuracy on the comprehension questions, but the answers to the comprehension
questions of participants who were faster in the syntactic prose condition did not
show this. This could be due to a lack of sensitivity of the comprehension questions,
or perhaps participants are able to repeat the sentence covertly when a
comprehension question pops up. While they repeat the sentence, they process it and
answer the question. This would take relatively long, but as response times for the
comprehension questions were not measured, this possibility can neither be
confirmed nor ruled out. In absence of a good understanding, we are unable to
interpret the three types of responses (slowing down, speeding up or no difference)
in terms of stream strength: do the three patterns correspond to three different stream
strengths, or should the two groups that show a difference be taken together? A
speculative interpretation is that both groups that showed a difference experienced
problematic processing but chose a different strategy to deal with it (i.e. giving up
vs. trying harder), while the group that does not show any effect may experience less
difficulty in processing. In this explanation, this last group is the most likely group
to have a dominant syntactic stream.
Another factor that complicates interpretation of the results of the syntactic prose
experiment, is the confound of trial position and condition: the sentences in the
control condition were always the first 50 sentences of the experiment so that it was
possible to measure reading times for normal sentences under the most ‘normal’
circumstances. At this point in the experiment, participants had no reason to evoke
any experiment-specific strategy for reading. Syntactic prose sentences, interspersed
with fillers, were presented from trial 51 onward. However, trial position is known
to be a relevant factor for reading time: reading times are longer for trials in the
beginning than in the end of the experiment. In the correction for this (and for
frequency, word length, etc.) in the analysis, I estimated the effect of these variables
to be the same for all participants. This was needed to make a clean comparison of
the residuals, but it is presumably not correct. It is a real possibility that the effect of
trial position is overestimated for some participants and underestimated for others.
The considerations above stand in the way of labelling the groups that show
different responses in the syntactic prose experiment as ‘having a dominant semantic
stream’ or as ‘having a dominant syntactic stream’. Without a reliable measure of
the strength of the semantic stream, it is not possible to conclude that the absence of
the predicted data patterns should be considered to be counterevidence to the DSH,
or even lack of support.
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Another issue that needs to be understood is why the choice of experimental
paradigm for the syntactic stream experiments is so important. A few factors are
possibly relevant: in the violation detection experiment, sentences were presented
auditorily, while in the SAT experiment sentences were presented visually. So in
one experiment reading speed is a factor, and in the other auditory processing speed
is a factor. Moreover, in the violation detection experiment, all violations occurred
relatively early or in the middle of the sentence, but never in sentence-final position,
while all violations in the SAT experiment occurred in sentence-final position. This
position usually shows wrap-up effects: increased response times, which are thought
to reflect increased processing, associated with intra- and inter-clause integration.
Performance in the SAT experiment may include such wrap-up processes, while
performance in the violation detection task does not, and this could contribute to the
lack of correlation between the two.
Another possibly relevant factor is that the SAT paradigm puts high pressure on the
participant; it is a very stressful task, as the participants reported, and this was
clearly visible during the training phase and the experiment itself. The violation
detection experiment does not have this component of stress. Accuracy rates in the
SAT experiment may reflect how well participants handle and adjust to a stressful
situation. Relatedly, the experiments differ in presentation speed: the presentation
speed in the SAT experiment (250 ms/word) is faster than that of normal speaking
rate (around 400 ms/word, see Quené, 2008), such as in the violation detection
experiment. Presentation rate has been reported to affect processing strategies:
Tanner, Grey and Van Hell (2014) found that with a presentation rate of 225
ms/word, no N400 effect was found in response to semantic violations; an N400
effect was only present at presentation rates of 450 ms/word and 650 ms/word,
although the anomalies were detected in all presentation rates. This suggests that
processing under time pressure is not just faster, but perhaps qualitatively different, I
will return to this in Chapter 6.
If processing at higher speed is not simply faster than processing at a lower rate, this
could explain why intercept values in the SAT paradigm are not related to reaction
times in the violation detection experiment. This difference in presentation rate (and
stress level) might also provide an explanation for the observation that accuracy of
grammaticality judgments is at ceiling in the violation detection experiment, but not
in the SAT experiment.
Finally a few words about the intra-stream correlations are in order. In the results of
the SAT experiment there was a correlation between accuracy for the two types of
violations in some, but not all response lags, which is difficult to interpret. In the
violation detection experiment, response times of the two violation types were
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strongly correlated, but even within these correlated measures, the difference
between the two violation types was much larger for some participants than for
others. The DSH does not provide an explanation for why the difference between a
verb phrase violation and a noun phrase violation – both violations in the domain of
the syntactic stream – would be much larger for some than for others. This is yet
another example of the abundance of variation, which is not uncommon but not well
accounted for either.

Chapter 4
Testing the Dominant Stream Hypothesis
within experiments

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 I laid out the Dominant Stream Hypothesis, a hypothesis that
specifically predicts differences in sentence processing between individuals.
Underlying the DSH is the assumption that language is processed in two different
processing streams: a syntactic stream and a semantic stream. The hypothesis claims
that different processing streams can be stronger or weaker, leading to differences in
stream dominance across individuals. Individuals who have a dominant syntactic
stream have a subordinate semantic stream and individuals with a dominant
semantic stream have a subordinate syntactic stream. As such the DSH divides the
population into two subpopulations. As strong processing streams are hypothesized
to be faster and more accurate (also in the detection of violations) than weak
processing streams, differences in stream dominance can lead to differences in
sentence processing behavior across individuals. The DSH predicts that these
differences in behavior are not random, but show one of two patterns: individuals
with a dominant syntactic stream are faster and more accurate in syntax-oriented
tasks, but slower and less accurate in semantics-oriented tasks and individuals with a
dominant semantic stream are faster and more accurate in semantic-oriented tasks,
but slower and less accurate in syntax-oriented tasks.
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In Chapter 3 I made a first attempt to empirically test for the presence of these
patterns, and in this chapter I will continue on that road. Chapter 3 reported on one
experiment designed to measure the strength of the semantic stream, and two other
experiments to measure the strength of the syntactic stream. A comparison across
experiments was needed to find the patterns predicted by the DSH. However, there
were indications that paradigm-specific (processing) strategies compromised the
‘purity’ of the various outcome variables, which made it difficult to
straightforwardly compare the results of the different experiments. For this reason,
comparison of the two streams will be within-experiment in this chapter. The
predictions have not changed: within participants, speed and accuracy measures for
syntactic conditions are expected to negatively correlate with speed and accuracy
measures for semantic conditions. And where differences in strength of the two
processing streams predict negative correlations for between-stream comparisons,
they predict clustering, so positive correlations, for within-stream comparisons.
Two experiments were set up to measure the strength of both the syntactic and the
semantic stream. They both measure how participants respond to violations in the
syntactic domain and in the semantic domain. The two experiments have different
setups: a speed accuracy tradeoff paradigm, and a violation detection paradigm in
the form of a stop-making-sense-task. While both involve detection of violations,
whenever I refer to “violation detection experiment”, I refer to this stop-makingsense task (described in Section 4.3), and I will use the term “SAT experiment” to
refer to the experiment with the speed accuracy tradeoff paradigm (described in
Section 4.4).
The violation detection experiment used a reading task, contrary to the violation
detection experiment reported in Chapter 3. The violation detection paradigm allows
us to compare the times needed to report violations of a syntactic and a semantic
nature. As a stronger processing stream is faster (see Chapter 2), participants with a
dominant syntactic stream should detect syntactic violations more quickly than
semantic violations. Participants with a dominant semantic stream should show the
opposite pattern and be faster in the detection of semantic violations than syntactic
violations. Two types of syntactic violations and two types of semantic violations
were used, which makes it possible to test the prediction that processes within one
stream are ‘more alike’ than processes across different processing streams.
The SAT paradigm provides more information than a violation detection paradigm
as processing in early and in later stages can be teased apart. The paradigm used in
the SAT experiment in this chapter is identical to the one used in Chapter 3, which
was based on the work of McElree and colleagues (e.g., McElree, Foraker, & Dyer,
2003; McElree & Griffith, 1995; McElree, Murphy, & Ochoa, 2006). Since a strong
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stream is faster (than a weak one), it is predicted to show higher accuracy as a
function of processing time: when given the same amount of time, e.g. 400 ms, a
strong stream will be more accurate than a weak stream. This experiment does not
allow for within-stream comparisons.
Each experiment can test for the patterns predicted by the DSH by comparing the
responses to the syntactic violations with the responses to the semantic violations.
Having two experiments gives us the possibility to also validate any potential
outcomes and verify whether the pattern found in one experiment is also found when
a different experimental paradigm is used.
4.1.1 Differences in speed for syntactic processing and semantic processing
A direct comparison of the speed of syntactic and semantic violation detection
would ignore differences that do not result from differences in the strength of the
processing streams, but from differences in the nature of the streams: one of the two
streams could be faster to begin with. As it stands, the literature suggests that
syntactic violations are processed earlier than semantic violations.
A study specifically designed to compare the relative timing of anomaly detection
was conducted by Fodor, Ni, Crain, and Shankweiler (1996). They conducted three
experiments. An eye movement study showed rapid sensitivity to both syntactic and
semantic (pragmatic, in the authors’ terminology) anomalies, although the responses
were qualitatively different40. In the other two experiments, the authors used
compressed speech input (twice the normal speaking rate), putting the processor
under pressure in the hope of being able to reveal even small timing differences.
They used a dual-task paradigm in which the detection time for the anomaly was
established by measuring its effect on a concurrent lexical decision task at different
time points. The results showed that processing of semantic information is not
delayed compared to processing of syntactic information. When the same materials
were presented in a standard violation detection task, results showed that semantic
violations were detected considerably later than syntactic violations.
Another study that looks at the time course of syntactic and semantic violation
detection is De Vincenzi et al. (2003). They report effects of (morpho)syntactic and
semantic violations in Italian sentences on self-paced reading times (word by word)
and compared these to results of an ERP experiment using the same experimental
materials. The reading times show an earlier effect for number agreement
40

Syntactic anomalies have little effect on first pass reading times, but cause an
immediate but short-lived increase in regressions, while effects of semantic
anomalies are seen in an increase in reading times and regressions, and as the
sentence continues, the effects of a semantic violation get stronger.
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(i.e., syntactic) violations than for semantic violations: detection of syntactic
violations shows up as a delay on the critical word, while detection of semantic
violations shows up as an increase in reading times on the words that follow the
critical words. The ERP effects invoked by the same syntactic violations also had a
shorter latency: the authors found a Left Anterior Negativity 41 for syntactic
violations that started about 90 ms earlier than the N400 effect elicited by the
semantic violations (they also found a P600 effect for syntactic violations, but
obviously this occurred later). So in this study, both reading times and ERP effects
point in the same direction: syntactic violations yield earlier effects.
The interim conclusion is that syntactic violation detection is most often faster than
semantic violation detection, although there are experimental paradigms in which
this was not observed. For now, I will set aside the question of what exactly causes
these differences, and look specifically at studies that apply the experimental
paradigms that are used for the experiments in this chapter, to see whether inherent
speed differences of the processing streams need to be taken into account. In the
violation detection experiment I will compare response times that are elicited under
exactly the same circumstances as reported in Hagoort (2003), who compared
violation detection times and ERP latencies for syntactic and semantic anomalies.
The violation detection times indicated that response times for semantic violations
were approximately 250 ms longer than for syntactic violations 42. Not only is the
paradigm identical to the one used in the violation detection experiment in this
chapter, the experimental materials also closely resemble the materials used by
Hagoort. Therefore it is to be expected that response times in the violation detection
experiment (which measures response times and accuracy) will be faster for
syntactic violations than for semantic violations.
On the basis of these considerations, the relevant question in the violation detection
experiment should not be in which condition participants respond faster, but whether
the difference in response times between the conditions is the same for all
participants: are there participants that are relatively faster in one condition than in
the other condition? The same applies to accuracy, assuming that accuracy will not

41

An early negativity (around 300 - 400 ms) with a different topographical scalp
distribution than the N400. The exact functional interpretation of the LAN, and
whether it is a variant of the N400 is debated (see Molinaro, Barber, Caffarra, &
Carreiras, 2014), but its temporal properties suggest that violations in
morphosyntactic agreement violations are reflected early in ERP.
42
The ERP latencies show a reverse pattern: the N400 effect found for semantic
violations occurs 200 ms earlier than the P600 effect found for syntactic violations
(a LAN effect is not reported/taken into consideration).
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be at ceiling for all participants, as it was in the auditory violation detection
experiment of Chapter 3.
The SAT experiment in this chapter was modelled directly after a study of McElree
and Griffith (1995), which looked at processing speed differences between semantic
and syntactic processing. They report that semantic violations (thematic violations in
their terms) such as ‘some people alarm books’ began to be detected approximately
50-100 ms later than constituent structure violations such as ‘some people rarely
books’ or subcategorization violations such as ‘some people agree books’, which
both classify as syntactic violations. The paradigm is the same, but the materials
used by McElree and Griffith differed in important respects from the stimuli in the
SAT experiment reported in this chapter: The syntactic violations that they used
were subcategorization restrictions and constituent structure anomalies (and not
morphosyntactic violations), and the sentences they used were much shorter and less
complex. Because of these differences, it is unclear if McElree and Griffith’s results
will generalize to the stimuli used in the SAT experiment, so that there remains
some uncertainty as to whether the syntactic violations in the SAT experiment will
be detected faster than semantic violations or not.
In the literature discussed above, semantic violations (or thematic violations) often
include violations of animacy constraints. In Chapter 5 I propose that animacy
information is processed by the syntactic stream in some, but not all individuals. If
that is the case, all evidence based on animacy violations should be handled with
care. I set this aside for now and discuss it in Chapter 5. In all experiments described
in this chapter, animacy violations were avoided.
In the remainder of this chapter, I will describe the two experiments and their
results, and see whether the predictions of the DSH are borne out: within
participants, speed and accuracy measures for syntactic conditions should correlate
negatively with speed and accuracy measures for semantic conditions, and measures
for different types of violations within the same processing stream should show a
positive correlation. Additionally, the relation between individual differences in the
supporting subsystems (executive function) and (familial) sinistrality with
differences in performance patterns will be investigated. In a separate section, I will
compare the results of the two experiments.
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4.2 General Method

4.2.1 Participants
A total of sixty-seven participants took part, all recruited through the UiL OTS
subjects database. Three subjects did not return for the second session; their data
were included in the analysis where possible. The data of one participant was
discarded, because he performed poorly in both experiments 43 and appeared to be
completely unmotivated. All participants, 10 male and 55 female, were in the age
range of 18-28, raised monolingually in Dutch and did not have a history of dyslexia
or language impairment.
4.2.2 Procedure
Executive function and (familial) handedness measures were collected for all
participants. Working memory capacity was measured by a reading span task;
inhibitory skills were measured by the Flanker task and the Stroop task. Handedness
was assessed with the Edinburgh handedness questionnaire and familial handedness
was established using a questionnaire about handedness in the family. All of these
tests and questionnaires were described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3).
Participants completed the two experiments and all tasks collecting background
measures in two 90-minute sessions. In one session participants completed a short
version of the Edinburgh handedness questionnaire, the Reading Span test and the
violation detection experiment, and in the other session they completed the Eriksson
Flanker task, the Stroop task and the SAT experiment. The order of the sessions was
counterbalanced across participants. All participants signed an informed consent
sheet and received a remuneration of 10 euros for the first session and another 20
euros when they completed the second session.
4.2.3 Results of the background measures
The background measures from all participants are summarized in Table 4.1.

43

This participant detected only 25% of all violations in the violation detection
experiment. In the SAT experiment, there were no problems in the training phase
and he was able to respond within the designated time frame, but after the training
phase performance dropped, and only in 33% of all trials he was able to respond in
time.
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Mean

SD

Min-Max

N

21

2.45

18-28

66

18.1

11.3

4 – 74

65

3.75

1.06

2–7

65

Flanker task interference
(in ms)

60

19

24 - 125

64

Stroop task (in ms)

38

43

-42 - 163

64

Edinburgh

72.1

32.5

-83 - +100

65

Familial handedness

0.15

0.16

0 – 0.72

66

Age
EF - Working Memory
Reading span –nr of
words in correct series
Reading span – highest
level
EF – Inhibitory Control

Sinistrality

Table 4.1 Mean scores, standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores for the
background measures.
These scores are not expected to differ much from those in Chapter 3, as the
participants came from the same Utrecht student population. It is noteworthy,
though, that working memory capacity in this sample is quite a bit lower than in the
sample of participants in Chapter 3, best illustrated by the difference in the total
number of words in correct series: 18.1 versus 21.5 for this sample and Chapter 3’s
sample respectively. And again, there is a wide range in working memory capacity
even though the group is rather homogenous in educational level.
The scores on the two tests measuring inhibition (Stroop and Flanker) do not
correlate (Pearson’s r(62) = 0.087, p = 0.49), as was the case in Chapter 3 as well. In
fact, there were no correlations between any of the background scores.
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4.3 The violation detection experiment
The DSH predicts that a dominant syntactic stream (and a subordinate semantic
stream) is reflected by fast and accurate detection of syntactic violations and slower
and less accurate detection of semantic violations. Conversely, a dominant semantic
stream is associated with fast and accurate detection of semantic violations and
slower and less accurate detection of syntactic violations. As discussed in Section
4.1.1, response times for detection of syntactic violations are expected to be faster in
general than response times for detection of semantic violations. Consequently, the
pattern predicted by the DSH may not be visible in the absolute response times, only
in relative response times. Relative response times are normalized response times:
the group’s mean response time is taken as a point of reference, and relative speed is
determined in terms of how much slower/faster someone is compared to the mean of
the group. The DSH predicts that relative response times in the syntactic and
semantic condition differ within participants, and that there is a subgroup of
participants who are relatively faster in the syntactic conditions than in the semantic
conditions, and a subgroup that shows the opposite pattern. I expect that accuracy in
violation detection will be less informative, as the task is not difficult and all
participants may perform at ceiling. In addition, based on the hypothesis, response
times for syntactic violations in noun phrases and verb phrases (same processing
stream) and response times for the semantic violations in noun phrases and verb
phrases (same processing stream) should show more similarities than response times
for syntactic and semantic violations (different processing streams).
4.3.1 Materials
The experimental materials consisted of sentences constructed in accordance with
the template det-adj-noun-verb […]. They contained either a semantic or a
morphosyntactic violation. The stimuli were inspired by the stimuli used by Hagoort
(2003), but differed in a few respects: the materials contained no animacy violations
and violations in noun phrases as well as in verb phrases, whereas Hagoort’s
materials included animacy violations and all violations were in noun phrases.
Next to the type of violation (semantic or syntactic), there were two additional
factors: 1. Animacy of the subject (animate or inanimate) and 2. Location of the
violation (in the VP or in the [subject] NP). The conditions with an inanimate
subject were matched: except for the critical verb or noun, the sentences were
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completely identical in the two conditions 44. The sentences with animate subjects
could not be matched in the same way for reasons explained below.

VP

Inanimate
subject

Syntactic violation
De antieke bureaulamp
branden in de
winteravonden wanneer het
vroeg donker wordt.

Semantic violation
De antieke bureaulamp
verdampt in de
winteravonden wanneer het
vroeg donker wordt.

‘The antique desk lamp
burn in the winter evenings
when it gets dark early.’

‘The antique desk lamp
evaporates in the winter
evenings when it gets dark
early.’
De malse sieraden zijn een
fortuin waard volgens de
eigenaar van de
juwelierszaak.

Het zilveren sieraden zijn
een fortuin waard volgens
de eigenaar van de
juwelierszaak.
NP
‘The(sg) silver jewelry (pl)
are worth a fortune
according to the owner of
the jewelry.’
De slanke modellen eet
nooit een stukje chocolade
uit angst niet meer gecast te
worden.

‘The tender jewelry are
worth a fortune according to
the owner of the jewelry.

‘The slim models eats never
a piece of chocolate in fear
of not being cast any more’

‘The cute puppy operates
the crane that lifts the heavy
load to the upper floor’

Het boze vissers blokkeren
de snelweg tijdens een van
de drukste avondspitsen van
het jaar.

De drachtige atleet traint
nog harder na het
onverwachte verlies bij de
Europese
kampioenschappen.

‘The(sg) angry fishermen
blocked the highway during
one of the worst traffic jams
of the year’

‘The with-young athlete
trains even harder after the
unexpected loss at the
European Championships’

De schattige puppy bedient
de hijskraan die de zware
lading naar de
bovenverdieping hijst.

VP

Animate
subject

NP

Table 4.2 Example items of the violation detection experiment.
44

Actually the inanimate VP violations sentences existed in three conditions, also in
an animacy-violation condition, but for discussion of this I refer to Chapter 5.
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In the syntactic violation condition, either the number features of subject and verb
did not match (half of the subjects were plural, half were singular), or the
gender/number features of the determiner and the noun did not match. Semantic
violations never involved violation of an animacy restriction. When the violation
was in the VP, the subject lacked some property necessary to be the subject of the
verb. When the violation was in the NP, the adjective denoted a property
incompatible with the noun referent.
Items with an animate subject were not matched because there are hardly any
examples of animate entities that are unfit to be the subject of specific verbs that do
allow animate subjects. Similarly, there are hardly any examples of animate entities
that cannot have specific properties that other animate entities can have. For the
condition with a semantic violation in the VP, I considered having animals perform
human-like actions, but this could result in participants interpreting the sentences
with reference to a fairy tale or fantasy world, which could impact all their
judgments of semantic acceptability. Instead, I chose to keep the number of animal
subjects very small, and let go of a Latin square design for the set of materials with
animate subjects. Instead, an item set was created with completely different items in
both conditions and all participants saw all items of this set.
In a pilot a first set of stimuli was tested on 21 participants. The results showed that
there were several instances in which participants did not press the button during the
presentation of the sentence but nevertheless correctly rejected the sentence
afterwards (offline). On the basis of this finding, sentences were made longer so that
participants would have more time to realize that a violation occurred and
(consequently) press the button. Participants in the pilot also reported that they
noticed that the violations were never at the end of a sentence, so in the final
version, a set of filler items with violations in the second half of the sentence was
included. A few critical verbs were replaced because the offline rejection rate was
below 80%.
In the end there was a total of 88 experimental items: 10 per condition, but 9 for the
conditions with an animate subject and a violation in the NP (due to the difficulties
described above). To this set 197 fillers were added: 165 sentences without a
violation, and 32 sentences with violations of the same types as the violations in the
experimental materials, but located in the second half of the sentence. A full list of
stimuli can be found in Appendix F. Materials were divided over six lists 45. Length

45

For the items with an inanimate subject and a violation in the verb, next to the
syntactic and semantic violation there was a third condition: animacy violations.
These materials and the data are discussed in Chapter 5. Because some items had
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and frequency of the critical words were balanced over lists and conditions. For each
participant the sentences were presented in a different, pseudo-random order with a
maximum of three stimuli of the same type in a row.
4.3.2 Procedure
Sentences were presented to participants word by word on the center of a computer
screen, in black letters in a white window on a grey background. Each word
appeared for 300 ms, followed by a 300 ms of blank screen 46. The final word was
presented with a period, so that participants would know immediately that the
sentence had finished. Participants were instructed to read the sentences presented to
them silently, and they were informed that some contained an anomaly in either the
form or the meaning of the sentence. Upon encountering an anomaly, they were to
press a button on the button box as quickly as possible. When they pressed the
button, the grey border of the white window turned darker for a short moment,
notifying participants that their button press was registered by the system. Each
sentence was followed by a screen that asked the participants to indicate (again)
whether they thought the sentence they just read was acceptable or not. The session
started with a practice block of 7 items. The experimental items were divided into
six blocks of 50 items each; after each block there was the possibility to take a short
break.
4.3.3 Results
The data of one participant was excluded from analysis: she claimed to have seen
visual feedback for button presses that she did not instantiate (for which I do not
have an explanation). In response time analyses I only included trials with exactly
one button press (94% of all trials with a violation) Response times that were outside
+/- 3 standard deviations of a participant’s condition mean were replaced with the
value of the mean +/- 3 standard deviations.
The response times for syntactic and semantic violations (see Table 4.3) show what
was expected on the basis of the literature: syntactic violations were detected faster
than semantic violations47. This difference was found in 61 out of 64 participants.
three conditions and some had two conditions, six lists were needed for a
counterbalanced design.
46
This presentation mode does not allow for very natural reading, but it is identical
to the setup in Hagoort (2003), and for these materials it is known that they map
onto N400 and P600 responses.
47
Notice that the difference between the syntactic and the semantic condition is
considerably larger than reported by Hagoort (2003), and that in both conditions his
participants were faster. The smaller difference may be due simply to his
participants being faster, but can also be due to the type of semantic violations:
Hagoort’s materials included animacy violations (and as we will see in Chapter 5,
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The standard deviations are large, especially for the semantic violations. Hit rates for
detecting syntactic violations can be considered to be at ceiling indeed, and there is
hardly any variation in syntactic violation detection accuracy; looking for a negative
correlation between syntactic and semantic violation detection accuracy seems
futile.
Animacy
Violation of the
RT
SD
Hit rate
SD
subject
inanimate
1012
243.5
.96
0.08
NP
animate
0.08
973
305.6
.96
Syntactic
inanimate
989
267.5
.97
0.06
VP
animate
1013
344.4
.96
0.07
inanimate
1565
537.5
.82
0.17
NP
animate
1613
681.1
.82
0.19
Semantic
inanimate
1865
699.9
.86
0.18
VP
animate
1797
644.3
.82
0.16
Table 4.3 Mean response times (in ms), measured from word onset, with standard
deviations (SD) and hit rates with standard deviations for each condition, (N = 64).
4.3.3.1 Analysis of response times
In a linear mixed model of the response times (following the same approach as in
Chapter 3) I first investigated the random structure of the data (M0-M1) and then I
included as predictors trial number (participants tend to speed up during an
experiment), word length (longer words take longer to read), and the relevant
characteristics of the stimuli: the nature of the violation (syntactic or semantic),
violation position (NP or VP) and animacy of the subject. I attempted to create a
maximal random effects structure (cf. Barr et al. 2013) with random slopes for all
significant fixed factors without compromising convergence. The maximal random
structure without convergence problems included random slopes for violation type,
violation place and the interaction of the two (M2). Word frequency is not included
in the model, for reasons that I will return to later.

animacy violations tend to have faster response times than other semantic
violations). Another difference is that Hagoort only used violations in the NP, and
simply the larger variability of the stimuli may have an effect on the differences in
response times.
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M2
SE

t

p

Fixed factors
Trial number

-1.03

0.16

-6.53

<.01

Word length

-10.53

5.81

-1.81

.07

Violation type

-812.03

52.28

-15.53

<.01

Violation
position

-217.69

43.65

-4.99

<.01

type*position

215.37

56.07

3.84

<.01

3.14

25.41

0.12

.90

Animacy subject
Random factors
84598.7
(ICC =
0.09)

participant
intercept

79430.6 (ICC = .10)

Violation type

38355.6 (ICC = 0.05)

Violation place

5995.6 (ICC = 0.01)

Violation*place

8750.7 (ICC = 0.01)

Model fit
Deviance
(-2 Log
Likelihood)
2

χ -test

70099.8

69832.6

69046.2

χ2 = 267.2
df = 1
p < .01

χ2 = 786.4
df = 20
p < .01

Table 4.4 Estimated parameters of mixed-effects modelling on violation detection
times
The model shows that the difference in response times between the syntactic and
semantic violations is statistically significant, and that violations in VPs are detected
significantly later than those in NPs. These two factors interact: for semantic
violations the difference between VP violations and NP violations is larger than for
syntactic violations. I do not have an account for this, and it is not the aim of this
endeavor to provide an explanation for this. Rather, I am interested in the interindividual variation.
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Model M2 shows that there are inter-individual differences in the effect of violation
type, and this variance is much larger than the random effects of other factors, as
indicated by a 5 times higher intra class correlation (ICC). Looking at relative
reaction times should provide more information about the differences in the effect of
condition: For each participant in each condition, I calculated how many standard
deviations his/her reaction time deviated from the condition mean for all
participants. I call this measure relative response time, and if such a relative
response time is positive, it indicates that a participant is slower than the group’s
mean; if it is negative it indicates that a participant is faster than the group’s mean.
Under the DSH, participants with fast (negative) relative response times in the
syntactic condition should have slow relative response times in the semantic
condition (they have a dominant syntactic stream), and participant with fast relative
response times for semantic violations should have slow relative response times for
syntactic violations (they have a dominant semantic stream).
Figure 4.1 shows the mean relative response times in the two conditions for each
participant. Contrary to the expectations, the correlation between relative response
times in the two conditions is a positive one, which shows that participants who are
fast in one condition are also fast in the other condition (Pearson’s r(62) = .71,
p < .001).

Figure 4.1 Relative response times for syntactic violations and for semantic
violations for each participant. The solid line shows the correlation found in the
data; the dashed line indicates a perfect positive correlation.
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Even if a participant’s tendency to be fast or slow has a larger contribution to
response times than whether the violation is of a syntactic or a semantic nature (or
formulated in terms of the DSH: whether a violation is processed by a dominant or a
subordinate processing stream), there is still the possibility that an individual is
faster than most other participants in both conditions, but more so for his stronger
stream than his weaker stream. This can be observed as a difference between relative
response times for syntactic and semantic violations within a participant. For each
participant, a linear mixed model was produced with relative response time in
standard deviations from the group mean (for each trial) as the dependent variable,
and violation type (semantic or syntactic violation) as fixed factor, and with a
random intercept for item type. With an α-value of .05, this resulted in
13 participants with a significant difference between the conditions: for 7 of them
syntactic processing is relatively slower than semantic processing, for 6 it is the
other way around.
For the remaining 51 participants, the difference between relative response times for
syntactic and semantic violations was not significant. It is a possibility that the
experiment lacked power to detect such a difference. The confidence intervals of the
difference between the relative response times in the two conditions are the best
source of information, they are given in Appendix H, and plotted in Figure 4.2.
Confidence intervals that include zero reflect a statistically non-significant
difference, but the width of the interval reveals whether the difference is potentially
large or not: when the interval is very small, the difference in relative speed is either
zero, or very close to zero, which indicates that if there is a difference in relative
speed, this difference can only be very small. This could be a reason to abandon the
idea that the relative speed of the streams really differs. But Figure 4.2 shows that
there are many relatively large intervals. These large intervals may also include zero,
and be statistically not significant, but they show that the potential difference can
also be quite far from zero.
For quite a few participants the data is compatible with differences in relative speeds
of the two processing streams up to 2 standard deviations (which corresponds to
hundreds of milliseconds). So even though the difference in relative response times
between syntactic violations and semantic violations is not statistically significant
for many participants, the confidence intervals indicate that the possibility of a
meaningful difference in relative speed is not excluded by the data of many
participants.
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Figure 4.2 Confidence intervals of all participants for the difference between relative
response times (distance to group means in standard deviations) in the syntactic
violation condition and the relative response times in the semantic violation
condition, ordered by mean difference.
4.3.3.2 Frequency
Word frequency of the critical word was left out of the statistical model, even
though it is well known that word frequency affects response latencies. I originally
planned to control for this frequency effect by including word frequency as a
covariate in the model. However, it turned out that the effect of frequency differs
from what is normally observed, that less frequent words yield slower response
times. Frequency does have an effect on response times in the semantic condition,
but the effect is opposite: the higher a word’s frequency, the longer it takes to reject
a semantic violation. For response times in the syntactic condition, frequency is of
no relevance. The conditions with inanimate subjects and violations in the NP
provide us with a nice opportunity to compare the influence of frequency on
semantic and syntactic violation detection: the critical noun is identical in the two
violation conditions48. The determiner or the adjective differed between the semantic
48

These stimuli were part of the Latin square design and so participants only saw
one condition of every item.
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violation condition and the syntactic violation condition, but the violation became
detectable on the exact same noun. Figure 4.3 shows the response times for syntactic
violations and semantic violations in relation to the critical noun’s frequency: for
syntactic violations the response times are the same, regardless of frequency, but for
semantic violations, response times go up if the noun is more frequent.

Figure 4.3 Relation between frequency (log of word forms in the SUBTLEX-NL
database (Keuleers, Brysbaert, & New, 2010) and response time (in ms) for the
semantic violations and the syntactic violation in the item set with inanimate
subjects and violations on the noun.
The finding that word frequency does not have the same effect on syntactic and
semantic violation detection is new: I am not aware that it has been reported before
in the literature. Apparently, word frequency does not only contribute to the time it
takes to recognize a word, it also contributes to the time it takes to judge whether a
particular word is used felicitously, but it does not contribute to the time needed to
judge whether it is used grammatically. I will return to this finding in the discussion.
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4.3.3.3 Contributions of Executive Function and sinistrality
Working memory, inhibitory control and (familial) handedness can be related to
performance in the syntactic and the semantic condition, not only to response time
and to accuracy but also to a difference in performance on the two conditions.
With regard to working memory, Table 4.5 shows that the scores on the reading
span are correlated significantly with performance in the syntactic violation
condition. For response times, this correlation is negative, and for accuracy it is
positive: higher working memory span relates to higher speed and higher accuracy
of syntactic violation detection. The data do not show a relation between working
memory capacity and performance in the semantic violation condition. The
difference in relative response times or relative accuracy between the two conditions
does not show a relation with working memory either. Under the DSH this can be
interpreted as the absence of a relation between working memory capacity and
which processing stream is dominant49.

WM

RT
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

RT
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

Difference
between
relative
RTs for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations

-.247
p = .049

.267
p = .033

-.144
p = .255

.181
p = .153

.123
p = .334

Difference
in relative
hit rate for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations
-.047
p = .712

Table 4.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between working memory (WM) score
(highest level) and response times, accuracy (hit rates) and differences between
relative response times and relative hit rates (calculated in the same way that relative
response times are calculated) in the two conditions (N = 64).
Interestingly, the differences in relative hit rates and relative response times
correlate with respectively familial sinistrality and handedness, as is shown in
Table 4.6.

49

Looking at the 13 participants with a significant difference between the relative
response times in the two conditions, the picture is not different: The group with
significantly faster relative response times in the syntactic condition than the
semantic condition had a working memory span score of 3.88 and the group with
relatively faster response times for the semantic condition had a mean working
memory span score of 3.33; the difference is not significant (t(12) = 9.99, p = 0.34).
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RT
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

RT
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

Difference
between
relative
RTs for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations

FS

-.085
p = .504

.112
p = .380

-.012
p = .925

-.158
p = .213

.087
p = .495

-.296
p = .018

Hand.

-.058
p = .650

.059
p = .646

.134
p = .292

-.011
p = .932

.271
p = .030

-.028
p = .826

Difference
in relative
hit rate for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations

Table 4.6 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between familial sinistrality (FS) and
handedness (Hand.) and response times, hit rates and differences between relative
response times and relative hit rates for syntactic and semantic violations (N = 64).
Having more left-handed relatives relates to being more accurate in detecting
syntactic violations than detecting semantic violations, and being more left-handed
oneself relates to being relatively faster in the detection of syntactic violations than
of semantic violations. However, with ceiling performance for the detection of
syntactic violations, and with only 2 left-handed and 4 ambidextrous participants,
we should be careful in our interpretation of both the difference in relative hit rates
and the handedness data. Having said that, the relation between having left-handed
relatives and being relatively faster in detecting syntactic violations than semantic
violations, is not in line with the ideas of Townsend, Carrithers and Bever (1987) as
discussed in Chapter 1. They found that participants without left-handed relatives
show greater sensitivity to position of a word, which they explain by these
participants having greater left hemisphere dominance, which results in strategies
that emphasize syntactic relations. In participants with left-handed relatives left
lateralization is assumed to be reduced, so more right hemisphere activities leading
to strategies based more on words and meaning relations. In other words, Townsend
et al.´s findings predict the exact opposite pattern from what was found in the
violation detection experiment.
Correlations are also present in the inhibitory control domain: a larger interference
effect in the Flanker task correlates with faster response times for syntactic
violations (but there is no relation with semantic violations) and having a larger
interference effect in the Stroop task correlates with having higher accuracy in
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detecting semantic violations (but no relation with accuracy in detecting syntactic
violations).

RT
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

RT
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

Difference
between
relative
RTs for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations

Flanker
interf.

-.256
p = .044

-.083
p = .521

-.160
p = .215

.058
p = .657

.146
p = .257

.181
p = .160

Stroop
interf.

.097
p = .452

-.162
p = .208

.239
p = .062

-.275
p = .030

.156
p = .226

-.186
p = .147

Flanker
neutral

-0.011
p = .933

-0.079
p = .540

0.041
p = .750

-0.034
p = .794

0.067
p = .606

0.040
p = .756

Stroop
neutral

.255
p = .045

-0.233
p = .068

.321
p = .011

-0.157
p = .224

0.026
p = .843

0.034
p = .793

Difference
in relative
hit rate for
syntactic
and
semantic
violations

Table 4.7 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between inhibitory control tasks
(Flanker and Stroop) and response times, hit rates and differences between relative
response times and hit rates for syntactic and semantic violations (N = 64).
As said before, the Flanker and the Stroop task are both meant to be measures of
inhibitory control, but their scores do not correlate. Due to absence of a language
component, the Flanker score can be considered to be more domain general, and the
Stroop task more language-specific, but this does not provide an explanation for the
observed correlations of the interference effects.
Table 4.7 also includes the neutral conditions of the two inhibition tasks. A
comparison with these neutral conditions of the Flanker and the Stroop task is
interesting because it can tell us something about the role of non-verbal processing
speed. Both neutral conditions are non-verbal (determining which way the arrow
points in (− −− −) and classifying the color of (XXXX)), but the Stroop task
involves more steps: it calls for identifying the color of the ink, remembering
whether that color was mapped onto the left or the right button, and press the
corresponding button. The neutral condition in the Flanker task is easier, as the
arrow on the screen is a direct indication as to which button to press. Hence, the
Flanker task has fewer processing steps than the Stroop task. Differences between
individuals in general processing speed will be multiplied by the number of
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processing steps, and therefore the neutral Stroop condition provides a better
indication of differences in general processing speed. The correlation between the
neutral Stroop score and response times in both the syntactic and the semantic
condition indicate that non-linguistic factors are involved in determining the speed
with which participants press a button after the detection of a linguistic violation.
The values of the correlation coefficients (.255 and .321) also show that a large
portion of the observed variation remains unexplained, though.
There are several correlations between working memory, handedness, or inhibitory
control measures and the detection of syntactic or semantic violations, but not all
have an explanation. There could be spurious results: running so many correlations
increases the chance of a false positive. But it is interesting that the syntactic and the
semantic stream – as far as their functioning is indicated by response times and hit
rates in this violation detection experiment– seem to be disconnected or dissociated:
functioning of supporting subsystems can relate to one but not the other.
4.3.3.4 Within-stream relations
The DSH predicts that results for different violations within the domain of one
processing stream are more alike in terms of speed and accuracy than different
violations across different processing streams. This leads to the prediction that there
is a higher correlation between two syntactic or two semantic violations, than
between a syntactic and a semantic violation. For both syntactic and semantic
violations, we compared how violations in the NP and in the VP relate to each other,
and how they relate to the other type of violations.
Syntactic
violations VP

Semantic
violations NP

Semantic
violations VP

Syntactic
.680
.679
.512
violations
p = .000
p = .000
p = .000
NP
Syntactic
.609
.547
violations
p = .000
p = .000
VP
Semantic
.633
violations
p = .000
NP
Table 4.8 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the response times of the
syntactic and semantic violations in the NPs and VPs (N = 64).
Table 4.8 shows that response times for one syntactic violation do not correlate more
strongly with those of another syntactic violation than with response times for
semantic violations, and neither do response times of different semantic violations
show a higher correlation with each other than with response times for syntactic
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violations. This illustrates that there are large differences in speed between
participants: they are slow or fast, but when they are slow they are slow in both
conditions and when they are fast they are fast in both conditions.
4.3.4 Conclusion
The DSH states that some people have a dominant syntactic stream and a
subordinate semantic stream, while others have a dominant semantic stream and a
subordinate syntactic stream. This predicts that relatively fast and accurate detection
of syntactic violations goes together with relatively slow and less accurate detection
of syntactic violations, and vice versa.
Syntactic violations are detected faster than semantic violations (as expected on the
basis of the literature), and some participants just detect violations more quickly
than others. Participants show large speed differences in violation detection,
regardless of the nature of the violation: fast participants are fast in detecting
syntactic violations and semantic violations, and slow participants are slow in
detecting both types of violations. This seems to be counter-evidence to the
hypothesis. Participants who are fast in detecting syntactic violations have a strong
syntactic stream and therefore are expected to be slow in detecting semantic
violations (and vice versa). However, if other factors that are constant for the two
streams contribute to speed, the hypothesis may still hold. Other such factors can
include reading speed, general (non-domain specific) processing speed, or other not
yet-explained differences. Comparing the relative response times for syntactic and
semantic violations within each participant allows us to compare relative speed at
the ‘speed level’ of each participant, asking: is this participant equally fast or equally
slow in detecting syntactic and semantic violations? A comparison of the relative
response times showed that 13 participants (7 and 6) showed a statistically
significant difference between the two conditions: they are faster/slower in detecting
syntactic violations than in detecting semantic violations, a pattern that was
predicted by the DSH. This is an argument that the strength of processing streams
can differ within an individual, but it is not a direct argument for the interrelatedness
of the strength of the two processing streams: it does not entail that one of the
streams is strong and the other is weak in the sense that they are strong or weak
compared to the rest of the population. These data are compatible with participants
having one very strong and one strong processing stream.
The group of participants without a significant difference between relative response
times for syntactic and semantic violations is larger than the group of participants
with a significant difference (41 and 13, respectively). Possibly there is no
difference for these 41 participants – an argument that the hypothesis is wrong – or
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the experiment lacked sufficient statistical power to detect such a difference (see
sections 4.5 - 4.7).
Based on the results of this experiment, I conclude that the DSH does not fit well
with the data of all participants. The two patterns that are predicted by the DSH, viz.
relatively faster detection of syntactic violations than of semantic violations and the
opposite, relatively faster detection of semantic violations than of syntactic
violations, have both been observed. The presence of large differences in overall
violation detection speed between participants complicates straightforward
interpretation (see also Section 4.7).
In addition, the results have revealed an effect of frequency that differs from the
effect known from the literature. Not only is the word frequency effect limited to
violation detection times for semantic violations – it does not seem to affect
syntactic violation detection times – the effect is also reversed from the known
effect of higher frequent words being recognized faster. In this experiment, words
with high frequency yield longer semantic violation detection times.

4.4 The Speed-Accuracy Trade-off Experiment
The speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm can tease apart early and late processing
stages. For early processing, the DSH predicts that two patterns will be found across
participants: relatively high accuracy for the detection of syntactic violations in early
stages goes together with relatively low accuracy for detection of semantic
violations in these stages, and vice versa. The same is expected for late processing
stages, in which processing has been completed, although ceiling effects may
interfere with finding them.
The predictions for the results of this experiment are slightly more uncertain than for
the violation detection experiment with respect to the question whether the detection
of semantic violations will take more time than the detection of syntactic violations.
It seems likely that this will be the case and this will have to be taken into account in
the analysis.
4.4.1 Materials
The experimental materials consisted of a set of 210 sentences that all contained an
auxiliary and ended with a main verb. There were three versions of each sentence: a
correct condition, a syntactic violation condition and a semantic violation condition.
The sentences were identical in all conditions up until the final, critical, word. The
sentences did not all have the same structure; the set contained passives, sentences
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with a conjunction, sentences with a relative clause, and sentences with a
complement clause. A full list of materials can be found in Appendix G.
Correct
Ze dachten vroeger dat de wereld plat was tot geleerden het tegendeel hadden
bewezen
They used to think that the world was flat until professors the opposite had
proven
Syntactic violation
Ze dachten vroeger dat de wereld plat was tot geleerden het tegendeel hadden
bewijzen
They used to think that the world was flat until professors the opposite had
prove
Semantic violation
Ze dachten vroeger dat de wereld plat was tot geleerden het tegendeel hadden
gevouwen.
They used to think that the world was flat until professors the opposite had
folded
Table 4.9 Examples of experimental materials.
The violations were always a mismatch of two elements in the sentence. In
sentences with a syntactic violation, the form of the main verb violated the
restriction criterion of the auxiliary. In sentences with semantic violations, one of the
arguments of the main verb was incompatible with that particular verb, but never
due to a violation of animacy constraints. A semantic violation was often
implemented in the selection of the object. In the example in Table 4.9: het
tegendeel ‘the opposite’ is abstract and therefore it cannot be folded, as for a thing to
be foldable, it needs to be concrete. In other items, the semantic violation was in the
combination of subject and verb: e.g., […]voordat er meer ongelukken zouden
drijven ‘before more accidents would float’. An accident is an event, and events
cannot float. In the correct condition and the syntactic violation condition, the
critical verb was the same, it only differed in form (an infinitive or a past participle).
The distance between the first and second element of the mismatch was not
controlled but balanced over conditions, and so was length of the final word (in
characters) and frequency (log of word form frequency).
To even out the number of sentences with and without a violation, an additional
70 correct sentences were added and 21 lists (3 conditions x 7 response lags) were
created for a full counterbalanced paradigm in which participants saw each sentence
only once, i.e., in one condition and with one response lag.
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4.4.2 Procedure
The method of the SAT experiment is the same as the SAT experiment in Chapter 3,
where the procedure is explained in more detail. Participants were presented with
sentences that were displayed word by word in the center of a computer screen. Each
word was shown for 250 ms. There were three types of sentences: correct sentences,
sentences with a syntactic violation and sentences with a semantic violation. The
violations were always on the last word of the sentence. Participants were instructed
to wait for a beep, and then, when they heard the beep, to immediately give their
judgment about the sentence, i.e., whether they thought the sentence was ‘good’ or
‘bad’. The beep was presented after onset of the final word of the sentence, in
various response lags: of 100, 220, 370, 557, 800, 1200 or 2000 ms. Participants
were trained to respond within a time window of 100-300 ms after the onset of the
beep in an extensive training phase. This training phase consisted of three blocks
(consisting of 10, 30 and 30 sentences), and participants had to reach the threshold
of 80% on-time responses before moving on to the next block. In the training phase,
participants received feedback about their response times: their response times were
displayed (either in green or in red digits) on the screen. In the test phase, there was
no automatic feedback. When the experimenter noticed that response times were
going up, the participant was encouraged to keep up speed during one of the breaks.
The experimental phase consisted of 7 blocks of 40 trials each. After each block a
participant had the opportunity to take a (short) break.

4.4.3 Results
Only responses given between 100-350 ms after the response cue were included in
the analysis. Despite the extensive training procedure, responding in time proved to
be difficult, especially in the 100 ms response lag as Table 4.10 shows. Participants
were clearly not ready to give an evaluation of the sentence after only 100 ms. 50
lag:

100

220

370

557

800

1200

2000

On-time
57.0
76.7
91.3
92.9
93.4
93.4
93.3
responses
Table 4.10 Percentage on-time responses for each response lag (in ms), given within
100-350 ms after response cue

50

Interestingly, a comparison of the percentage of on-time responses with the
percentage of on-time responses in the experiment (in Chapter 3) which only made
use of syntactic violations, shows that the percentage on-time responses for the 100
ms response lag is much lower if there are both syntactic and semantic violations:
apparently having two possible types of violations makes it even harder to respond
immediately to a very early response cue.
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I calculated d’ scores (a z-transformed proportion of correct rejections of sentences
with a violation minus the z-transformed proportion of incorrect rejections of
grammatical sentences) for each condition for each response lag for each participant.
To safeguard the reliability of the d’ values, d’ values were only computed for
response lags with 4 or more on-time responses for all three conditions, which led to
a loss of in total 13% of the data, mostly in the 100 ms response lag and a little in
the 220 ms response lag.
The most striking characteristic of the averaged results for all participants (shown in
Figure 4.4), is the absence of differences between syntactic and semantic violations
in all response lags, and t-tests confirm that there is no statistically significant
difference in accuracy (in d’) between the conditions, neither overall, nor when the
differences were analyzed separately for each response lag (Table 4.11). In light of
the large differences between response times for syntactic violations and semantic
violations in the violation detection experiment, and of the literature discussed in the
introduction, this is surprising. The absence of a delay for the detection of semantic
violations in this paradigm allows us to straightforwardly compare accuracy in the
two conditions.

Figure 4.4 Mean d´ scores per condition by response lag for syntactic violations and
semantic violations.
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Mean
accuracy
syntactic
violations

Mean
accuracy
semantic
violations

t

Degrees of
freedom

p-value

Overall

2.45 (1.32)

2.38 (1.25)

0.73

834

.463

100

0.78 (1.08)

0.78 (0.97)

0.00

82

.998

220

1.22 (1.10)

1.17 (1.02)

0.26

110

.796

370

1.96 (1.05)

1.98 (1.04)

-0.94

126

.925

557

2.64 (0.98)

2.66 (0.98)

-0.15

126

.885

800

3.05 (0.92)

2.87 (0.75)

1.19

126

.235

1200

3.39 (0.79)

3.15 (0.81)

1.72

126

.087

2000

3.38 (0.79)

3.37 (0.73)

.0.37

126

.971

Table 4.11 Mean accuracy (in d’) and standard deviations and test statistics of
independent sample t-tests of the differences between d’-values in the syntactic
violation and semantic violation condition for each response lag.
The data were analyzed using the same approach as in Chapter 3: performance was
modelled with an exponential approach to a limit, with 3 parameters: the maximum
asymptote (λ) the intercept (δ) and steepness (β): d’(t) = λ (1- e -β(t-δ)) for t > δ (else
0). Processing speed is reflected in the intercept and steepness: the intercept reflects
the minimum time that is required to create an interpretation on which a judgment of
acceptability can be made. Until this moment, participants show chance
performance, reflected by a d’ of 0. The ability to provide accurate grammaticality
judgments when there is plenty of time – optimal accuracy – is reflected by the
maximum asymptote. As explained in Chapter 3, steepness – or rate - is more
difficult to interpret and I will not use it any further. For 40 participants, fitting the
exponential function yielded interpretable results (cf. Section 3.5.3).
A comparison of the intercepts of the syntactic and semantic condition confirms that
the detection of semantic violations is not delayed compared to the detection of
syntactic violations: intercepts for semantic violations are on average 8 ms later than
for syntactic violations, and the difference is not statistically significant
(t(40) = 0.35, p = .725).
These group results are not informative about the research question; for this we need
to look into the individual results: The first two response lags of 100 ms and 220 ms
after final word onset give participants only very little time, and participants have
not been able to do much processing yet. Any differences in accuracy can only
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represent very early aspects of processing (like reading or word recognition).
Accuracy in these response lags is low, as expected, and the results in these response
lags are heavily strategy-sensitive: some participants chose to just press any button,
leading to low accuracy, while other participants chose to wait a bit longer before
giving their judgment, leading to a lower percentage of on-time responses but with
higher accuracy. These last responses are not taken into account in the d’
calculations, however, because they were not given within 350 ms after the response
cue.
The percentage on-time responses in the 370 ms response lag is over 90% and can
be considered to be more representative than the data of the 100 and 220 ms
response lags, in the sense that accuracy measures are not heavily influenced by the
strategies mentioned in the previous paragraph. At this moment in time, some
participants have higher accuracy rates for syntactic violations (37 participants)
while others show higher accuracy for detecting the semantic violations (27
participants). This appears not to be trivial, as the group with higher accuracy in the
syntactic condition at 370 ms – which I will call the group with Fast Syntax (FS)
from now on - also shows higher accuracy for syntactic violations than for semantic
violations at 557, 800, 1200 and 2000 ms, while the group that shows higher
accuracy for semantic violations at 370 ms - the group without Fast Syntax (N-FS) –
shows higher accuracy for semantic violations than for syntactic violations at 557,
800 and 2000 ms.

Figure 4.5 Left panels show results for participants with higher accuracy for syntactic violations than for semantic
violations at 370 ms (‘FS-participants’), right panels show results for participants with higher accuracy for semantic
violations than syntactic violations at 370 ms (‘N-FS participants’. Upper panels show mean accuracy in d’ for all
participants, lower panels show results modeled on an exponential function, only for those participants where fitting an
exponential function yielded a good fit (n = 41), red shows accuracy for semantic violations, blue for syntactic violations.
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The FS group (left panel) does not show lower accuracy in the semantic condition
than the N-FS group (right panel) at 370 ms: both have d’-values around 2. The
reverse is not true: the N-FS group actually has lower accuracy in the syntactic
condition than the FS group 51. Independent sample t-tests on the d’ scores of the FS
group and the N-FS group confirm this: in the syntactic condition d’ scores yield a
mean difference of 1.02 between the two groups, which is significant (t(62) = 4.39, p
< .000), while in the semantic condition the d’ scores yield a non-significant mean
difference of -.13 (t(62) = 0.49, p = .625). This asymmetry was not expected on the
basis of the DSH, which states that participants with a strong syntactic stream have a
weak semantic stream and vice versa. The results of this experiment suggest that
semantic streams do not differ much in speed across participants, while syntactic
streams do.
4.4.3.1 Contribution of executive function and sinistrality
Table 4.12 shows results of a comparison of the FS group and N-FS group on
working memory capacity, (familial) sinistrality, handedness, and inhibition ability 52
with independent sample t-tests. Working memory capacity is higher for the FS
group (the difference is statistically significant for the highest-level score of the
reading span, for the number of correct words the difference does not meet the .05
value for α). Finding higher working memory capacity for participants with fast
detection of syntactic violations is consistent with the findings in Section 4.3.3. The
comparisons reveal no relation of fast detection of syntactic violations with
handedness, familial sinistrality or inhibition.
Mean

Standard deviation
Test
p-value
statistic
t
FS
N-FS
FS
N-FS
WFSP
0.16
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.31
.754
Edinburgh
76.4
65.9
24.9
41.1
1.26
.212
RS1
4.06
3.30
1.10
0.87
2.97
.004
RS2
20.08
15.26
12.67
15.26
1.68
.098
Flanker
60.4
60.3
19.4
19.1
0.24
.981
Stroop
33.5
43.9
36.0
51.6
-0.95
.348
Table 4.12 Mean scores and standard deviations for participants with fast syntax
(FS) and without fast syntax (N-FS) and test statistics for independent t-tests on the
difference between the FS group and N-FS group.
51

At 220 ms the groups also seem to differ, but this is likely to be due
speed/accuracy strategies, because the group with lower accuracy has many more
on-time responses.
52
Because the groups have much more participants here (compared to the violation
detection experiment), I can compare background scores on the group level instead
of doing individual correlations on the different outcome values of the experiment.
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4.4.4 Conclusion
The results of the SAT experiment are partly in line with the DSH. The finding that
some participants show higher accuracy for syntactic violations while others show
higher accuracy for semantic violations in the 370 ms response lag is compatible
with the DSH: participants with a dominant syntactic stream are expected to detect
syntactic violations faster than semantic violations (which is observable as higher
accuracy in early response lags). But the DSH also predicts that those with a
dominant syntactic stream have a subordinate semantic stream, and early high
accuracy for detecting syntactic violations should go together with early low
accuracy for the detection of semantic violations. This was not found for the group
that showed higher accuracy for syntactic than for semantic violations at the 370 ms
response lag.
The group of participants with higher accuracy for semantic violations in the 370 ms
response lag, by contrast, did show this ‘tradeoff’ effect: not only were they more
accurate for semantic violations compared than for syntactic violations, their
accuracy on syntactic violations was considerably lower than that of the FS group.

4.5 Compatibility of the results of the two experiments
There is a discrepancy in the results of the two experiments: the results of the
violation detection experiment suggest that it takes considerably longer to detect a
semantic violation than to detect a syntactic violation, but the results of the SAT
experiment do not confirm this. In the SAT experiment no differences were found in
accuracy between syntactic and semantic violation conditions in any response lag.
Additionally, the SAT results show that semantic violations can be detected quite
early. A mean d’ of 2.66 shows that accuracy for detecting semantic violations is
already reasonably good after only 557 ms after final word onset, while the response
times for semantic violation detection in the violation detection experiment are
much slower, with mean response times consistently above 1500 ms. Even when we
add the 350 ms that participants received in the SAT paradigm to execute the
response, these time windows are quite different.
To see whether participants perform similarly in the two experiments, I compared
performance on the violation detection experiment as described in Section 4.3 for
the two groups that were identified on the basis of performance on the SAT
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experiment: the FS group and the N-FS group53. The FS group consistently shows
faster reaction times and higher detection rates than the N-FS group in both
conditions, although none of these differences is statistically significant by the
α = .05 criterion in an independent-sample t-test (Table 4.13).
Mean
FS

N-FS

TestStatistic
t

p-value

Response time
950 (205)
1065 (286)
-1.845
.070
syntactic violations
Detection rate syntactic
.97 (.038)
.95 (.056)
1.814
.075
violations
Response times
1628 (485) 1854 (504)
-1.789
.079
semantic violations
Detection rate semantic
.82 (.13)
.75 (.13)
1.873
.066
violations
Difference between
relative response times
.039 (.57)
-.028 (.69)
0.429
.670
for syntactic and
semantic violations
Difference in detection
rate for syntactic and
.013 (.70)
-.025 (.70)
0.11
.834
semantic violations
Table 4.13 Mean response times and detection rates in the syntactic and semantic
violation condition and differences in relative response times and detection rates
between the two conditions (with standard deviations in parenthesis) in the violation
detection experiment for participants with fast syntax (FS) and without fast syntax
(N-FS) and the results of independent t-tests.
The group with higher accuracy for syntactic violations than semantic violations in
the 370 ms response window, does not seem to have higher accuracy for syntactic
violations at the expense of sensitivity for semantic violations. On the contrary, this
53

It is not easy to look at performance on the speed accuracy experiment from the
point of view of behavior in the violation detection experiment because only 13
participants showed a statistically significant difference in speed in the two
conditions. Of those, only 8 had reliable exponential function values that allow a
within-participant comparison of intercept and asymptote values for the syntactic
and semantic violations, and I consider this sample too small. A comparison of
accuracy in different response lags on the group level is complicated because having
relatively faster syntax can be caused by very slow semantic or by very fast syntactic
processing, and on the group level these differences may obscure any other findings.
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group does not only outperform the other group in the syntactic domain, but also in
the semantic domain in the violation detection experiment, both in terms of speed
and in terms of accuracy, although these differences are not significant. Table 4.13
also shows that having Fast Syntax or not (in the SAT) does not relate to the
difference between the relative response times for syntactic and semantic violation
detection. In other words, having higher accuracy at 370 ms for syntactic violations
than semantic violations is related to better performance in the violation detection
task in an absolute sense (faster and more accurate) but not informative about the
relative speed and accuracy of the two processing streams within one person.
This is confirmed when performance in the 370 ms window in the SAT experiment
(FS or N-FS) is added to the statistical model of the response times of the violation
detection experiment M1: The SAT-condition that shows higher accuracy at 370 ms
is a significant predictor of response times in the violation detection experiment, but
there is no interaction with condition in the violation detection experiment (main
effect: β = -303.67, SE = 115.6, t = -2.63, p = .010, interaction: β = 153.82,
SE = 113.77, t = 1.35, p = .177).

4.6 Conclusion
The DSH predicts a specific pattern in the data of the violation detection experiment
and the SAT experiment; a pattern that reflects that some participants have a
dominant syntactic stream and a subordinate semantic stream, and other participants
have a dominant semantic stream and a subordinate syntactic stream. This pattern
should be visible when comparing performance in the syntactic condition and the
semantic condition within-experiment.
Within the violation detection experiment, the results do not straightforwardly show
the predicted patterns. Virtually all participants show longer response times for the
detection of semantic violations than for the detection of syntactic violations,
although the difference is not the same for all individuals, as several pieces of
evidence show. Firstly, the statistical model shows a better fit with the data when a
random slope is included for the factor condition (syntactic or semantic violation).
Secondly, a comparison of relative response times (performance relative to the
group mean) in the two conditions shows that there are individuals who are
relatively slower or faster in one condition than in the other. But these do not
confirm the prediction of the DSH, that one processing stream is dominant and
strong, and the other is subordinate and weak. Instead, they show that differences in
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the strength of processing streams are also found between two streams that are
strong, but not equally strong or two streams that are weak, but not equally weak. If
the strength of the processing streams is interrelated in the way claimed by the
DSHs, if one stream is strong, the other should be weak, and the results of the
violation detection experiment do not support this aspect of the DSH.
For many participants there was no statistically significant difference between the
relative response times for the detection of syntactic violations and the relative
response times for semantic violations. Conceivably, these participants are equally
fast (relatively) in the two conditions, but the confidence intervals of the differences
show there is a real possibility that differences were not detected due to a power
issue. The differences can also be truly absent for some participants. Even the
existence of such a third group – a middle group – with equally strong, or balanced
processing streams, would not be in conflict with the idea of the DSH that the
balance between the two processing streams varies across individuals, rather it adds
a third option. However, if this middle group represents the majority of the
population, the hypothesis can hardly be called relevant.
Next to a difference between syntactic and semantic violations, the response times
show another striking outcome: there are large differences in processing speed
between participants, regardless of the type of violation.
This leads to the question why some participants are that much faster (in absolute
terms) than others in the first place. Surprisingly, we – the field - do not have a
comprehensive answer to this question. Differences in reading speed can be a factor,
but it is unlikely that reading speed alone accounts for all observed speed
differences. Moreover, the results of an experiment that did not involve reading (the
auditory violation detection experiment of Chapter 3) showed similar differences in
violation detection times. I will return to this question in Chapter 6.
The data of the speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm do not show a delay for semantic
violations compared to syntactic violations at the group level. More importantly, the
patterns found in the SAT data are not exactly the patterns that were predicted by the
DSH.
The data show that after 370 ms some participants show higher accuracy for
syntactic violations than for semantic violations, and other participants show the
reverse, and this difference extends into later time windows (although the magnitude
of the difference decreases). So far this is compatible with the predictions of the
DSH. But strikingly, early high accuracy for syntactic violations does not come with
any cost for semantic violation processing in that response lag; FS participants
perform as well on semantic violations as N-FS participants. For N-FS participants,
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accuracy in the syntactic violations lags behind. The same pattern is seen across
experiments: individuals who are highly accurate in syntactic violation detection in
the 370 ms response lag of the SAT paradigm have shorter response times in the
violation detection paradigm for both syntactic and semantic violations, and they are
more accurate in both conditions as well. These differences are not statistically
significant by the α < .05 criterion, but together I consider them to be meaningful
nevertheless.
These findings are consistent with the idea that the strength of the processing
streams differs between individuals: processing streams can be stronger or weaker.
However, the evidence does not support the idea that the strengths of the two
streams within an individual are interdependent, i.e. that having a strong syntactic
stream comes with a weak semantic stream, and vice versa. On the contrary, the
combined results suggest that having a strong syntactic stream might be beneficial
for semantic processing.
Working memory capacity is related to performance in the syntactic violation
conditions: there is a correlation between working memory capacity and violation
detection times and accuracy for syntactic, but not semantic violations in the
violation detection experiment. In addition, participants with higher accuracy for
syntactic than for semantic violations in the 370 ms response lag in the SAT
experiment had higher working memory scores than the other group of participants.
A factor which – opposite to working memory - did not relate to syntactic but to
semantic violation detection, is the effect of word frequency. The higher the
frequency of a word is, the longer participants need to detect that the word is/carries
a semantic violation. I will return to this in Chapter 5.

4.7 Discussion
The critical dependent variable in the setup of both experiments is speed of violation
detection, as I have assumed that this reflects stream strength. Early detection of a
violation should be shown by fast response times in the violation detection
experiment and by early high accuracy in the SAT. A comparison of the results of
the two experiments shows that these two outcome variables are influenced by other
factors as well.
In the first place, the violation detection experiment shows a difference between
response times for the detection of syntactic and semantic violations in general, but
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the results of the SAT experiment do not show this. If the dependent variables are
solely determined by the moment of detection, the contrast between the two
experiments would be unexplainable. Secondly, in the violation detection data there
is large variation in the response times and detection rates for semantic violations,
less so for syntactic violations, but in the SAT data it is syntactic processing which
differs across participants, while semantic processing is more constant. As we infer
the strength of the processing stream from these dependent variables, it is crucial
that we understand what they measure exactly, which entails that we understand
why these apparent inconsistencies occur. It is quite acceptable that different
paradigms do not show exactly the same results, but especially the first difference
(the ‘gap’ between speed of detecting syntactic violations and semantic violations
that can be seen in the violation detection experiment, but not in the SAT
experiment) suggest that whatever is causing these differences may not affect the
syntactic and the semantic condition in the same way. If this is the case, it is not
possible to straightforwardly compare the speed of the two processing streams of an
individual within-experiment.
Possible explanations for why the data of the two experiments do not show a similar
picture can be found in the characteristics of the experimental paradigms. The
experiments differ in quite a few respects: Firstly, the SAT experiment demands a
higher processing rate than the violation detection task. Secondly, the critical words
in the SAT experiment are sentence-final while the critical words in the violation
detection experiment occur much earlier in the sentence. Thirdly, the violation
detection task asks for a grammaticality judgment ‘as soon as you are ready’ while
the SAT experiment forces a judgment at a given time. The important question is
whether these differences have the same effect on performance in the different
conditions (syntactic and semantic), otherwise these would be confounding variables
in the setup.
Let’s start with processing rate: the violation detection experiment proceeds at a
pace of one word every 600 ms, and the SAT experiment at a pace of one word
every 250 ms, a considerable difference. None of the participants reported that the
presentation mode was too fast in any experiment, but of course this does not mean
that processing rate is irrelevant. Presentation rate can influence (the pattern of)
results: Tanner, Grey, and Van Hell (2014) showed that in fast stimulus presentation
rate (one word every 225 ms) semantic violations do not yield N400 effects, but they
are reflected in LPCs while in a slow presentation rate (one word every 650 ms)
semantic violations do yield N400 effects and the LPC effect is smaller, a tradeoff.
They conclude that general error monitoring is reflected in LPCs and remains intact
regardless of presentation rate, while the N400 effect reflects a process that only
occurs if conditions permit it, more specifically a plausibility heuristic. This
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plausibility heuristic, which provides an interpretation of a sentence based on
content words alone, must be an early process, otherwise it could not be reflected in
an ERP component that occurs 400 ms post word onset. It is possible that the
violation detection experiment, with its slow presentation rate, allows for this
optional plausibility heuristic, while the SAT experiment, with its fast presentation
rate, does not.
If fast presentation rate blocks a form of semantic processing, this should affect the
results of the experiment in the semantic condition. However, if anything, this
predicts that effects of early plausibility heuristics can be found in the violation
detection experiment. We would then expect to see fast response times for semantic
violations, but the results do not show this. Either the plausibility heuristics does not
provide an interpretation or evaluation that is strong enough to lead to rejection of
the sentence, or the interpretation of the N400 as a plausibility heuristic effect is
incorrect, or other factors are at play.
The second difference between the two experiments concerns the position of the
violation in the sentence: in the SAT experiment the violation is always on the final
word, while in the violation detection experiment the violation is on the third or
fourth word of the sentence. It is highly likely that predictability facilitates
judgments in the SAT experiment to a larger extent than in the violation detection
experiment, where violations are so early in the sentence that there is very little
material available yet to base any prediction on. Importantly, this difference in
position probably affects predictions based on plausibility more than syntactic
predictions: the prediction of a tensed verb with singular number features can be
made after encountering something like “The man” but plausibility based prediction
will not be able to produce a specific prediction on the basis of just these words. If
predictions on the basis of plausibility are important for participants with a dominant
semantic stream, they will ‘underperform’ in the semantic violation condition of the
violation detection task, because the position of the violations did not allow for them
to make optimal use of their strong stream. It is possible that these participants
would have shown faster response times if the violations would have been
positioned later in the sentence, whereas for participants with a subordinate semantic
stream, there is not much difference. This suggests that the speed of violation
detection for semantic violations (and the relative speed as well) could look quite
different depending on the position of the violation.
The third major difference concerns the way in which the participant is asked for a
judgment. In the violation detection experiment, participants have to report the
violations “as soon as possible”, while in the SAT experiment, they are forced to
give a judgment the moment that they are probed for it. Stating this difference in
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terms of signal detection theory provides some insight into this issue. Signal
detection theory speaks of a threshold for signal detection, the place where the signal
is stronger than noise. The different results of the two experiments suggest that the
difference in task demands has shifted the threshold: in a violation detection task,
the signal may be noticeable already, but because the signal-to-noise ratio is not
large enough yet, participants do not yet press the button to reject the sentence.
However when participants do not have the freedom to respond when they feel
ready, but are forced to give a response when prompted, they do pick up on the weak
signal and they are more accurate than chance. The signal has passed a first
threshold of being noticeable but not a second threshold for leading to action54. I will
return to this in Chapter 6.
How does this relate to measuring the strength of processing streams? A stronger
processing stream is expected to reach the first (detection) threshold faster than a
weak processing stream, but the DSH does not provide a prediction for the speed of
the processes after detecting this first threshold. The results of the two experiments
suggest that for the detection of syntactic violations, reaching the first threshold
early also means that the second (response) threshold is reached early: the time
needed to report a syntactic violation in the violation detection experiment comes
close to the time needed to give an accurate grammaticality judgment in the SAT.
But for semantic violation detection this is not the case. Even though the results of
the SAT experiments show that detection of semantic violations can be fast, the
response times in the violation detection experiment (which require passing the
second threshold as well) are much slower.
The experimental paradigm seems to affect the two conditions differently, and the
explanation for this is to be found in the nature of the difference between conditions.
This issue has also been addressed by Hagoort (2003, p. 896), when he attempts to
explain why longer response times for semantic violations than syntactic violations
are not incompatible with an earlier ERP effect for semantic violation than for
syntactic violations: the semantic distinctions are less categorical than the syntactic
distinction:
“anomaly detection for the syntactic conditions is based on the fact that for
the gender/number features, unification takes place if gender and number
features of the article and noun match, and it fails if these features do not
54

This second threshold is also recognized by Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and
Schlesewsky (2008). Their model includes a well-formedness check (a function they
assign to late positivities observed in judgment tasks) that is task-dependent, and
should be seen as a component of integrating the content of the message into the
overall communicative environment, including the experimental task.
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match. This lends itself naturally for a mapping onto the two response
categories: correct versus anomalous. Semantic processing is a much more
graded process. Some word meanings are more difficult to integrate into
the context than other word meanings. However there does not seem to be a
clear boundary between what can be integrated and what cannot be
integrated in the semantics of the context, between what is harder to
integrate and what is impossible to integrate.”
Related to this is the consideration that syntactic agreement violations have obvious
‘fixes’: for sentences with syntactic violations, changing the relevant syntactic
features would make the sentence correct. This provides participants with the
opportunity to compare the sentence they were presented with to a correct version of
the same sentence, a comparison that may facilitate the judgment process. For
semantic violations in the violation detection experiment, there was not always a
‘fixed’ alternative available. Consider, for example, the sentence De schattige puppy
bedient de hijskraan die de zware lading naar de bovenverdieping hijst ‘the cute
puppy operates the crane that lifts the heavy weight to the upper floor’. There isn’t
an obvious way to fix this sentence. Rather, through semantic coercion one will try
to make the world in accordance to the sentence, a process that does not necessarily
facilitate a judgment process.
This raises the question whether individual differences in the time people need to
make the graded distinction in case of semantic violations should be considered to
be differences in speed of semantic processing, or whether these perhaps relate to
other, non-semantic or even non-linguistic factors. A non-linguistic explanation
could be that individuals differ in how much evidence they want/need to reject
something as anomalous, and to what extent they are willing to give something the
benefit of the doubt. A figurative meaning may seem anomalous at first, but when
given more time it may turn out to be meaningful after all. In designing the stimuli,
we have tried to avoid stimuli with semantic violations that were meaningful in a
figurative way, to limit this possibility which would lead to longer response times
for semantic violations. Temporary non-canonical object-first structures are another
way of temporarily ‘saving’ the acceptability of a sentence. For VP violation items
with animate subjects, a temporary object-first reading would allow for both a first
NP that cannot be the agent of the verb and a first NP with number features that do
match the number features of the verb. This strategy would not have been rewarded
anywhere in the experiment, as there were no such sentences, including the fillers.
Also, a temporary object-first reading can temporarily save both a syntactic and a
semantic violation, so this does not provide an explanation for the discrepancy
between syntactic and semantic violation detection times.
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If this difference has a linguistic explanation, it could be that for some individuals
the semantic stream is slower to recognize that something is anomalous. Such a
system is perhaps less specified for semantic characteristics, or the items are less
clearly specified for semantic characteristics (more noise). In some participants’
lexicon, the verb verdampen ‘evaporate’ could have a meaning of ‘disappearing into
the air’ without the specification that this process in its literal meaning is the sole
preserve of fluids. If this is the case, detecting the semantic anomaly in a desk lamp
that evaporates is not possible on the basis of the semantic characteristics alone. The
proposition can still be rejected on the basis of world knowledge, as being a highly
implausible event, which you have never encountered before, but this may take more
time.
Whether the individual differences in the late part of the semantic violation detection
process are due to non-linguistic or linguistic factors or a combination cannot be
established on the basis of the experiment. In the future, one could think of a task to
control for this, in which participants have to reject categorical vs. graded categories
(e.g., shapes vs. colors) and use the time they take to reject these as a covariate in
the analysis.
In conclusion, there are several possible answers to the question why the two
experimental paradigms lead to different pictures. They are not conclusive, but some
may have confounded the setup of the experiments. Leaving the question of how the
differences between the results of the two experiments are best explained aside for a
moment, I have some speculative interpretation(s) for the absence of
interdependency of the stream strengths.
The group of participants who showed higher accuracy for syntactic violations than
for semantic violations in the 370 ms response lag (FS participants) appeared to
perform as well as the N-FS group for the semantic violations in the same response
lag, and the FS group showed faster response times and higher accuracy for both
syntactic and semantic violations in the violation detection experiment. Instead of
finding that a strong syntactic stream goes together with a weak semantic stream, a
strong syntactic stream seems to go together with a strong semantic stream. There
are two possible explanations: either these participants are simply equipped with two
strong processing streams, or their semantic stream benefits from the early
availability of a syntactic representation. Let me explain both: it is perfectly possible
that people have two strong, or two weak processing streams, if the strength of the
different processing streams is (co)determined by a shared underlying factor.
Likewise, if a person’s body has high oxygen intake capacity, they will be good at
different endurance sports, for example running and swimming and biking, even
though the muscles used for the different sports are not the same. In terms of signal-
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detection theory, perhaps some participants have lower noise rates in general, which
would be beneficial for the strength of all processing streams. But it is also possible
that a strong syntactic stream actually facilitates semantic processing: early
availability of a syntactic analysis may constrain the potential combinatorial
combinations, guiding the semantic stream so it does not have to compare all
potential combinations to find which one is most likely. If that is the case, the
implication is that sentence processing is more modular in some participants than in
others.
The observed relation between working memory capacity and syntactic processing
speed suggests that perhaps there is a causal relation between the two. If a higher
score on the reading span task reflects having more resources available, participants
may use these extra resources to ‘boost’ syntactic processing. This explains why
semantic processing does not deteriorate, because they use ‘extra’ resources for
early syntactic processing. But although the mean span score in the FS group is
higher than in the N-FS group, this does not necessarily reflect a causal relationship:
a high span score is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient condition, as the range of
span scores in the FS-group is 2-7 and in the N-FS group it is 2-5. Taking the
working memory test as an estimate of resources, this means that even if you have
extra resources at your disposal, you may or may not use them to boost syntactic
processing. This sounds reasonable, but it does not explain why there are also
participants with fast syntax but without extra resources to boost syntactic
processing. Perhaps the reading span is only a very noisy test of resources. The
relation between working memory and syntactic processing could be reversed:
having fast syntax makes participants score well on a reading span task: their
syntactic analysis takes less time or fewer resources which they can use for the
memory part of the reading span task. Those with fast syntax but poor memory will
not perform too well on the reading span task, which explains why a high score on
the reading span task is not a necessary condition to be in the FS-group.
The effect of frequency on response times in a violation detection paradigm showed
interesting results. Syntactic and semantic violations were affected differently:
where syntactic violations did not show any effect of frequency, semantic violations
were detected later when a word is more frequent, which is the opposite of the
frequency effect that is well known (that more frequent words show shorter response
times). I have some (tentative) ideas for why this is the case. First, we can assume
that a word with high frequency does not have many specific requirements, it can be
used in many contexts, while words with low frequency can apparently only be used
in (a small number of) specific situations. To evaluate whether a sentence is an
instance of this limited set of specific situations is faster than checking whether the
sentence presents a situation that is one of many possible correct circumstances. In
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other words, more frequent words are more likely to be associated with many
contexts, schemata and events. To identify something as a violation, it is necessary
to check all these possibly correct uses, which takes time.
Summarizing all of the above, the patterns predicted by the DSH have not been
convincingly shown in the data of the two experiments. I tried to avoid the pitfalls
that come with inter-experimental comparisons, but the lack of harmony between the
findings of the two experiments forced us to again compare across paradigms and
speculate about paradigm-specific strategies and how they interact with the
experimental conditions. There is evidence for participants being relatively faster or
slower in syntactic than semantic violation detection, but only (in a statistically
significant form) in 13 participants in the violation detection experiment, and it is
not possible to draw conclusions about the other participants. The SAT data
suggested a different relation between strength of the processing streams, namely
that having a strong syntactic stream can also go together with having a strong
semantic stream. In absence of a full understanding of these processing speed
differences between experiments, taking speed as the main indicators of stream
strength remains difficult.

Chapter 5
Differences across individuals in the linguistic
domain of processing streams

In Chapter 2 I laid out the idea that individual differences can be the result of a
multi-stream language processor in which the relative strength of the different
processing streams can differ across individuals, the DSH. In this chapter we explore
a different approach of how individual differences can result from a multi-stream
language processor, namely that the domains covered by the processing streams of
different individuals do not cover exactly the same linguistic features. I will
introduce the Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy - hypothesis, which
states that some, but not all, people process animacy information with both
processing streams, while others process animacy information with their semantic
stream exclusively. The experimental work presented in this chapter is partly the
same as in Chapter 4, but it concerns a different subset of the items and results. For
the purpose of readability, I present it here as if it were a separate experiment.

5.1 Animacy information in sentence processing
The concept of animacy – how alive or sentient the referent of a noun is – is an
important semantic feature that plays a role in human language in many different
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ways (see Yamamoto, 1999) 55. One is that it restricts which thematic roles nouns
can receive: Just like nouns, verbs have semantic features: events can be specified as
being telic, emotive, spatial, intentional, etcetera, and the semantic features of an
event encoded by a verb impose restrictions on the elements involved in it: verbs can
pose requirements on their arguments. In this chapter I focus on verbs that require
their subject to be animate, but similar restrictions can be found for other arguments
and with other restrictions. In Dutch and English, animacy information is merely
semantic (or conceptual) in nature (Lamers & De Hoop, 2005), it does not have any
morphosyntactic implications. If an animacy restriction is violated (see 5.2.2 for an
example) this does not lead to an ungrammatical structure, but to an anomalous
meaning56. The Dominant Stream Hypothesis assigns all aspects of meaning (and
world knowledge) to the semantic stream, so violation of an animacy restriction
should not concern the syntactic stream, it should only concern the semantic stream.
In the psycholinguistic literature, however, animacy has been recognized as
“a special semantic feature” (Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2011), and the possibility that
animacy information is an important factor in parsing, even in languages in which it
does not have any morphosyntactic implications, has been recognized for long (a.o.
Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986;
Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg,
1994; Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2002; Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002; for an
overview see Lamers & De Hoop, 2005). For example, Mak et al. (2002) showed
that there is an influence of animacy on structural parsing decisions in relative
clauses: processing delays for object-relative clauses (compared to subject-relative
clauses) disappeared when the object of the relative clause was inanimate and the
subject was animate. In a follow-up study (Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2006), they
again found no evidence for reanalysis, which was understood as evidence that
animacy information must have influenced initial parsing. The authors considered
this to constitute evidence against a syntax-first approach for sentence processing
(see also Section 1.2.3.1). If animacy were really merely a semantic feature, this
would indeed be an argument against a syntax-first approach. However, I will argue
below that animacy information shows symptoms of not only being a semantic
feature, but a syntactic feature as well.

55

In this chapter we follow the line of previous chapters regarding the definition of
“syntactic” and “semantic” (see 2.1.1).
56
In fact, the definition of what is ungrammatical follows from the rules of the
grammar, and which information is considered a rule of the grammar depends on the
theoretical framework. The general idea though, that violations in some aspect of the
form lead to a different ‘sensation of wrongness’ (ungrammaticality) than violations
in aspects of the content, is widely accepted.
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5.1.1 Animacy violations and semantic P600 effects
Before proceeding to the hypothesis that will be tested in this chapter, I will look
more closely at some studies that showed semantic P600 effects (see also Section
2.2.1) using sentences with animacy violations (among other semantic violations).
The classical interpretation of N400 and P600 effects would exclude that a violation
of semantic restrictions causes a P600 effect (instead of an N400 effect), so under
this view this may be interpreted as an indication that animacy is not merely
semantic in nature. Under the functional interpretation of N400 and P600 effects that
we adopted in Chapter 2, a P600 effect is an indication that the output of the
syntactic stream is weak or relatively weak, weaker than the output of the semantic
stream. If a P600 occurs in response to violation of animacy, this reflects either that
the animacy violation has weakened the output representation of the syntactic
stream, (in other words, violations of animacy are picked up by the syntactic
stream), or the output of the semantic stream is very strong, making the output of the
syntactic stream look relatively weak. The common interpretation of these semantic
P600 effects was that the classical interpretation of these ERP effects is incorrect,
and that implausibility can also induce P600 effects. Animacy violations form a
substantial subset of the materials used in these studies, and the question arose
whether these P600 effects are perhaps incorrectly ascribed to implausibility or
violation of semantic restrictions in general, while they are actually caused by
violations of animacy restrictions, that would be more syntactic than semantic in
nature. Kuperberg (ibid.) writes “From a theoretical perspective, animacy is closely
bound up with thematic-syntactic structure” and she speculates on why an animacy
violation should be recognized as a violation more similar to a violation of morphosyntax than to a violation of plausibility, suggesting that animacy violations are
unique and recognized by the same combinatorial stream that computes morphosyntax. In this view, animacy is grouped together with characteristics such as tense,
finiteness, voice, number, person, gender, and word category (part of speech). This
may not seem elegant, as violating one characteristic available to the morphosyntactic processor would result in a sentence with an unacceptable form, while
violating another would result in a sentence with an unacceptable meaning, but at
least this would group the ERP effects accordingly. Besides, animacy is a very
useful cue in building structural relationships, and a syntactic stream that takes it
into account will perform better than one that doesn’t, as illustrated for example by
the work of Mak, Vonk and Schriefers (2002) that was discussed in the previous
section. Kuperberg (ibid.) also writes that animacy is grammaticalized in some
languages, but does not explicitly state that other aspects of meaning are not or
could not be. Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky (2008) also separate
animacy (and definiteness) from plausibility information, suggesting – again - a
special status for animacy.
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It is difficult to isolate the contribution of animacy violations to the reported effects
in the studies regarding semantic P600 effects discussed in Section 2.2.1. Animacy
was not the manipulated factor in these studies; semantic attraction, or thematic
relations were. Results are very difficult to compare, as often a mix of sentences
with and without animacy violations was used within the same condition. For
example, a condition of thematic role reversals can include both items with an
animacy violation such as the eggs would eat, and items without animacy violations,
such as the babies would feed. If the results of these sentences are lumped together
in the analysis, it is impossible to disentangle the contribution of animacy violations
from the effect of role reversals. Another problem is that there are differences in
animacy in the baseline conditions. An ERP effect is typically calculated as the
difference between an experimental condition and a baseline condition. If the
baseline condition is not the same as the experimental condition in terms of
animacy, this can have an effect on the difference between the baseline and the
experimental condition, hence, on the effect that you can or cannot measure. For
example: the comparison of the kids would eat (baseline) with the eggs would eat
(experimental condition) involves a difference of animacy of the subject NP, while
the nouns do not differ in animacy in the hearty meal was devoured (baseline
condition) and the dusty table tops were devouring (experimental condition).
Encountering an inanimate noun may yield a parsing bias that is not found for
animate nouns, and this is confirmed by work of Nakano, Saron and Swaab (2010),
which I will discuss in detail below.
Fortunately, studies by Kuperberg and colleagues (Kuperberg, Kreher, Sitnikova,
Caplan, & Holcomb, 2007; Paczynski & Kuperberg, 2011, 2012) and by Chow and
Phillips (2013) were designed with the purpose to disentangle the contribution of
animacy from other factors, notably thematic reversal, availability of a plausible
interpretation, and semantic relatedness. In simple active declarative sentences (in
English), Paczynsky and Kuperberg (2011) looked at processing of direct object
arguments. Object arguments allow for violations of animacy in both directions, as
there are both verbs that require their objects to be animate and verbs that require
their objects to be inanimate: *At headquarters the manager interviewed the
application for thirty minutes vs. *At headquarters the manager perused the
applicant for thirty minutes. They found a P600 effect on the object noun for both
types, but an N400 effect only when an inanimate noun appeared where an animate
object was required. The N400 effect was absent when an animate noun appeared
where an inanimate object was required57, and the authors conclude that not just
57

This effect does not depend on the specific thematic role concerned, as was
showed by a comparison of violations of animacy constraints for patient roles (*At
headquarters the manager interviewed the application …) with animacy violations
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animacy congruity, but also animacy hierarchy (animate entities tend to be
positioned earlier in the sentence than inanimate entities) plays a role 58.
For passive sentences, Paczynsky and Kuperberg found that animacy violations on
the agent noun elicit both an N400 effect and a P600 effect. This effect did not
depend on whether the critical word was conceptually related to the rest of the
sentence: Both the N400 effect and the P600 effect were the same for the
semantically related The pianist played his music while the bass was strummed by
the drum during the song as for The pianist played his music while the bass was
strummed by the coffin during the song in which the word that is violating the
animacy restriction is semantically unrelated. This indicates that both an N400 effect
and a P600 effect can be elicited by an animacy violation alone; independent of the
plausibility of the critical word within the discourse context.
Chow and Phillips (2013) looked at animacy violations that are role-reversals such
as The student baffled the math problem versus animacy violations that yield a noncombinable result in which there is no potential combination of the verb and the NPs
that would yield a plausible scenario, such as The student restrained the math
problem. Both were compared with a control sentence The student solved the math
problem and a sentence that was non-combinable, but did not contain an animacy
violation The student hung the math problem. The sentences were in Mandarin, and
ERPs were measured on the verb, which comes after both the arguments in
Mandarin. They found that verbs in non-combinable sentences yielded more
negative N400 effects than verbs in combinable sentences, more so in the animacycongruous condition. The amplitude of the N400 did not differ between animacyviolated and animacy-congruent conditions, but animacy-violations lead to P600
effects that were indistinguishable for combinable and non-combinable verbs. The
for experiencer roles (*At headquarters the manager surprised the application after
thirty minutes). Patient roles (such as the object of 'interview') can be inanimate or
animate, depending on the specific verb, but experiencer roles (such as the internal
argument of 'surprise') can never be inanimate. They found (indistinguishable) P600
effects and N400 effects for both patient and experiencer arguments, which is
compatible with the idea that it is not the thematic role of an internal argument that
determines whether an inanimate noun is allowed (as this would have resulted in a
difference between patients and experiencers), but a restriction imposed directly by
the verb.
58
If the direct object is either congruent with the animacy-restrictions of the verb, or
it matches the expectation based on the syntactic position (for a direct object an
inanimate noun is expected), semantic processing proceeds and modulates the N400
effect. If neither of these conditions is met, semantic processing is ‘aborted’ or at
least too superficial in the time window of the N400 to modulate its amplitude
(which does not mean that it is not processed at all).
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effects for animacy-congruity and combinability seemed to be independent of one
another.
These results do not add up: on the basis of the results of Chow and Phillips, it
seems that animacy congruity makes no unique contribution to the N400, while
Paczynsky and Kuperberg found that animacy restriction violations can elicit an
N400 effect regardless of semantic relatedness. Both studies found P600 effects for
animacy violations. One explanation for the inconsistent results might be that more
variation exists than is taken into account: Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky
(2006) assert that the contribution of animacy depends on the language. Their model
differentiates several hierarchical stages of processing, such as Compute Prominence
which determines the ‘prominence’ of arguments, “an interpretive (actor-undergoer)
hierarchy” (p.790), and Compute Linking, which makes use of these prominence
relations but also of agreement and voice (passive or active) to bind together
argument properties and properties of the verb. In some languages (such as Fore),
animacy is involved in ‘Compute Linking’, while in other languages, such as
German, animacy is only involved in ‘Compute Prominence’, a stage that is less
determining for the eventual interpretation. The contribution of animacy – and the
reflection of animacy violations - can only be expected to be the same for languages
where animacy is placed in the same stage in the hierarchy. To this potential cross
linguistic variation, the Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy - hypothesis
adds variation of a different kind: individual variation within one language.
5.1.2 Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy – the hypothesis
Based on the above, animacy obviously plays a role in semantic processes, but
maybe not exclusively, and violations of animacy restrictions can evoke both N400
and P600 effects. Under my functional interpretation of the N400 and P600 effect
(cf. Section 2.2.1), this tells us that animacy restrictions can cause weak output of
the semantic stream and weak output of the syntactic stream, and I propose that
animacy is a feature that can be used by both the syntactic stream and the semantic
stream.
Animacy can be used by both processing streams, but I hypothesize that this is
optional and that individuals differ in this respect: some individuals’ syntactic
streams make use of animacy information, while those of others do not. As stated in
Chapter 2, treelets associated with lexical items specify the information that is
available to the syntactic stream, and the hypothesis therefore entails that a verb’s
treelet does not only stipulate number agreement relations, place, and thematic roles
of the arguments, but for some individuals also any animacy requirements on the
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arguments59. Crucially, animacy information is available to the semantic stream too,
as it forms part of the meaning of a word, the conceptual information and world
knowledge, which the semantic stream has access to. This dual ‘function’ is by no
means unique; it is, for example, similar to a number morpheme (see Booij, 2002).
Consider de jongen zingt vs de jongens zingen: adding the morpheme –s to jongen
has syntactic and semantic consequences: it makes the noun plural, consequently
demanding that the verb changes as well to fulfill the agreement requirement, but it
also changes the meaning from one boy to multiple boys.
The Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy (IVSA) – hypothesis
There are individuals who process animacy information with their
syntactic stream and with their semantic stream, and there are also
individuals who process animacy information with their semantic
stream only.
The IVSA hypothesis provides a plausible explanation for the instability of the
results both in the semantic P600 literature (see Section 2.2.1) and in the literature
that looks specifically at the contribution of animacy violations to ERP effects:
whether you find more semantic-like or more syntactic-like effects depends on the
sample of participants.
There is an essential difference with the DSH as it was set out in Chapter 2, where I
explicitly assumed that the domain of the streams is identical for each individual,
and only the strength of the streams can differ. This chapter explores the idea that
the domains of the separate processing streams are not the same for everybody. It is
possible that there is a relation with the relative strength of the processing streams
(cf. the DSH): whether a syntactic stream is likely to pick up on animacy cues could
depend on its strength. Processing animacy information provides a syntactic stream
with useful information, both for individuals with dominant and individuals with
subordinate syntactic streams, however, the benefit would be larger for individuals
with a dominant syntactic stream as this stream delivers the strongest
representations. It seems plausible that if there is a relation between relative strength
of processing streams and whether or not the syntactic stream processes animacy
information, relatively stronger syntactic streams are more likely to incorporate
animacy information than relatively weaker syntactic streams. But this is a question
that only applies if processing of animacy information is found to be different
among participants.

59

The same holds for adjectives; their treelets specify whether there are animacy
restrictions on the noun they qualify.
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If animacy can be taken into account by the syntactic stream, but for a subset of the
population only, this predicts that there is variability in how people respond to
animacy information and animacy violations, and any group effect will depend on
the composition of the sample of participants. The experiment described in sections
5.2 and 5.3 will test this prediction of variability, but literature already indicated that
participants respond differently to animacy information: Nakano et al. (2010)
demonstrated that there are differences in the way individuals respond when they
encounter a sentence (in English) that starts with an inanimate noun phrase, and that
this in turn influences their response to a subsequent verb of which animacy
restrictions are violated. Participants listened to sentences in three conditions,
differing in plausibility of the thematic relations. In the animacy condition,
sentences started with an inanimate noun phrase, followed by a verb which requires
an animate agent (The box is biting the mailman). In a second condition, “the world
knowledge violation condition”, sentences started with an animate noun, but one
that did not have an associative relationship with the following verb (The poet is
biting the mailman). These two conditions were compared with a control condition
in which an animate initial noun had a plausible thematic relation with the verb and
the object (The dog is biting the mailman). Nakano et al. found that participants with
high working memory capacity showed a LAN effect for sentence-initial inanimate
nouns compared to sentence-initial animate nouns, while the low working memory
capacity group did not show such an effect. On the verb following this inanimate
noun, low-span participants showed an N400 effect, while high-span participants
showed a P600 effect. Nakano et al. explain this within Kuperberg’s multi-stream
model: the N400 effect on the verb for the low-span participants is the result of
lexical-semantic integration difficulty in the semantic memory-based stream
(because box and biting are not semantically related). The P600 effect, which is
shown by the high-span participants (who also showed an effect of inanimacy of the
sentence-initial noun), reflects problematic processing in the combinatorial stream:
Upon encountering an inanimate noun, the parser suppressed the common SVO
(agent-verb-patient) expectation in favor of a non-canonical sentence structure with
a sentence-initial theme, and the P600 reflects problems when this prediction is not
borne out60. The researchers conclude that variability in working memory capacity
60

The results of Nakano et al generate some predictions: If high working memory
individuals predict syntactic structure on the basis of animacy of the first noun, they
should be ‘surprised’ (show a P600) when the sentence initial noun is animate (no
reason to expect a non-canonical structure) and they encounter a passive (the poet is
praised) and also in situations where they encounter an inanimate noun, predict a
non-canonical structure and then encounter a verb that the inanimate noun can
actually be the subject of (the box is blocking the way). In this last case, the lowspan individuals should not show anything, as they do not use animacy information
to predict upcoming syntactic structure, they can also not be misled by animacy
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influences the way listeners make use of animacy information, but not world
knowledge information, of the verb-preceding argument, as they had found no
difference between the high-span group and the low-span group with respect to the
animacy congruent but thematically unrelated argument-verb pairings.
The IVSA hypothesis does not claim anything about the role of working memory,
but the general pattern of the data of Nakano et al. are compatible with the
hypothesis: Some individuals process animacy information with their syntactic
stream and for this group, a violation of an animacy restriction weakens the output
of the syntactic stream, reflected in a P600 effect Other participants process animacy
information with their semantic stream only and in this group animacy violations
result in N400 effects.
5.1.3 The present study
In the present study participants were presented with sentences in which an
inanimate subject was combined with a verb that requires an animate subject to
carry the agent-role. Again, we looked at accuracy and violation detection response
times to see whether detection of animacy violations patterns with a participant’s
detection of semantic violations (other than animacy-restrictions61) or with a
participant’s detection of morphosyntactic violations. The IVSA hypothesis predicts
that both are found in the sample of participants. An opposing hypothesis is that
participants do not differ in whether their responses to the animacy violations
resemble their responses to syntactic violations or their responses to semantic
violations.
Clearly, the situation is not symmetrical: it is not either the syntactic, or the semantic
stream that detects an animacy violation. For all participants the semantic stream
should pick up on the violation, because a sentence with a violation of an animacy
constraint yields an interpretation that is impossible in the world that we live in. In
Chapter 4 the same paradigm was used and results for the violation detection
experiment showed that syntactic violations are reported faster than semantic
violations. This means that if an animacy violation is detected by both processing
streams, the syntactic stream can be expected to be faster and a response time can be
information. These conditions were not included in the study, but would provide
very valuable information. The work of Nakano et al. also predicts that only
individuals with high working memory capacity would benefit from the animacy
information in the relative clauses in the work of Mak et al. (2002), but as this study
does not report on working memory capacity of the participants, it is not possible to
evaluate whether the group effect was carried by the high-span individuals.
61
In the remainder of this chapter, when I refer to ‘semantic violations’ I mean all
semantic violations except animacy violations.
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ascribed to the syntactic stream. That the violation is also detected by the semantic
stream at a later moment does therefore not interfere with the possibility to measure
a syntactic-like response62.
Predictions:
The IVSA hypothesis claims that some participants use animacy information in the
syntactic stream and other participants do not. In combination with the results of the
violation detection experiment of Chapter 4, this leads to the concrete predictions
that there will be participants whose animacy violation response times pattern with
syntactic violation response times ( i.e. they are both faster than semantic violation
response times), and participants whose animacy violation response times pattern
with semantic violation response times (i.e. they are both slower than syntactic
violation response times).
If both predicted patterns are found, two questions become relevant: Are participants
with relatively strong syntactic streams (cf. Chapter 4) more likely to respond to
animacy cues with their syntactic streams than participants with relatively weak
syntactic streams? And is there a direct or indirect relationship between working
memory capacity and how animacy information is processed?

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Participants
In Section 4.2.1 a description can be found of the participants who took part in this
experiment. A total number of 67 participants participated, the data of 64 were
included for analysis (for reasons of exclusion, see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.3).
5.2.2 Materials
The experimental materials consisted of sentences with syntactic, semantic and
animacy violations63. All sentences started with the following template:

62

The hypothesis and present study are not an attempt to sort out the conflicting
results obtained by studies looking at the ERP correlates of animacy violations: a
violation detection task does not allow for finding a ‘double’ effect in the way that
ERP allows for finding both an N400 and a P600 effect. In a more broad sense, it is
of relevance to the inconsistencies in the literature, because the results will provide
an indication as to what extent individual differences play a role.
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determiner-adjective-inanimate noun-verb. After the verb, the remainder of the
sentence consisted of at least seven words. The critical word was always the verb,
and except for this critical verb, sentences were identical in all conditions. In the
animacy violation condition, an inanimate noun phrase conflicted with a verb that
requires an animate subject. In the syntactic violation condition, the number
agreement requirement between subject and verb was violated and in the semantic
violation condition, the noun in subject position was not fit (conceptually) to be the
subject of this particular verb; for example it violated a restriction of material (in the
example in Table 5.1 it is a restriction of being fluid), or abstractness, but never an
animacy restriction. All verbs in the syntactic violation condition and the semantic
violation condition allowed for inanimate subjects. The semantic violation condition
and the syntactic violation condition were also included in the work described in
Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.
Animacy violation
De antieke bureaulamp juicht in de winteravonden wanneer het vroeg donker wordt.
‘The antique desk lamp cheers in the winter evenings when it gets dark early’
Syntactic violation
De antieke bureaulamp branden in de winteravonden wanneer het vroeg donker wordt.
‘The antique desk lamp burn in the winter evenings when it gets dark early’
Semantic violation
De antieke bureaulamp verdampt in de winteravonden wanneer het vroeg donker wordt.
‘The antique desk lamp evaporates in the winter evenings when it gets dark early’

Table 5.1 Example of experimental materials.
All sentences were in present tense and half of the experimental items had a plural
subject and half a singular subject. It was impossible to balance the animacy
violation by pairing animate subjects with verbs that do not allow for an animate
subject, because verbs that require an inanimate subject are sparse, and as a result
subjects in all conditions were always inanimate. The manipulation of the first noun
and the verb was meant to be a manipulation of the subject-verb relation, and to
prevent the first noun from being interpreted as an object in an object-first
construction, we only used intransitive propositions with intransitive verbs or in a
63

Hagoort and Nakano gave me permission to look at and use the materials they had
used (in Hagoort 2003 and Nakano et al., 2010). Because of my strict requirements
regarding animacy, and because of differences between English and Dutch, in the
end I used their materials as a basis and inspiration, but too much has been changed
to allow for direct comparison of the results.
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few instances verbs that can be used transitively and intransitively, but the
intransitive use is predominant.
The animacy violation condition differed from the two other conditions in one more
aspect: verbs that require an animate subject assign the thematic role of agent or
experiencer to their subject, but verbs that allow for inanimate subjects by definition
cannot assign an agent role. Instead, these verbs (unaccusative verbs and mixed
verbs; I will come back to these terms in the next paragraph) assign the theme role to
their subject. If violation detection times depend on the thematic role that is at stake,
this may constitute a confounding factor. I checked for this, by comparing response
times in the syntactic and semantic violation conditions with patient or theme roles
to response times reported in Chapter 4 for syntactic and semantic violations with
animate subjects with agent roles. There were no significant differences between the
syntactic violations with theme or patient roles and the syntactic violations with
agent roles (t(64) = -0.439, p = .661), nor between the semantic violations with
theme or patient roles and the semantic violations with agent roles (t(64) = 0.571,
p = .569). And so we can conclude that it is legitimate to compare response times
across conditions with different thematic roles.
Additionally, comparing agentive verbs with unaccusative and mixed verbs calls for
a consideration of the following: Differences have been found between processing
sentences with agentive verbs (for example to jump) and unaccusative verbs (for
example to fall). Bever and Sanz (1997) found that when participants were asked
after a sentence whether a specific probe word, which was related to the subject of
the sentence, had appeared in a sentence or not, people were faster in recognizing
the probe when the verb was unaccusative than when the verb was agentive. They
attributed this difference to a difference in the underlying syntactic structure:
subjects of unaccusative verbs are considered to be internal arguments, moved to the
external subject position, while subjects of agentive verbs are external arguments.
When processing a sentence with an unaccusative verb, the argument is reactivated
in its original object position. Koring, Mak, and Reuland (2012) found that actually,
the argument is also reactivated for the agentive verbs, but at a different time point
(earlier), and, importantly, they found that mixed verbs pattern with agentive verbs
in this respect.
Mixed verbs (e.g., liggen ‘to lie (down)’) are thematically similar to unaccusative
verbs: their single argument carries the role of theme. Some other characteristics are
also like those of unaccusatives (for example, they do not allow for impersonal
passives), but in other respects they resemble agentive verbs (they select the
auxiliary ‘to have’ instead of ‘to be’ (in Dutch)). And with respect to argument
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reactivation, mixed verbs pattern with agentive verbs: their subject arguments are
reactivated earlier than the arguments of unaccusative verbs.
This difference in the time course of argument reactivation upon encountering a verb
may influence how fast one can notice that one of the verb’s restrictions on its
arguments is violated. Using only mixed verbs in the syntactic and semantic
violation conditions would create identical circumstances with respect to the timing
of argument reactivation in all conditions, but there are too few of them to allow
creation of a sufficiently large set of materials. Therefore a mix of unaccusative
verbs and mixed verbs were used for the syntactic violation condition and the
semantic violation condition; their proportion was carefully balanced over
conditions and lists.
5.2.3 Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer in a sound attenuated cabin. They
were instructed to read sentences that were presented word by word on the screen,
and to press the button in front of them as soon as they noticed a mistake. They were
informed that mistakes could occur in the form or in the meaning of the words, and
that they should regard descriptions of events that were impossible in the world we
live in as a mistake. After a short training phase of 7 sentences, the test phase
commenced.
Thirty experimental items were divided over three experimental lists and mixed with
the other experimental materials from Chapter 4 containing semantic and syntactic
violations in verb and noun phrases, and an additional 197 fillers: 165 sentences
without a violation and 32 sentences with a violation in the second half of the
sentence (see Section 4.3.1). Verb types (agentive, mixed or unaccusative), word
length and word form frequency (based on the subtlex database (Keuleers,
Brysbaert, & New, 2010)) of the critical verb were balanced over lists.
Each word was presented for 300 ms and there was a 300 ms blank screen in
between the words64. The final word of the sentence was presented with a period.
After each sentence, participants had to answer the question “Was this a good
sentence?” by pressing one of the two buttons on the button box. The materials were
presented in a pseudorandom order, which was generated for each participant, with
no more than three sentences of the same type in a row. The materials were divided
into blocks of 50 sentences each. Participants were allowed to take a break after each
block, and they could resume the experiment by pressing a button whenever they
were ready.
64

The experiment was modelled after an ERP experiment (Hagoort, 2003), for
which this is a common presentation rate.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Response times and accuracy for animacy violations
As described in Section 4.3.3, response times were measured from word onset. They
were only included for analysis in trials with exactly one button press, and response
times that were outside the range of +/-3SD of a participant’s condition mean were
replaced with his/her condition mean +/-3SD value, to prevent a large effect of
outliers on the analysis.
Accuracy of violation detection was at ceiling for animacy violations and syntactic
violations, but not for semantic violations, that also show a larger standard
deviation.
Accuracy

SD

Animacy violations

0.96

0.077

Syntactic violations

0.97

0.060

Semantic violations

0.86

0.180

Table 5.2 Accuracy and standard deviations (SD) in proportion of violations that
were successfully detected.

Figure 5.1 Boxplot of participant’s mean response times in each condition. The
horizontal line in the box indicates the median, the box indicates values between the
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25-75th percentile, and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Circles
represent outliers (outside the confidence interval).
At the group level, response times for syntactic violations were fastest (mean
response time is 982 ms), response times for semantic violations were slowest (mean
1789 ms), and the response times for the animacy violation condition were
intermediate between the response times for the syntactic and semantic condition
(mean 1339 ms), as can be seen in Figure 5.1. This pattern of response times was
found in 44 out of 64 participants.
To put these differences to a statistical test, I created a linear mixed model with
SPSS (version 22); see Table 5.3. First I investigated the random structure of the
response time data: In M1 a random intercept for item and participant was included,
and the model was compared to the empty model (M0). The model with random
intercepts was significantly better, as indicated by the results of the χ2-test (see Table
5.3). Then (M2) I added word length and trial number as covariates, and the factor
of interest – violation type - as fixed factor with a random slope for participant and
item. In this model, the differences between all three conditions were significant.
This model was significantly better than the same model without the random slopes
(model not reported; χ2 = 61.497, df = 2, p < .05).
The random effect of violation type indicates that the difference between the
conditions is not the same for all participants, but since there were three conditions,
it cannot directly be interpreted in relation to the effect of animacy violations. A
clearer picture on how animacy violation response times compare to syntactic and
semantic violation response times within each participant was obtained in a two-step
approach: first I corrected for the influence of length and trial number by linear
regression on the trimmed response times of all participants. On the remaining
residuals, I conducted separate one-way ANOVAs for each participant with
condition as the only factor.
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M0

M1
estimate

M2
SE

t

p

Fixed factors
Trial number

-0.94

0.26

-3.60

<.01

Word length

2.26

23.38

0.10

.92

375.44

98.26

3.82

<.01

876.72

99.80

8.78

<.01

Animacy
violations
Semantic
violations
Syntactic
violations
Random factors
participant
intercept

115340.1

condition

6866.4

Item
intercept

17134.8

condition
Model Fit
Deviance
(-2 Log
Likelihood)

126709.1

3529.0
78781.1

28402.9

28298.7

28002.3

χ2 = 104.2
χ2 = 296.4
χ -test
df = 2
df = 11
p < .01
p < .01
Table 5.3 Estimated parameters of mixed-effects modelling on violation detection
times.
2

In cases where the assumption of homogeneity of variance was violated (as shown
by a significant result of Levene’s test), I used Welch’s test, which does not require
equal variances. This was the case in 37 of the 64 participants: 27 showed a
‘significant’65 effect of condition (21 with p < .05 and an additional 6 for p < .09). In
this subgroup of participants, I looked for a significant difference between the
animacy condition and the syntactic condition and/or semantic condition in the post

65

I acknowledge that due to a rather small sample of items (a maximum of 10 data
points in each condition), there is low power to detect a real difference (so a large
chance of false negatives). This is ‘counteracted’ by loosening the criterion of α
from .05 to .09 (which is again an arbitrary cut-off point).
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hoc test, using Tukey’s post hoc tests for regular ANOVAs, and Games Howell post
hoc test for the Welch’s test. The results can be found in Table 5.4.
Number of participants

α ≤ .05

α ≤ .09

Animacy violations different
from syntactic violations

2

6

Animacy violations different
from semantic violations

5

10

Syntactic violations different
from semantic violations (only)

10

8

No significant difference
between any conditions

10

3

Total
27
27
Table 5.4 Results of within-subject one-way ANOVAs on the residuals of the
response times with condition as fixed factor, for those participants who showed an
effect of condition (n = 27).

The IVSA hypothesis predicted that for some participants response times for
animacy violations would not show a difference with response times for syntactic
violations, while for others response times for animacy violations would not show a
difference with response times for semantic violations. Both patterns were found in
the sample of participants (and there were no participants that showed reliable
differences between the animacy condition and the syntactic condition as well as
between the animacy condition and the semantic condition).
It also follows from the hypothesis that when response times suggest that animacy
violations are processed by the syntactic stream, accuracy of detection will be
accordingly (at ceiling) and when response times suggest that animacy violations are
processed by the semantic streams, accuracy of detection should be lower (as for
semantic violations). We see in Table 5.5 that indeed, for participants whose
response times for animacy patterned with response times for semantic violations,
hit rates were considerably lower (as for semantic violations), but if response times
for animacy violations patterned with syntactic violations, accuracy was much
higher, almost reaching the level of syntactic violations.
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Hit rate for
animacy
violations

Hit rate for
semantic
violations

Hit rate for
syntactic
violations

RTs for animacy violations
differ from RTs for syntactic
.86
.78
.98
violations
RTs for animacy violations
differ from RTs for semantic
.94
.93
.99
violations
Table 5.5 Accuracy in violation detection for the three different condition, for the
groups for whom animacy violations do not show a difference with syntactic
violations (n = 6), and for the group for whom animacy violations do not show a
difference with semantic violations (n = 10).
This is in line with the hypothesis, but it cannot be straightforwardly interpreted. Not
only were the samples very small, the table also shows another difference between
the groups: accuracy of detection of semantic violations. For the group with the
response times that suggest that animacy violations were processed by the syntactic
stream, accuracy of detection was high in all conditions, so the conclusion that
accuracy of detection of animacy violations was high because they were detected by
the syntactic stream is not justified.
Notably, the number of participants that (statistically significantly) showed one of
the predicted patterns is low, and there are many participants who did not show a
reliable pattern in response times: more than half of the participant sample did not
even show a significant difference between the syntactic and the semantic violations.
Since both the literature and the results of Chapter 4 showed that syntactic violations
lead to faster response times than semantic violations, it is very likely that the reason
for not finding this is (at least partly) due to a power issue due to a limited number
of observations (a maximum of 10 observations in each condition).
In addition to the limited number of observations within each participant, the
analysis suffered from yet another problem: homogeneity of variance was violated
in many participants. This indicates that for many participants, the distribution of the
response times (i.e., spread around the mean) was not the same in the different
conditions. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, variation was much smaller for response
times for syntactic violations than for semantic violations.
This difference in standard deviations can be considered characteristic of the
underlying process: apparently the syntactic process that underlies the detection of
syntactic violations takes roughly the same time in each instance, but this cannot be
said of the semantic process that underlies the detection of semantic violations: this
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process takes a variable amount of time. Comparing standard deviations of response
times for animacy violations to standard deviations for response times for syntactic
and semantic violations can give us an idea of whether the underlying process of
detecting animacy violations takes a constant amount of time – like syntactic
violations - or a variable amount of time – like semantic violations.
Figure 5.2 shows the standard deviations in all three conditions for each participant:
there were participants for whom the standard deviation for animacy violations was
close to the standard deviation for the syntactic or semantic violation condition, but
clearly there were also participants for whom this was not the case. Figure 5.2 also
shows that there were large differences in the sizes of standard deviations across
participants, regardless of condition.

Figure 5.2 Absolute standard deviations for each participant in the animacy violation
condition, the syntactic violation condition and the semantic violation condition.
Figure 5.3 shows the same data as Figure 5.2, but presented differently. The lefthand side of the graph shows the data of participants for whom the standard
deviation for animacy violations resembled the standard deviation for syntactic
violations more than the standard deviation for semantic violations (the star is close
to the horizontal line and the square is not); The right-hand side of the graph shows
the data of participants for whom the standard deviation for animacy violations
resembled the standard deviation for semantic violations more than the standard
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deviation for syntactic violations (the square is close to the horizontal line and the
star is not).

Figure 5.3 Standard deviations (SD) for syntactic and semantic violations, relative
to the standard deviation for animacy violations. All standard deviations for animacy
violations are on the horizontal line, the stars and squares indicate the difference
with the standard deviation for syntactic violations (stars) or semantic violations
(squares).
So there were participants for whom the standard deviation for animacy patterns
with the standard deviation for syntactic violations or for semantic violations. But
Figure 5.3 also shows a considerable ‘middle area’, where the difference of the
standard deviation for animacy violations with the standard deviation for syntactic
violations is almost identical to the difference with the standard deviation for
semantic violations, suggesting at the least that the standard deviations for the
violation detection times of these participants do not fit well with the idea that
animacy violations pattern either with syntactic violations (because they are
processed by the same syntactic stream) or with semantic violations (because they
are both processed by the semantic stream).
5.3.2 Background measures
From the work of Nakano et al. (2010), predictions can be generated concerning the
relation between working memory capacity and performance on animacy violations.
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They found that only individuals with high working memory capacity showed a
P600 effect on the verb in sentences where the verbs’ animacy restrictions were
violated. Low-capacity individuals showed an N400 effect for these sentences. We
can combine this with our interpretation that a P600 effect is a sign of weak or
relatively weak output of the syntactic stream, and an N400 effect is a sign of weak
or relatively weak output of the semantic stream. Weak or relatively weak output of
the syntactic stream for sentences with animacy violations can be expected for
participants with a syntactic stream that processes animacy information. Hence,
participants for whom response times for animacy violations pattern with response
times for syntactic violations (with a liberal alpha of .09) should have higher
working memory capacity than participants whose response times for animacy
violations pattern with response times for semantic violations (n = 6 and n = 10,
respectively). A comparison of the reading span scores of these groups showed a
difference in the opposite direction from this prediction, but it is not significant:
participants with response times for animacy violations that pattern with response
times for syntactic violations had a mean score on the reading span test of 3.50, the
participants for whom response times for animacy violations pattern with response
times for semantic violations had a mean score of 4.17 (t(14) = 1.784, p = .096).
A comparison of the other background measures showed that there are no
statistically significant differences between these two (small) groups on any of these
measures.
I also checked whether speed and accuracy of violation detection are correlated with
working memory score in the whole sample of participants, and as can be seen in
Table 5.6, working memory only related to performance in the syntactic violation
condition (something that we also found in Chapter 4 66): higher working memory
capacity related to faster response times and higher accuracy for syntactic violations.

Working
Memory
(highest
level)

Response
time
animacy
violations

Hit rate
animacy
violations

Response
times
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

Response
times
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

-.045
p = .722

-.001
p = .997

-.309
p = .013

.301
p = .016

-.175
p = .166

.139
p = .273

Table 5.6 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between working memory score (highest
level) and response times and hit rates in the animacy violation condition, the
syntactic violation condition and the semantic violation condition (N = 64).

66

In Chapter 4 the data set was larger but as the syntactic and semantic condition
discussed here are part of that set, this should not be considered a replication.
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Contrary to what was expected on the basis of the findings of Nakano et al. (2010),
there was no relation between working memory capacity and how fast or how
accurately animacy violations were processed.
There were no significant correlations between handedness or familial sinistrality
and speed or accuracy of violation detection in any of the conditions, see Table 5.7.
Response
time
animacy
violations

Hit rate
animacy
violations

Response
times
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

Response
times
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

FS

.026
p = .839

.112
p = .378

-.148
p = .244

.047
p = .710

.013
p = .921

-.048
p = .708

Hand.

-.091
p = .472

.002
p = .991

-.102
p = .421

-.037
p = .772

.183
p = .147

.156
p = .219

Table 5.7 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between familial sinistrality (FS) and
handedness (Hand.)and response times and hit rates in the animacy violation
condition, the syntactic violation condition and the semantic violation condition (N =
64).
Finally, the correlation between inhibition performance as measured by the Flanker
and the Stroop task, and performance on syntactic, semantic and animacy violations
is presented in Table 5.8.
Response
time
animacy
violations

Hit rate
animacy
violations

Response
times
syntactic
violations

Hit rate
syntactic
violations

Response
times
semantic
violations

Hit rate
semantic
violations

Flanker
interf.

-.188
p = .144

.068
p = .599

-.266
p = .037

-.009
p = .947

-.063
p = .629

.170
p = .187

Stroop
Interf.

.021
p = .873

-.132
p = .308

-.200
p = .120

-.014
p = .914

.240
p = .060

-.215
p = .093

Flanker
neutral

-.063
p = .624

-.010
p = .939

-.067
p = .603

-.055
p = .671

.161
p = .210

.007
p = .957

Stroop
neutral

.200
p = .119

-.012
p = .927

.198
p = .123

-.107
p = .410

.317
p = .012

-.172
p = .182

Table 5.8 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between Flanker and Stroop
interference, and the neutral Flanker and Stroop conditions with response times and
hit rates in the animacy violation condition, the syntactic violation condition and the
semantic violation condition (N = 62).
Focusing on possible relations between inhibition and detection of animacy
violations (as the data for syntactic violations and semantic violations are a subset of
the data discussed in Chapter 4, and this specific subset does not show a different
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picture), performance on the animacy violations did not show a relation with
inhibition skills.
In conclusion, speed and accuracy of animacy violation detection are not related to
working memory, inhibition, handedness or familial sinistrality.
5.3.3 Dominance of processing streams and animacy
In 5.1.3 I argued that if animacy violations are processed by the syntactic stream in
some participants, it is likely that these are participants with a relatively strong
syntactic stream (compared to their semantic stream) and not participants with a
relatively weak syntactic stream. The results from Chapter 4 provide an opportunity
to explore this prediction, although I consider the sample of participants too small to
draw firm conclusions.
There are 10 participants whose results did not show a difference between syntactic
violations and animacy violations. In Chapter 4, two data patterns were considered
to be indications that the syntactic stream is relatively stronger than the semantic
stream: 1. Faster relative response times for syntactic violations compared to
semantic violations in the violation detection experiment, and 2. higher accuracy for
syntactic violations compared to semantic violations at the 370 ms time window in
the SAT (which I termed ‘Fast syntax’). Table 5.9 shows the relevant results.

Violation
detection
experiment

SAT

RTs for animacy
violations differ
from RTs for
syntactic
violations (n = 6)

RTs for animacy
violations differ
from RTs for
semantic
violations
(n = 10)

Faster relative RTs for
syntactic than for
semantic violations

1

3

Slower relative RTs for
syntactic than for
semantic violations

0

0

Fast syntax

4

6

No fast syntax

2

4

Table 5.9 Performance on SAT and violation detection experiment of Chapter 4 of
the participants with response times for animacy violation that pattern with syntactic
violations (n = 10) and semantic violations (n = 6).
It is not possible to say much on the basis of such small samples. The results do not
clearly suggest that if animacy violations pattern with syntactic violations, the
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syntactic stream is dominant, or that if animacy violations pattern with semantic
violations, the syntactic stream is subordinate.
5.3.4 Frequency
In Chapter 4 we have seen that the influence of word frequency on response times
depended on the nature of the violation. Instead of the commonly known advantage
(smaller response times) for more frequent words (faster response times), reporting
violations turned out to take more time for more frequent words, but only for
semantic violations and not for syntactic violations. Figure 5.4 shows response times
for animacy violations, syntactic violations and semantic violations related to
frequency of the critical word.

Figure 5.4A Mean response times (in ms) for each item according to logtransformed word form frequency of the critical word for animacy violations,
syntactic violations and semantic violations for all participants together (N = 64).
Animacy violations showed an effect of frequency in the same direction as the
semantic violations (the higher a word’s frequency, the slower the response time),
but the effect was less strong. For this set of materials, it is not possible to compare,
or control for, the contribution of frequency, because the critical words differ in
frequency across conditions: the average log-transformed frequencies of critical
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words in the animacy violation condition and the semantic violation condition were
lower (means: 2.1; 2.1) than in the syntactic violation condition (mean: 2.7). If the
frequency of the critical words in the semantic and animacy violation condition
would have been the same as in the syntactic condition, response times for these
conditions would have been (even) longer. In other words – the gaps between
response times for syntactic violations and response times for semantic violations
and, albeit to a smaller extent, between syntactic and animacy violation conditions
would have been larger. In turn, larger gaps would have increased power to detect
difference between conditions within individuals.
Strikingly, splitting up the contribution of frequency to response times for animacy
violations according to response time patterns (cf. Section 5.3.1) showed that the
group for whom animacy violations patterned with semantic violations (Figure
5.4B) showed a similar frequency effect (longer response times for higher frequent
words) for both animacy violations and semantic violations. The group for whom
the animacy violations patterned with the syntactic violations (Figure 5.4C) showed
no effect of frequency on response times for animacy violations or syntactic
violations, only for semantic violations.

Figure 5.4B: Mean response times for each item according to log-transformed word
form frequency of the critical word for animacy violations, syntactic violations and
semantic violations for participants with a significant difference between response
times for animacy violations and response times for syntactic violations (n = 6).
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Figure 5.4C Mean response times for each item according to log-transformed word
form frequency of the critical word for animacy violations, syntactic violations and
semantic violations for participants with a significant difference between response
times for animacy violations and response times for semantic violations (n = 10).
Although the relevant samples were very small, it is striking that the contribution of
frequency to animacy violation response times is exactly as one would expect on the
basis of the hypothesis: if animacy violations are processed by the syntactic stream
by some participants, both animacy violations and syntactic violations should show
the same effect of frequency (none). Participants who process animacy with their
semantic stream only, should show the same effect of frequency on response times
for semantic violations and animacy violations, and they did: both show that the
higher a word's frequency, the longer it takes to reject a violation.

5.4 Conclusion
The IVSA hypothesis states that animacy information is processed with the syntactic
(and semantic) processing stream in some participants, and with the semantic stream
only in other participants. This predicts that there are participants for whom
response times for detecting an animacy violation pattern with response times for
syntactic violations: response times for animacy violations are faster than response
times for semantic violations, and they do not show a difference with response times
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for syntactic violations. Other participants should show the opposite pattern:
response times for animacy violations pattern with semantic violations: they are
slower than for syntactic violations and they do not show a difference with semantic
violations. Examples of both predicted patterns were found in the data of this sample
of participants. This fits the hypothesis, and it is in conflict with the idea that
animacy violations are processed in the same way by all individuals.
From the above, the conclusions that animacy violations are syntactic violations for
some participants, and animacy violations are semantic violations for other
participants cannot be drawn: a non-significant difference cannot be interpreted as
the absence of a difference. However, the different contributions of word frequency
to animacy violation detection times for the two groups, does add another piece of
evidence in support of the hypothesis.
At group level, response times for animacy violations differed from syntactic
violations and semantic violations: they were faster than response times for semantic
violations and slower than response times for syntactic violations. This pattern was
present in the data of two thirds of the participants. This suggests the possibility that
response times for animacy violations differ from response times for both syntactic
violations and semantic violations, but the experiment did not have enough power to
show this on the individual level, a plausible possibility given the large number of
participants that showed no statistically significant differences between any
conditions at all. I will come back to this in the discussion.
In conclusion, the data showed indications that processing of animacy violations
differs between individuals: For some participants, detecting animacy violations
resembles the detection of syntactic violations more than the detection of semantic
violations (at least with respect to response times), while for other participants it is
the other way around. This should be a motive to critically look at studies where
animacy violations are taken as indicative for semantic processes: the results of the
experiments reported in this chapter suggest that results for studies with animacy
violations will be sample-dependent.
There were no indications in the data that animacy violations are processed
differently by participants with high working memory capacity than by participants
with low working memory capacity, nor was there a relation of any of the other
background measures with the violation detection response times for animacy
violations.
The number of participants with a clear pattern in their response times was too small
to allow for any conclusions about how the patterns relate to stream strength (cf.
Chapter 4).
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5.5 Discussion
First, an explanation is needed for the large number of participants without a
statistically significant difference between response times in the different conditions.
One, obvious, explanation, is insufficient power: the sample of observations within
each participant should have been larger to be able to detect differences between the
conditions on the level of the individual. But there is more to be said: variance was
not only large, but it also differed across conditions, and this “variation in variance”
again varied across participants. A crucial assumption when participants are to be
divided in “shows a difference” or “shows no difference” (between conditions), is
that the power of detecting a difference is the same for all participants. Assuming
that the effect to-be-detected is of equal size for each participant, and knowing that
the sample size for each condition was identical for all participants, this means that
the within-condition variability should be the same to have equal power for
detecting a difference in all participants. The results did not show this: for some
participants, the spread around the mean was much wider, sometimes in all
conditions, sometimes only in one. This means that the sample size for one
participant should have been larger than for another (and even per condition), in
order to have an equal likelihood of detecting a difference of the same effect size.
This difference between individuals is frustrating the planned approach of the data,
but it is interesting in itself as it is yet another sign of individual differences:
apparently people also differ in how constant the components of the language
interpretation system are (at least in the test setting).
Although this experiment is, obviously, not able to add directly to the body of ERPresearch, the conclusion that any results will depend on the composition of the
sample of participants when animacy violations are taken as indicative for semantic
processes, is relevant with respect to some of the inconsistent findings and lack of
replication in the field of semantic P600 effects.
The IVSA hypothesis predicted that animacy violations pattern with semantic
violations or with syntactic violations, but for many participants it seems more
accurate to describe them as ‘in-between’: this position of response times for
animacy violation is not merely the result of averaging over fast and slow response
times. Rather, many participants showed response times for animacy violations that
were in between response times for syntactic violations and response times for
semantic violations. The effect of frequency seems to fall apart in two ‘categories’
(an effect or no effect) but sample sizes are small and it cannot be ruled out that this
effect is actually ‘in-between’ as well. In other words, an effect of word frequency
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on response times for animacy violations may be present but smaller than for
semantic violations in many participants. The standard deviations for response
times, interpreted as a measure for how ‘constant’ the process underlying the
violation detection time is, showed a full range from patterning with syntactic
violations to patterning with semantic violations.
Putting animacy violations aside for the moment, the difference in standard
deviations for syntactic violation detection and for semantic violation detection also
needs to be understood. Small standard deviations resulting from the syntactic
operation of number feature checking are understandable: it does not matter which
words are combined, the operation can be performed ‘blindly’, regardless of other
factors, so it will take more or less the same time for every combination of words. I
also have a (tentative) explanation for the large standard deviations for semantic
violation detection: the time needed to decide that a particular combination of words
forms a semantic violation possibly depends on how much information is stored in
semantic memory on particular events associated to and activated by this specific
word. For example: the NP ‘boiled egg’ will activate a breakfast scenario, but ‘tea’
activates the breakfast scenario as well as many other events, which all need to be
‘checked’ before one can conclude that a particular event involving tea is not one of
them. There is a role for frequency here as well: the more frequent a word, the larger
the likelihood that it has many contexts and scenarios attached to it. This means that
the time it takes to notice a violation is probably more determined by the specific
word, and the experience with this concept by a specific person, hence a greater
variability.
It is difficult to interpret a difference in response times between two conditions: the
difference can reflect that the underlying process is in a different processing stream
or that there is a difference in the timing of different processes within the same
processing stream. Response times do not come with a label that tells us by which
stream or process they were produced. Implicitly, I assumed that detecting a
violation leads to a sort of error-signal (“something is wrong”), but I did not specify
the processes within the processing streams well enough to predict at which moment
in processing such an error signal would be generated exactly. Checking agreement
between a determiner and a noun for example, consists of several elements, or subprocesses, such as checking number features, checking gender features, possibly
checking case features if relevant in the language concerned. These distinguishable,
but related sub-processes can be separate or ‘clustered’, performed together. This
determines the possible points in processing where an error signal can be sent out. If
processes are chunked together, an error signal is only sent out when all clustered
processes are completed. If all sub-processes are separate, detecting an error in one
of them can immediately lead to an error signal, as soon as it is encountered.
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Depending on the extent to which these sub-processes differ in terms of timing, this
can lead to differences in possible detection times. In absence of answers to these
questions, in-between response times can be interpreted as the result of a late
syntactic process or as the result of an early semantic process, or it could even be the
result of a process that is not within one of the two processing streams stipulated by
the hypothesis, but rather in yet another, third processing stream.
A third processing stream is reminiscent of the continued combinatory processing
account proposed by Kuperberg et al. (2007) in which the combinatory stream (the
‘syntactic stream’) is divided into two sub-streams, one that deals with (morpho)syntactic rules and constraints, and one that deals with “certain types of semanticthematic constraints (such as those determined by animacy) that describe those
aspects of meaning of a verb and its arguments that have a direct bearing on the
combination of words to build up sentence structure, and that have morpho-syntactic
implications.” (p. 37). This idea of a third processing stream that processes animacy
information seems to fit well with the data of the violation detection experiment.
The question that – again – appears to be relevant is to what extent the results of the
experiment depend on the decision to make use of a violation paradigm. The
violation detection paradigm comes with uncertainties: there is the well-known
question of how much processing in a violation detection task resembles ‘normal’
processing of well-formed sentences. But in addition to this, I repeat here from
Chapter 4 that it looks like the task is interacting with the conditions. The
observation of large differences in standard deviations between conditions indicates
that the task of detecting violations relies on very different underlying processes for
the different conditions: A response time in the syntactic violation condition could
be the end result of a completely different trajectory than a response time in the
semantic violation condition. This does not facilitate the interpretation of
‘intermediate’ response times, which were found for animacy violations. These can
result from a faster (or incomplete?) or slower version of process that is responsible
for the detection of syntactic or semantic violations, or the result of a different
process that results in response times that happen to be in between the response
times that result from other processes.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Discussion

With regard to sentence processing, differences across individuals have been
reported in speed, in interpretation and in processing strategies. Instead of
considering this variation to be random noise, I hypothesized that this variation is
the result of underlying differences in the language processor. Ideas about the cause
of individual differences have been proposed before, but they mainly focused on
supporting subsystems, mostly working memory and executive function, and in
addition, ideas have been forwarded about how differences relate to degree of
lateralization. The two hypotheses introduced in this dissertation do not concern the
supporting subsystems; rather, the DSH and the IVSA hypothesis concern the core
processor. These hypotheses not only predict that there is variation, they make
specific and falsifiable predictions, constraining which variation is expected. These
predictions relate to patterns in performance on different tasks or conditions within
an individual. The predictions that follow from the DSH and the IVSA hypothesis
were tested in two series of experiments, the results of which are summarized in this
chapter.
Section 6.1.1 starts with a short recapitulation of the DSH, followed by a summary
of findings with regard to the contribution of working memory, inhibitory control
and (familial) sinistrality. Sections 6.1.3 contains a summary of the setup and results
of the experiments designed to test the DSH, and in 6.1.4, the IVSA hypothesis is
introduced and the result of the experiment to test it is summarized. In Section 6.1.5
the results of all experiments are taken together to draw a conclusion, followed by
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reservations, limitations of the study and finally by implications for sentence
processing models.
Section 6.2 contains methodological considerations with special attention for
challenges that follow from the desire to look at sentence processing on an
individual level. In Section 6.3 I present some ideas on how to move forward with
regard to the question of why individual differences exist; Section 6.3.4 specifically
contains suggestions for how to move forward with the DSH.

6.1 Summary and Conclusions
6.1.1 The Dominant Stream Hypothesis
The DSH is based on the assumption that sentences are processed by a multi-stream
language processor with two processing streams: a syntactic stream and a semantic
stream. To this assumption of multiple processing streams, the DSH adds the idea
that processing streams vary in strength. Each processing stream creates a
representation of the sentence: the syntactic stream uses (morpho)syntactic rules and
the information from treelets (from the lexicon) to combine elements and specify the
structural relations between them (such as subject, or object of a verb); thematic
roles are assigned on the basis of these structural relations. The semantic stream on
the other hand does not use structural relations for assignment of thematic roles;
rather it makes use of the meaning of words, i.e. concepts, their semantic
characteristics and of world knowledge to create a representation based on
plausibility; it assigns thematic roles in such a way that the resulting interpretation is
the most plausible one.
The strength of a representation depends on the strength of the evidence on which it
was built (strong cues lead to a strong representation), but in addition, the (relative)
strength of the processing streams within an individual also contribute to the
strength of the output representations. This led to the following formulation of the
DSH, repeated here:
The Dominant Stream Hypothesis (DSH)
The relative strength of the syntactic and the semantic stream differs across
individuals and the strength of a person´s syntactic and semantic stream is
interrelated: a strong syntactic stream (dominant) goes together with a weak
semantic stream (subordinate) and vice versa.
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As the strengths of the processing streams differ across individuals, the syntactic or
semantic stream in one individual can be stronger than this stream in another
individual, but perhaps even more importantly, the strengths of the two processing
streams within one individual are interrelated; if one is weak, the other is strong.
This leads to the situation in which one stream is dominant and the other is
subordinate: for some individuals, the dominant processing stream is the syntactic
stream, for other individuals it is the semantic stream. Strong processing streams are
assumed to be faster and more accurate than weak processing streams, and under the
DSH, differences between individuals, which are regularly found in psycholinguistic
experiments, are explained by differences in the strength of processing streams. A
person can be fast or slow, more or less accurate, more or less susceptible to a
manipulation, all depending on which processing stream is particularly relevant for
the task at hand and the strength of this specific processing stream within this
person.
The hypothesis divides people into two subpopulations. When these subpopulations
are presented with language materials that contain specific manipulations of a
syntactic nature or of a semantic nature, they will respond differently: The
subpopulation with a dominant syntactic stream will show high speed and accuracy
in tasks that depend strongly on syntactic processing, whereas the subpopulation
with a dominant semantic stream will show high speed and accuracy on tasks that
depend strongly on semantic processing. In addition to differences in speed and
accuracy, it is possible that differences in stream dominance result in different
processing strategies: when syntactic and semantic cues are in contradiction such as
in thematic role reversals, the cues in the dominant stream outweigh the cues in the
subordinate stream. The research in this thesis, however, focused on differences in
speed and (judgment) accuracy.
The hypothesized differences regarding stream dominance across individuals predict
certain patterns in behavior: Some participants (those with a dominant syntactic
stream) process syntactic features fast and highly accurately, but they display less
speed and accuracy in semantic processing (as done by a subordinate stream) and
the reverse pattern (fast and accurate processing of semantic aspects and slower and
less accurate processing of syntactic information) should be observed for other
individuals (with a dominant semantic stream). Additionally, it follows from the
DSH that within one individual, two processes in the domain of the same processing
stream are either both fast and accurate or both slow and less accurate. This is not
(only) the result of the two types of violations being similar (two types of syntactic
violations can be viewed as a sample from the category of syntactic violations),
rather it results from the two processes being processed by the same processing
stream in an individual, which is either strong or weak.
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The experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 were designed to test the presence of the
patterns predicted by the DSH; the results are summarized in Section 6.1.3, but
before proceeding to this, we look at the alternative explanation for individual
differences: differences in functioning of supporting subsystems.
6.1.2 The supporting subsystems and other background measures
The literature contains studies reporting differences between individuals in sentence
processing that are related to executive function (including working memory) on the
level of strategies, speed and comprehension, although, as explained in Chapter 1,
explanations may make use of different definitions and ideas on how for example
working memory affects sentence processing. The experimental results reported in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6, showed variation across participants, both in the effect of the
manipulation and in absolute terms. In the corresponding chapters, the relation
between the background measures and performance in the experimental conditions
was investigated for each experiment; here we look at the picture that emerges when
all findings are taken together. The possibility that differences in capacity of the
supporting subsystems are indirectly related to performance, via a relation with
relative strength of the processing streams (the DSH) or via a relation with
processing animacy information in the syntactic stream (the IVSA hypothesis) is
also considered. Beforehand, several plausible relations between background
measures and performance on experiments were identified on the basis of the
literature (see Section 2.1.2 and 5.3.2); each will be evaluated below. However, a
general note of caution is in place: I assessed a large number of relations between
dependent measures from the experiments and the background measures, so that
there is a large risk of finding false positives. For this reason, I focus on ‘consistent’
contributions, contributions that were found in more than one place.
One of the expected relations concerns the relation between (familial) handedness
and dominance of the syntactic stream. Work by Townsend et al. (1987, 2001))
showed that participants with right-handed relatives (presumably participants whose
language is stronger (left) lateralized) put more emphasis on syntax. Following this
line of thinking, and taking degree of handedness and familial sinistrality as proxies
for degree of lateralization, it is to be expected that participants who are more righthanded and/or have a larger proportion of right-handed relatives perform better on
tasks that rely on syntactic processing. The DSH relates good performance on
syntactic tasks to a dominant syntactic processing stream. Results showed, however,
that handedness and familial sinistrality were not significantly correlated with
performance on the two SAT experiments (nor to performance on the syntactic prose
experiment). On the other hand, the data of the auditory and visual violation
detection experiments showed significant correlations: participants with a higher
degree of left handedness showed slower violation detection times (for syntactic
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violations) in auditory violation detection, but relatively faster detection times for
syntactic violations over semantic violations in visual violation detection.
Additionally, participants with more left-handed relatives were more accurate in
detecting syntactic violations than detecting semantic violations in the visual
detection experiment.
Results of the visual violation detection experiment are consistent with each other,
but not with results of the auditory violation detection experiment, which is the only
one in line with the idea that being left-handed or having left-handed relatives
relates to an emphasis on syntax. On the basis of these results I conclude that a
consistent relation between handedness and familial sinistrality with performance on
the experiments was not found. It needs to be pointed out though, that the participant
samples were not balanced with respect to handedness and familial sinistrality; the
large majority consisted of right-handed participants, and more than half had a
weighted proportion of left-handed family members under .11. The possibility that
different results may be obtained with more balanced samples cannot be excluded.
The expected contribution of inhibitory skills (see Section 2.1.2) was not specific to
one of the processing streams, but more general: the system needs to filter out the
information relevant to each processing stream, and having good inhibitory skills
will be beneficial for both processing streams. Across the board, the results showed
that differences in inhibition skills did not explain much of the observed variation in
performance across individuals, and a general positive effect of inhibition skills
could not be confirmed. Results of the two tasks that were used to measure
inhibition (the Flanker task and the Stroop task) showed no correlation, and neither
of the two tasks contributed consistently to syntactic or semantic tasks in different
experiments. In addition, no relation was found between inhibition and how
performance across the two domains relates to each other within an individual.
In the literature, working memory has often been mentioned as a factor underlying
differences in sentence processing, particularly for differences in syntactic
processing, so the expectation was that working memory capacity is related to
syntactic processing. In terms of the DSH: if there is any relationship between
stream dominance and working memory capacity, high working memory capacity is
expected to relate to a dominant syntactic stream. On the basis of work by Nakano et
al. (2010), in which only high-capacity participants showed an effect of animacy of a
sentence-initial noun, an expectation was formulated for the relation between
working memory and the status of animacy information as syntactic or semantic
information: participants with high working memory capacity are more likely to
process animacy information with the syntactic stream.
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Overall, the data showed that working memory did not make a large contribution to
performance. In many instances, there was no relation at all between the dependent
variables of the experiments and working memory measures (this holds for all
results of the two SAT experiments, and the syntactic prose reading experiment).
However, higher working memory capacity did relate to higher detection rates and
faster response times for the detection of syntactic, but not semantic violations in a
visual violation detection paradigm. With respect to how syntactic and semantic
processes relate to each other within an individual, working memory showed to be
relevant in a Speed-Accuracy-Tradeoff paradigm: the group of participants that
showed higher accuracy for the detection of syntactic violations than semantic
violations (in an early phase of processing) also had – on average – higher working
memory capacity than the group that was more accurate for semantic than for
syntactic violations.
The finding that working memory does not relate to semantic processing can be
explained: if the syntactic stream needs to check if (remote) features match or do not
match, while the semantic stream’s processes resemble spreading activation
(associations, collocations, event schemes), it makes sense that the syntactic stream
benefits more from high working memory capacity.
That working memory is related more to syntactic processing than to semantic
processing is also in line with the findings in the literature. However, not all
experiments that measured syntactic processing showed this relation, and the
question is why some tasks showed a relation while others did not. The experimental
materials did not differ much in terms of syntactic complexity of the sentences, so it
is unlikely that the presence (or absence) of the relation is related to the factor of
complexity alone.
In itself, it is interesting to find that working memory capacity is also related to
performance in non-demanding situations such as the syntactic condition in the
visual violation detection experiment. In particularly demanding situations, one runs
the risk of observing a different system, an ‘emergency system’, that takes over
when the ‘normal’ system cannot cope any more, but this does not seem to apply to
the violations in the visual violation detection experiment. The violations were early
in the sentence, and in simple active sentences, and the results are not easily
interpreted within a limited-resources framework. In Chapter 4, I looked into the
relation between working memory capacity and having ‘fast syntax’, and I suggested
that perhaps extra resources can be used to boost syntactic processing. As there was
no one-to-one relationship, a high score on the working memory task was neither a
sufficient nor a necessary condition to be in the group with fast syntax, using extra
resources to boost syntactic processing seems to be optional. Finally I suggested that
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perhaps the relation between a high score on a working memory task and fast
syntactic processing is not the result of high working memory capacity enabling fast
syntactic processing, but rather the reverse. It is not possible to go beyond
speculation at this point, and part of the problem is that the contribution of working
memory capacity to sentence processing, particularly for sentences that are relatively
undemanding (such as the experimental items in the visual detection experiment) is
in need of a better theory.
None of the background measures showed any relation with the detection of
animacy violations.
In conclusion, handedness, familial sinistrality, and inhibition did not show
consistent effects on performance in the experiments, and a large part of the
variation found in the results was not accounted for by these measures. A relation
between working memory capacity and performance on the experiments was also
not consistently found in all possible places, but the results do suggest that working
memory influences the detection of syntactic violations, but not the detection of
semantic violations. Crucially, this was found in sentences that were not particularly
complex or demanding, which calls for an interpretation for how differences in
working memory capacity relate to differences in processing of non-demanding
sentences.
6.1.3 Testing the dominant stream hypothesis: an overview of experiments and
results
Several (sets of) experiments were created aimed at testing for the presence or
absence of the predicted patterns. As will become evident from the summary of
results, in many instances the presence of the predicted patterns could not be
confirmed. A summary of the experimental methods can be found in Table 6.1.
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Syntactic prose reading

Ch3

Ch4

SAT(1):

Aim: Test strength
semantic stream

Violation detection
(Auditory)
Aim: Test strength
syntactic stream

Presentation: word-byword self-paced reading

Presentation: Spoken
sentences

Presentation: RSVP
250 ms/word

Stimuli: syntactically
wellformed but nonsensical sentences
And control sentences

Stimuli: sentence with
mid-sentence syntactic
violations (det - noun
mismatches and aux main verb mismatches)

Stimuli: Sentences
with sentence-final
syntactic violations
(det - noun mismatches
and aux – main verb
mismatches)

Dependent variables:
“slowdown”:Difference
in reading time between
the control and the
syntactic prose
sentences

Dependent variables:
Response times and
accuracy rates

Dependent variables:
Speed: Intercept (after
how much time
performance starts to
improve) & Optimal
accuracy: value of the
maximum asymptote

Aim: Test strength
syntactic stream

Violation detection (Visual)

SAT(2)

Aim: Compare strength semantic and
syntactic stream

Aim: Compare strength semantic
and syntactic stream

Presentation: RSVP 600 ms/word

Presentation: RSVP 250 ms/word

Stimuli: Mid-sentence syntactic
violations (gender/number mismatches
between det and noun and number
mismatches between subject and verb)
and semantic violations (impossible
adjective – noun or subject-verb
combinations)

Stimuli: Sentence-final Syntactic
violations (aux-main verb
mismatches) and semantic violations
(impossible subject or object – verb
combinations)

Dependent variables: Response times
and accuracy rates

Dependent variables: Speed:
Intercept (after how much time
performance starts to improve)
Optimal accuracy: value of the
maximum asymptote

Violation detection (Visual)
Aim: Check whether animacy is handled by syntactic stream in some but not all
participants
Ch5

Presentation: RSVP 600 ms/word
Stimuli: Midsentence violations of animacy (inanimate subject with verb that
requires animate subject), syntax (number mismatch between subject and verb)
and semantics (impossible subject for verb)
Dependent variables: Response times and accuracy rates

Table 6.1 Experimental characteristics: aims; presentation modes; characteristics of
the stimuli; dependent variables. RSVP:Rapid Serial Visual Presentation.
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The first series of experiments (reported in Chapter 3) consisted of three
experiments. Two experiments were designed to test the strength of the syntactic
stream, taking speed of syntactic violation detection as an indication for stream
strength: the auditory violation detection experiment and the SAT experiment
(SAT(1)). The experiment designed to test the strength of the semantic stream (the
syntactic prose reading experiment) made use of a different rationale. In the
syntactic prose reading experiment, the strength of the semantic stream was
measured by comparing reading speed in normal, well-formed, grammatical
sentences with a meaningful interpretation (the control condition), with reading
speed in a syntactic prose condition, where sentences were grammatical but did not
have a meaningful interpretation. For the syntactic stream there is no difference
between the two conditions, while for the semantic stream the difference between a
coherent and a syntactic prose sentence is large; in the syntactic prose condition the
semantic stream is basically sabotaged. I assumed that the effect of a dominant
stream being sabotaged is larger than the effect of a subordinate stream being
sabotaged, so the size of the difference in processing speed between the two
conditions should reveal the relative strengths of the processing streams: If
processing speed in the syntactic prose condition is much slower than processing
speed in the control condition, it can be inferred that the semantic stream is
dominant under normal circumstances.
The hypothesized relations (people with a strong syntactic stream have a weak
semantic stream and vice versa) should be observable in across-task correlations:
1. A correlation between an individual’s performance on the syntactic prose reading
experiment and his/her performance on the auditory violation detection experiment,
and 2. A correlation of an individual’s performance on the syntactic prose reading
experiment with his /her performance on the SAT(1)-experiment. Both comparisons
involve measures of the strength of the semantic stream (the difference in processing
speed in the syntactic prose experiment) with two measures of the syntactic stream
(speed and accuracy of syntactic violation detection). The concrete predictions were
that some participants would show a small slowdown in the syntactic prose
experiment, and high speed and accuracy in the two violation detection experiments
(these would be participants with a dominant syntactic stream) and other participants
would show large slowdown in the syntactic prose experiment, and low speed and
accuracy in the two syntactic violation detection experiments (participants with a
dominant semantic stream). So in principle, four relations were available to test the
hypothesis, all of a quantitative nature.
These four relations were examined by looking at the correlations between the
different measures, and none of the four expected relations was found. A correlation
in the predicted direction was found between high optimal accuracy in SAT(1) and
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small slowdown in the syntactic prose reading experiment, but the correlation was
not statistically significant. Two relations were contrary to the predictions: limited
slowdown in syntactic prose reading was significantly correlated with slow response
times in the auditory violation detection task, and high speed in the grammaticality
judgments in SAT(1) was correlated to large slowdown in syntactic prose reading,
although this relation was not statistically significant. Finally, accuracy in the
auditory violation detection experiment showed hardly any variation, so it was not
possible to test its relation with performance on the syntactic prose reading
experiment.
Importantly, the results of the syntactic prose reading experiment showed that
people’s response to the absence of coherent semantic content cannot be simply
characterized in terms of (small or large) slowdown effects. Instead some
participants slowed down, some participants showed no difference in reading speed,
and some were actually faster when reading sentences without coherent semantic
content than when reading control sentences. These results seem to reflect
differences in the underlying process - a different strategy – rather than a mere
difference in speed. Whether these strategies are of a linguistic nature or need to be
ascribed to non-linguistic factors remains an open question, which makes it
impossible to interpret these unexpected results with respect to processing stream
strength. A comparison of how these three groups performed in the experiments with
syntactic violations shows that the group that speeds up in the syntactic prose
condition is slower in detecting syntactic violations: they have longer response times
in the violation detection experiment, and a later intercept in SAT(1) than the two
other groups.
In Chapter 3, a comparison had to be made across experiments and experimental
paradigms to compare the strengths of the different processing streams within
individuals. This turned out to be more problematic than anticipated. Therefore, in
Chapter 4, strengths of processing streams were compared within-experiment, with a
new group of participants and new tasks/materials. Two experiments were carried
out: each experiment could show the predicted patterns by itself, but the two
experiments also served as each other’s ‘replication’. The first experiment used a
visual (word-by-word) violation detection paradigm, and the second, again, a speedaccuracy tradeoff paradigm (SAT(2)). Both experiments comprised a semantic
violation condition and a syntactic violation condition. Based on the literature,
syntactic violations were expected to be detected faster than semantic violations, so
a direct comparison would not be possible. Differences in the strengths of processing
streams as predicted by the DSH were expected to be reflected in differences in
relative speed and/or accuracy: participants being relatively faster and/or more
accurate in one condition than in the other. A participant can, for example, have an
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average response time that is close to the group mean for detecting syntactic
violations, but an average response time that is much faster than the group mean for
detecting semantic violations. Even though the absolute detection time for syntactic
violations may be faster than for semantic violations, this participant can be said to
detect semantic violations relatively faster than syntactic violations.
In the violation detection experiment, the relative response times (in standard
deviations from the group’s condition mean) for syntactic and semantic violations
showed a statistically significant difference for 13 participants: 6 were (relatively)
faster in detecting syntactic violations than in detecting semantic violations, for 7 it
was the other way around. The remaining 51 participants did not show a statistically
significant difference between relative response times for syntactic and semantic
violations. In addition to just the absence or presence of a statistically significant
difference between the conditions, I looked at the confidence intervals for each
individual. These revealed that a meaningful difference in relative speed is not
excluded by the data for many participants.
In SAT(2) I used a similar approach and compared a semantic violation condition
with a syntactic violation condition. Instead of measuring violation detection
response times, I measured accuracy of judgment in various response lags,
especially in the 370 ms response lag, which is the first response lag with a high
percentage of on-time responses (and therefore the first response lag in which
accuracy measures are not colored by strategic choices in weighing accuracy versus
speed). When a participant shows high accuracy in early response lags, this means
that the relevant process is fast; when a participant shows high accuracy at late
response lags, it shows that the process is highly accurate (when given enough time).
Both fast processing and high accuracy are characteristics of a strong processing
stream. On the group level, accuracy in judgments for syntactic and for semantic
violations were indistinguishable for each response lag, but for early processing (the
370 ms response lag), this seems to be an artifact of averaging over participants.
Further examination of performance on the 370 ms response lag showed that some
participants show higher accuracy for the syntactic violations (the “Fast-Syntax
group” (FS)) while other participants show higher accuracy for the semantic
violations (“No Fast-Syntax” (N-FS)). It follows from the DSH that performance of
participants with a dominant syntactic stream will be fast and highly accurate for
syntactic processing, but not for semantic processing. For participants with a
dominant semantic stream, the exact opposite is expected: high speed and accuracy
for semantic processing but not for syntactic processing. The results did not exactly
show these predicted patterns, instead there was an asymmetry: The FS group
showed considerably higher accuracy for syntactic violations than the N-FS group
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but the N-FS group did not outperform the FS group on semantic violations; both
groups had similar accuracy rates for the detection of semantic violations.
Further comparisons across experiments (the same participants took part in both
experiments) showed that the FS group shows higher detection rates and faster
response times to syntactic violations and semantic violations in the violation
detection experiment, although the differences do not meet the .05 alfa-criterion.
From the summary of findings above, it is evident that many of the patterns
predicted by the DSH were not found in the data. Nonetheless, even though the
larger part of the participant sample did not show the predicted patterns, it would be
incorrect to conclude that the predicted patterns were not found at all, or that there
were no patterns found. So the results contain both arguments to reject the
hypothesis and to maintain it, perhaps in an adjusted form.
The DSH predicted more patterns than the ones discussed so far. As processes within
the domain of the same processing stream are either all processed by a strong
stream, or by a weak stream (in one individual), the DSH predicts that comparing
two processes from the same processing stream should show that they are either
both fast and accurate or both slow and less accurate. It was possible to test this
within-stream coherence (i.e., comparisons across tasks/experiments/stimuli
purportedly probing the same processing stream) in several experiments.
In the auditory violation detection task (Chapter 3), there was a strong, positive (and
significant) correlation between the time a person needs to detect gender/number
mismatches between determiner and noun, and the time that this person needs to
notice mismatches between auxiliary and form of the main verb. The results of the
SAT(1) did not show the same strong relation: A comparison of performance on
violations in the VP (incorrect verb form) with performance on violations in the NP
(number/gender mismatch of determiner and noun) for each response lag separately,
demonstrated that only two out of seven response lags (100 ms and 370 ms) showed
that the accuracy of grammaticality judgments was positively and significantly
correlated, the other response lags yielded no significant correlation. Finally, I
compared the results of the two experiments that measured syntactic violation
detection in the same sample of participants: response times in the auditory violation
detection experiment, and intercept and asymptote values in the SAT(1) experiment
showed correlations in the predicted direction but these correlations were not
statistically significant. These experiments were both intended to be a measure of the
strength of the syntactic stream, and therefore it was expected that participants who
are fast and/or accurate in one paradigm would also be fast and/or accurate in
another paradigm, but this could not be demonstrated.
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Within-stream comparisons in Chapter 4 show that for the visual violation detection
experiment, performance on any two types of violations was highly and positively
correlated, whether it was two types of syntactic violations (in the VP or in the NP),
two types of semantic violations or syntactic violations and semantic violations. The
positive correlation between two syntactic violations or two semantic violations was
not considerably stronger than the positive correlation between syntactic and
semantic violations.
The within-stream comparisons did not show consistent results across relevant
comparisons. I will come back to this and its implications in Section 6.1.5 and 6.1.7.
Finally, even though it does not contribute to answering the question about
individual differences, one observation from the results of the visual violation
detection experiment that deserves to be mentioned here is that the results with
regard to how word frequency effects response times in a violation detection
paradigm were surprising. High-frequent words are known to be recognized faster
than words with low frequency, so more frequent words should lead to faster
response times. However, the opposite was found in the results of the visual
violation detection task: more frequent words yielded longer response times.
Moreover, the effect depended on the nature of the violation: semantic violations on
high-frequent words yield longer response times, but syntactic violation detection
seems to be unaffected by word frequency. To what extent this differential effect of
frequency on syntactic and semantic processes is limited to violation detection, is a
subject for further research.
6.1.4 Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy: hypothesis and
experimental results
In Chapter 5 another proposal was forwarded to explain individual differences: the
Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy – hypothesis (IVSA).
The Individual Variation in the Status of Animacy – hypothesis
There are individuals who process animacy information with their
syntactic stream and with their semantic stream, and there are also
individuals who process animacy information with their semantic
stream only.
In the IVSA hypothesis, the domains of the two processing streams are not identical
for all individuals, specifically, animacy information is in the domain of the
semantic stream for all individuals, but for some individuals, this feature is in the
domain of the syntactic stream too. Animacy makes a large contribution to the
plausibility of a representation, and a violation of animacy information will be
detected by the semantic stream, as it is not able to form a plausible representation.
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For individuals whose syntactic stream processes animacy information, animacy
requirements are specified in the treelets and a mismatch of animacy will be detected
as a syntactic violation.
In the visual violation detection paradigm, this hypothesis was tested by comparing
speed and accuracy of detecting animacy violations with speed and accuracy for
syntactic violations and speed and accuracy for semantic violations (other than
animacy). The hypothesis states that there are participants who process animacy
violations with their semantic stream only, which predicts that performance on
animacy violations will pattern with performance on semantic violations; and there
are participants who process animacy violations with the syntactic stream and the
semantic stream. In theory, performance on animacy violations would pattern with
both syntactic and semantic violations. In practice, however, since syntactic
violations are noticed faster and more accurately, if animacy violations are processed
by the syntactic stream as well, response times and accuracy will pattern with
performance on syntactic violations.
Comparisons within participants showed the predicted patterns for the violation
detection response times for a small number of participants: two participants showed
animacy violation response times that were different from response times for
syntactic violations, but not different from response times for semantic violations,
and five participants showed the reverse pattern. With a more liberal α of .09, these
subsamples consist of six and ten, respectively, while for the remaining 48
participants, performance did not differ between the animacy violation condition and
any of the other two conditions. Strikingly, a comparison of detection rates and the
contribution of frequency of the critical word to response times show that the pattern
of response times is not the only difference between these subsamples. The group of
participants for whom response times for animacy violations pattern with response
times for semantic violations show the same frequency effect (longer response times
for higher frequent words) for animacy violations as for semantic violations. In
contrast, the group for whom animacy violation response times pattern with
syntactic violation response times, shows no effect of frequency on animacy
violations response times, just as for the syntactic violations. Accuracy rates (correct
rejections) point in the same direction: participants without a difference in response
times for syntactic and animacy violations do not show a difference in detection
rates either, while participants who do show a difference in response times between
syntactic and animacy violations, also show a difference in accuracy.
These findings show that animacy violations are indeed processed differently by
different individuals: the time needed to detect a violation, the accuracy of detection,
and the contribution of frequency to response times showed that there are
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participants for whom processing animacy violations looks like a syntactic process
and participants for whom this looks like a semantic process. However, it is also
clear that the group of participants that did not show one of the predicted patterns is
large; whether this is due to limited power to detect a difference in the experiment or
to these participants really being different from the two other groups, cannot be
conclusively decided at this point, although the lack of difference between any of the
conditions is a strong suggestion that insufficient power is at least part of the
problem.
6.1.5 Conclusions
The first conclusion is that there is indeed variation in speed and accuracy for the
detection of syntactic and semantic violations. This variation is not only compatible
with, but even predicted by the DSH, which states that there is a syntactic stream
and a semantic stream, and that these processing streams vary in strength. I looked at
the variation and distribution of reading times, response times and accuracy rates,
also considering to what extent variation was due to a general ‘being slow’ or ‘being
fast’ (of a non-linguistic nature). After correcting for any differences in speed as
measured by a non-linguistic auditory response task, variation remained
considerable, and unexplained, for the auditory and visual violation detection
experiments and the syntactic prose reading experiment. Large variation was also
found in performance on the SAT tasks, not only in terms of how much effort and
training it took participants to just get through the training phase, but also in results,
how accurate participants were in judging whether a sentence contained a violation
or not, at different moments in time.
A second conclusion is that individuals differ in how they process animacy
information: For some participants, responses to animacy violations pattern with
responses to syntactic violations but for others with responses to semantic violations.
Crucially, accuracy rates and the frequency effect were found to be in accordance: if
animacy violations pair with syntactic violations in terms of response times, they do
not show a frequency effect and have near-perfect accuracy rates; if they pair with
semantic violations, they do show a frequency effect and accuracy rates are lower.
These results are in line with the hypothesis that states that in some individuals,
animacy information is processed by the semantic stream only, while in other
individuals, animacy information is also available to the syntactic stream. This
indicates that the domains of the different processing streams can differ across
individuals, although the small number of participants that showed the predicted
patterns calls for caution. From these results it also follows that looking at how
animacy is processed or how animacy violations are processed is not a good
indicator of how the language processor deals with semantic information in general.
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There is some evidence that supports the claim that the strengths of the two
processing streams within an individual differ: There are differences in accuracy
between syntactic violations and semantic violations when participants are given
very little time in the SAT experiment, and some participants show differences in
their relative response times for the detection of syntactic violations and the
detection of semantic violations. These findings suggest that it is possible that one is
relatively ‘better’ in the detection of a specific type of violation, which is expected
on the basis of the DSH. Following this line of reasoning, many participants do not
show signs of having one processing stream that is (relatively) stronger than the
other, which suggests that for a considerable part of the population, the two
processing streams are approximately of equal strength.
Evidence for how the strengths of the two streams relate to each other is difficult to
interpret, not only because there were some problems with respect to measuring the
strength of the processing streams, to which we will return in the next subsection,
but also because the results do not seem to be fully consistent.
The results do not unequivocally support the hypothesis that the strengths of the
streams are interrelated such that if one processing stream is strong (dominant), the
other processing stream is weak (subordinate). Comparing results of the different
conditions in the visual violation detection experiment has shown that participants
who respond fast and accurately to syntactic manipulations, also respond fast and
accurately to semantic manipulations. The same holds for the results in SAT(2):
performance on the syntactic and the semantic condition is positively correlated.
These results indicate that participants who process syntactic information fast and
accurately also process semantic information fast and accurately, instead of a
negative correlation, they showed a positive correlation, which is in contradiction
with the DSH.
However, the conclusion that the two processing streams always have the same
strength within one individual is not supported by all evidence either. It is
contradicted by a difference in relative response times for the detection of syntactic
and semantic violations for 13 participants who were relatively faster (compared to
the group mean) in one condition than in the other. Another option could be that the
strengths of the processing streams are completely independent, but this is also
contradicted by one piece of evidence: the group with ‘Fast Syntax’ in SAT(2) shows
high speed and accuracy for both syntactic and semantic violations. This acrossexperiment comparison suggests that the strengths of the two streams are not
independent. Moreover, there is an intriguing asymmetry in this finding, as there is
no such thing as ‘fast semantics’: participants who have higher accuracy for
semantic violations than syntactic violations (in the 370 ms response lag) do not
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have higher accuracy for semantic violations than participants who show better
performance on syntactic than semantic violations. The relation between having Fast
Syntax and performing well in both syntactic and semantic violation detection may
be an indication that the streams do not function independently, and that fast
syntactic processing assists the semantic stream67.
Finally, it follows from the DSH that the strength of a processing stream pertains to
all processes within this processing stream. This predicts that within an individual,
processes that are within the same processing stream cohere in terms of speed and
accuracy. Evidence of this intra-stream coherence for different syntactic violations
was not found within SAT(1), or across SAT(1) and the auditory violation detection
task, which may have consequences for the assumption that the language processor
is a multi-stream processor in which qualitatively similar processes are grouped into
processing streams. I will return to this in Section 6.1.7.
Although the results do not allow for strong conclusions, there were (too) many
indications that strength of processing streams can vary and that the domains of the
streams can vary (differences between relative speed of syntactic and semantic
violation detection, different patterns for animacy violations, differences in
performance on syntactic and semantic violations in the early processing in the SAT)
to altogether reject the Dominant Stream Hypothesis and the IVSA hypothesis, but
the statement that the strengths of the processing streams are interrelated in the way
that the DSH claims, can be rejected. The results do not yet allow for a clear
conclusion on how strengths of the two streams are related: they do not seem to be
directly interrelated, nor completely independent. An adjusted version of the DSH
should take all these observations into consideration, resulting in a version of the
DSH that takes into account the possibility that the two processing streams differ in
how much they vary in strength between individuals, and also that variation in
strength of the syntactic processing stream in particular can be of influence on the
degree of independence between the two processing streams, hypothesizing that the
output of a fast syntactic stream is used to assist the semantic processing, but output
of a slow syntactic stream is not.

67

For example when the syntactic processing stream has already assigned the
thematic roles to the arguments, the semantic processing stream can take this
representation and check it for plausibility, instead of building one by itself that is
the result of comparing the plausibility of different options.
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6.1.6 Reservations and limitations
There are a number of problems with respect to measuring the strength of a
processing stream, which make it difficult to weigh the different pieces of evidence
and draw conclusions.
Most importantly, the number of participants that showed significant differences was
often small, and the numbers of participants that did not show significant differences
was much larger. This could be due to power issues: especially the number of items
for each condition in the visual violation detection experiment seemed too low to
detect statistically significant differences within individuals; the instrument used to
measure the differences of interest (on the individual level), is not sensitive enough.
In addition, when a particular pattern was found in a group of participants, the group
was often too small to do further analysis. Not only the numbers of items and
participants were sometimes problematic, differences in variance of detection times
in the different conditions also complicated analysis. In fact, there were also large
differences in variance between individuals. Variance is a measure for how constant
a process is, and this characteristic of processing can be added to the different types
of individual differences identified in Chapters 1 and 2 - speed, strategy and
interpretation. This specifically applies to speed, and it is most evident in the data of
the violation detection experiments: some participants show very small spread
around their mean response time in a certain condition, while other participants
show a large spread. This suggests that for participants who show little variance, this
specific process takes the same form in each instance, while for participants with
large variance, the process is sometimes fast and sometimes slow. One explanation
that is often forwarded to explain variability is fluctuations in attention. Participants
are not always equally concentrated, and a temporary loss of attention can lead to a
longer response time. Participants who have little fluctuations in concentration do
not show this. But this does not explain why a single participant would show high
variability in one condition and low variability in another: why would fluctuations of
attention target one condition more than the other?
If some participant have a small standard deviation for semantic violations, and
another participants a large standard deviation for semantic violations, this means
that for the first type of participants, the particular content of the different items does
not make much difference: to reject one sentence with a semantic violation takes the
same amount of time as to reject another sentence with a semantic violation. For the
second type of participants however, it does matter which specific sentence has to
be rejected, as one sentence can be rejected much faster than the other. This raises
questions about the uniformity of the process of violation detection across these
participants, as it suggests that rejection of anomalous sentences is not based on the
same information for all participants.
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This variability of processes interfered with the aim of comparing speed in different
conditions, but it is interesting in itself. It suggests that across participants there may
be more differences in the core processor than considered so far.
A different problem occurred in Chapter 3: the strength of a particular processing
stream was expected to ‘shine through’ in different experimental paradigms, so that
results could be compared and interpreted across paradigms. This was not the case;
rather, the experimental paradigm turned out to be of great importance. Correlations
across experiments that were designed to test the same processing stream were
absent: SAT(1) measures did not correlate with auditory violation detection
measures, and SAT(2) measures did not correlate with visual violation detection
measures. Even within one experimental paradigm, different variables that I
consider to be indicative of a strong processing stream (viz. being fast and being
accurate) did not always correlate: in both SAT experiments, intercept and
asymptote did not correlate. In the visual violation detection task, response times
and accuracy correlated for different syntactic violation types or different semantic
violation types (so within processing stream) but as they also correlated across
condition this cannot be interpreted as a reflection of the strength of the processing
stream. Rather it seems to be a reflection of a person’s strong or weak ability to
perform well in a specific paradigm. I will come back to the importance of the
experimental paradigm in Section 6.2.
An additional problem in Chapter 3 was that the results of the syntactic prose
experiment were not as expected. Participants did not only show small or large
slowdown effects – which would have been interpretable in terms of relative
strength of processing streams – but also other effects: there were participants who
were faster when there was no coherent meaning, and some did not seem affected at
all. These results were not straightforwardly interpretable in terms of strength of
processing streams, which made a comparison with the other two experiments in
Chapter 3 problematic.
Finally, large differences between participants (found within the same condition of
the same experiment) were found and remained unexplained, which stood in the way
of clear comparisons. For the comparison of, for example, violation detection times,
we have operated under the assumption that the process reflected in the response
time is always the same, regardless of whether this response time is fast or slow. But
if response times are around 500 ms for one participant, and 900 ms for another
participant, the assumption that speed is the only difference seems naive, as merely
the passing of (so much) more time may allow for other types of processes and
information to become available (for example discourse-related information), which
could influence the violation detection process.
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6.1.7 Implications for sentence processing models
The results of the experiments can either support or contradict the assumption I
made about the architecture of the core processor, that it consists of two separate
processing streams. There has been criticism on multi-stream accounts of sentence
processing, as we have seen in Chapter 2. This criticism focused mainly on the
problematic interpretation of N400 and P600 effects, and objections to the presence
of a syntax-free independent semantic processor. The research presented in this
dissertation cannot add to the discussion about the meaning of N400 or P600 effects,
but there is some relevance of (a subset of) the results for the presence or absence of
an independent semantic processor.
Let’s start with the question of whether results show or suggest that processes are
bundled into separate streams (or modules). If processes within the same processing
stream show more similarities than processes across processing streams, this is an
indication that the similar processes are bundled; that they depend on the same submechanism(s) while other processes are separate(ly bundled). As discussed above,
the results of (several) within-stream comparisons are not convincing: there was a
positive correlation between two types of syntactic violations within the auditory
violation experiment, but not between the syntactic violations in this experiment and
those in the SAT(1) experiment. The two types of syntactic violations within the
SAT(1) experiment only showed a positive correlation in two out of seven response
lags. In the second series of experiments, positive correlations were found between
syntactic violations of different types and between semantic violations of different
types, but also between syntactic and semantic violations, so this does not provide
strong evidence for bundling processes into processing streams either.
Possibly, differences in the strength of the cues in the language materials provide an
explanation for the lack of coherent signs of strength and weakness across processes
that are ‘similar’ and under the DSH, processed in the same processing stream. The
strength of a representation does not only depend on the strength of the processing
stream that delivers it, it is co-determined by the strength of the cues on which it is
built. The experimental materials did not differ much in terms of structure, so
structure does not provide a plausible explanation for why responses to two types of
syntactic violations do not show coherent signs of strength/weakness, or not to the
same extent. For the materials with semantic violations, differences in cue strength
were kept minimal as well, as the materials did not consist of more and less
plausible events, rather, all events had a de facto plausibility of zero, they were
impossible. However, as materials were not rated for plausibility, it is impossible to
exclude that they were perceived as being more or less plausible, so we cannot rule
out the possibility that this contributed to the observation that different types of
semantic violations did not show coherent signs of strength.
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The different ways in which word frequency contributed to response times observed
for the detection of syntactic violations and the detection of semantic violations, is
compatible with the processes being grouped into processing streams: factors that
determine the speed of processing apparently are not the same for the two streams.
For this to be a strong argument however, it is necessary to look at how frequency
affects other syntactic and semantic processes. The question of whether processes
are bundled into processing streams or not, cannot be conclusively answered on the
basis of these results (the assumption also was not at the center of this study).
Assuming that there are multiple processing streams, the number of different
processing streams needs to be specified. The results of the violation detection task
show that the time needed for detecting animacy violations is intermediate between
the time needed for the detection of syntactic and semantic violations, a pattern that
is not just the result of averaging, as it was present in the individual results of the
majority of participants. This does not correspond well to a division of processes
into two streams (one needs a more detailed account of how different processes are
organized within the streams to say that it is truly incompatible with the idea of two
streams). This raises the question of whether animacy information is perhaps not in
the syntactic stream, but not in the semantic stream either. This could take shape in a
three-stream account (such as the one proposed by Kuperberg (2007)). On the other
hand, the other results regarding animacy - the finding that for some participants
animacy violations pattern with syntactic or semantic violations and that the
frequency effect patterns accordingly – do point in the direction of a distinction
between two groups of processes.
The fact that clear signs of intra-stream coherence were not observed in all expected
measures can also be interpreted as an indication that processes are not grouped into
streams at all. Letting go of the idea of processing streams and syntactic and
semantic ‘families’ to which animacy may belong, we can consider a core processor
with only ‘individual’ specific processes: the checking of animacy restrictions is a
separate process, checking for number feature agreement between subject and verb
is a separate process, checking for abstract/concreteness requirements is a process,
checking for gender agreement between determiner and noun is a process, asserting
the plausibility of a proposition is a process, and so forth. This comes close to a
constraint-based model, in which constraints of different types are not organized into
modules or processing streams, but ranked with respect to one another. If so, a new
assumption is needed to explain the finding that response times for animacy
violations pattern with syntactic violations for some participants, and with semantic
violations for other participants: the assumption that the order or ranking of these
processes differs across individuals. This implies that the presence of a (reversed)
frequency effect would have to depend on rank, for which we do not have an
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explanation, whereas in a multi-stream account the presence or absence of frequency
effects follows from the division into processing streams, and coincides with a
difference in the nature of syntactic and semantic processes.
A related question is to what extent syntax and semantics are independently creating
interpretations of sentences. The results of the SAT(2) experiment suggest that a
semantic stream is able to combine words into representations on the thematic level
('interpretations') without having to wait for syntactic processes to be finished. The
data show that 370 ms after presentation of the final word of the sentence, some
people are more accurate in detecting semantic violations than in detecting syntactic
violations. Crucially, a word cannot carry a semantic violation by itself: a violation
of a semantic constraint is an illegitimate combination of words, and in order to
detect the violation, the words have to be combined. In a processing model without a
syntax-independent semantic processor, combining elements is the prerogative of
syntax, which means that the syntactic process of combining the words has to
precede the detection of a semantic violation, from which it follows that the
syntactic process would be able to notice any syntactic violation before semantic
restrictions can even be checked. In this view it would be unlikely that accuracy for
the detection of semantic violations would be higher than the accuracy for the
detection of syntactic violations at a certain point in time, but in the 370 ms response
lag, this is what was found68. This is not a problem if the words are combined by an
independent semantic processing mechanism.
Finally, there is another piece of relevant information with regard to the extent to
which the syntactic stream can influence the semantic stream: Participants with Fast
Syntax detected both syntactic and semantic violations fast and accurately,
suggesting that the syntactic stream can influence, or ‘help’ semantic processing,
although it must be stressed (again) that detecting semantic violations fast does not
require Fast Syntax. This relation and its lack of symmetry need further
investigation. The key may be in the timing: a syntactic representation that is
available early can influence the semantic stream, but a syntactic representation that
is late may not: it could simply be too late to influence the semantic stream. If the
syntactic stream has enough information to offer at the right moment, the semantic
stream may use it, but otherwise it will not wait, and independently form a
representation. This would mean that the question to what extent there is an
68

Admittedly, violations were never both syntactic and semantic in the same
sentence, so accuracy rates in a response lag are mean accuracy rates over different
items. To make the argument stronger, one would need to compare the exact same
word combinations with syntactic or semantic violations within one person.
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independent semantic processor cannot be answered without taking into account
differences across individuals in speed of syntactic processing.

6.2 Methodological considerations
6.2.1 Comparing syntactic processes with semantic processes
The DSH makes a qualitative distinction between what belongs to the syntactic
stream - information related to grammar/structure - and what belongs to the semantic
stream - information related to meaning/plausibility. In the first series of
experiments, the strength of each processing stream was measured in different
paradigms, but this resulted in problematic comparisons across experimental
paradigms: the experimental paradigm seemed to interact with participants, leaving
us unable to disentangle the main effects of the manipulation from the (side) effect
of the paradigm. Consequently in the second series, a semantic condition and a
syntactic condition were included into the same experimental paradigms. If the task
is the same, this should allow for a clean comparison of syntactic and semantic
violation detection, as the comparison is now between violation detection processes
that just make uses of different sources of information. However, where comparable
processes ‘look the same’, for example in terms of how variable they are in the time
they take or how accurate the result is, and which factors influence (the speed of) the
process, the results of the violation detection paradigm suggested that the syntactic
and semantic violation detection processes were not comparable. In other words,
response times were expected to have similar distributions (similar standard
deviations), similar effects of word frequency, and error rates with similar
distributions, but this was not what we found in the results of the visual violation
detection experiment: Response time and accuracy for the detection of a violation
differed between conditions in absolute terms (syntactic violations are detected
faster and more accurately), but also in standard deviations (syntactic violations
show much less variation) and they differed with respect to the influence of lexical
frequency: response times for the detection of semantic violations showed an effect
of word frequency, but response times for syntactic violations did not. The processes
leading to the detection of a semantic violation or a syntactic violation are more
dissimilar than just making use of different information sources. We can speak of
‘semantic’ and ‘syntactic’ conditions within an experiment, but this conceals the
difference in nature of the processes underlying the task, and perhaps a better
characterization would be to speak of detecting semantic violations and detecting
syntactic violations as combining two tasks within one experiment. These
observations have led me to believe that comparing syntactic violation detection
with semantic violation detection is comparing apples with oranges.
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Similar observations have been reported before: Ni, Fodor, Crain, and Shankweiler
(1998) and Braze, Shankweiler, Ni, and Palumbo (2002) essentially showed the
same in eye-tracking data: the issue is not just how much time participants need to
detect a syntactic or semantic (pragmatic) violation, rather, the responses to syntactic
and semantic violations were qualitatively different: semantic anomalies (but not
syntactic anomalies) yielded longer first-pass reading times compared to control
sentences while syntactic anomalies yield higher regression rates than pragmatic
anomalies. Also, the effect of syntactic anomalies is immediate, but short-lived,
while the effects of the pragmatic violations are weak at first but become
(progressively) stronger as the sentence continues.
Clearly, people do not respond in the same way to syntactic violations and semantic
violations: response times in a violation detection experiment show it, detection
rates show it, standard deviations of response times and detection rates show it, the
differential effect of frequency shows it, the reported results of eye tracking in the
literature show it, and the literature also shows that the ERP effects they elicit look
different. But what is largely unknown, is what all these dependent variables reflect.
Next to the detection of a violation, the response to the detection of a violation is a
possible candidate to be the source of these differences in the dependent variable(s).
With the term “response” I refer to every process that would not have taken place
had the sentence not contained a violation. Fodor et al. (1996) also made this
distinction between a delay in detection of a violation, and a delay in judgment of
the sentence. In ERP research, people have interpreted the N400 as reflecting
detection, and the P600 as a response to detection (reanalysis), which are two
different things. But first, let’s ask the question what detection of a violation is.
6.2.2 Violation paradigms
A very fundamental question regarding violation paradigms used for investigation of
language processing is what can be learned about ‘normal’ processing by looking at
what happens when a sentence contains a violation. It has been (rightly) remarked 69
that measuring which brain areas become active when a syntactic violation is
encountered, does not necessarily provide information about where syntax is
normally processed, and in the same spirit we can ask if the way that someone deals
with a sentence with a violation is informative about how normal sentences are
processed.

69

http://www.talkingbrains.org/2012/01/what-can-we-learn-from-processingof.html.
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I assume that sentences with violations are processed as normal sentences, at least
up until the violation, because participants do not know in advance when a violation
will occur. Consequently, I assume that the detection of a violation is done by the
‘normal system’ (i.e. the system that is responsible for comprehending sentences),
and the moment at which a violation is detected tells us something about how fast
different processes normally take place: in order to detect that number features of a
subject and verb do not match, the subject and verb have to be put together, a normal
syntactic process. Being able to detect early that a problem occurred in the normal
process of putting together the subject and verb, is an indication that the syntactic
process of putting them together takes place early. The argument for assuming that
detection of violations is done by the 'normal system', does not hold for any response
that is triggered by the detection of a violation, therefore the detection of a violation
is more informative about how normal sentences are processed by the core processor
than the response70. It is also relevant that most data obtained by the violation
paradigm has been collected in experimental settings, in which people are instructed
to monitor incoming sentences for violations. Under these circumstances, I still
assume that it is the ‘normal system’ that detects a violation – as we do not have any
alternative system equipped to take over the complete task of language processing 71
- but again, this argument does not hold for what happens after the detection of a
violation, the response. All kinds of assumptions that can be considered valid in
everyday communication are not valid in experimental situations: the Gricean
maxims of quality, quantity, relevance and manner are routinely violated in
experiments. In everyday life, experiencing a violation in a sentence could very well
be the result of misreading or mishearing or misanalysis, and this may lead people to
respond in a certain way, but in an experimental paradigm in which you are told to
look for violations, people may respond differently.
There is an additional reason to consider detection of violations to be more
informative (in terms of interpretability) than responses to detection: we do not
know much about the ultimate interpretations assigned to sentences with violations:
the end result of the process is largely unclear. Perhaps the most plausible scenario
after encountering a violation is that no interpretation is reached at all - the parse
does not converge. For example, when number features of subject and verb do not
match, and there is no alternative within the sentence, the ‘subject’ cannot be linked
to the verb, no thematic roles are assigned, and no propositions are built. But
70

In this paragraph, I consistently use the term response for processes that take place
after the detection of a violation, while I reserve the term “button-press” for a
participant’s action of reporting a violation.
71
although perhaps the language comprehension system can be brought into an
adjusted mode in which the strength of error signals is enlarged.
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intuitively this is not what happens: people do interpret such a sentence, with a note
that there is something wrong with it, as they would do when they interpret language
of a speaker with limited command of the language 72. To what extent these
representations differ from representations built for grammatical sentences is an
open question.
The response that follows the detection of a violation may not be representative for
normal sentence processing and it is unknown what kind of interpretation or
representation it eventually results in, but the violation detection paradigm measures
the time from the violation until a participant’s button press: this time must include
detection, and may include the response or part of the response to detecting the
violation. This also holds for the SAT paradigm and other violation paradigms
(including paradigms that were not used in this dissertation, such as an ERPparadigm): even when no conscious, explicit reaction such as a button-press is
required, processes are triggered by the detection of a violation, which would
otherwise not have taken place. These processes may be specifically linguistic in
nature (e.g., reanalysis), initiated by a separate monitor (e.g. in the Monitoring
Theory (Van Herten et al., 2005, 2006)), or depend on the specific task. Response
times for detecting semantic violations are much longer in the violation detection
paradigm than can be expected on the basis of performance on the SAT paradigm,
and similarly, Fodor et al., (1996) (see also Chapter 4.1.1) found that in a lexical
decision task there are no differences between pragmatic (semantic) violations and
syntactic violations, but in a stop making sense task the pragmatic violations were
detected more slowly. Apparently, the response varies according to task.
If there were no differences in what follows detection of a syntactic violation, and
what follows detection of a semantic violation, this uncertainty concerning detection
and response would be acceptable. In that case, the contribution of the response to
the dependent variable would be the same and direct comparisons would still be
possible. But this does not seem to be the case. Ni et al. (1998) write that “the parser
perceives both types of anomaly equally well, but reacts to them differently […] the
parser is more inclined to keep an open mind on the source of an anomaly if it is
pragmatic in nature than if it is syntactic” (p533).73 The results of Chapter 4 showed
72

There are two possible accounts for this: either the proposition is built without
syntax (in terms of the DSH, this would be the result of the semantic processing
stream), or, in a framework in which there is no meaning without syntax, syntax
must be able to put together pieces that do not fit, or perform repairs.
73
According to Ni et al “The parser will attempt reanalysis immediately after
encountering a syntactic anomaly, just in case there is a parsing error that needs
correcting, but not in case of a pragmatic anomaly, because after all, “speakers do
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a discrepancy between how much time participants needed to correctly reject a
sentence if the violation is of a semantic nature in a violation detection paradigm and
in a SAT-paradigm, but not a similar discrepancy for violations of a syntactic nature:
the “gap” was much smaller for syntactic violations. To give an accurate judgment
about a sentence with a violation, a participant must have detected the violation. So
the observation that people perform well above chance after 370 ms for sentences
containing semantic violations is evidence that the time needed to detect the
violations does not come close to the violation detection response times in the
violation detection task (above 1500 ms after word onset). Apparently the violation
detection task is measuring more than merely detection in the semantic condition; it
includes processes that belong to the response. For the syntactic condition, the gap
was much smaller, but this does not imply that syntactic violation detection times are
not the sum of the detection and the response, rather that the response processes
after detection take much less time for syntactic violations than for semantic
violations. From this I conclude that the SAT paradigm provides a better indication
of how much time is needed to detect violations than the violation detection
experiments.
To make the data of the violation detection experiments better suited for our
purposes (comparing the moments of violation detection within and across
individuals) it is necessary to disentangle the response times into a detection-part
and a response-part, but this is not possible. To use the data of the SAT experiment
to ‘correct for’ the response part in the reaction times in the violation detection
paradigm would be incorrect, because there are too many other differences between
the experiments to justify this approach: e.g. differences in presentation rate and
position of the violation (mid-sentence or sentence-final).
The impossibility to disentangle the response times into detection and response also
stands in the way of a clear interpretation of the effect of word frequency that was
found in the results of the violation detection experiment. The observed effect
(longer response times for more frequent words) is reversed from what is familiar,
but only for semantic violations, syntactic violations did not show any effect of
frequency at all. To provide an interpretation for this finding, it needs to be
established whether frequency contributes to time of detection or to the response, or
perhaps both. There are also indications that the situation may be even more
say odd things” (p523).Whether such a ‘reasonable’ assessment of what might be the
source of an encountered problem will also determine how the parser responds in an
experimental situation or not, the difference in responses to the detection of syntactic
and semantic violations is problematic in a comparison.
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complicated, that there are different options as to what can happen after the
detection of a violation. Metzner, Von der Malsburg, Vasishth, & Rösler (2016)
studied how the comprehension system responds to violations, by measuring ERP
effects and eye movements simultaneously. They reported that trials with regressions
show P600 effects, but trials without regressions show sustained negativities,
suggesting that there are at least two ways in which the comprehension system can
respond to encountering a violation. From the perspective of individual processes, it
would have been interesting to know whether some individuals tended to respond by
regressing and others by showing sustained negativities, but the paper does not
address this question.
The considerations presented above affect the interpretation of the results of the
experiments: I consider the SAT paradigm to provide a better indication of how
much time violation detection takes, which means that the results obtained with the
SAT paradigm give a better indication of stream strength than response times or
relative response times in a violation detection paradigm. The observation that in an
early (370 ms) response lag, syntactic processing is ‘ahead of’ semantic processing
for some participants, while for other participants semantic processing is ‘ahead of’
syntactic processing, supports the DSH: it indicates that the relative strength of the
two processing streams (which of the two streams is stronger) differs across
individuals. It is possible that the imprecise way of measuring how fast violations
are detected in the violation detection experiment (including response processes)
explains why there were not more participants with a significant difference in
relative speed for the detection of syntactic and semantic violations: the response
processes add noise so that any differences in detection are more difficult to find.
There is also the possibility however, that the significant differences that were found
are actually not differences in detection speed (which I consider to be an indicator of
stream strength), but reflect differences in response processes (which may or may
not reflect stream strength).
A better understanding is needed of how response times are ‘composed’: which part
belongs to the detection, which part belongs to the response to this detection, and
which linguistic and non-linguistic factors contribute to what part? Answers to these
questions will enhance possibilities to compare processes in the domain of the
syntactic stream with processes in the domain of the semantic stream across, but
more importantly, within individuals.
6.2.3 Comparing across presentation rate
Another factor that complicates comparison of processes across paradigms is
presentation rate. I mentioned differences in presentation rate as one of the possible
reasons for not finding some of the expected relations between violation detection
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experiments and the two SAT experiments. A deep understanding of how
presentation rate affects the interpretation process(es), both quantitatively and
qualitatively, would improve possibilities to compare across experiments. A few of
the relevant aspects and questions that need to be answered are considered in the
following paragraphs.
When a certain processing rate, which might be faster or slower than the system’s
usual processing rate, is forced on the system, the system’s response depends on
how flexible the processing rate of the system is. We deal with differences in
processing rate on a daily basis: we listen to different people speaking at different
speaking rates and most people read faster than the pace of normal speech. It seems
that at least to some extent, the system’s processing rate is flexible, but we do not
really know how far this flexibility goes, or how different processing rates influence
processing.
We assume that each incoming word triggers interpretation processes in the
language processor – for example to activate the word in the lexicon, but also to
attach it to the sentence structure at that point. When the speed of these processes is
not fixed but flexible, the processor can tune its processing speed up or down, to
match the presentation rate and the whole process will slow down or speed up
according to the rate of the input. The system will continue to operate smoothly. This
is not the case if these processes always take about the same amount of time. Slow
or fast presentation rates can be distinctly different from ‘normal’ presentation rate: a
slow presentation rate will give the processor more time than it needs, it will
progress in bits and pieces, with pauses in between, that could be used to perform
operations that would not be performed during higher presentation rates (for
example detailed (conscious) prediction of the upcoming input). Presentation rates
that are too fast will lead to problems: the processor will fall behind and will not be
able to keep up with the input, eventually resulting in interpretation breakdown.
There is some research on the effect of presentation rates to build on. Work by
Tanner, Grey, and Van Hell (2014) suggests that results obtained under different
presentation rates cannot be compared directly. They looked at the detection of
semantic anomalies, and showed that while participants were able to detect the
anomalies at all presentation rates, the rate of presentation (RSVP) had an influence
on the ERP results: in a “fast” stimulus presentation rate (one word every 225 ms),
semantic violations do not result in N400 effects, but they are reflected in an LPC,
while an N400 effect was present at presentation rates of 450 ms/word and 650
ms/word. Tanner et al. conclude that the N400 reflects an optional process, which
only occurs if conditions permit it and they suggest that this process is a plausibility
heuristic. Assuming that these ERP components reflect different processes, the
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conclusion must be that different processing rates lead to different (not just
faster/slower) processes.
The study by Metzner et al. (2016) (already mentioned in the preceding subsection),
not only compared eye movement with ERP responses, but also compared word by
word presentation (RSVP 600 ms/word) with natural reading. In this setup, the
difference between free reading versus fixed word-by-word presentation coincides
with a speed difference, as 600 ms/word is considerably slower than natural reading
speed (to provide an indication: group averages of gaze durations on the critical
noun were between 320-380 ms/word, depending on condition). They found that
N400 and P600 effects were remarkably similar for free reading and RSVP, but a bit
earlier in free reading. This can be explained by look-ahead processes (processing of
a word starts before the fixation) rather than by the process being faster during free
reading. On the basis of these results, the conclusion seems to be that the different
presentation rates do not lead to differences in processing speed, although it is
unknown how well these results generalize to other (RSVP) presentation rates.
Results of Metzner et al. suggest that presentation rate does not interfere with
violation detection, while the findings by Tanner & Van Hell suggest that – at least
for semantic anomalies – comparisons across presentation rates cannot be made. As
these were comparisons across different presentation rates/ modes, these results are
not necessarily in contradiction, but they do not provide us with a clear answer to the
question of what happens to language processing when processing rate is faster or
slower, either by free choice or forced.
This is relevant to the work presented here, because presentation rates differed
across experiments: the auditory violation experiment has a rate of +/- 400 ms/word
(based on normal speaking rate, see Quené (2008)), the SAT experiments both have
a rate of 250 ms/word, and the visual violation detection experiment has a
presentation rate of 600 ms/word. Comparing results of the SAT experiments with
the violation detection experiments is comparing fast presentation rate with normal
or slow presentation rate. When slow presentation rates allow for additional
processes, or when fast presentation rates lead to dropping ‘unnecessary’ processes,
comparing results across these experiments is comparing apples with oranges.
Moreover, the SAT paradigm showed that some individuals experience more
difficulties with fast presentation rate than other individuals (they needed more
training to meet the minimal requirements of the training phase), suggesting that
“slow” and “fast” need to be defined on an individual level.
More research on how presentation rate affects processing will increase our
knowledge as to which presentation rates allow for ‘normal processing’ and which
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presentation rates lead the processor into a ‘non-normal’ processing-mode. This will
provide us with a better way of assessing to what extent the absence of predicted
relations among different experiments (which supposedly measure the same
processing streams) should be considered a counter-argument to the DSH or not, and
more generally, it will help us get a better understanding of whether the processor
has different processing modes for different circumstances, which may be the key to
understanding conflicting evidence for different sentence processing models.
6.2.4 Looking at the individual
A problem that is difficult to get around when looking at individual differences is
that other idiosyncratic characteristics of a person are a confounding factor. For
example, when participants are presented with complicated or difficult sentences,
the matter of interest is how their language processor deals with this situation, but
unintendedly any dependent variable is also sensitive to how they respond to
“tough” situations in general: for example whether they try harder or give up.
Challenging experimental settings (such as the speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm, or
the syntactic prose reading experiment) especially face confounds like this, which
may involve both general personal traits and more specific linguistic strategies:
shallow processing, how a particular individual has interpreted the experimental
task, whether there is “test-wiseness” (resulting from previous participation in
similar experiments), what you do if you do not know the answer (bluffing or not),
etcetera. Some of these factors arise from the artificial setup of language
experiments in the lab, and prior experience might influence a participant’s behavior
in a particular experiment. The crucial point here is that there is no way of averaging
out this type of noise when you look at an individual’s results, and even withinexperiment comparisons cannot solve this, as the different conditions, especially
when they are quite different (e.g. a semantic condition vs. a syntactic condition),
may interact with these person-specific characteristics.
A possibly fruitful approach to understanding individual differences better is to not
look at the differences between individuals, but to try to find out where differences
cannot be found. This cannot be done by looking at group averages, or by modelling
group performance, but rather should involve the identification of “laws” for
processing, observations that are never contradicted, pinpointing the stable
‘landmarks’ or certainties that hold for each individual. For example, it is possible to
investigate whether sentences with center- embedded object-relative clauses take
longer to process than center-embedded subject-relative clauses for all individuals,
or whether there are also individuals who are actually (consistently) faster. As
already mentioned in Chapter 1, identifying such ‘fixed’ ingredients of the language
processor could be of much value for developing sentence processing models, as it
tells us which parts of the system are flexible and which parts are not.
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A related question is how to approach instances where almost all participants show
the same behavior, but a few do not. For example, the robust effect that detection of
syntactic violations is faster than detection of semantic violations was found in 62
out of 64 participants. The remaining two participants did not show this pattern. Is
this a ‘fixed ingredient’ of the system or not? These two a-typical participants are
apparently also able to speak and comprehend the language, and, provided that these
results are replicable, any model of sentence comprehension should be able to
account for their behavior too.
The paragraphs above seem to be leading to different conclusions: taking every
single individual’s result seriously while not being capable of ‘controlling’ for
uninvited experimental artifacts is not a tempting vista. But instead of not paying
any attention to the individuals that do not follow the pattern of the group - or
focusing on averages, which may not be representative for any member of the group
- there is possibly much to be learned from understanding what makes the different
ones different. This would require elaborate debriefing questionnaires (aimed at
uncovering experimental strategies), replicating individual findings (repeating of
experiments with the same participants), including different experimental paradigms
to test a hypothesis, and advance understanding of what the paradigms measure (see
also Section 6.3.2).

6.3 Ways forward for individual differences in sentence
processing
6.3.1 Origin of the large differences across individuals
One important finding in the experimental results is that there are differences
between individuals, that have remained completely unexplained. Neither one of the
two hypotheses presented, nor differences in the supporting subsystems or nonlinguistic speed were able to account for these. The differences were found in the
speed of violation detection, in grammaticality judgment accuracy, and in reading
speed, and they are large: some participants have response times that are on average
600 ms higher than response times of other participants, or average reading times in
the self-paced reading task (for control sentences) that are 400 ms per word faster
than those of other participants. The first step forward to understanding individual
differences in sentence processing should be to look into this. It is necessary to have
a better understanding of the big picture – the huge differences between individuals before we can understand the details - differences between two conditions within
individuals.
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I do not expect that differences in stream strength amount to such large speed
differences, nor do I think it is likely that reading speed is responsible for them.
General characteristics of neural functioning (such as a brain’s general neural
efficiency, or abilities for neural synchronization or adaptability) may contribute, but
if this were the case, they should also have contributed to the background scores,
while results showed that they did not explain much of the variation either. In
absence of a clear hypothesis, a first step is trying to get a grip on how constant
speed is: are the fast participants of today the fast participants of tomorrow, and six
months from now? The answer to this question provides a first clue as to whether
answers can be expected in variable or stable factors: if there is considerable
variation in speed within participants, the explanation is not to be found in constant
personal traits such as handedness.
6.3.2 Calibrating the instruments
Another necessity for studying individual differences in sentence processing, is
sorting out the methodological difficulties encountered. The experimental results, as
well as the literature, show that the choice of paradigm affects processing, and a
better understanding is needed of what the dependent variables in different
paradigms do and do not reflect. Ideally, a large scale comparison of different
dependent variables is obtained with one set of stimuli. If these are validated by
cross checks with a second set of stimuli in the same sample of participants, this
would allow establishing which effects of a paradigm are stable across individuals
and which ones differ between individuals. For sentences with violations, minimal
pairs of experimental paradigms need to be created that tease apart effects of task,
presentation mode, presentation rate, violation position and the nature of the
violation: results need to be compared for a set of sentences with syntactic violations
and a set of sentences with semantic violations across tasks with free (or self-paced)
presentation rate and forced presentation rate (at different presentation rates
(200/300/… ms/word), with visual presentation and with auditory presentation, with
an additional task (immediate or post-sentence judgment) or without an additional
task (reading only, self-paced or eye tracking, ERP). Results of such large-scale
comparative studies will allow us to disentangle the contribution of the specific
parameters of the experimental paradigms used, which will improve possibilities for
comparing not only across different conditions, but also across different
experiments.
6.3.3 Looking inside the categories
This unravelling of how different components of experimental paradigms influence
results will not remedy that speaking of ‘syntactic violations’ and ‘semantic
violations’ is a great simplification. The need to break these categories down into
smaller categories remains. It is not the case that psycholinguistic research has not
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done this, but it is difficult to add up the results, not only because of different
experimental paradigms, but also because of different ways of operationalizing
syntactic and semantic processing.
There are many questions that need an answer: Are (syntactic or semantic)
mismatches between subject and verb different from mismatches between object and
verb? Does it matter whether the dependent variable is measured on the element that
poses a restriction or on the one that has to fulfill it? Both are possible (in Dutch):
depending on the structure of the sentence, one can measure for example an animacy
mismatch between subject and verb on the verb that requires an animate subject, or
on the inanimate subject, which fails to meet this requirement. Do results depend on
whether there is a violation of one restriction only or of multiple restrictions
simultaneously? And is a violation of a semantic restriction something that is
essentially different from a highly implausible event, or can they be viewed as one
scale of (different degrees of) implausibility?
Another question is whether results depend on which specific restriction is violated.
In case there is an order in which features are checked, the differences between a
fast and slow system will be larger for late features than for early features. As
considered in Section 5.4, it is possible that within one processing stream, different
features are ordered in time: some features are checked earlier than other features. If
both semantic and syntactic violations show a wide spectrum of responses according
to exactly which constraint is violated and whether this is an early or a late feature in
the processing stream concerned, choosing which ones to compare is crucial:
comparing an early syntactic feature with a late semantic feature will make the
syntactic process look faster than the semantic process, but comparing a late
syntactic feature with an early semantic feature may show the opposite pattern.
The word ‘mismatch’ is often used to refer to a collection of violations of constraints
that are different in nature. For example, the description ‘a mismatch between
auxiliary and main verb’ is a category that includes very different violations: e.g., De
man heeft gewoond in dat huis vs. *De man is gewoond / heeft wonen in dat huis
‘The man has lived in that house vs. *The man is lived / has live in that house’. The
first example is ungrammatical because the main verb selects a different auxiliary;
the second is ungrammatical because the form of the main verb is not correct when
it occurs with this auxiliary. And this set can be extended, e.g., *De man zijn
gewoond ‘The man are lived’, in which not only the choice of auxiliary is wrong,
but also its form does not adhere to number agreement. Similar examples can be
provided for violations that are described as ‘violations of agreement within a DP’:
these can consist of a violation of gender, of number, of both, and in the relation
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between the determiner and the noun, but also between the adjective and noun, or
between the determiner and the adjective.
Violations of semantic restrictions of verbs are not uniform either, as restrictions can
concern different arguments (de steen spreekt met de klant vs de klant spreekt met de
steen ‘the stone speaks with the customer vs the customer speaks with the stone’),
and even within the class of verbal restrictions on subjects, there are different
restrictions that can be violated, separately or simultaneously. In Dutch the verb
varen (which does not translate well, but it means ‘to sail’ or ‘to navigate’) poses
many restrictions on its arguments, which can all be violated: De week vaart de
haven binnen ‘the week sails into the harbour’ (a violation of concreteness) Het
eiland vaart de haven binnen ‘the island sails into the harbour’ (a violation of being
able to move freely) or de goederentrein vaart de haven binnen ‘the freight train
sails into the harbour’ (violation of being able to move in the water). The different
restrictions can be more or less ‘verb-specific’, for example an animacy restriction is
found on many verbs, but few verbs require that their subject must be able to move
in the water. Both yield semantically anomalous sentences, but calling them both
‘semantic violations’ does not do justice to how much they differ.
In conclusion, using words like ‘mismatch’ and ‘violation’ to describe the
experimental materials conceals underlying differences, and lumps together
phenomena that are essentially different. To tease them apart and compare them with
each other and with other verbs that share (some of) the same constraints should
provide insight in the question of whether some processes (checking of specific
features) are grouped together.
6.3.4 Forward with the DSH
So far, the focus has been on how to move forward in general. However, the
conclusion drawn that it is too early to reject the DSH and IVSA hypothesis, calls
for ideas of how to further investigate the merits of these two hypotheses.
It is possible to solve (some of) the encountered power issues, and one way to do so
is to repeat the experiments with a different sample of participants. Repeatedly,
interesting patterns were found in this study only in a subset of participants, but the
subsamples were too small to run further analyses. A good example is the frequency
effect in the animacy condition: those participants who showed no difference in
violation detection times of animacy violations and syntactic violations, did not
show an effect of frequency on detection of animacy violations either, but
participants who showed no difference between animacy violations and semantic
violations did. However, the numbers were too small to put this interesting
observation to a statistical test, and repeating the experiment with a larger sample of
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participants should increase the size of the subgroups, which will make it possible to
investigate in what ways the subgroups do and do not differ.
A way to solve other power issues, which arose in the within-individual comparisons
in the violation detection experiments, is to increase the number of observations
(increase the number of items) per participant, and to consider including different
numbers of items in different conditions. Response times do not show the same
variation in the different conditions, so equal sample sizes in different conditions
does not lead to equal power to detect differences between them. Another action that
could be taken to increase the number of observations per participant, is to present
all items in all conditions to all participants, with sufficient time separating them to
make them forget the sentences. This could lead to a larger number of participants
showing significant differences between any two conditions, and presumably also
more participants who show that animacy violations pattern with either semantic or
syntactic violations, which would in turn provide us with the possibility to test more
reliably whether accuracy rates and the contribution of frequency are indeed also
indications that animacy violations are processed like syntactic violations (by the
syntactic stream) or like semantic violations (by the semantic stream).
Another course of action that will increase the possibility to test the DSH using the
approach of Chapter 3, is to create variations on the syntactic prose experiment that
measure the strength of the semantic stream in a slightly different way, making use
of texts that vary in the extent to which a dominant semantic stream would be
‘beneficial’. In the syntactic prose reading experiment, participants were presented
with sentences without any coherent semantic content at all, an extreme situation,
and the results may be a reflection of how people respond to this extreme situation,
instead of how they process language when their dominant processing stream is
effectively sabotaged. Instead, the degree to which dependence on the semantic
stream is useful can be manipulated parametrically, using different texts or even text
genres: A text that contains new information that does not relate to much
information already present in the semantic characteristics of lexical items, or the
world knowledge of a person, can hardly be interpreted on the basis of the semantic
stream, for example an advanced text about molecules for people without any
background in chemistry, or a text about a complicated political system or situation
in an unfamiliar far-away country. A text that contains mostly known information
about an event that is well-known to a language user (for example a text about
Christmas) will contain many events that are encoded as templates. A text with these
characteristics can easily be processed by a semantic stream, as it will be full of
‘known information’, information that is present in semantic memory and/or world
knowledge, and that can be activated and used by the semantic stream to get to the
meaning of sentences. Individuals with a dominant syntactic stream will be less
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sensitive to this kind of manipulation than individuals with a dominant semantic
stream. The advantages of this approach to measuring stream strength are that it
does not rely on violations and that it provides circumstances (text vs. isolated
sentences) that have greater ecological validity.
Furthermore, the possibility to define stream strength in a different way should not
be overlooked. The focus has been on speed and accuracy as indices for processing
stream strength, but, additionally, it is possible to look at the streams’ resistance to
distractors. This can be done, for example, by introducing a concurrent task and
compare whether the effect of the second task is the same for both processing
streams. The assumption in this approach would be that a stronger processing stream
is more resistant to distractors than a weaker processing stream, so a concurrent task
should affect the subordinate processing stream of a person more than the dominant
processing stream.
Finally, further research could be aimed at the assumption that the language
processor is a multi-stream processor, a crucial assumption underlying the DSH. A
possible approach is to focus on the property that each processing stream builds its
own representation, trying to find evidence that two representations are indeed built,
not by looking for signs of conflict such as delays in processing, or ERP effects, but
rather by probing for the presence of both representations. One way to do this could
be to present people with transitive propositions with reversible thematic roles (the
argument with the agent role also makes for a plausible patient and vice versa). The
two options differ in plausibility, but none of them is impossible or highly unlikely,
for example de dochters wasten de moeder ‘the daughters washed[pl] the mother’ and
de moeder waste de dochters ‘the mother washed[sing] the daughters’. The semantic
stream should create the same interpretation for both sentences, based on
plausibility. The most plausible interpretation for both sentences is that de moeder
‘the mother’ receives the role of agent, but for de dochters wasten de moeder ‘the
daughters washed the mother’ this representation will be overruled by the strong
representation of the syntactic stream, that states that de dochters ‘the daughters’ has
to be the subject and receives the agent role. If evidence can be found for the
temporary existence of the reversed representation in this sentence, this means that
the semantic stream does create a representation by itself. Evidence for the presence
of this plausibility-based representation could come from priming effects of this
representation: a mother who washes her daughters primes scenarios in which a
mother bathes children, priming small children, babies, baby baths etc. The
syntactically licensed representation of this sentence, with the daughters bathing
their mother is more associated with illness or old age of the mother, which primes
different words. If there is a temporary representation based on plausibility, a
priming effect is expected for baby bath for both sentences, but a priming effect for
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illness is expected only for de dochters wasten de moeder ‘the daughters washed the
mother’.

6.4 In conclusion
The DSH is an attempt to understand why people are different from each other with
regard to sentence processing. The experiments have not lead to a conclusive
confirmation or rejection of the DSH. I had expected that any experiment would be
an interaction of the manipulation and the relative stream strength of processing
streams within a certain participant. But the results have shown that in addition to
this interaction, it is not possible to abstract away from the experimental paradigm
on the individual level, and that is why for research into individual differences, it is
crucial that instruments are well calibrated (in the sense that it is known which
factors are of relevance to which measures), and that findings are backed up or
replicated using different paradigms.
Having said this, the results of the experiments do show that there are differences in
how fast and how accurate participants were in syntactic and semantic processing
(more precisely: in how fast and accurate they were in the detection of
morphosyntactic and semantic violations). Moreover, results showed differences
between participants in which type of processing is relatively faster or more
accurate. Both differences are not convincingly explained by differences in the
supporting subsystems of working memory or inhibitory skills, nor are they
explained by differences in handedness or familial sinistrality. Adhering to the
assumption on which the DSH was built, that the language processor is a multistream processor, I conclude that there is support for the statements of the DSH that
individuals differ in the strength of their processing streams, and also in the relative
strength of their processing streams, but not for the statement that the relative
strengths of the processing streams are connected in such a way that one is dominant
(strong) and the other is subordinate (weak). Differences in which information maps
onto which processing stream also seem to be a realistic source of variation:
animacy information is clearly not processed in the same way by all individuals, and
the idea that some participants treat animacy as a syntactic feature, but other
participants do not, found some support in the results. Both the idea that processing
streams differ in strength, and the idea that processing streams can differ in domain
hold some promise for understanding individual differences in sentence processing,
and are worthwhile to continue investigating.

Conclusion and Discussion
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The pieces of evidence found in favor of the DSH and the IVSA should not cloud
that a large part of the participant sample did not show the data patterns predicted by
the two hypotheses, which is not to say that they did not show any differences
among each other, and there must be other explanations that contribute (on a larger
scale) to individual differences in sentence processing.
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Appendices

Appendix A Dutch shortened version of Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory
Vragenlijst handvoorkeur
Geef hieronder met een vinkje () aan welke hand je voorkeur heeft bij het
uitvoeren van onderstaande taken.
Als je voorkeur zo sterk is dat je nooit je andere hand zou gebruiken, tenzij je
daartoe gedwongen bent, zet dan twee vinkjes neer (). Als je geen voorkeur hebt
voor een bepaalde hand, zet dan een vinkje in allebei de kolommen ( | ).
Voor sommige activiteiten gebruik je beide handen. In deze gevallen staat tussen
haakjes aangegeven waarvoor precies je handvoorkeur wordt gevraagd.
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Activiteit / Object

Linkerhand

Rechterhand

1. Schrijven
2. Tekenen
3. Gooien
4. Schaar
5. Tandenborstel
6. Mes (zonder vork)
7. Lepel
8. Bezem (bovenste hand)
9. Afstrijken lucifer (lucifer)
10. Doos openmaken (deksel)
11. Met welke voet schop je het
liefst?
12. Met welk oog kijk je als je met
één oog kijkt?
_____________________________Hieronder niet invullen__________________
Total checks:

LH =

Cumulative Total

CT = LH + RH =

Difference

D = RH – LH =

Result

R = (D / CT) x 100 =

Interpretation:
(Left Handed: R<-40)
(Ambidextrous: -40≤R≤+40)
(Right Handed: R> +40)

RH =
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Appendix B Familial handedness questionnaire
Vragenlijst handvoorkeur familieleden
Alle vragen hieronder gaan alleen over levende familieleden. Vul alsjeblieft zoveel
mogelijk vragen in door contact op te nemen met je familieleden en de vragen direct
aan hen te stellen. Als je met een familielid geen contact kunt opnemen, maar jij of
een ander familielid is erg zeker van het antwoord voor deze persoon, geef dit dan
aan in je antwoord.
1) Broers/zussen:
a) Hoeveel broers en/of zussen heb je? (halfbroers en halfzussen tellen niet mee)
b) Hoeveel van deze broers/zussen gebruiken hun linkerhand voor minstens één van
de volgende activiteiten: schrijven, tekenen en/of gooien?
2) (Biologische) Ouders:
Gebruikt één of beide ouders hun linkerhand voor minstens één van de volgende
activiteiten: schrijven, tekenen en/of gooien? (Als je je biologische ouders niet kent,
geef dit dan aan)
3) Ooms & tantes:
a) Hoeveel ooms en tantes heb je, die beide ouders delen met je moeder? En je
vader?
b) Hoeveel van deze ooms en tantes gebruikt zijn/haar linkerhand voor tenminste
één van de volgende activiteiten: schrijven, tekenen en/of gooien?
4) Grootouders:
a) Voor hoeveel van je vier biologische grootouders kun je antwoord geven in deze
vragenlijst?
b) Hoeveel van deze grootouders gebruiken hun linkerhand voor tenminste één van
de volgende activiteiten: schrijven, tekenen en/of gooien?
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Appendix C Stimuli Self-paced reading of syntactic prose
A
B
QA
QB

Normal condition
Syntactic prose condition
Question displayed in the normal condition
Question displayed in the syntactic prose condition

1 A De concierge let erop dat de scholieren hun fiets netjes parkeren.
B De baby las dat de serveerster het vriendelijke bootje begroef.
QA Houdt de concierge in de gaten wie zijn auto slecht parkeert?
2 A De tandarts hoorde dat de patient een nieuwe afspraak maakte.
B Het pompende hart weet dat de toeter een stoffige uitslag blokkeert in de
winter.
QB Zorgt de toeter voor een blokkade?
3 A De nieuwsgierige buurvrouw ziet dat de makelaar de potentiele koper
rondleidt door het huis.
B De fles zorgt ervoor dat de vissen hun auto adequaat breien.
4 A Het dorp vierde dat de voetbalclub de competitie heeft gewonnen.
B De bacterie hoorde dat de kleuter de koning heeft ontslagen.
Werd de koning vermoord door de kleuter?
5 A De kok vergat dat de melk kookte.
B De palmboom hoopte dat de lippenstift rinkelde.
QA Vergat de kok dat het water kookte?
6 A De coach hoopt dat de hockeyer door de fysiotherapeut geholpen kan
worden.
B De vos schrijft dat de VN-soldaat door de koffiekan belemmerd kan worden.
7 A De leverancier vreesde dat de rekening laat zou worden betaald.
B Het notitieblok verhinderde dat de sjaal snel zou worden gegeten.
8 A Het gebeurt dat aanvragen niet tijdig worden behandeld.
B Er staat dat trots wel inhoudelijk wordt bereid.
QA Komt overschrijding van de afhandelingstermijn voor?
9 A De minister zei dat deze situatie door zijn ambtenaren niet was verwacht.
B De worm vertelde dat deze puppy door zijn armen wel was voorspeld.
QA Waren de ambtenaren verrast?
QB Vertelde de vlinder over de puppy?
10 A Het leek erop dat alle foto's van de vakantie mislukt waren.
B Het schijnt dat communistische chocola op een plant getekend is.
11 A De juf bedankte de ouders voor de samenwerking en het vertrouwen.
B De dadels overtuigden de algen van de bloempot en het stripboek.
12 A Neushoorns en andere exotische dieren leven voornamelijk in dierentuinen.
B Vlechten en afgeleefde abjecte frisdranken exploderen kwalitatief in
speeltuinen.
QB Waren de frisdranken afgeleefd?
13 A De bank bewaart zijn goudvoorraad in een voormalige bunker onder de
grond.
B De truffel overtuigt de muggen op een kale zaterdag bovenop de koptelefoon.
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QA Bevindt de bunker zich ondergronds?
14 A De ober was chagrijnig en moe na een lange dienst.
B De herinnering is geldig en roze op een ovalen fiets.
QB Heeft de herinnering een oranje kleur?
15 A Spanje is erg geliefd vanwege het gunstige klimaat en de prachtige stranden.
B Alcoholgebruik is zeer lichtgroen door de oude avond en de gratis kinderen.
16 A De man maakte voor de koningin een diepe buiging tot op de grond.
B De zakdoekjes vormen zonder hun kledingadviseur een warme hypotheek tot
in de overnachting.
QA Maakte de man een buiging voor de koning?
QB Moesten de zakdoekjes het zonder kledingadviseur doen?
17 A Het kleine kindje groef in de zandbak een diepe kuil met zijn schepje.
B De wollen farao electrocuteerde op de vijver een klassieke vlucht met de
kassabon.
QA Groef het kind een kuil op het strand?
18 A De strenge lerares draagt haar haar altijd in een knot.
B Het geweldloze ijs verdeelt de knipoog soms in twee stemmen.
QB Was het ijs gewelddadig?
19 A De gehaaide advocaten stellen lastige vragen tijdens de zitting.
B De comateuze stripfiguur geeft geplunderde antwoorden onder de landen.
20 A De acteurs drinken samen nog een borrel na de voorstelling.
B De hit verbruikt gezamenlijk weer een paspoort in de oppositie.
QA Eten de acteurs na de voorstelling nog een hapje samen?
21 A Het afval van de snackbar wordt bewaard in een grote container.
B De vrijmarkt met een punthoofd wordt weggegooid in een voorzichtige snaar.
QB Werd de vrijmarkt weggeworpen?
22 A De antieke vaas werd omgegooid door de onvoorzichtige kinderen.
B Het electronische besef werd geadverteerd in een betegeld principe.
23 A De witte puntjes worden belegd met ham en kaas.
B De praktische meren worden gegeven aan jaloezie en steen.
QB Kregen jaloezie en steen een rivier?
24 A De bijeenkomst werd vroeger georganiseerd in een oude fabriekshal.
B De appel werd onlangs uitgelegd in een blauw bedrog.
25 A De auto werd door de eigenaar weggebracht naar de garage voor een grote
onderhoudsbeurt.
B De ramp werd door de egel weggelegd in de vacature na een kleine hemel.
QB Had de egel de ramp opgeborgen?
26 A De inkomstenbelasting werd door de regering onverwacht verlaagd.
B De schaar werd door een gedachte ineens verhoogd.
QA Betrof de verlaging de omzetbelasting?
27 A De streep werd alleen getrokken voor de echte doorzetters.
B De shampoo werd uitsluitend bereikt door de melodieuze temperaturen.
28 A De prijs werd door de voorzitter uitgereikt aan de talentvolle schrijver.
B De vloer werd door de toegang verstrekt aan de luidruchtige paddestoelen.
QA Werd de prijs uitgereikt door het erelid?
29 A De vrijstaande villa werd door de bewoners uiteindelijk toch verkocht.
B De rijke paniek werd door de bulten vrijwel zuiver belemmerd.
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30 A De lastige klanten werden door de uitsmijter direct opgemerkt.
B Het zware kampvuur werd door de hernia losjes bespoedigd.
31 A De zwervers die de voetganger lastigvielen werden door de aanwezige politie
weggestuurd.
B Het aardoppervlak dat de brandslangen hinderde werd door een uitgestorven
woestijnstam gelezen.
QA Werd er een meisje op een fiets lastiggevallen?
32 A De jonge psycholoog die de veteranen behandelde was geschrokken van de
ernst van de klachten.
B De blanke vrachtwagen die de kelder betoverde werd geofferd aan de
dissonantie van de vriend.
33 A De stewardess die de reizigers bediende had een hekel aan haar baan.
B De week die de aandelen raakte had ingemaakte oorbellen in haar cognitie.
QB Had de week de aandelen geraakt?
34 A De choreograaf die de danseressen onderschatte had achteraf spijt van zijn
keuzes.
B De rijst die de signalen overspoelde had bijna genoeg van de deelstaat.
QB Werd de rijst overspoeld?
35 A De ontevreden taxi-chauffeur die zijn collega's de centen niet gunde had
weinig vrienden.
B De houten vermindering die de misdaad de kilometers niet gaf had
melodische compromissen.
36 A De vrijwilligers die de professional aanstuurde volgden zijn bevelen zonder
morren op.
B De vertraging die de hazelnoten zochten hield de koolstof met franjes aan.
QA Waren de vrijwilligers makkelijk te superviseren?
QB Werden de hazelnoten gezocht door de vertraging?
37 A De tuinman die de rijkeluiskinderen van diefstal beschuldigden hield vol dat
hij onschuldig was.
B Het startpunt dat de manieren een koffiepunt verschaften liet zien dat het
geinfecteerd was.
38 A De getuigen die de agent verhoorde vertelden allemaal een ander verhaal.
B De hoeden die de vissenhuid behield ondermijnden toevalligerwijs het
tengere smeermiddel.
QA Waren de getuigen het oneens met elkaar?
39 A De studenten die de professor begeleid had waren allemaal goed terecht
gekomen.
B De lichtinval die de trompetten gekregen hadden was modderig ten onder
gegaan.
40 A De ganzen die de boerin voerde maakten een stevig kabaal.
B De balpen die de walvissen splitsten sloeg het knisperende dakraam.
QA Had de vrouw van de boer ganzen eten gegeven?
QB Hadden de walvissen de balpen gesplitst?
41 A Na het overlijden van haar man raakte de vrouw in een diepe depressie die
lang duurde.
B Met de overmeestering van de aanname bleef de bus op een zachte braderie
die onzeker toeterde.
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QB Was de bus op een kermis?
42 A In de kamer van de tiener hangen de muren vol met posters van haar favoriete
zangeres.
B Vanaf de naamval op het spoor klinken de kleuren gevuld met tijd op onze
blonde veranda.
43 A Voor het onderzoek zijn rokende mannen en vrouwen van middelbare leeftijd
nodig.
B Gedurende de planken zijn gastvrije kennis en uien van doorslaggevende
kruispunten gezien.
44 A Omdat het ventje ongehoorzaam was geweest kreeg hij een uitbrander van
zijn moeder.
B Nadat de hulpeloosheid oneindig was geworden ving zij een aardlaag met een
grapje.
45 A In de lente ruiken de meeste bomen zo lekker door de bloesem die dan
uitkomt.
B Zonder een spelletjesavond voelen de tedere meterstanden zo smal als de
eenden die voorheen zongen.
46 A De studievereniging zorgt elk jaar voor lezingen en een kennismakingskamp
voor eerstejaars studenten.
B De conductrice daalde zomaar neer op koffie en een feest voor weigerachtige
winden.
QA Wordt het kennismakingskamp georganiseerd door de studievereniging?
QB Werkten de winden mee?
47 A Dolfijnen staan bekend om hun sociale karakter en intelligentie.
B Rommelmarkten worden bergachtig na hun oceanische gedachtengoed en
eerlijkheid.
Zijn dolfijnen slimme dieren?
48 A De huismoeder maakte in haar vrije uurtjes sieraden en verkocht die op
internet.
B De tegenvaller maakt onder de hoofddoek bergen en spuit ze in glas.
49 A In het televisieprogramma filmen ze met verborgen camera onhygienische
situaties in de horeca.
B Naast de lucht sproeit men met ijzeren veren verhelderend stokbrood aan de
kant.
50 A Videotheken gaan failliet omdat films ook via het internet beschikbaar zijn
geworden.
B Beschietingen lopen over doordat notulen soms met een kam zoet zijn
ontstaan.
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Appendix D1 Stimuli Auditory violation detection
1-20
21-40

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Determiner-noun mismatch
1-10 short distance
11-20 long distance
auxiliary-main verb mismatch
21-30 short distance
31-40 long distance
Het goedgeklede man krijgt altijd veel aandacht van zijn vrouwelijke
collega’s.
Het zeer beroemde fotograaf heeft al veel prestigieuze prijzen gewonnen.
Het ziekelijke bejaarde werd met een longontsteking in het ziekenhuis
opgenomen.
De vader gaf het vervelende jongen een draai om zijn oren.
Duizenden bezoekers waren gisteren bij de première van het fantastische film
aanwezig.
De marine heeft het gekantelde onderzeeër met veel moeite overeind
getrokken.
De goed getrainde paard nam de hindernissen zonder enige moeite.
De opgewekte meisje is erg geliefd onder haar leeftijdgenootjes.
Vooral onder jongeren is de vernieuwende tijdschrift erg populair.
Voor zijn verjaardag kreeg Floris de prijswinnende boek van A.F.Th van der
Heijden.
Het ooit bijna tot miss Nederland verkozen vrouw werkt nu als topmodel.
Het op het dek heen en weer zwalkende dronken kapitein viel plotseling over
boord.
Het alom gerespecteerde en kundige hoogleraar moest door bezuinigingen
ontslagen worden.
Het in de Verenigde Staten gezochte sluipmoordenaar lijkt weer te hebben
toegeslagen.
Met kerst kreeg het meisje eindelijk het speciaal in Zuid-Frankrijk bestelde
nieuwe jurk en bijpassende hoed.
Mijn opa en oma bewerken het met allerlei groenten en kruiden volstaande
moestuin al jaren met veel plezier.
De gemeente zal het eeuwenoude maar helaas bijna dode boom volgende
week omkappen.
De in het koninklijke theater gespeelde toneelstuk viel niet in de smaak bij de
critici.
De door de woeste watermassa beschadigde huis zag er niet al te best meer
uit.
De postzegelverzamelaar pakte de door de tijd vergeelde en beschadigde
verzamelalbum voorzichtig vast.
Gisteren kon mijn aardige vader gekookt voor mijn moeder.
Vanavond moet de beroemde tenor opgetreden voor een deftig gezelschap.
Onder het balkon moest Romeo als een engel gezongen voor zijn Julia.
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Vrouwen zouden meer rechten en plichten gekregen de laatste eeuwen.
Daan kon een mooie mountainbike gekocht van zijn spaargeld.
De schilder moest een goed lijkend portret gemaakt van zijn zus.
De horlogemaker heeft het horlogebandje repareren met zijn nieuwe
gereedschap.
Vader heeft zijn dochter Marieke helpen met haar huiswerk.
Sinds het begin van de vorige eeuw hebben de Olympische spelen
plaatsvinden in landen over de hele wereld.
Tijdens zijn leven heeft de schilder Vincent van Gogh wonen in verschillende
landen.
De jongen zal ondanks de harde regen door de Betuwe gefietst met zijn
nieuwe ligfiets.
De moeder kan, ondanks dat zij haar enkel verstuikt heeft, gewoon
meegedaan met de volleybalwedstrijd.
Petra kan, ondanks de zeurende pijn in haar buik, haar bord leeggegeten
zonder te huilen.
Met hulp van de aardige oppasser moeten de twee dolfijnen veel moeilijke
kunstjes geleerd, wat hen zeer populair maakt bij het publiek.
Komende kerst zal de nieuwe kleuterschool een leuk toneelstukje opgevoerd
voor de ouders.
Toen ik gisteren een wandeling maakte, heb ik ontzettend veel spreeuwen en
zwaluwen zien in het bos.
Urenlang hebben Hans en Grietje door het griezelige bos stappen op zoek
naar hun ouders.
Met een jute zak, een klos garen en naald en draad heeft de couturier een
prachtige avondjurk maken voor de extravagante popster.
De bloemiste heeft nooit in haar carrière zo´n groot bloemstuk maken, als
voor de bruiloft van Willem-Alexander en Maxima.
Johan heeft van zijn lelijke tante een kleffe zoen krijgen op zijn verjaardag.
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Appendix D2 Table 3.10 Model with and without working
memory
estimate

Fixed
audRT
Violation
type
Distance
WM
Random
Subject
intercept
variance
Violation
type
Item
intercept
variance
Model fit
Deviance
(-2 Log
Likelihood)

M3
SE
t

M3+working memory
SE
t
p

p

estimate

1.2

.75

1.6

.11

1.4

.76

1.9

.07

-324.1

48.6

-6.7

<.01

-322.6

48.9

-6.6

<.01

-108.0

56.6

-2.3

.03

-107.5
22.5

46.9
19.3

2.3
1.2

.03
.25

29419.4

288770.5

11068.2

11819.2

20158.4

20377.0

31973.2

31430.1

χ2 = 543.14
χ -test
df = 1
p < .001
Table 3.10 (extended) Estimated parameters of mixed-effects modelling on response
times of the model with and without working memory span.
2
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Appendix E Stimuli SATI
1-84

Odd numbers: Ungrammatical, incorrect verb form
Even numbers: matched grammatical sentences.
85-168 Odd numbers: Ungrammatical, mismatch in gender number features in
determiner and noun
Even numbers: matched grammatical sentences.
169-203 Grammatical filler sentences
204-245 Ungrammatical filler sentences with a mid-sentence violation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Ik was vandaag te laat omdat het de buschauffeur niet lukte de
verkeerstopstoppingen te omzeilde.
Waren er verkeersopstoppingen onderweg?
De manifestatie werd afgelast omdat het de organisatie niet lukte de
vereiste veiligheidsmaatregelen te nemen.
Kon de manifestatie doorgaan?
De studenten vonden het tentamen moeilijk aangezien ze weinig van de stof
begrepen had.
De jongen vond het examen makkelijk omdat hij ontzettend veel rijlessen
gehad had.
De gemeenteraad had het besluit genomen zonder zich af te vragen wat de
gevolgen voor het milieu zouden was.
Waren de gevolgen voor het milieu in de besluitvorming meegenomen?
De chef had de medewerkers ontslagen zonder zich af te vragen of een
doorstart voor de zaak mogelijk zou zijn.
Was het ontslag mogelijk voorbarig geweest?
De kok had het vuur hoog gezet zodat het vlees goed gaar was stoven.
De trainer had zijn vertrek aangekondigd voordat de wedstrijd goed en wel
was afgefloten.
De barman beloofde zijn vriendin direct naar huis te gaan zodra zijn dienst
afgelopen geweest.
Maakte de barman een belofte aan zijn moeder?
De president beloofde het buurland direct de troepen terug te trekken zodra
de afspraken nagekomen werden.
Was de terugtrekking van de troepen al begonnen?
Alle bloesem vroor kapot toen het in de lente ploteling streng ging
gevroren.
Alle bomen werden gekapt voordat er nog meer ongelukken zouden
gebeuren.
Werden de bomen gekapt voor de veiligheid?
Voor veel mensen is het kerstgevoel pas compleet als het flink heeft
sneeuwde.
Voor veel slachtoffers komt de hulp te laat omdat het flink heeft gevroren.
Was de vorst een probleem voor de hulpverlening?
Het land was in chaos nadat de dictator zijn vertrek aankondigen.
Was de dictator overleden?
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De klas werd stil nadat de docent de proefwerken uitdeelde.
We geloven graag dat alles beter wordt als de economie weer wat is
herstelde.
Ze dachten vroeger dat de wereld plat was tot geleerden het tegendeel
hadden bewezen.
De smokkelaar die de grenspost wil ontwijken heeft iets te verborgen.
De kinderen die het brood wilden stelen hebben niets te eten.
Hebben de kinderen honger?
De doelman die de supporters tot kalmte maant zal zeker snel aanvoerder
wordt.
Kalmeerde de doelman zijn medespelers?
Het meisje dat haar vriendin tot troost was zal zelf ook bedrogen worden.
De soldaten die de sergeant altijd gehoorzaamden hadden hun tenten snel
opruimen.
Hadden de soldaten hun barakken snel opgeruimd?
De zusjes die hun broertje altijd treiterden hadden zijn tas stiekem verstopt.
Werd de jongen lastiggevallen door zijn buurjongens?
De grootvader die de kleinkinderen schandalig verwende had een
vervelende ziekte opliep.
De machinist die de trein slaperig bestuurde had een rood sein gemist. Had
de machinist goed opgelet?
De moordenaars die de rechter alle tot levenslang veroordeelde hadden
allemaal al eerder in de gevangenis zitten.
Kregen de moordenaars allemaal levenslang?
De schakers die de computer allemaal moeiteloos versloeg hadden allemaal
een uitgebreide schaakcursus gehad.
Hadden de schakers gewonnen van de computer?
De kinderen die de doortastende verpleegster allemaal inentte begonnen te
gehuild.
Werden de kinderen gevaccineerd door de dokter?
De toeschouwers die de fantastische zanger stuk voor stuk betoverde
begonnen te klappen.
De dorpsoudste die de blauwhelmen zeer respecteerden besloot het dorp te
ontruimde.
De neushoorn die de jagers eindeloos opjoegen besloot de aanval te kiezen.
De onderhandelingen die de diplomaat met moeite had opgestart verliepen
nog moeizamer dan verwachtte.
De recensies die de regisseur altijd had gevreesd waren nog vernietigender
dan verwacht.
De kar werd door het vermoeide paard langzaam vooruit trekken.
Het visje werd door de gulzige reiger snel opgegeten.
De schaatsers werden door het enthousiaste publiek aanmoedigden.
Het publiek werd door de opruiende teksten opgehitst.
De rijke zakenman werd door de ontvoerders opgesloten en mishandelen.
Hadden de ontvoerders een rijke bankier ontvoerd?
De succesvolle zakenvrouw werd door haar ondergeschikten bewonderd en
bejubeld.
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Genoot de zakenvrouw hoog aanzien onder haar medewerkers?
De junks en de hooligans werden door de politie samen in een cel gooide.
De koeien en de kalfjes werden door de boer in dezelfde stal gehouden.
De cassiere leest in het roddelblad dat de ontwerper de koningin
intimideerden.
Las de cassiere in een tijdschrift over de intimidatie?
De presentator leest in de media dat de omroep zijn contract ontbindt.
Zijn collega wist dat de accountant de bejaarden in het verzorgingstehuis
opgelicht.
De fotograaf ziet dat de naaktloper de mensen in de binnenstad shockeert.
Shockeert de fotograaf de mensen in de binnenstad?
De grensrechter zag dat de scheidsrechter een onvergeeflijke fout had
maakte.
Maakte de grensrechter een fout?
De rechercheur hoorde dat een agent de sporen van het misdrijf had
uitgewist.
De secretaresse hoopt dat haar collega niet zwanger zal geraakt.
De auteurs willen dat de uitgeverij hogere voorschotten gaat betalen.
Vragen de schrijvers om meer geld?
De aanvoerder verwacht dat de reservespelers zich zullen gedraagt.
De sportverslaggever verwacht dat de verliezers zich zullen revancheren.
Hebben de verliezers zich bij hun verlies neergelegd?
In de krant stond dat de nonnen de daklozen hadden huisvesten.
Op de website stond dat de winkel de openingstijden had verlengd.
De opzichter vertelt dat de directeur de arbeiders altijd goed behandelen.
De miljonair hoopt dat de bankiers zijn geld met zorg beheren.
De straatmuzikanten dachten dat de mensen op het terras hun muziek wel
konden waardeerde.
De ministers wisten dat de mensen in het land hun bezuinigingen niet
zouden begrijpen.
De conrector vergat soms dat de tieners nog niet volwassen geweest.
Werd de volwassenheid van de tieners onderschat door de conrector?
De dichter dacht ineens dat zijn bundel waardeloos prutswerk was.
Was de dichter trots op zijn werk?
De conducteur hoorde dat het meisje tegen haar vriend fluisterde dat ze
geen kaartje gehad.
Had het meisje een geldig vervoersbewijs?
De kleuter vertelde dat de juf in de klas zei dat ze morgen op schoolreis
gingen.
De journalist schrijft dat de situatie sterk verergerd waren.
De huisbaas schreef dat de kosten sterk gestegen waren.
Het is tegenwoordig erg gebruikelijk om te zeggen dat je een perfectionist
zijn.
Het was vroeger heel gewoon om te vrezen dat iemand een heks was.
De voetballers konden begrijpen dat de buitenwereld betere resultaten had
verwachten.
Hadden de voetballers begrip voor het standpunt van de buitenwereld?
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De man was vergeten dat zijn vrouw al een cadeau had gekocht.
De minister van buitenlandse zaken vreest dat de operatie teveel negatieve
publiciteit heeft kreeg.
Was er kritiek op de operatie in de pers?
De concierge van de school vermoedt dat de leerling geen liefdevolle
opvoeding heeft gekregen
Mariska verhuisde naar Chili om bij de liefde van haar leven te gaan woont.
Sophie at geen chocolade en chips meer om een paar kilo af te vallen.
Het kind begon van schrik te huilen toen de grote hond begon te blafte.
De eigenaar van de coffeeshop haalde zijn schoulders op toen de discussie
over het legaliseren van softdrugs weer oplaaide.
Maakte de eigenaar van de coffeeshop zich zorgen?
Het bedrijf weigerde de ontwerper te betalen toen het concept voor het
nieuwe logo erg tegenvielen.
De bewoners kwamen in opstand toen de gemeente een windmolenpark
naast de nieuwbouwwijk wilde bouwen.
De schreeuwerige reclameposters die de gevel van het pand ernstig
ontsierden hadden wel de aandacht van de voorbijgangers trekken.
De logopedist die het slissende kind graag wilde helpen deed haar best om
een andere aanpak te bedenken.
De aardbeving die de deskundigen al hadden voorspeld zorgde ervoor dat
de hoge toren ingestort.
Kwam de aardbeving voor iedereen onverwacht?
De burgemeester die de journalist interviewde had zijn mond voorbij
gesproken.
De voorlichtingsavond over studeren in het buitenland werd door de
studenten druk bezoeken.
De tentoonstelling over de geschiedenis van de televisie werd met name
door kinderen bezocht.
Alle computers werden door het bedrijf vervangen en de werknemers
mochten de oude exemplaren meegenomen.
De schilderijen werden in het museum opgehangen en ze werden van een
onderschrift voorzien.
De loodgieter werkte aan de riolering terwijl de timmerman bezig was met
het deuren.
Was de loodgieter bezig met de gootsteen?
De peuters keken naar de televisie toen de moeder bezig was met het eten.
Was de moeder bezig met de was?
De kleuters raakten in paniek toen ze werden opgeschrikt door het schelle
geluiden.
De logees waren vol lof terwijl ze werden rondgeleid door de prachtige
tuin.
De burgemeester zegde toe te komen kijken wanneer de kunstenaar zijn
werk zou exposeren in de voorjaar.
De bezoekers verheugden zich erop terug te komen als de ijsberen de vissen
zouden verorberen als avondmaal.
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Wilden de bezoekers rond etenstijd terug naar de pinguins?
De aanstaande vader moest wel even slikken toen hij hoorde dat zijn vrouw
zwanger was van een tweelingen.
De opa was zo trots als een pauw toen voorgelezen werd dat zijn
kleindochter de beste was van de klas.
Niemand durfde de overwinning op te eisen zolang er nog zoveel verschil
was tussen de verschillende prognose.
Gaven de prognoses allemaal dezelfde uitkomst?
Niemand wist de spion te ontmaskeren omdat die uitstekend in zijn rol
bleef tot het einde van de operatie.
De serie was zo succesvol omdat veel mensen stiekem gefascineerd zijn
door de gevangenisleven.
De festival was snel uitverkocht nadat de organisatie een persconferentie
gaf over het programma. Waren er nog kaartjes voor het festival?
De pas was gesloten doordat hij was dichtgesneeuwd na een week met
heftige sneeuwbui.
Werd de pas na een maand slecht weer gesloten?
De schoonmakers blijven staken zolang de werkgevers niet over de brug
komen met betere arbeidsvoorwaarden.
Het zwembad gaat weer open wanneer de inspectie groen licht geeft over de
kwaliteit van de water.
Was de veiligheid van de bouwconstructie de reden dat het zwembad nog
gesloten was?
De champignonteler gaat binnenkort failliet tenzij hij snel nieuwe klanten
vindt voor zijn biologisch gekweekte champignons.
Dreigt een failissement voor de paprikakweker?
De aardappeloogst gaat dit jaar mislukken tenzij er snel verandering komt
in de weer.
De gokhal werd door de gemeente gesloten nadat er vermoedens waren van
drugshandel.
Werd de gokhal gesloten na een schietpartij?
De keizer die de gladiators liet leven was in een goede humeur.
De oom die zijn neefjes liet schrikken lachte hard om hun reactie.
De terroristen die de piloot gijzelden hadden niet gerekend op de twee
dappere passagier.
Hadden de terroristen de piloot gegijzeld?
De pianisten die de celliste begeleidden waren zeer verheugd over het
prachtige resultaat.
De burgers die de politicus wilden spreken werden doorverwezen naar het
woordvoerder.
Wilde de politicus de burgers spreken?
De zeilers die de race wilden winnen werden geholpen door de
weersomstandigheden.
Was het weer gunstig voor de zeilers?
De brandweerman die de kinderen had gered kreeg daarvoor meerdere
onderscheiding.
Werden de kinderen gered door de brandweer?
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De melkboer die de huisvrouwen goed kende maakte altijd even een
praatje.
Gisteren had de chauffeur die de passagier inhuurde een lekke banden.
Morgen heeft de specialist die de co-assistenten opleidt een vrije dag.
De namen van de babies die de dominee doopt worden opgeschreven in de
grote boek.
De kinderen van de veteranen die de koning zou onderscheiden waren ook
uitgenodigd bij de plechtigheid.
Was de ceremonie ook toegankelijk voor familieleden van de veteranen?
De sollicitant die de commissieleden uitgebreid hadden gesproken werd
uiteindelijk toch niet de eerste keuzes.
Was er contact geweest tussen de commissieleden en de sollicitant?
De knal die de buurtbewoners allemaal hadden gehoord bleek afkomstig
van een kapotte vrachtwagen.
De filmster die de fotografen wegstuurde had niet gerekend op zulke felle
reactie.
Had de filmster de fotografen weggestuurd?
De welpen die de leeuwin beschermde hadden al gegeten van de dode
gazelle.
Werden de welpen door hun moeder beschermd?
De kleuterjuf werd geprezen om haar werklust en haar groot inzet.
Was er veel lof voor de peuterleidster?
Het kruispunt werd aangepast na een ongeval met twee zwaargewonde
slachtoffers.
De rozenstruik die de binnenplaats overwoekerde werd gesnoeid door twee
tuinman.
Werd de binnenplaats overwoekerd door een klimop?
Het schip dat was vergaan voor de kust werd veelvuldig bezocht door
ramptoeristen.
Werd het vergane schip een toeristische attractie?
De nieuwe streekbussen werden met veel enthousiasme ontvangen door de
meerderheid van de reiziger.
Was er een positieve ontvangst voor de nieuwe streekbussen?
De broodjes knakworst werden met gejuich begroet door de kinderen op het
verjaardagspartijtje.
Waren de kinderen enthousiast over broodjes worst?
Gemaakte kosten worden doorgaans door werkgevers vergoed als ze
kunnen worden gedeclareerd met originele factuur.
Gordijnen op maat worden meestal pas door winkels gemaakt nadat de
bestelling is bevestigd met een aanbetaling.
Het bevreemdde de hoogleraar zeer dat hij niet eerder op de hoogte was
gebracht van de nieuwe reglement.
Was de hoogleraar verrast door de gang van zaken?
Het was een grote teleurstelling voor de getuige dat zij niet werd
uitgenodigd voor het passen van de bruidsjurk.
Het mooie weer zorgde ervoor dat het ijs niet aan te slepen was op het
zonnige terrassen.
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De bemiddeling van de mediator voorkwam dat de scheiding heel
traumatisch was voor de betrokken kinderen.
Had de rechter de scheiding in goede banen weten te leiden?
Het was verdacht dat bij de overdracht de kopers het huis wilden betalen
met een stapel bankbiljet.
Het is schrijnend dat bij de beoordeling van asielaanvragen de
immigratiedienst soms mensen moet afwijzen met zieke kinderen.
De projectleider zag dat er veel vertraging was en wist dat hij dit eigenlijk
zou moeten vertellen aan het klant.
De cardioloog zag dat er een vernauwing in de ader was en vermoedde dat
dit het gevolg was van langdurig roken en teveel stress.
De goochelaar hoopte dat zijn publiek zijn nieuwe truc nog niet kende en
zou reageren met een enthousiaste applaus.
De bergbeklimmers dachten dat de berghut vlakbij was en zou opdoemen
na de volgende bocht.
Zagen de bergbeklimmers de berghut al?
In het museum werd zij direct enthousiast van alle indrukwekkende
schilderij.
Na de diploma-uitreiking vertrokken de geslaagden onmiddellijk naar
verschillende feesten.
De jongen raakte helemaal in de war van de blik van het mooie meisjes.
De muziekrecensenten waren zeer lovend na het uitkomen van het nieuwe
album.
Viel het nieuwe album in de smaak bij de pers?
Niemand van de bruiloftsgasten hield het droog bij de speech van het
bruidegom.
Waren de gasten op de bruiloft geëmotioneerd?
Geen van de aanwezigen reageerde verbaasd bij de aankondiging van de
minister.
Was het nieuws van de minister onverwacht?
Bij de aanleg van de snelweg was geen rekening gehouden met zo'n grote
toename van het aantal auto.
Bij de lunches in het ziekenhuis wordt ook rekening gehouden met een
eventuele voedselallergie van de patient.
Wanneer een student fraudeert bij een tentamen kan hij gestraft worden met
een berisping of een tijdelijke schorsingen.
Kan fraude leiden tot een permanente schorsing?
Wanneer een hoogleraar met pensioen gaat krijgt hij een afscheid met
speeches en taart en bloemen.
Op marktplaats wordt met name veel gehandeld in tweedehands kleding en
auto.
In de nieuwbouwwijk werd op zaterdagen veel geklust door handige vaders
en opa's.
Kinderboeken staan vol met prachtige verhalen over jonkvrouwen en
ridder.
Dancefeesten worden door velen geassocieerd met drank en drugsgebruik.
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Als je rondkijkt in een collegezaal zie je naast mobiele telefoons ook vooral
veel waterflesje.
Wanneer je op een van de grote stations bent vind je naast kiosken ook
andere verkooppunten van koffie.
Vind je kiosken alleen op de kleine stations?
Toen de gijzelnemers niet kregen wat ze eisten moesten ze overschakelen
naar een nieuw plannen.
Toen het gebouw begon te verzakken moest de aannemer met spoed komen
met een oplossing.
De verhuizers die de wasmachine naar de zolder hadden getild gingen snel
verder met de stapels verhuisdoos.
De presentator die de show presenteerde was alleen populair bij senioren.
Waren de jongeren enthousiast over de presentator?
De berg die de wielrenner opfietste was onder de echte liefhebbers bekend
maar niet bij de vele toerist.
Het werkstuk dat de leerling inleverde was van hoge kwaliteit en kreeg een
goed cijfer.
De teksten die de acteur maar niet kon onthouden werden uiteindelijk
aangepast door de schrijver van de toneelstuk.
De orkaan die het eiland verwoestte werd elk jaar herdacht door de
eilandbewoners.
Aan het eind van de week moest er nog een lijst worden opgesteld van alle
openstaande rekening.
De kozijnen werden door de timmerman uiterst nauwkeurig op maat
gezaagd in de werkplaats.
Het geld voor de schoonmaakster werd door Rianne elke maandagmorgen
klaargelegd op de tafeltje.
Het orkest werd geprezen om hun uitzonderlijke muzikale kwaliteiten en
avontuurlijke programmering.
De eeuwenoude klokken van de domtoren worden jaarlijks grondig
gereinigd met speciale borstel.
Wordt het schoonmaken elk jaar gedaan?
De oude kerk werd beklommen door een groep jonge alpinisten.
Alex schreef in zijn email dat hij het zeer zou waarderen als de gemeente
haast kon maken met het nieuwe fietspaden.
De kok van het restaurant was ervan overtuigd dat de nieuwe menukaart in
de smaak zou vallen bij de gasten.
De olie lekte uit de schepen die de haven binnenliepen.
Was er sprake van 1 lekkend schip?
De minister debatteerde met verschillende kamerleden die kritische vragen
stelden. Was de minister in gesprek met de pers?
De alpinist verdwaalde in de bergen en kwam jammerlijk om.
De stewardess schrok van de kaper die met de handgranaat dreigde.
Dreigde de kaper met een pistool?
De schildpadden wandelden over het zand dat heet was van de zon.
In zee voor de Somalische kust is piraterij een serieus probleem.
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Komt piraterij veel voor voor de kust van Soedan?
Toen de zon opkwam verspreidde deze een prachtige roze gloed over het
landschap.
In gebieden waar veel watersport wordt beoefend gebeuren er regelmatig
ongelukken tussen boten en surfers.
Omdat de begroting van de verbouwing van het station ernstig werd
overschreden werd de gemeenteraad bijeen geroepen.
Werd er teveel geld uitgegeven aan de verbouwing van het station?
Als Janna geweten had dat het zo'n hete dag zou worden zou ze voor
zonnebrandcreme en water hebben gezorgd.
Had Janna zonnebrandcreme bij zich?
De renovatie van de oude kerk was een tijdrovende aangelegenheid.
Nam de renovatie van de kerk veel tijd in beslag?
Het luiden van de kerkklokken was voor sommige omwonenden een
dagelijkse bron van ergernis.
Het binnenhalen van de opdracht werd in het bedrijf gevierd met taart.
Toen de man 's ochtends niet op zijn werk verscheen werd een grote
zoekactie op touw gezet.
Werd de man gemist op zijn werk?
Het is niet onmogelijk om een marathon te lopen zolang er maar sprake is
van een goede voorbereiding.
De deelnemers van het televisieprogramma werden contractueel verplicht te
zwijgen over de winnaar totdat de laatste uitzending was uitgezonden.
Bij het boottochtje over de Vecht moesten kinderen zonder zwemdiploma
verplicht een reddingsvest aan.
Voer de boot over de Lek?
De bruiloft die zo zorgvuldig was voorbereid verliep helemaal volgens
plan.
Ging alles op de bruiloft zoals het de bedoeling was?
Na een grote hoeveelheid alcohol liep het vrijgezellenfeestje volledig uit de
hand.
Er doen allerlei verhalen de ronde over de oorsprong van het
sinterklaasfeest.
De toeristen die zich hadden opgegeven voor de excursie waren zeer
teleurgesteld toen bleek dat deze niet doorging.
De monniken die het klooster hoog in de bergen bewoonden leefden totaal
afgezonderd van de buitenwereld.
Leefden de monniken afgezonderd op een eiland?
De padvinders die de hut hadden gebouwd waren er erg trots op.
Hadden de padvinders vuur gemaakt?
Bij de aanleg van het nieuwe park was geen rekening gehouden met mensen
in een rolstoel.
Ondanks protest van de buurtbewoners werd het dorpshuis toch gesloten.
Hadden de buurtbewoners hun ongenoegen over de sluiting geuit?
Strengere regels moeten ervoor zorgen dat pensioenfondsen niet in de
problemen komen.
De tandarts trok bij mijn schoonvader allebei zijn verstandskiezen.
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Toen de verhuizers de piano lieten vallen leidde dat tot een enorme
scheldpartij.
Lieten de verhuizers een muziekinstrument vallen?
De ouders glunderden op de bruiloft en waren blij met hun schoonzoon.
De knechten riepen naar de boer die op het land bezig was omdat hij zijn
mobiele telefoon niet bij zich had.
De detective zocht naar de foto die van cruciaal belang was.
Was de detective op zoek naar beeldmateriaal?
De stakkers verdwaalden in de bossen en keerden nimmer terug.
De jongens knipoogden naar de serveersters die hen bedienden.
De waaghals dook het water in vanaf de brug die boven de rivier hing.
De koolmees dronk uit de regenton die in de achtertuin stond.
De zigeuners rondtrokken in de woonwagens die nog van hun voorouders
waren.
Hadden de zigeuners zich gesetteld?
De generaal keek over de slagveld en overzag de situatie.
De schilder verloor zijn zelfbeheersing en geschopt tegen de spullen die
hem niet aanstonden.
Verloor de stucadoor zijn zelfbeheersing?
De wandelaar van de vierdaagse liepen moeilijk omdat hij last had van een
blaar op zijn hiel.
De elfde verdieping van de flat is met het lift gelukkig snel te bereiken.
Ben je met de lift zo op de elfde verdieping?
Er waren zoveel rat in de omgeving dat je kon spreken van een ware plaag
voor het dorp.
In het warenhuis greep een bewakers de jonge dief in de kraag toen hij de
winkel uit wilde lopen.
Werd winkeldief betrapt?
Bij het zebrapad bij de bushalte moet de scholieren vaak toch nog lang
wachten.
Bij de opening van de nieuwe sporthal was er voor elk jonge bezoeker een
ijsje en een zakje chips.
Werd er een nieuw dorpshuis geopend?
De overvallers hadden er niet op rekent dat de juwelier een wapen onder de
toonbank zou hebben. Had de juwelier een noodknop onder de toonbank?
De schaap die de lammetjes niet uit het oog verloor herkauwde rustig haar
maaltijd.
Zijn schapen herkauwers?
De zeeman verlangde naar een lang periode aan wal.
Verschillende campagne van de overheid hebben ertoe geleid dat mensen
bewuster met energie omgaan.
Zijn de campagnes van de overheid succesvol geweest?
Op lintjesdag worden mensen die een bijzondere bijdrage aan de
maatschappij heeft geleverd beloond met een koninklijke onderscheiding.
Het is niet makkelijk om je geld te verdient als muzikant.
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Is het voor muzikanten moeilijk om rond te komen?
Nadat bekend werd dat de wielrenner was betrappen op doping besloot hij
zelf zijn carriere te beeindigen.
Vroeger schreef iedereen met een vulpen maar tegenwoordig worden dat
ouderwets gevonden.
Het journaal vergat te vermelden dat het bomaanslag van tevoren was
aangekondigd door de verantwoordelijke guerillabeweging.
Wanneer je van je hobby je werk kunnen maken mag je van geluk spreken.
De amateurs die zoals verwacht verloren van de profclub hadden toch een
mooi dag gehad.
Had het verlies de dag voor de amateurs bedorven?
De boottocht die de vluchtelingen overleefd hadden waren niet goed
geweest voor hun gezondheid.
Hadden de vluchtelingen per vliegtuig gereisd?
De kruidenier ging naar zijn klanten en vroegen of hij helpen kon.
De familieleden van de overleden patient spanden een slepende rechtszaken
aan tegen de chirurg.
Werd de chirurg aangeklaagd?
De ijsbergen die het schip bedreigden waren boven de water slecht waar te
nemen.
De Rijnstreek in Duitsland blijkt een grote aantrekkingskracht uit te oefent
op gepensioneerden.
In de winter staan elk weekend de weg richting de bekende skigebieden vol
met files.
De rechter luister naar de advocaat die zijn slotpleidooi hield.
De lifters hoopten dat ze zonder problemen in Spanje zou geraken.
Waren de lifters op weg naar Frankrijk?
Sommige van de huizenbezitters konden door de gedaald huizenprijzen
alleen met groot verlies hun huis verkopen.
Als je je was niet goed sorteert kun je weleens voor vervelende verrassing
komen te staan.
De droge en warme klimaat rond de Middellandse Zee is voor patienten met
reuma beter dan het vochtige klimaat in Noord-Europa.
Zijn reumapatiënten gebaat bij het Nederlandse klimaat?
De kamernood in studentensteden leidt tot creatieve oplossingen waarbij
studenten oude ziekenhuis leegstaande kantoorpanden of containers
bewonen.
Worden er containers gebruikt als studentenkamers?
De huisarts had altijd de grootste moeite om ervoor te zorgen dat de
spreekuur niet uitliep.
Helaas ontplofte het raket toen deze door de dampkring schoot.
De legerarts kwam bij zijn meerdere en gevraagd hem om verlof wegens
familieomstandigheden.
Buitenlanders blijven zich verbaasd over hoe vaak Nederlanders de fiets
pakken.
Omdat er bijna geen klanten was ging de tijd erg langzaam voor de
medewerkers van het wegrestaurant.
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Het bedrijfje dat Arjan zo enthousiast had opzetten werd helaas geen
succes.
Niemand wist waarom de concierge van de ene op de andere dagen ontslag
had genomen.
Sommige bruidsparen vragen in plaats van een cadeaus een donatie aan een
goed doel.
De komst van twintig nieuwe appartement kon de schaarste op de
woningmarkt in Haarlem niet oplossen.
Waren er voldoende woningen beschikbaar in Haarlem?
De zeven kleine poesje kropen dicht tegen hun moeder aan.
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Appendix F Materials visual error detection
[…] animacy violation/syntactic violation/semantic violation […]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

De handige agenda woont/verschijnen/sijpelt voor het eerst in de collectie
die vooral bestaat uit schrijfblokken en ordners.
De zachte modder krijst/liggen/vervaagt op de bodem van het meer dat
hoog in de bergen ligt.
De nieuwe schutting luistert/zwiepen/bruist bij harde wind maar bij rustig
weer is er niets aan de hand.
Het verlaten strand piekert/glinsteren/knippert in de middagzon en de
fotograaf weet dat prachtig vast te leggen.
De prachtige toespraak voetbalt/klinken/brandt in de tuin van het kasteel uit
de veertiende eeuw.
De geheime samenkomst huppelt/escaleren/verschrompelt altijd snel als we
de ingewijden moeten geloven.
De strakke spijkerbroek praat/ontbreken/vervliegt niet in de meeste hippe
kledingwinkels in Utrecht.
De nieuwe bom glimlacht/ontploffen/kreukelt in ieder geval niet tijdens het
filmpje op het journaal.
De antieke bureaulamp juicht/branden/verdampt in de winteravonden
wanneer het vroeg donker wordt.
Het prachtige lied luncht/klinken/droogt regelmatig op het terras waar het
tweede kopje koffie gratis is.
De felle kritiek emigreert/komen/knispert nogal onverwacht nadat iedereen
het over de kwestie eens leek te zijn.
Het drukke kinderfeestje grijnst/eindigen/scheurt in de namiddag als de
ouders hun kinderen komen ophalen.
De rode nagellak slentert/drogen/suddert al een hele tijd maar de jonge
meiden blijven enthousiast over de kleur.
De vertraagde sneltrein hinkelt/denderen/vaart ruim anderhalf uur later dan
gepland het station binnen.
De ondiepe sloot aarzelt/liggen/hangt verborgen tussen de weilanden waar
de koeien grazen.
De plastic bekers schreeuwen/smelt/pluizen door het hete water dat direct
uit de waterkoker werd ingeschonken.
De witte deuren vergaderen/kraakt/wapperen al jaren zonder ernstige
gevolgen voor het huis.
De oorspronkelijke stadsmuren lachen/bestaat/ontdooien nog in de meeste
steden die veel toeristen trekken.
De kolossale schepen rennen/vaart/zitten in de haven waar de kranen altijd
gereed staan om lading te lossen.
De hippe brillen kletsen/glanst/lekken in de etalage die was versierd met
kerstballen.
De smalle rivieren mopperen/kolkt/bungelen na de storm waarbij gelukkig
geen doden vielen.
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De smalle rivieren kolkt na de storm waarbij gelukkig geen doden vielen.
De weelderige stadsparken gapen/sluit/schuimen na middernacht wanneer
het uitgangsleven flink op gang komt.
De comfortabele stoelen dromen/staat/smelten in de woonkamer voor het
grote televisiescherm.
De oude schilderijen mediteren/hangt/jeuken al eeuwen op dezelfde plek in
het museum.
De mooie herinneringen tennissen/vervaagt/misukken als we ouder worden
en soms verdwijnen ze helemaal.
De dikke boeken huilen/ligt/zoemen onverwacht nog bij de drukker
ondanks de toezegging voor een tijdige levering.
De dagelijkse files zuchten/ontstaat/zweven tijdens het spitsuur en wanneer
het slecht weer is zijn ze langer.
De lange zinnen hijgen/stoort/rinkelen enorm bij het lezen van het
ingewikkelde artikel over de recessie.
De online formulieren brullen/verdwijnt/stinken nadat ze drie jaar op de
website hebben gestaan.
De gemiddelde cijfers babbelen/stijgt/bladderen behoorlijk na de
aanpassingen in het onderwijssysteem.
[syntactic violation]/[semantic violation][…]
Het stalen spijker/De zonnige spijker breekt bij de eerste klap van de
hamer.
Het steile weg /De zure weg leidt naar een vervallen klooster uit de
middeleeuwen.
De luide fluitconcert /Het ronde fluitconcert werkt erg deprimerend voor de
jonge sporters.
Het gouden kroon /De zoete kroon ligt in een vitrine met camerabewaking
en verschillende sloten.
Het historische film/De lage film is een groot kassucces in de Verenigde
Staten.
De zonnige plein /Het vergeefse plein trekt vooral in de lente en de herfst
veel bezoekers.
De kleinschalige onderwijs/ Het plakkerige onderwijs is door
bezuinigingen op steeds meer universiteiten verdwenen.
Het belastende werkhouding / De rode werkhouding eist al snel zijn tol bij
stratenmakers die fulltime werken.
De vegetarische restaurant / Het verwoede restaurant zit iedere avond al
voor zeven uur helemaal vol.
De voordelige wasmiddel / Het haveloze wasmiddel krijgt de vlekken er
zonder extra vlekkenmiddel niet uit.
Het verschillende kranten / De motorische kranten schrijven vanuit
uiteenlopende invalshoeken over de ramp.
Het zilveren sieraden / De malse sieraden zijn een fortuin waard volgens
de eigenaar van de juwelierszaak.
Het hevige hagelbuien / De fiscale hagelbuien bezorgen de tuinders
opnieuw veel overlast.
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Het afschuwelijke plunderingen De hoekige plunderingen wekken veel
afgrijzen in de westerse wereld.
Het muzikale optredens / De slapeloze optredens duren regelmatig tot diep
in de nacht.
Het landelijke acties / De fruitige acties helpen het getroffen gebied met
voedsel en tenten.
Het kleverige snoepjes / De stoere snoepjes plakken aan de handen van de
kinderen.
Het vreemde muntstukken / De langzame muntstukken zijn moeilijk te
plaatsen voor de archeoloog.
Het nieuwe rolschaatsen / De mogelijke rolschaatsen liggen al twee jaar
ongebruikt in de kast.
Het machtige bedrijven / De uiterlijke bedrijven bepalen wat de prijs van de
producten wordt.

Animate subject, syntactic violation in VP
51
Het verlegen meisje ontwijken het liefst de vragen van de leraar.
52
De zieke zwerver beginnen midden in de nacht te trillen.
53
De koppige toerist kopen allerlei souvenirs om mee naar huis te nemen.
54
De demente opa weigeren zijn eigen zoon te ontvangen op het bezoekuur.
55
Het onbeleefde jochie beledigen de juffrouw van de bibliotheek die
onthutst achterblijft.
56
De bekwame vaklieden prijst de kwaliteit van het tentoongestelde product.
57
De mondige slachtoffers spreekt de rechter toe bij de rechtszaak.
58
De vaardige jagers raakt de fazanten met een zeer snel schot.
59
De slanke modellen eet nooit een stukje chocolade uit angst niet meer
gecast te worden.
60
De stoere agenten sluit de inbreker op in de cel na een lang verhoor.
Animate subject, semantic violation in VP
61
De lompe verdediger arresteert de behendige tegenstander zonder pardon.
62
De pasgeboren baby leest heerlijk in zijn wiegje op zijn kamertje.
63
De zwarte poes kookt het vogeltje dat niet kon ontsnappen.
64
De schattige puppy bedient de hijskraan die de zware lading naar de
bovenverdieping hijst.
65
De bloeiende boom ademt opgelucht uit nu het gevaar is geweken.
66
De bepakte ezels ontwerpen koffers die bijna niets wegen maar wel sterk
zijn.
67
De bescheiden secretaresses knorren wanneer zij het slechte nieuws horen.
68
De gezellige peuters vergaderen van vroeg tot laat over belangrijke zaken.
69
De boze winkeliers bekeuren de gemeente na het fiasco rond het
winkelcentrum.
70
De gevaarlijke roofvissen bekritiseren het werk van de eerstejaars student.
Animate subject, syntactic violation in NP
71
Het groeiende tomatenplant lijkt een prachtige oogst te gaan opleveren dit
jaar.
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De bruine konijn loopt in het weekend soms los door de kamer.
De vervelende buurmeisje gaat dit jaar helaas weer mee op vakantie.
Het bezorgde echtgenote verstopt de sterke drank met de beste bedoelingen.
Het boze vissers blokkeren de snelweg tijdens een van de drukste
avondspitsen van het jaar.
Het agressieve honden zorgen voor veel overlast van hondenpoep in de
buurt.
Het gehaaste fietsers rijden door het rode licht om toch nog op tijd te
komen.
Het gemotiveerde stagiaires werken elke dag na vijf uur nog een uurtje
door.
Het luie huisvrouw doet altijd alleen het hoogstnodige in het huishouden.

Animate subject, semantic violation in NP
80
De drachtige atleet traint nog harder na het onverwachte verlies bij de
europese kampioenschappen.
81
De bebaarde koningin leest de troonrede voor met rustige en beheerste
stem.
82
De tropische timmerman krijgt een compliment van zijn baas over zijn
laatst opgeleverde project.
83
De zwangere man slaakt een ijselijke kreet bij het horen van het slechte
nieuws.
84
De ambachtelijke soldaten liggen op veldbedden die al tientallen jaren
meegaan.
85
De verticale acteurs zorgen voor hoge kijkcijfers onder de jonge doelgroep.
86
De joodse herten zijn een gemakkelijke prooi voor de tijger die de hele dag
nog niets heeft gegeten.
87
De bonkige ballerina's dansen alsof hun leven er vanaf hangt.
88
De sierlijke zeeman stapt aan boord en zwaait nog eens naar zijn kinderen.
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Fillers
Correct
1-35
inanimate singular subject
36-70 inanimate plural subject
71-115 animate singular subject
116-165 animate plural subject
With a violation in the last half of the sentence
166-173 Inanimate singular subject (half in VP, half in NP, half semantic violation
half syntactic violation)
174-181 Inanimate plural subject (half in VP, half in NP, half semantic violation
half syntactic violation)
182-189 Animate singular subject (half in VP, half in NP, half semantic violation
half syntactic violation)
190-197 Animate plural subject t (half in VP, half in NP, half semantic violation half
syntactic violation)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

De kostbare ingreep kost de man geen cent omdat de verzekering de
behandeling helemaal vergoedt.
De unieke show boeit het publiek van de eerste tot de laatste minuut.
De hobbelige straat krijgt binnenkort een nieuwe asfaltlaag.
De dichte mist zorgt voor veel verdwaalde wandelaars in de duinen.
De getypte tekst van de lezing is te koop in winkeltje in het museum.
De persoonlijke winkelpas geeft recht op extra kortingen en speciale
koopavonden.
De bevroren waterplas is dit weekend druk bezocht door ijsliefhebbers.
De laatste aflevering van het seizoen eindigt zoals gebruikelijk dramatisch.
De geweldige actie veroorzaakt een stormloop op alle vestigingen van de
winkelketen.
De geplande hoofdtribune is nog niet volledig bekostigd dus kan de bouw
niet starten.
De witte wijn smaakt lekker bij vis maar is ook zeer geschikt voor bij
salades.
De vreselijke mijnramp schokt de bevolking diep.
De nieuwe oogst valt goed in de smaak bij de fijnproevers.
De gekneusde rib hindert de loper tijdens de wedstrijd minder dan hij had
verwacht.
Het droevige fragment van de film ontroerde iedereen in de bioscoop.
Het onbewoonde eiland is verboden terrein voor toeristen zonder speciale
vergunning.
Het goedkope speelgoed staat goed weggestopt op de hoogste schappen.
Het gescheurde plafond kan nu echt ieder moment naar beneden vallen.
Het verbouwde station is nog niet af maar nu wel open voor het publiek.
Het vernieuwde schoonmaakmiddel is met een grote campagne gelanceerd.
Het prachtige kasteel is in de weekenden en vakanties toegankelijk voor
bezoekers.
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Het autoritaire optreden van de gids bederft onze vakantie.
Het gedeukte dopje past niet meer op de fles.
Het gezellige feest eindigt veel te vroeg naar de mening van veel
feestgangers.
Het aanbevolen dieet werkt snel en effectief maar de effecten op lange
termijn zijn onbekend.
Het directe antwoord verbaast de journalist die zoveel eerlijkheid niet
gewend is.
Het originele manuscript is veilig opgeborgen in de kluizen van het
museum.
Het anonieme telefoontje verontrust de bezorgde ouders.
Het afgebrande ziekenhuis trekt veel op sensatie beluste kijkers.
Het puntige projectiel suist net langs het hoofd van de generaal.
Het lauwe bier slaat snel dood in een glas dat niet goed schoon is.
Het mulle zand hindert de wielrenners die graag soms een stukje door de
berm fietsen.
Het eentonige geluid dreunt door de zaal wanneer de beginnende band
oefent.
Het spetterende feest eindigt met een grandioos vuurwerk.
Het donkere oerwoud beangstigt de kinderen na het enge verhaal bij het
kampvuur.
De cruciale momenten lijken wel een eeuwigheid te duren.
De pijnlijke verwondingen bemoeilijken elke beweging voor de man.
De goedkope mixers vertonen bij normaal gebruik al snel gebreken.
De smerige bunkers ontsieren het landschap.
De intieme filmopnames irriteren de beroemde popzanger mateloos.
De ronde broodjes hebben veel te lang in de oven gelegen.
De fotoboeken staan op de onderste planken van de grote boekenkast.
De rijpe appels liggen onder de bomen in de boomgaard te rotten.
De massale stakingen veroorzaken een flinke prijsstijging.
De overvolle winkels zijn vroeg met de opruiming begonnen.
De betwiste wetsontwerpen komen maar net door de Eerste Kamer.
De grote supermarkten verkopen allemaal alcoholvrij bier.
De specialistische hardloopwinkels voorzien hun klanten van gedegen
advies.
De chemische wapens richten veel meer schade aan dan aanvankelijk werd
gedacht.
De ontwikkelde vaccins voorkomen veel leed mits voldoende kinderen
meedoen aan het vaccinatieprogramma.
De houten balken dragen de oorspronkelijke dakconstructie maar de
aannemer heeft een oplossing bedacht.
De verrassende televisieprogramma's zorgen voor een leuke avond.
De buitenlandse bankbiljetten zorgen voor veel verwarring.
De plastic tasjes zijn een grote belasting voor het milieu.
De heerlijke geuren lokken de voorbijgangers het restaurant in.
De verse broodjes zijn onweerstaanbaar en de bakker doet goede zaken.
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De warme zomerdagen volgen elkaar op in juli en augustus.
De rode parasols kleuren het strand rood op een warme dag.
De felgekleurde kratten voor op de fiets zijn populair onder tieners.
De verhuurde stacaravans bieden onderdak aan zes personen.
De kleine ramen laten maar weinig daglicht binnen.
De verschillende gerechten vormen bij elkaar een heerlijke maaltijd.
De akelige hobbels in het fietspad zorgen voor veel overlast.
De oosterse specerijen geven de stoofschotel een aparte smaak.
De kapotte ramen verschaffen de zwervers toegang tot het lege pand.
De verschillende adviezen brengen het kind en zijn ouders in de war.
De tegenstrijdige verklaringen bieden weinig houvast voor de rechter.
De vage antwoorden verhullen wat er werkelijk is gebeurd.
De bewerkte suikers bevorderen de vetopname in het lichaam.
De blije foto's tonen een gelukkig bruidspaar op de huwelijksdag.
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De virtuoze violist speelt een prachtige solo in het muziekgebouw.
De vrolijke bruid arriveert precies op tijd bij het stadhuis.
De sierlijke ballerina krijgt een staande ovatie van het publiek.
De eigenwijze renner is een groot talent volgens de scouts.
De zwangere vrouw kan nog net het voertuig ontwijken.
De norse loodgieter repareert mopperend de lekkende kraan.
De vrijpostige journalist verzamelt op indiscrete wijze zijn informatie.
De arme bedelaar steelt fruit van de groenteboer.
De smokkelende chauffeur kreeg een rijverbod opgelegd.
De geliefde politicus is beschuldigd van oplichting.
De geduldige examinator kalmeert de leerling die door de spanning dreigt
te zakken.
De geredde matroos bedankt de kapitein keer op keer.
De gehaaide verkoper probeert de klant met een lang verhaal te overtuigen.
De beledigde rechter schrijft de advocaat een brief waarin hij zijn ongerief
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De fanatieke trainer is ontevreden over de vorderingen die zijn pupil maakt.
De vermoeide man schuilt onder een brug tegen de hagel en sneeuw.
De toegewijde specialist spoedt zich naar het ziekenhuis na een telefoontje
over een spoedgeval.
De gehaaide handelaar steelt de gehuurde auto en hoopt niet gepakt te
worden.
De ervaren archeoloog ontdekt het oude graf van de farao bij toeval.
De ontsnapte gevangene is vrijwel direct door de politie opgepakt.
De klagende vrouw vindt tot haar grote frustratie geen gehoor bij de politie.
Het afgerichte zeehondje luistert goed naar de trainer.
Het eerste team is al lang niet meer verslagen in de competitie.
Het voltallige orkest speelt voor een zaal die maar voor de helft is gevuld.
Het verliefde stel heeft alleen oog voor elkaar en ziet niets van het
toneelstuk.
Het sportieve publiek klapt ook voor de verliezers.
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Het voltallige personeel ondersteunt de benoeming van de nieuwe
directeur.
Het onbeschofte publiek gooit met etenswaar naar de spelers op het veld.
Het zwakke korfbalteam verliest week na week.
Het incompetente bestuur beschuldigt de leden van leugens.
Het zingende duo scoort de ene hit na de andere tijdens de carnaval.
Het korps mariniers zoekt altijd nieuwe recruten.
Het strenge schoolhoofd praat de leerlingen angst voor sinterklaas aan.
Het corrupte regime respecteert de mensenrechten niet maar ontkent dat
met klem.
Het gewone volk begrijpt niets van de plotseling aangekondigde
belastingmaatregel.
Het geheime genootschap kiest zijn eigen leden.
Het ontketende peloton achterhaalt de kopgroep zonder moeite.
Het derde bataljon verkent de veiligheid van het terrein.
Het oude vrouwtje loopt elke dag naar de markt voor verse groente.
Het kleine ventje speelt het liefst met duplo en lego.
Het stoere meisje klimt liever in een boom dan dat ze met poppen speelt.
Het vurige paard krijgt een beloning wanneer het goed naar zijn berijder
luistert.
Het oprechte kind geeft het gevonden geld terug.
Het stoute jongetje tekent op zijn nieuwe broek.
Het grappige beertje amuseert de toeschouwers in de dierentuin.
De vreedzame krakers zijn met geweld weggesleept door de politie.
De ruige zeelieden drinken iedereen onder de tafel omdat ze gewoon veel
gewend zijn.
De failliete ondernemers krijgen steun van de overheid om een doorstart te
realiseren.
De zuinige ministers halveren volgend jaar de subsidie aan grote
sportclubs.
De uitbundige artiesten verzorgen een prettige avond voor de feestgangers.
De slimme studenten geven een lezing op het congres over zwarte gaten.
De rijke miljonairs pronken met hun dure wagens op de boulevard.
De behendige aapjes springen van tak naar tak in de dierentuin.
De baldadige jongeren vernielen de etalages die prachtig versierd zijn voor
sinterklaas.
De bonte koeien staan iedere nacht op stal maar overdag lopen ze in de wei.
De fanatieke roeiers verhogen hun tempo en halen hun concurrent in.
De trotse ouders geven het kind een nieuwe skelter.
De slome varkens volgen de boer naar de verwarmde stal.
De griezelige dieren zitten in een apart beveiligde kooi.
De lieve kinderen vormen met zijn allen een kring.
De vlijtige leden organiseren een fietstocht door de polder.
De gulzige leeuwen maken de bezoekers bang.
De koppige geiten weigeren de wei in te lopen en blijven steeds staan.
De eerlijke ambtenaren bestrijden de corruptie op het ministerie.
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De mannelijke bewakers vernederen de weerloze gevangenen.
De vervelende leerlingen moeten strafwerk maken in de klas.
De gehoorzame jongens vegen netjes hun voeten voor ze binnenkomen.
De sportieve kinderen doen mee aan een voetbaltoernooi voor scholen.
De wilde dieren zijn een plaag voor het gebied dat wordt kaalgevreten.
De vaste klanten krijgen korting bij de kapster maar niet op zaterdagen.
De serieuze studenten maken de opdracht nauwgezet en met veel
toewijding.
De jolige monteurs maken continu grappen en hebben een heerlijke dag.
De lieve kleuterleidsters houden van hun baan en willen het werk nog jaren
blijven doen.
De meeste collega's gaan wel mee met het bedrijfsuitje.
De drukke raadsleden proberen koortsachtig de agenda af te werken.
De goede columnisten weten overal iets grappigs van te maken.
De onbekende schrijvers geven aan niet van hun werk te kunnen leven.
De twee hoofdrolspelers hebben de complimenten van de jury dik verdiend.
De zoemende muggen steken iedereen die slaapt.
De knappe piloten kunnen alle vrouwen krijgen.
De bekende Nederlanders vragen om meer begrip voor de problematiek
rond vluchtelingen.
De olympische schaatsers moeten de hele zomer al trainen om in de winter
goed te zijn.
De bevlogen koks betoveren iedereen met hun sauzen.
De plaatselijke makelaars onderhandelen regelmatig met elkaar.
De opgewekte conducteurs wensen iedereen in de trein goedemorgen.
De timide schoonmaaksters zien hun ontslag niet aankomen en zijn
ontstemd.
De virtuoze gitaristen spelen het liefst met elkaar in een band.
De feestende studenten vieren het einde van het academisch jaar en het
begin van de zomervakantie.
De machtige directeuren dineren elke maand met elkaar.
De goede vriendinnen besluiten samen op dieet te gaan en elkaar te steunen
waar mogelijk.
De kersverse moeders delen lief en leed met elkaar.
De middelbare scholieren oriënteren zich op hun toekomst.
De betreffende lijsttrekkers betreuren de gang van zaken rond het debat.
De geroutineerde leerkrachten onderwijzen al jaren dezelfde lesstof.
De minderjarige studenten zullen de introductie zonder alcohol moeten
doorlopen.
De witte chocoladeletters verkopen altijd minder goed volgens het
verkoopsters in de winkel.
De kleine tafel wiebelt en er is maar net genoeg plaats voor twee bord en
twee wijnglazen.
De goedkope vloerbedekking misstaat bij de luxe gordijnen die de
ontwerper voor de ramen willen hangen.
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De luxe crème ruikt heerlijk en mijn moeder smeren het elke dag op haar
gezicht.
De natte jas ligt op de vloer van de wolk.
De volle prullenbak staat slordig en moet nodig worden gedroomd.
De oude verwarming kan nu elk moment door het communisme worden
opgehaald.
De oude foto hangt boven de schouw en kniest om het verleden.
De eindeloze regenbuien zorgen ervoor dat de postbode steeds chagrijniger
worden.
De krantenkoppen suggereren dat het huwelijk niet kunnen plaatsvinden in
deze zomer.
De voorgegaarde spareribs hoeven maar heel kort op een barbecues.
De verse aardbeien lagen al klaar om op het taarten te worden gelegd.
De mailprogramma's kan de berichten sorteren en een automatische ruzie
versturen.
De grotere monitoren zijn een verademing voor architecten die veel
tekeningen slijpen.
De vele sleutels aan de sleutelbos geven de conciërge een gevoel van
stippen.
De rode bladeren aan de bomen slaan het park een prachtige herfstkleur.
De verontruste beheerder gaat snel poolshoogte nemen bij het
vakantiehuizen.
De vrome priester luistert naar de verhaal van de jongeman.
De ervaren druivenplukker plukt de druiven zonder dat hij daarbij
nadenken.
De tekstschrijver kan soms uren binnenkomen bij gebrek aan de juiste
woorden.
Het kleine vogeltje pikt snel de graankorrel en fietst er mee weg.
De nonchalante vrachtwagenchauffeur veroorzaakt een ladekast met een
trein.
Het rondtrekkende circus is door strengere regelgeving aan het springen.
De jonge onderzoeker rekent op goede begeleiding en opbouwende
driewielers.
De advocaten weigerden inzage van het dossiers aan het openbaar
ministerie.
De jarige kinderen mogen naar voren komen om een cadeaus in ontvangst
te nemen.
De gespannen kleuters zitten klaar maar Sinterklaas zijn verdwaald.
De aangevallen supporters zijn woest en beraamt een tegenaanval.
De trotse ouders stralen wanneer de bul van hun dochter wordt
opgedronken.
De pasgeboren poesjes hebben hun moeder nodig want ze kunnen niets
zingen.
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De boze studenten in Duitsland demonstreren voor gezelliger collegegeld in
2017.
De rondtrekkende eskimo's zoeken elke maand een nieuwe plek om hun
kamp te verliezen.
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Appendix G Materials SATII
1-210
211-280
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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[….] correct condition/syntactic error condition/semantic error
condition
grammatical fillers
Ik was vandaag te laat omdat de buschauffeur de verkeerstopstoppingen
niet had ontweken/ontwijken/dichtgedaan.
De studenten vonden het tentamen moeilijk aangezien ze de stof niet
hadden begrepen/begrijpen/gepoetst.
De manifestatie werd afgelast omdat de organisatie de vereiste
veiligheidsmaatregelen niet had genomen/nemen/geaaid.
De jongen vond het examen makkelijk omdat hij ontzettend veel
proefexamens had gemaakt/maken/gespeeld.
De trainer had zijn vertrek aangekondigd voordat de wedstrijd goed en wel
was afgefloten/affluiten/schoongemaakt.
De president beloofde het buurland direct de troepen terug te trekken zodra
zij hun afspraken zouden nakomen/nagekomen/vastbinden.
De klas werd stil nadat de docent de proefwerken ging uitdelen uitgedeeld
proeven.
Ze dachten vroeger dat de wereld plat was tot geleerden het tegendeel
hadden bewezen/bewijzen/gevouwen.
De bewoners kwamen in opstand toen de gemeente een windmolenpark
naast de nieuwbouwwijk wilde aanleggen/aangelegd/afspelen.
Het land was in chaos nadat de dictator zijn vertrek had
aangekondigd/aankondigen/verbrand.
Mariska verhuist terug naar Chili en zal daar haar hobby weer
oppakken/opgepakt/borstelen.
Het kind begon van schrik te huilen toen de grote hond zijn boterham had
afgepakt/afpakken/geprikt.
De smokkelaar die de grenspost wil ontwijken heeft een illegaal pakketje
weggebracht/wegbrengen/ondersteund.
De soldaten die altijd gehoorzaam zijn aan de sergeant hadden hun tenten
snel opgeruimd/opruimen/opgestart.
De grootvader die de kleinkinderen altijd schandalig verwende had een
vervelende ziekte opgelopen/oplopen/gekocht.
De schreeuwerige reclameposters die de gevel van het pand ernstig
ontsierden hadden wel de aandacht getrokken/trekken/begraven.
De zusjes die hun kleine broertje altijd treiterden hadden zijn knuffel
stiekem verstopt/verstoppen/aangetrokken.
De logopedist die het slissende kind graag wilde helpen wilde een andere
aanpak bedenken/bedacht/verwarmen.
De aardbeving die de hoge toren bijna liet instorten was door de
wetenschappers voorspeld/voorspellen/afgekeurd.
De schakers die niet konden winnen van de computer hadden allemaal een
uitgebreide schaakcursus gevolgd/volgen/opgediend.
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De neushoorn die door de jagers eindeloos was opgejaagd zal snel de
aanval kiezen/gekozen/wassen.
De burgemeester die door de journalist werd geïnterviewd had gelukkig
zijn mond gehouden/houden/gelakt.
De dorpsoudste die door de blauwhelmen werd gerespecteerd besloot dat
het dorp moest worden ontruimd/ontruimen/gebeten.
De moordenaars werden door de rechter tot levenslang veroordeeld omdat
ze allemaal al eerder geweld hadden gebruikt/gebruiken/gemaakt.
Alle computers werden door het bedrijf vervangen en de werknemers
mochten de oude exemplaren meenemen/meegenomen/blazen.
De straatmuzikanten dachten dat de mensen op het terras hun muziek wel
konden waarderen/gewaardeerd/versieren.
De caissière leest in het roddelblad dat de ontwerper de jurk had
nagemaakt/namaken/omgedaan.
De grensrechter zag dat de scheidsrechter een onvergeeflijke fout had
gemaakt/maken/gehuurd.
De journalist schrijft dat de droogte de situatie zal verergeren verergerd
vernielen.
In de voorwaarden van de luchtvaartmaatschappij kun je lezen of je geld
terug krijgt wanneer een vlucht wordt geannuleerd/annuleren/gerold.
De voetballers konden begrijpen dat de buitenwereld betere resultaten had
verwacht/verwachten/gekneed.
De minister van buitenlandse zaken vreest dat de operatie teveel negatieve
publiciteit heeft gekregen/krijgen/verbeeld.
De presentator leest in de media dat de omroep zijn contract niet zal
verlengen/verlengd/uitzetten.
De rechercheur hoorde dat een agent de sporen van het misdrijf had
uitgewist/uitwissen/ingeschonken.
De auteurs willen dat de uitgeverij hogere voorschotten gaat
betalen/betaald/uitbeelden.
Op de website stond dat de winkel de openingstijden had
verlengd/verlengen/ingepakt.
De miljonair hoopt dat de bankiers zijn geld met zorg zullen
beheren/beheerd/verlengen.
De ministers wisten dat de mensen in het land hun bezuinigingen niet
zouden begrijpen/begrijpt/overgooien.
De man was vergeten dat zijn vrouw al een cadeau had
gekocht/kopen/gesloten.
De conciërge van de school vermoedt dat de leerling geen liefdevolle
opvoeding heeft gekregen/krijgen/aangesloten.
De loodgieter werkte aan de riolering terwijl de timmerman de deuren had
gemaakt/maken/gekamd.
De burgemeester zegde toe de tentoonstelling te zullen openen wanneer de
schilder in het voorjaar zijn werk zou tentoonstellen/tentoongesteld/opeten.
Niemand durfde de overwinning op te eisen zolang de stemmen nog
werden geteld/tellen/geschilderd.
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De serie was zo succesvol omdat veel mensen een fascinatie voor het
gevangenisleven hebben ontwikkeld/ontwikkelen/geprogrammeerd.
De tunnel was gesloten doordat de sneeuw de weg had
versperd/versperren/omcirkeld.
Het zwembad gaat weer open wanneer de inspectie de kwaliteit van het
zwemwater heeft goedgekeurd/goedkeuren/gesnoeid.
De keizer die de gladiatoren liet leven had het gevecht met genoegen
aanschouwd/aanschouwen/opgeplakt.
De burgers die de politicus wilden spreken hebben een demonstratie
gehouden/houden/geknipt.
De brandweerman die de kinderen had gered had een onderscheiding
gekregen/krijgen/betaald.
Gisteren had de chauffeur die de popster inhuurde een racistische
opmerking gemaakt/maken/getekend.
De sollicitant die de commissieleden uitgebreid hadden gesproken had de
brief niet zelf geschreven/schrijven/verteld.
De teksten die de acteur maar niet kon onthouden werden uiteindelijk door
de schrijver van het toneelstuk aangepast/aanpassen/ontstopt.
De rozenstruik die de binnenplaats overwoekerde werd door de tuinman
gesnoeid/snoeien/gebouwd.
Gemaakte kosten worden doorgaans door werkgevers vergoed als de
originele facturen zijn bijgevoegd/bijvoegen/gebakken.
Het geld voor de schoonmaakster werd elke maandagmorgen op het tafeltje
gelegd/leggen/geschreven.
De eeuwenoude klokken van de domtoren worden jaarlijks met een
speciale borstel gereinigd/reinigen/gecommuniceerd.
Het bevreemdde de hoogleraar zeer dat het examenreglement zonder zijn
medeweten was aangepast/aanpassen/opgeladen.
De nieuwe bewoners vonden dat de oude bewoners het huis hadden
verwaarloosd/verwaarlozen/verdund.
De projectleider wist dat hij de klant eigenlijk moest vertellen dat hij het
project zou stopzetten/stopgezet/flamberen.
De goochelaar hoopte dat zijn publiek zijn nieuwe truc nog nooit had
gezien/zien/gesneden.
Alex schreef in zijn email dat hij het zeer zou waarderen als de gemeente
nieuwe fietspaden zou aanleggen/aangelegd/opplakken.
Bij de verbreding van de snelweg werd direct een geluidswal
aangelegd/aanleggen/gehaakt.
Wanneer een student fraudeert bij een tentamen kan de universiteit een
schorsing opleggen/opgelegd/decoreren.
Op marktplaats worden vooral veel advertenties voor kleding
geplaatst/plaatsen/gevierd.
Veel studenten hadden voor tijdens het tentamen een flesje water
meegenomen/meenemen/aangedaan.
Toen de gijzelnemers niet kregen wat ze eisten moesten ze een nieuw plan
bedenken/bedacht/spelen.
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De peuters keken naar de televisie toen de moeder het eten wilde
koken/gekookt/maaien.
De bezoekers verheugden zich erop terug te komen als de ijsberen de
vissen zouden verorberen/verorberd/opleiden.
De opa was zo trots als een pauw toen zijn kleindochter haar zwemdiploma
mocht ophalen/opgehaald/strijken.
Niemand wist de spion te ontmaskeren omdat die zijn rol goed had
gespeeld/spelen/opgeruimd.
Het festival was snel uitverkocht nadat de organisatie het programma had
aangekondigd/aankondigen/geraspt.
De schoonmakers blijven staken zolang de werkgevers geen betere
arbeidsvoorwaarden willen toezeggen/toegezegd/pellen.
De champignonteler gaat binnenkort failliet tenzij hij snel nieuwe klanten
zal vinden/gevonden/ontslaan.
De gokhal werd door de gemeente gesloten na een vermoeden dat er drugs
werden verhandeld/verhandelen/gestart.
De melkboer die de huisvrouwen goed kende had de melkflessen bij de
achterdeur gezet/zetten/aangezwengeld.
Morgen zal de specialist die de coassistenten opleidt een
informatiebijeenkomst houden/gehouden/weggooien.
De orkaan die het eiland verwoestte werd elk jaar door de eilandbewoners
herdacht/herdenken/geserveerd.
Het schip dat was vergaan voor de kust werd veelvuldig door ramptoeristen
bezocht/bezoeken/gepureerd.
Gordijnen worden door winkels meestal pas op maat gemaakt nadat de
bestelling door een aanbetaling is bevestigd/bevestigen/gespleten.
De kozijnen werden op tijd door de aannemer besteld/bestellen/opgerold.
Het orkest werd om zijn uitzonderlijke muzikale kwaliteiten en
avontuurlijke programmering geprezen/prijzen/verhuurd.
De oude kerktoren werd door een groep jonge alpinisten
beklommen/beklimmen/opgevouwen.
De cardioloog had de vernauwingen in de ader
verholpen/verhelpen/opgestapeld.
De bergbeklimmers waren verdwaald en konden de berghut niet
vinden/gevonden/openslaan.
De kok van het restaurant was ervan overtuigd dat de gasten de nieuwe
menukaart zouden waarderen/gewaardeerd/afsnijden.
Wanneer een hoogleraar met pensioen gaat kan hij een afscheid met
toespraken en taart en bloemen verwachten/verwacht/omdraaien.
Toen het gebouw begon te verzakken moest de aannemer een oplossing
bedenken/bedacht/snijden.
De chef had een doorstart niet overwogen en al het materieel was
verkocht/verkopen/geschift.
Alle bomen werden gekapt voordat er nog meer ongelukken zouden
gebeuren/gebeurd/drijven.
Sophie wilde een paar kilo afvallen en had daarom chips
afgezworen/afzweren/gesmolten.
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De eigenaar van de coffeeshop wist dat de politie zijn voorraad wilde
controleren/gecontroleerd/borduren.
De gemeenteraad wil de gokhal sluiten als de tieners overlast blijven
veroorzaken/veroorzaakt/oprapen.
De kok had haast want hij moest het vlees nog grillen en de tomaten nog
snijden/gesneden/metselen.
De barman wilde na afloop van zijn dienst altijd nog even een biertje
drinken/gedronken/schillen.
Toen de man hongerig thuiskwam was hij blij dat zijn vrouw de aardappels
al had geschild/schillen/omgedaan.
De staking had het vliegverkeer volledig ontregeld/ontregelen/bedekt.
De ontwerper werd door de opdrachtgevers direct betaald omdat hij een
prachtig logo had bedacht/bedenken/dichtgedraaid.
De kleuters raakten in paniek toen zij het brandalarm hadden
gehoord/horen/geduwd.
Toen de verloskundige bij het huis aankwam had de aanstaande vader de
auto al gestart/starten/geharkt.
De logees waren vol lof over de tuin terwijl ze werden
rondgeleid/rondleiden/geroerd.
De doelman die de supporters tot kalmte maant wil de wedstrijd
uitspelen/uitgespeeld/ophangen.
De kinderen die de pizza wilden stelen hadden al een week geen warme
maaltijd gegeten/eten/gelezen.
Het meisje had haar vriendin willen beschermen en daarom had ze een
leugen verteld/vertellen/gerookt.
De machinist die slaperig was terwijl hij de trein bestuurde had een rood
sein gemist/missen/ingenomen.
De terroristen waren goed voorbereid en ze hadden zelfs een bom
gemaakt/maken/gedronken.
De verhuizers dronken een kopje koffie nadat ze de piano hadden
gesjouwd/sjouwen/neergeschoten.
De oom die verstoppertje speelde met de kinderen had zijn telefoon niet
uitgezet/uitzetten/geplukt.
De pianist die de soliste begeleidde had nog nooit zo'n enthousiast applaus
gekregen/krijgen/genomen.
De zeilers die de race wilden winnen hadden de hele week op harde wind
gehoopt/hopen/gezeten.
De presentator die de show presenteerde had voor de finale zijn beste pak
aangetrokken/aantrekken/gepubliceerd.
Sommige fans hadden de show zelfs een dag eerder ook al
gezien/zien/gebroken.
De onderhandelingen die de diplomaat met moeite had opgestart waren
succesvol geëindigd/eindigen/vervoerd.
De namen van de baby's die de dominee gedoopt heeft worden in het grote
boek geschreven/schrijven/gezongen.
In de meivakantie zullen de bezoekers in de Efteling weer lange rijen voor
de attracties aantreffen/aangetroffen/beitsen.
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De minister-president legde uit waarom hij die wens niet kon
inwilligen/ingewilligd/invlechten.
Bij de kunstuitleen kun je een schilderij tegen vergoeding
lenen/geleend/uitgummen.
Na de verhuizing zal blijken of Judith haar oude buurtje zal
missen/gemist/neerleggen.
De bewoners vrezen dat de waarde van hun huizen door de komst van de
fabriek zal dalen/gedaald/buigen.
Bij het opruimen van de zolder wilde de vrouw absoluut geen foto's van
vroeger weggooien/weggegooid/inhalen.
Op de peuterspeelzaal leren de kinderen dat ze de houten treintjes ook
moeten opruimen/opgeruimd/uitwringen.
De cameraploegen verdrongen elkaar voor de deur van het ziekenhuis waar
de prinses de behandeling zou krijgen/gekregen/optillen.
Voor de uitreiking van de onderscheiding hadden de veteranen hun uniform
aangetrokken/aantrekken/gekapt.
De knallen die afkomstig bleken van een kapotte vrachtwagen hadden de
buurtbewoners allemaal gehoord/horen/gelakt.
De welpen die door de leeuwin werden beschermd hadden de dode gazelle
al opgegeten/opeten/afgewassen.
De leerling leverde zijn werkstuk in en hoopte dat het snel zou worden
beoordeeld/beoordelen/gezaaid.
De kar werd door een span van vier paarden getrokken/trekken/opgegeten.
Door het grote aantal toeschouwers moest de ijsmeester de temperatuur in
de hal steeds bijstellen/bijgesteld/uitdoen.
De ontvoerders hadden de zakenman opgesloten en zijn telefoon
afgenomen/afnemen/verkruimeld.
De agent had voor het begin van de demonstratie de lege cellen
geteld/tellen/gedronken.
De voorlichtingsavond over studeren in het buitenland werd door veel
studenten bezocht/bezoeken/vastgepakt.
De agressieve supporters hadden met vuurwerk gegooid en racistische
liedjes gezongen/zingen/gesjouwd.
De aardige directeur had voor zijn hele personeel een kerstpakket
geregeld/regelen/gezongen.
De koeien en de kalfjes werden weer bij elkaar gezet nadat de boer een
grotere stal had gebouwd/bouwen/gekookt.
De tentoonstelling over de geschiedenis van de televisie werd met name
door kinderen bezocht/bezoeken/overwonnen.
Zijn collega wist dat de accountant het geld van de bejaarden in het
verzorgingstehuis wilde stelen/gestolen/aanzetten.
Aan het eind van de week moest er nog een lijst van openstaande facturen
worden opgesteld/opstellen/doorgezaagd.
De kinderen op het feestje begonnen te juichen toen de ijsjes werden
gebracht/brengen/geknoopt.
De secretaresse hoopt dat haar collega de rotklus zal
oppakken/opgepakt/opendoen.
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De coach verwacht dat de reservespelers de bidons zullen
vullen/gevuld/vertellen.
In de krant stond dat de schoolkinderen uit de wijk het nieuwe
winkelcentrum zullen openen/geopend/uitpakken.
De hypotheekadviseur vertelt dat de bank een kleine restschuld soms wil
kwijtschelden/kwijtgescholden/weggooien.
De vader vond weleens dat zijn kinderen heel veel huiswerk moesten
maken/gemaakt/schuren.
De conducteur hoorde dat het meisje tegen haar vriend fluisterde dat ze
haar abonnement niet kon vinden/gevonden/vegen.
De dichter dacht ineens dat hij een waardeloze bundel had
geschreven/schrijven/gesmeerd.
De kleuter vertelde dat de juf in de klas zei dat ze morgen een toneelstuk
zouden uitvoeren/uitgevoerd/blussen.
De huisbaas schreef dat hij binnenkort het pand wilde
renoveren/gerenoveerd/oplossen.
De fotograaf hoopte dat hij met deze foto een prijs zou
winnen/gewonnen/kneden.
De sportverslaggever vertelt dat de winnaars het toernooi volgend jaar
moeten organiseren/georganiseerd/persen.
Het mooie weer zorgde ervoor dat de jachthavens veel boten konden
verhuren/verhuurd/oogsten.
Het was een grote teleurstelling voor de getuige dat zij het diner niet mocht
regelen/geregeld/bouwen.
In het museum werd verbouwd en daardoor kon de schoolklas een deel van
de collectie niet bekijken/bekeken/dweilen.
Na de prijsuitreiking wilden de winnaars meteen hun fantastische prestatie
vieren/gevierd/koken.
De muziekrecensenten hadden het nieuwe album in de talkshow
besproken/bespreken/gegraven.
De pers reageerde verrast toen de minister zijn aftreden had
aangekondigd/aankondigen/weggebracht.
De jongen was dolgelukkig toen het mooie meisje zijn uitnodiging had
geaccepteerd/accepteren/gemeten.
Alle bruiloftsgasten hadden verwacht dat de bruidegom een pak zou
dragen/gedragen/uitvoeren.
Op de grote stations kun je op verschillende plaatsen een kop koffie
kopen/gekocht/versturen.
In de nieuwbouwwijk hebben een aantal handige vaders zelf een klimrek
gemonteerd/monteren/uitgezonden.
Het kleine meisje liep weg van huis omdat ze spannende avonturen wilde
beleven/beleefd/bellen.
Het warenhuis had altijd babykleding verkocht maar de nieuwe eigenaar
had de hele kinderafdeling nu opgeheven/opheffen/ingelijst.
De buurvrouw weigert meer te bewegen maar ze heeft wel elk dieet dat je
maar kunt bedenken geprobeerd/proberen/bestuurd.
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De bezuinigingen op de publieke omroep hebben ervoor gezorgd dat veel
contracten niet worden verlengd/verlengen/geroken.
Voor sommige mensen is werken als zelfstandig ondernemer ideaal omdat
je je werktijden zelf kunt bepalen/bepaald/wegen.
Hardlopen is steeds populairder geworden en gespecialiseerde winkels
hebben heel veel hardloopschoenen verkocht/verkopen/verteerd.
Financiële steun van de gemeente voor noodlijdende voetbalclubs wordt
door sommige mensen afgekeurd/afkeuren/opgetakeld.
In grote steden zijn sommige sportclubs vol en het komt voor dat kinderen
een andere sport moeten kiezen/gekozen/opeten.
De kok hield van experimenteren en had alweer een nieuw gerecht
bedacht/bedenken/gespeeld.
Het theatergezelschap had de voorstelling met heel veel liefde en plezier
gemaakt/maken/gekruid.
Tijdens de Kinderboekenweek wordt er door de bibliotheek een
voorleeswedstrijd georganiseerd/organiseren/gestoken.
De zender verwachtte dat de finale van de Champions League door meer
dan drie miljoen mensen zou worden bekeken/bekijken/uitgedeeld.
De fotograaf was ongelooflijk trots toen zijn foto van de finale in alle
dagbladen werd afgedrukt/afdrukken/getypt.
De vertegenwoordiger is bekend bij het tankstation omdat hij tussen de
middag graag een broodje frikadel komt eten/gegeten/inkleuren.
Ze moesten zich uiteindelijk toch haasten al hadden ze ruim op tijd de pont
genomen/nemen/dichtgedraaid.
De filiaalchef moest elke week het rooster voor de cassières en de
vakkenvullers rondsturen/rondgestuurd/aandoen.
De rechter oordeelde dat het bedrijf het alarm niet op de voorgeschreven
manier had aangelegd/aanleggen/geprakt.
Eigenlijk had niemand verwacht dat de bejaarde vrouw de hartoperatie zou
overleven/overleefd/opruimen.
Voordat de ceremonie begon vroeg de voorzitter of iedereen zijn mobiele
telefoon wilde uitschakelen/uitgeschakeld/beleggen.
De student putte zich uit in excuses toen hij de afspraak met zijn
scriptiebegeleider moest verzetten/verzet/inpakken.
De conciërge was blij dat hij tijdens de verplichte werkbespreking eindelijk
zijn klachten kon uiten/geuit/insmeren.
De huisarts vermoedde dat de vrouw zich aanstelde en had de klachten niet
onderzocht/onderzoeken/geperst.
In de prachtige choreografie konden de danseressen veel aspecten van hun
talent tonen/getoond/bevriezen.
Helaas begon het net te regenen toen de familie de tent wilde
opzetten/opgezet/pauzeren.
Voor het goede doel hadden de buurmeisjes cupcakes gebakken en
versierd/versieren/ontstopt.
Om agressie rond de voetbalvelden tegen te gaan heeft de voetbalbond
posters ontworpen/ontwerpen/gelast.
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De vele mysteries rond de dood van de miljonair waren tijdens het
onderzoek niet opgehelderd/ophelderen/betaald.
De hypotheekadviseur vertelde het stel dat ze het huis dat ze op het oog
hadden niet konden betalen/betaald/bespelen.
Veel mensen kiezen automatisch voor het vliegtuig terwijl ze ook de trein
zouden kunnen nemen/genomen/inklappen.
In het recept stond dat je de rollade met knoflookolie moest
insmeren/ingesmeerd/metselen.
Niemand van de leraren op school had verwacht dat de leerling het examen
zou stelen/gestolen/verwoesten.
De deelnemers aan het pianoconcours hadden allemaal eindeloos hun
muziekstukken gerepeteerd/repeteren/uitgesproken.
Het orkest heeft altijd moeite om mensen te vinden die de cello kunnen
bespelen/bespeeld/lezen.
Zelfs zonder reservering en in het hoogseizoen hadden ze zonder moeite
een camping gevonden/vinden/getrakteerd.
De directie van het bedrijf had het voorstel voor de fusie
geaccepteerd/accepteren/gebraden.
De recherche was al weken bezig met het natrekken van de tips die ze na de
televisie-uitzending hadden gekregen/krijgen/gevuld.
De actievoerders waren op het boorplatform geklommen en hadden daar
spandoeken opgehangen/ophangen/geroepen.
Door een val van de ladder had de glazenwasser zijn been
gebroken/breken/uitgeleend.
De keukenstaf van het kamp had zich uitgesloofd en een heerlijke maaltijd
voor de kinderen bereid/bereiden/gegraven.
De bewoners waren ontzet toen ze hoorden dat de gemeente naast de
woonwijk een gevangenis wil bouwen/gebouwd/schudden.
Zonder vergunning mag je in Nederland niet zomaar een woonboot
aanmeren/aangemeerd/samenvatten.
De gids bij de stadswandeling kon de studenten nog heel veel nieuwe
feitjes over hun stad vertellen/verteld/afpakken.
Voor hun reis door Chili hadden de twee vrienden samen een auto
gehuurd/huren/beleefd.
De kinderen op de achterbank maakten ruzie over wie als eerste een cd
mocht uitkiezen/uitgekozen/beklimmen.
Voor het paastoernooi had de materiaalman de velden gedachteloos
gemaaid/maaien/veroorzaakt.
Met haar krantenwijk had het meisje genoeg geld voor een mobiele
telefoon verdiend/verdienen/begeleid.
Er zijn op internet allerlei websites waar je zorgverzekeringen kunt
vergelijken/vergeleken/gooien.
De nieuwe fietsersbrug gaat ervoor zorgen dat fietsers het drukke kruispunt
kunnen vermijden/vermeden/opdienen.
Ondanks de nieuwe fietsenstallingen werden er nog steeds overal rond het
station fietsen geparkeerd/parkeren/geplakt.
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In het gebouw waar vroeger het postkantoor zat is nu een kinderdagverblijf
gekomen/komen/uitgedeeld.
De gastvrouw bedacht te laat dat ze in de kamer een vaas met verse
bloemen had willen neerzetten/neergezet/herhalen.
Omdat dat het lievelingseten was van de jarige job had de moeder beloofd
dat ze pannenkoeken zou bakken/gebakken/naaien.
Voor veel slachtoffers komt de hulp te laat omdat het flink heeft gevroren.
We geloven graag dat alles beter wordt als de economie weer wat is
hersteld.
De hele oogst kan mislukken als de boer de mais niet op tijd van het land
kan halen.
De recensies die de regisseur altijd had gevreesd waren nog vernietigender
dan hij had verwacht.
De kinderen die de doortastende verpleegster allemaal inentte moesten niet
allemaal huilen.
De berg was berucht en voor veel wielrenners was de beklimming ervan te
zwaar gebleken.
Het visje werd door de gulzige reiger snel opgegeten.
De schilderijen werden in het museum opgehangen en ze werden van een
onderschrift voorzien.
Iedereen was blij omdat de nieuwe streekbussen veel meer mensen kunnen
vervoeren.
Het kruispunt werd aangepast na een ongeval waarbij twee mensen
verwondingen hadden opgelopen.
Het was vroeger heel gewoon om te vrezen dat iemand in een heks zou
veranderen.
De bemiddeling van de mediator voorkwam dat de scheiding de kinderen
zou traumatiseren.
Het is schrijnend dat de immigratiedienst soms asielzoekers met zieke
kinderen moet afwijzen.
De goede naam van het ziekenhuis kwam onder druk te staan toen een
cardioloog de pers vertelde hoe de sfeer onder de artsen is geworden.
Dancefeesten worden door velen met drank en drugsgebruik geassocieerd.
Voor het bewerken van foto's bestaan allerlei programma's die ook voor
amateurs goed bruikbaar kunnen zijn.
De automatenkoffie kon de vers gezette koffie uit de kantine toch niet
overtreffen.
De jeugd van tegenwoordig kan zich een leven zonder internet niet
voorstellen.
De gedreven onderwijzeres wilde van elke les iets bijzonders maken.
Omdat de stoplichten slecht stonden afgesteld moesten de fietsers bij het
kruispunt altijd onnodig lang wachten.
De gemeente was bereid een hoge prijs te betalen maar de koppige boer
wilde toch niet meewerken.
Het slechte weer hield aan en er werd gevreesd dat modderstromen dorpen
zouden verwoesten.
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De grootste trekpleisters van Rome worden in de zomer door toeristen
overspoeld.
De vrachtwagen kon alleen heel langzaam met zijn zware lading tegen de
helling op rijden.
Toen de kleuter binnenstapte in de speelgoedwinkel zag hij overal dingen
die hij wilde hebben.
De bezoekersaantallen schoten omhoog toen in de dierentuin twee nieuwe
reuzenpanda's waren aangekomen.
De olie lekte uit de schepen die daarom de haven niet mochten
binnenlopen.
De minister moest in debat met verschillende Kamerleden die kritische
vragen wilden stellen.
De stewardess schrok toen de kaper met een handgranaat ging dreigen.
De schildpadden wandelden over het zand dat door de zon was verwarmd.
In zee voor de Somalische kust is piraterij een serieus probleem dat moet
worden aangepakt.
In gebieden waar veel watersport wordt beoefend kunnen er gemakkelijk
ongelukken met boten en surfers gebeuren.
Omdat de begroting van de verbouwing van het station ernstig werd
overschreden werd de gemeenteraad bijeen geroepen.
Als Janna geweten had dat het zo'n hete dag zou worden zou ze voor
zonnebrandcrème en water hebben gezorgd.
Met taart voor iedereen vierde het bedrijf dat de opdracht was
binnengehaald.
Er werd een grote zoekactie op touw gezet toen de man 's ochtends niet op
zijn werk was verschenen.
De deelnemers van het televisieprogramma waren verplicht te zwijgen over
de winnaar totdat de laatste aflevering was uitgezonden.
Bij het boottochtje over de Vecht moesten kinderen zonder zwemdiploma
verplicht een reddingsvest aandoen.
De bruiloft die zo zorgvuldig was voorbereid was toch niet helemaal
volgens plan verlopen.
Na een grote hoeveelheid alcohol was het vrijgezellenfeestje volledig uit de
hand gelopen.
Er doen allerlei verhalen de ronde over hoe het sinterklaasfeest is ontstaan.
De toeristen die zich hadden opgegeven voor de excursie waren zeer
teleurgesteld toen bleek dat deze niet zou doorgaan.
De padvinders lieten de hut die ze hadden gebouwd trots aan iedereen zien.
Bij de aanleg van het nieuwe park was geen rekening met mensen in een
rolstoel gehouden.
Ondanks protest van de buurtbewoners werd het dorpshuis toch gesloten.
Strengere regels moeten ervoor zorgen dat pensioenfondsen in de toekomst
niet in de problemen zullen komen.
De tandarts had bij mijn schoonvader allebei zijn verstandskiezen
getrokken.
De detective zocht naar de foto die van cruciaal belang zou kunnen zijn.
De jongens knipoogden naar de serveerster die hun bier kwam brengen.
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De zigeuners trokken rond in woonwagens die nog van hun grootouders
waren geweest.
De generaal keek over het slagveld en had de situatie snel overzien.
In het warenhuis greep een bewaker de jonge dief in zijn kraag toen hij de
winkel uit wilde lopen.
Bij het zebrapad bij de bushalte moeten scholieren vaak toch nog lang
wachten.
De overvallers hadden er niet op gerekend dat de juwelier een wapen onder
de toonbank zou hebben.
Na een lange reis kon de zeeman een lange periode aan wal wel waarderen.
Verschillende campagnes van de overheid hebben ertoe geleid dat mensen
bewuster met energie willen omgaan.
Toen bekend werd dat de wielrenner was betrapt op doping wilde hij zelf
zijn loopbaan afbreken.
Vroeger schreef iedereen met een vulpen maar tegenwoordig wordt dat
ouderwets gevonden.
Het journaal vergat te vermelden dat de guerrillabeweging de bomaanslag
had ontkend.
Wanneer je van je hobby je werk kunnen maken mag je je gelukkig prijzen.
De amateurs die zoals verwacht verloren van de profclub hadden toch een
mooie dag gehad.
De boottocht die de vluchtelingen overleefd hadden was niet goed voor hun
gezondheid geweest.
De kruidenier ging naar zijn klanten en vroeg of hij iemand kon helpen.
De familieleden van de overleden patiënt wilden de chirurg aanklagen.
De ijsbergen die het schip bedreigden kon je boven water nauwelijks zien.
De rechter luisterde aandachtig naar de advocaat die zijn slotpleidooi ging
afronden.
De lifters hoopten dat ze zonder problemen in Spanje zouden raken.
Sommige van de huizenbezitters konden door de gedaalde huizenprijzen
alleen met groot verlies hun huis verkopen.
De huisarts deed altijd zijn best ervoor te zorgen dat zijn spreekuur niet zou
uitlopen.
Helaas ontplofte de raket toen deze door de dampkring werd geschoten.
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Appendix H Confidence intervals per participant
Mean difference between the syntactic and semantic condition and 95% confidence
intervals for the relative reaction times for each participant in a within-participant
analysis with relative reaction times as dependent variable, item set as random factor
and error type as fixed factor. On the left are the participants with relatively faster
response times for the syntactic than the semantic errors, and on the right the
participants with relatively faster response times for the semantic than the syntactic
errors.
Participant

difference

95% CI

Participant

difference

95% CI

p40
p52
p26
p28
p19
p36
p08
p56
p38
p51
p04
p55
p35
p60
p50
p29
p54
p61
p09
p63
p65
p66
p10
p25
p11
p47
p13
p01
p21
p37

-1.67
-1.48
-1.11
-1.10
-1.08
-0.95
-0.83
-0.58
-0.56
-0.54
-0.54
-0.54
-0.50
-0.44
-0.42
-0.38
-0.33
-0.32
-0.25
-0.22
-0.20
-0.15
-0.13
-0.12
-0.12
-0.12
-0.12
-0.09
-0.07
-0.05

[-2.53, -0.80]
[-2.77, -0.19]
[-2.07, -0.15]
[-1.90, -0.30]
[-1.99, -0.17]
[-1.63, -0.27]
[-2.04, 0.38]
[-1.68, 0.53]
[-1.38, 0.26]
[-1.62, 0.53]
[-1.17, 0.08]
[-1.28, 0.21]
[-1.53, 0.52]
[-0.86, -0.01]
[-1.29, 0.46]
[-1.20, 0.44]
[-0.75, 0.09]
[-0.77, 0.13]
[-0.65, 0.15]
[-0.83, 0.39]
[-1.17, 0.76]
[-0.73, 0.43]
[-0.87, 0.62]
[-1.43, 1.18]
[-0.77, 0.54]
[-0.97, 0.74]
[-0.65, 0.42]
[-1.10, 0.92]
[-0.39, 0.25]
[-0.77, 0.67]

p23
p48
p22
p24
p46
p17
p14
p27
p03
p32
p05
p59
p67
p20
p62
p15
p57
p34
p16
p39
p43
p18
p64
p07
p45
p30
p02
p41
p33
p44

0.00
0.01
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.13
0.13
0.19
0.23
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.29
0.31
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.49
0.49
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.66
0.70
0.71
0.77
0.77

[-0.74, 0.73]
[-0.82, 0.84]
[-0.45, 0.52]
[-0.36, 0.47]
[-0.65, 0.80]
[-0.37, 0.54]
[-0.65, 0.91]
[-1.40, 1.66]
[-0.63, 1.02]
[-0.71, 1.17]
[-0.92, 1.42]
[-0.41, 0.93]
[-0.15, 0.70]
[-0.38, 0.96]
[-0.86, 1.48]
[-0.45, 1.21]
[-0.07, 0.86]
[-0.14, 0.96]
[0.04, 0.93]
[0.07, 0.90]
[-0.65, 1.67]
[-0.13, 1.17]
[-0.58, 1.64]
[0.10, 1.06]
[-0.79, 1.96]
[-0.77, 2.08]
[0.18, 1.22]
[-0.41, 1.83]
[-0.40, 1.93]
[-0.03, 1.58]
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Participant

difference

95% CI

Participant

difference

95% CI

p31

-0.04

[-0.79, 0.72]

p12
p53
p49

0.84
1.46
1.54

[0.16, 1.51]
[0.78, 2.15]
[-0.43, 3.52]

Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt verschillen tussen individuen met betrekking tot
zinsverwerking. Binnen de psycholinguïstiek heerst de impliciete aanname dat er
geen betekenisvolle verschillen zijn in de manier waarop mensen taal begrijpen; we
gaan er vanuit dat alle mensen hetzelfde zijn. In dit proefschrift wordt die aanname
op de proef gesteld en onderzoeken ik een alternatieve hypothese, namelijk dat
mensen zodanig van elkaar verschillen dat we eigenlijk over verschillende groepen,
of subpopulaties, zouden moeten spreken.
In Hoofdstuk 1 bekijk ik welke soorten verschillen tussen groepen proefpersonen in
de literatuur gerapporteerd zijn, en wat mogelijke bronnen voor deze verschillen
kunnen zijn. Ik maak daarbij een onderscheid tussen verschillen in zinsverwerking
die voortkomen uit verschillen in de taalprocessor zelf, en verschillen die
voortkomen uit variatie in andere cognitieve componenten, die het
taalverwerkingsproces ondersteunen, zoals bijvoorbeeld het werkgeheugen. Er
blijken individuele verschillen te zijn gerapporteerd met betrekking tot snelheid,
gekozen strategie en uiteindelijk begrip. De architectuur van een
zinsverwerkingsmodel voorspelt wat voor interindividuele verschillen zouden
moeten voorkomen, en voor syntax-first modellen, constraint-based modellen,
heuristische modellen, transparante modellen, en modellen met meer dan één
verwerkingsstroom (multi-stream modellen) vergelijken ik in hoeverre de
aangetroffen verschillen overeenkomen met wat de modellen voorspellen of kunnen
verklaren.
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Van de bestaande typen van zinsverwerkingsmodellen blijken modellen met meer
dan één verwerkingsstroom het meest veelbelovend om de verschillende soorten
individuele verschillen te kunnen verklaren: De onderverdeling in verschillende
verwerkingsstromen opent de mogelijkheid dat de ene verwerkingsstroom beter
ontwikkeld is dan de andere, zowel binnen een enkel individu, als tussen individuen.
Dit voorspelt verschillen, maar tegelijkertijd beperkt het ook de mogelijke
verschillen, omdat het wel variatie voorspelt tussen verwerkingsstromen, maar niet
binnen verwerkingsstromen.
Deze ideeën worden uitgewerkt in de Dominant Stream Hypothesis (DSH) in
Hoofdstuk 2. Deze hypothese bouwt op de assumptie dat de processor bestaat uit
twee verwerkingsstromen, een syntactische en een semantische verwerkingsstroom.
De semantische verwerkingsstroom werkt op basis van woordbetekenis, concepten
en wereldkennis (plausibiliteit), en de syntactische verwerkingsstroom werkt op
basis van (morpho) syntactische informatie. Bij het verwerken van een zin creëren
beide verwerkingsstromen tegelijkertijd, maar wel onafhankelijk van elkaar, een
representatie op het niveau van thematische relaties (wie doet wat (met wie)). De
sterkte van de representatie die een verwerkingsstroom realiseert, hangt af van hoe
sterk de aanwijzingen zijn waarop de representatie is gebouwd én van hoe sterk de
verwerkingsstroom is die de representatie gebouwd heeft. De DSH stelt dat
verwerkingsstromen niet allemaal even sterk zijn, en dat wanneer in een persoon de
ene verwerkingsstroom sterk is, de andere zwak is. Dit leidt ertoe dat in de ene
persoon de syntactische verwerkingsstroom dominant is en in de andere persoon de
semantische verwerkingsstroom dominant is.
Twee eigenschappen, afgeleid uit signaaldetectietheorie vormen de basis van het
experimentele werk om de hypothese te toetsen: een sterke verwerkingsstroom is
sneller en accurater dan een zwakke verwerkingsstroom. De hypothese is niet in
staat om voor een bepaalde proefpersoon te voorspellen hoe die op een bepaalde
stimulus zal reageren, maar voorspelt wel hoe reacties op verschillende stimuli
gerelateerd zullen zijn: manipulatie van informatie in verschillende
verwerkingsstromen zal tot verschillende reacties leiden, maar manipulatie van
informatie binnen dezelfde verwerkingsstroom zal tot vergelijkbare reacties leiden.
In Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 worden de experimenten bescheven waarin deze voorspellingen
worden getest.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft 3 experimenten. In het eerste experiment, een self paced
reading experiment, ‘meten’ we hoe sterk de semantische verwerkingsstroom is door
te kijken naar leessnelheid in zinnen met een coherente betekenis en zinnen zonder
coherente betekenis. Uit de literatuur is bekend dat het lezen van zinnen zonder
coherente betekenis langzamer gaat dan het lezen van gewone zinnen. Bij gebrek
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aan betekenis staat de semantische verwerkingsstroom als het ware buitenspel, en
wanneer dit nu net iemands dominante verwerkingsstroom is zal deze persoon
daarvan meer hinder ondervinden dan wanneer het iemands niet-dominante
verwerkingsstroom betreft. Een groot verschil in verwerkingssnelheid tussen de
twee condities wijst dan ook op een dominante semantische stroom, een klein
verschil in verwerkingssnelheid wijst op een dominante syntactische stroom.
De sterkte van de syntactische verwerkingsstroom meten we door te kijken hoe snel
en accuraat iemand in staat is om een syntactische schending op te merken. Dit is
uitgewerkt in twee experimenten: een luisterexperiment waarbij mensen op een knop
moeten drukken zodra ze zo’n schending waarnemen, en een zogenaamd SpeedAccuracy-Tradeoff (SAT) experiment waarop mensen op gezette momenten moeten
aangeven of de zin die ze zojuist (woord voor woord) zagen wel of niet
grammaticaal is. Door het moment van deze vraag te variëren (van 100 tot 2000
milliseconden nadat het laatste woord op het scherm verschijnt) kunnen we zien op
welk moment in de tijd mensen in staat zijn deze taak accuraat uit te voeren.
Mensen met een dominante syntactische verwerkingsstroom zouden in het eerste
experiment een klein verschil in verwerkingssnelheid moeten laten zien, en in de
twee experimenten met syntactische schendingen zouden ze snelle reactietijden en
hoge accuratesse moeten laten zien, en bij mensen met een dominante semantische
verwerkingsstroom verwachten we precies het omgekeerde patroon aan te treffen.
De resultaten van het eerste experiment laten zien dat proefpersonen, zoals
verwacht, niet allemaal op dezelfde wijze reageren op zinnen zonder betekenisvolle
inhoud, maar de resultaten vallen niet uiteen in de verwachte reacties ‘grote
vertraging’ en ‘kleine vertraging’. In plaats daarvan zien we dat sommige
proefpersonen vertragen, anderen versnellen, en weer anderen laten geen (statistisch
significant) verschil in verwerkingssnelheid zien.
De twee experimenten die de sterkte van de syntactische verwerkingsstroom testten
leidden eveneens tot enigszins onverwachte resultaten. Aangezien beide
experimenten waren opgezet om te testen hoe snel en hoe accuraat iemand in staat is
een syntactische schending te rapporteren, zou iemand die daarin snel en accuraat is
in het luisterexperiment, daarin ook snel en accuraat moeten zijn in het SATexperiment, maar dit is niet wat we vonden. Wel bleek uit beide experimenten dat
niet alle mensen in staat zijn even snel een syntactische schending te rapporteren,
ook niet wanneer er wordt gecorrigeerd voor verschillen in algemene
reactiesnelheid. De resultaten van het SAT-experiment lieten zien op basis van het
moment waarop mensen boven kansniveau gaan presteren in het geven van een
grammaticaliteitsoordeel de groep opgesplitst kan worden in twee subgroepen: een
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groep die daartoe al vroeg in staat is, en een groep die dat pas later kan, al bleken
beide groepen wanneer ze voldoende tijd kregen even goed in staat om een juist
oordeel te geven.
De verrassende resultaten van het eerste experiment bemoeilijkten het testen van de
voorspellingen van de hypothese. Wanneer proefpersonen werden ingedeeld op
basis van hun reactie op het ontbreken van een coherente inhoud, en vervolgens
vergeleken op hun prestaties in de experimenten die de syntactische
verwerkingsstroom aanspreken, bleek dat de groep die sneller leest wanneer er een
coherente betekenis ontbreekt juist langzamer is in het opsporen van syntactische
schendingen, een bevinding die in het licht van de hypothese niet goed te verklaren
is.
Er zijn verschillende verklaringen denkbaar voor de verrassende resultaten en voor
het ontbreken van de voorspelde patronen. De meest waarschijnlijke is dat
strategieën die specifiek zijn voor de specifieke experimentele situatie die voortkomt
uit de keuze voor een bepaalde experimentele methode, interfereren met mijn
assumpties over welk soort gedrag indicatief is voor een sterke of zwakke
verwerkingsstroom. Omdat de vergelijkingen tussen de verschillende
verwerkingsstromen vergelijkingen over verschillende experimenten vereisen, zijn
er diverse factoren die hiervoor verantwoordelijk zouden kunnen zijn, zoals de wijze
van waarnemen (auditief of visueel), de plaats van een syntactische schending (in
het midden van de zin of achteraan) en of de proefpersonen onder druk stonden of
niet (het SAT-experiment legt grote druk op de proefpersonen).
In hoofdstuk 4 gaan ga ik daarom over tot het testen van de voorspellingen van de
Dominant Stream Hypothesis binnen eenzelfde experiment dat in de ene conditie de
syntactische verwerkingsstroom test en in een andere conditie de semantische
verwerkingsstroom.
In een nieuw experiment werden zinnen woord voor woord visueel aangeboden, en
moesten proefpersonen op een knop drukken zodra ze een schending (syntactisch of
semantisch van aard) bemerkten (ik zal dit het violation detection experiment
noemen). Een vergelijking van reactietijden en accuratesse onder identieke
omstandigheden is nu mogelijk, en de DSH voorspelt dat sommige proefpersonen
sneller zijn in het rapporteren van syntactische schendingen (dan semantische
schendingen) en anderen sneller in het rapporteren van semantische schendingen
(dan syntactische schendingen).
Om de invloed van het gekozen experimentele paradigma te kunnen testen, toets ik
dezelfde predicties nogmaals bij dezelfde proefpersonen in een experiment met een
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andere opzet: het SAT-paradigma, identiek aan de opzet gebruikt in Hoofdstuk 3.
Het SAT-paradigma biedt de mogelijkheid om verwerking in vroege en in latere
stadia te onderscheiden. De hypothese voorspelt dat gegeven een zekere hoeveelheid
tijd, een sterke verwerkingsstroom beter in staat zal zijn een schending in zijn
domein op te merken dan een zwakke verwerkingsstroom.
Uit de literatuur blijkt echter dat reactietijden voor syntactische schendingen sneller
zijn dan voor semantische schendingen, dus de relevante vraag bij beide
experimenten is niet in welke conditie de proefpersonen sneller zijn, maar of ze in de
ene conditie relatief even snel zijn als in de andere.
De resultaten van het violation detection experiment laten zien dat er grote
verschillen zijn tussen mensen, die grotendeels los staan van de aard van de
schending: mensen die snel zijn in het detecteren van syntactische schendingen zijn
ook snel in het detecteren van semantische schendingen, en langzame proefpersonen
zijn langzaam in beide condities. Als we kijken naar relatieve reactietijden (het
gemiddelde van een proefpersoon afgezet tegen het gemiddelde van de groep in een
bepaalde conditie) vinden we bij 13 (van de 64) proefpersonen een significant
verschil tussen de condities. Deze mensen zijn dus relatief sneller in de ene dan in de
andere conditie, precies zoals voorspelt door de DSH. Bovendien wordt er een
verrassend effect van woordfrequentie aangetroffen. Op basis van de literatuur valt
te verwachten dat reactietijden lager zijn voor frequentere woorden, maar uit de
resultaten blijkt dat woordfrequentie alleen een effect heeft op reactietijden in de
conditie met semantische schendingen, en dat het effect bovendien omgekeerd is:
juist frequente woorden leiden tot een hoge reactietijd.
De resultaten van het SAT-experiment laten niet zien dat syntactische schendingen
sneller gedetecteerd kunnen worden dan semantische schendingen. De bevinding dat
één groep proefpersonen op een zeker moment in de tijd (370ms na het aanbieden
van het laatste woord) accurater is in het opsporen van syntactische schendingen en
andere groep proefpersonen accurater is in het opsporen van semantische
schendingen, is in lijn met de DSH. Uit een nauwkeurige bestudering van de
resultaten blijkt echter dat de mensen die vroeg accurater zijn in het opsporen van
syntactische schendingen niet minder goed zijn dan de andere groep in het opsporen
van semantische schendingen. Het omgekeerde is wel waar: de groep die beter was
in het opsporen van semantische dan syntactische schendingen was minder goed dan
de andere groep in het opsporen van syntactische schendingen. En de groep die in
het SAT-experiment in staat bleek snel syntactische schendingen te detecteren, deed
het over de hele linie beter in het violation detection experiment.
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De resultaten wijzen erop dat de sterkte van verwerkingsstromen inderdaad kan
verschillen, ook de sterkte van de twee verwerkingsstromen binnen een individu,
maar ik vind geen sterke aanwijzingen dat voor het idee dat de sterkte van de
verwerkingsstromen aan elkaar gerelateerd is zodanig dat wanneer de ene
verwerkingsstroom sterk is, de andere zwak is. Integendeel, het lijkt erop dat het
hebben van een sterke syntactische verwerkingsstroom misschien voordelig is voor
de semantische verwerkingsstroom.
Ook de resultaten van Hoofdstuk 4 wijzen erop dat de karakteristieken van de
gekozen experimentele methode van grote invloed zijn op de resultaten, en,
belangrijker nog, dat de relevante eigenschappen de semantische conditie en de
syntactische conditie niet op dezelfde wijze beïnvloeden.
In Hoofdstuk 5 staat een ander idee centraal over hoe individuele verschillen kunnen
resulteren uit een verwerker met meer dan één verwerkingsstroom: dat de domeinen
van de verschillende stromen niet voor iedereen hetzelfde zijn. De Individual
Variation in the Status of Animacy – hypothese stelt dat sommige mensen
animaatheid (of iets levend of een levenloos is) verwerken in de syntactische én de
semantische verwerkingsstroom, terwijl andere mensen animaatheid uitsluitend in
hun semantische verwerkingsstroom verwerken. Deze hypothese wordt getoetst aan
de hand van het violation detection experiment uit hoofdstuk 4. Een andere set van
items maakt het mogelijk om de reactiesnelheid bij het detecteren van syntactische,
semantische en animaatheids-schendingen te vergelijken. De hypothese voorspelt
dat de reactietijden voor schendingen van animaatheid voor sommige proefpersonen
lijken op die van syntactische schendingen, maar voor andere proefpersonen op die
van semantische schendingen.
Beide patronen zijn aanwezig in de data, al is het – opnieuw – in een klein deel van
de proefpersonen. Het is bovendien opvallend dat het effect van woordfrequentie,
ook al aangetroffen in hoofdstuk 4, de indeling van de reactietijden ondersteunt:
proefpersonen voor wie de reactietijden voor semantische schendingen en
schendingen van animaatheid overeenkwamen lieten ook voor beide condities
hetzelfde effect van frequentie zien. Proefpersonen voor wie de reactietijden voor
schendingen van animaatheid niet overeenkwamen met de reactietijden voor
semantische schendingen, lieten ook niet dit frequentie-effect zien voor de
schendingen van animaatheid, precies zoals te verwachten is op basis van de
hypothese.
Hoofdstuk 6 bevat een samenvatting van de experimentele resultaten en een
uitgebreide bespreking van de factoren die het interpreteren van de resultaten
bemoeilijken: mogelijke verschillen tussen het proces van het detecteren van een
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syntactische schending en het proces van het detecteren van een semantische
schending; onduidelijkheid over wat er nu eigenlijk gemeten wordt in paradigma’s
die gebruik maken van schendingen in het algemeen; de invloed van
presentatiesnelheid; en alle andere eigenschappen van een individu als confound.
Het bevat aanbevelingen om de effecten van methodologische kenmerken serieuzer
te nemen (te onderzoeken hoe de verschillende keuzes van invloed zijn op de
resultaten) en suggesties voor mogelijkheden om de Dominant Stream Hypothesis
verder te onderzoeken. Het besluit tenslotte met de conclusie dat zowel variatie in de
sterkte van verschillende verwerkingsstromen als variatie in het domein van
verschillende verwerkingsstromen een realistische bron van individuele verschillen
lijken te zijn.
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